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ABSTRACT 
EUROPEANIZATION OF FOREIGN POLICY OF A CANDIDATE 
COUNRTY: AN EVALUATION OF TURKEY’S POLICY TOWARDS 
CYPRUS (2002-2012) 
Hisarlıoğlu, Fulya 
PH.D., Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Ioannis Grigoriadis  
 
July 2015 
This thesis has analyzed the dynamics, conditions and determinants of the EU’s 
transformative impact on a candidate state’s foreign policy. Concerned with the 
question of how the process of EU accession shapes candidate states’ policies, this 
case study questions how the machinery of Europeanization, interacting with the 
national factors and context, works in the transformation of Turkey’s policy towards 
Cyprus. Inspired by the premises of the studies on Accession Europeanization, the 
study is designed to understand the impact of the EU external pressures in shaping 
Turkey’s Cyprus policy between 2002 and 2012. In the light of the time processing 
analysis, the study suggests that the transformative impact of the EU in Ankara’s 
approach towards the Cyprus issue in the long-run is best explained by the actor-
centered “external incentives model”. In this sense the study concludes that domestic 
actors’ perception of the EU membership process and the ways in which EU adaptation 
pressures intervenes in the domestic institutional equilibrium determine EU’s 
transformative power.  
Key Terms: Cyprus Conflict, Europeanization, Annan Plan, Securitization, Turkey-
EU Relations  
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ÖZET 
AVRUPA BİRLİĞİ’NE ADAY BİR ÜLKENİN DIŞ POLİTİKASINDA 
AVRUPALILAŞMA: TÜRKİYE’NİN KIBRIS POLİTİKASI 
ÜZERİNE BİR DEĞERLENDİRME (2002-2012)  
Hisarlıoğlu, Fulya 
Doktora, Siyaset Bilimi ve Kamu Yönetimi Bölümü 
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ioannis Grigoriadis 
 
Temmuz 2015 
Bu çalışma, Avrupa Birliği’nin (AB), Birliğe aday bir ülke olan Türkiye’nin 
dış politikası üzerindeki dönüştürücü gücü ve bu gücü belirleyen dinamikler, koşullar 
ve etkenler üzerine bir inceleme sunmaktadır. AB katılım sürecinin aday ülke 
siyasalarında nasıl bir etki yarattığı sorusundan yola çıkarak hazırlanan bu araştırmada, 
ulusal faktörlerle etkileşim halinde olan Avrupalılaşma mekanizmasının, Türkiye’nin 
Kıbrıs politikasının şekillenmesindeki etkisi sorgulanmaktadır. Aday ülke 
Avrupalılaşması üzerine geliştirilen yazından ilham alınarak tasarlanan bu çalışma 
kapsamında, 2002- 2012 yılları arasında, AB’den kaynaklanan dış baskıların 
Türkiye’nin Kıbrıs politikasını nasıl şekillendirdiği tartışılmaktadır. Bu döneme ilişkin 
analizler ışığında, Türkiye’nin AB adaylığı sürecinde uzun vadede yaşanan politika 
değişikliklerini en iyi açıklayan yaklaşımın aktör-odaklı “harici teşvik modeli” 
(external incentives model) olduğu sonucuna varılmaktadır. Bu bağlamda, AB’nin iç 
kurumsal dengeler üzerindeki etkilerinin ve ulusal aktörlerin üyelik sürecine ilişkin 
yaklaşının AB’nin dönüştürücü gücünü belirlediği ileri sürülmektedir.  
Anahtar Kelimeler: Kıbrıs Uyuşmazlığı, Avrupalılaşma, Annan Planı, 
Güvenlikleştirme, Türkiye – Avrupa Birliği İlişkileri. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 This thesis aims at analyzing the dynamics, conditions and determinants of the 
EU’s transformative impact on a candidate state’s foreign policy. Inspired by the prem-
ises of the studies on Accession Europeanization, the study is designed to understand 
the impact of the EU adaptational pressures in shaping Turkey’s Cyprus policy be-
tween 2002 and 2012. Concerned with the question of how the process of EU accession 
shapes candidate states’ policies, this case study questions how the machinery of Eu-
ropeanization, interacting with the domestic institutional settings, works in the trans-
formation of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus.  
With this respect, the study concentrates on the interplay between external fac-
tors and internal- national factors that catalyze and/or hinder Europeanization process 
in Turkey’s accession process. It perceives foreign policy Europeanization as a “two-
level game” (Putnam, 1988) in which national and international sets of constraints, 
opportunities and challenges interact with each other in the decision making process 
on the issues under external pressure (Evans et al. 1993). In the light of this research 
design, the study suggests that the transformative impact of the EU in Turkey’s ap-
proach towards the Cyprus issue in the long-run is best explained by the actor-centered 
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“external incentives model”. It concludes that factors what really mediate EU’s trans-
formative impact are the domestic actors’ owning and perception of the EU member-
ship project and the ways in which EU adaptational pressures intervenes in the domes-
tic institutional equilibrium in addition to the size and credibility of EU rewards.     
This introductory chapter aims to answer questions with respect to the purpose 
of the study and the search question, research design and conceptualization, method-
ology and case selections, hypothesis and structure of the study.   
 
1.1 Purpose of the Study and the Research Question 
According to the widespread opinion in the literature on Turkish foreign policy, 
Turkey’s EU membership process, which entered a new phase especially after 1999 
when Turkey was officially recognized as an EU candidate country, had a serious 
transformative impact on the continuing foreign policy issues including Cyprus con-
flict, territorial disputes with Greece, relations with Armenia, normalization of Turk-
ish-Syrian relations, civilianization of foreign policy decision-making process and de-
securitization of the larger foreign policy outlook (for example, Terzi, 2012; Müftüler-
Baç, 2011; Müftüler-Baç and Gürsoy, 2010; Özcan, 2010;  Canan, 2009; Öniş and 
Yılmaz, 2009; Müftüler-Baç, 2008; Akçapar, 2007; Aydın and Açıkmeşe, 2007; Oğu-
zlu, 2004; Aydın, 2003).  In most academic studies on the Europeanization of Turkish 
foreign policy, Turkish governments’ full and strong support for the UN-led negotia-
tions and the comprehensive road map named as the “Comprehensive Settlement for 
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the Cyprus Problem”1 to reach a lasting solution for Cyprus dispute between 2002 and 
2004 is discussed as a text book case for foreign policy Europeanization (Kaliber, 
2012; Terzi, 2012; Aydın and Açıkmeşe, 2007). Despite the increasing academic in-
terest in the Europeanization of Turkish foreign policy, apart from a few attempts (for 
example, Demirtaş, 2015; Eryılmaz, 2014; Kaliber, 2012; Terzi, 2012; Müftüler- Baç 
and Gürsoy, 2010; Tocci and Diez, 2009; Ulusoy, 2008a, 2008b; Aydın and Açıkmeşe, 
2007; Oğuzlu, 2012, 2010, 2004) a significant majority of academic studies that aim 
to explore the impact of the EU adaptational pressures on Turkish foreign policy ana-
lyze the policy change from a state centric perspective through exogenizing the 
changes in the national and international political context2. This study aims to contrib-
ute to the literature dealing with the EU’s impact on Turkish foreign policy through 
applying the conceptual framework introduced by the students of Europeanization in-
vestigating the transformative impact of the EU adaptational pressures on candidate 
states’ specific policy areas.  
In this sense, the study approaches the policy change through Europeanization 
as matter of linkage politics. This kind of a research design which acknowledges the 
links between internal and external aspects of policy area and emphasizes both hori-
zontal (intergovernmental bargaining) and vertical-distributive (Schimmelfennig and 
Sedelmeier, 2005: 11) aspects of Europeanization (Bache, 2007; Radaelli, 2004) 
                                                          
1 The peace plan was introduced as a comprehensive proposal to solve Cyprus dispute which was arrised 
from the ethnic and political clashes of 1963, 1964 and 1967 between Greek and Turkish Cypriot com-
munities living on the Cyprus Island under the Republic of Cyprus established by the 1959 Treaty of 
Establishment provisioning a quasi-federal united republic. The conflict was resulted with the political 
and physical division of the two communities and in 1974 with Turkey’s unilateral military intervention, 
which was conducted upon the Greek military junta regime’s declaration of the annexation of the island 
to Greece, division of the island turn into status quo.  
2 For critical discussions on the existing literature on Turkey’s Europeanization, please see: Bölükbaşı 
et al.  2011; Alpan and Diez, 2014.    
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would provide an alternative reading for the studies on both Turkish foreign policy 
and Europeanization. Inspired by the last generation Europeanization studies on can-
didate states’ domestic politics suggesting that the EU’s transformative impact on the 
associate or candidate states is highly determined and mediated by the external and 
internal conditions; this study investigates the limits and ambiguities of EU’s trans-
formative power in assessing Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus and the internal and 
external conditions which determine the magnitude, context, sustainability and route 
of policy change. The analyses are organized on the basis of a case study approach-
Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus- with a specific focus on the ten years rule of Justice 
and Development Party (JDP) governments (between December 2002 and December 
2012). With a bottom-up approach or “the beginning of the policy story” (Radaelli, 
2004: 5), it discusses the issue at the level of domestic systems of interactions and 
questions the mechanisms through which EU might be effective in the policy change. 
This sort of a reading would enable us to understand and explain to what extent the 
EU intervenes into the candidate state politics as an effective anchor for policy trans-
formation. 
More concretely, following research questions are addressed through the study: 
 How and to what extent did Turkey’s EU membership aspirations influence 
Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus?  
 What were the factors facilitating or hindering policy change? 
 Which models or mechanisms of Europeanization were effective in ex-
plaining shifts in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus?  
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1.2 Research Design and Conceptualization 
In the literature, Europeanization is used as a useful but at the same time ambig-
uous term to explain the political change in member states (Radaelli and Exadaktylos, 
2012). It refers to a “two-edged term” that stands for both “downloading” of EU poli-
cies and polity into national institutions and the institutionalization and integration at 
the EU level through the “uploading” of member states’ national preferences to the EU 
level (Grabbe, 2006; Börzel, 1999). In the context of foreign policy Europeanization, 
the term refers to (a) “downloading” of EU common foreign and security policy, deci-
sion making structure (bureaucratic adjustment) and European foreign policy identity 
into the national foreign policy and (b) developing European-wide foreign policy 
goals, practices, procedures and common identity (Ladrech, 2010; Wong and Hill, 
2011). Therefore under the current EU system, Europeanization process in member 
countries refers to a two- edged (top-down and bottom-up) concept which resonates 
with the conceptual framework of the Europeanization (member states’ responses to 
the EU adaptation pressures) and the European integration. As Bulmer claims “argua-
bly the greatest debate in the theoretical literature has related to whether Europeaniza-
tion is exclusively a top-down phenomenon or whether it is in part horizontal” (2007: 
51). Therefore the inquiry whether Europeanization is a “top-down” –policy down-
loading- process or a “bottom-up” –policy uploading- process located at the center of 
the scholarly debates on research design.   
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In case of Turkey like other candidate states, the power asymmetries between 
Union (applied) and the candidate countries(applicant) bring with a situation that the 
national governments of the candidate countries act as the policy downloaders with no 
or limited opportunities to project their foreign policy preferences and interests at the 
EU level. Considering this fact caused by the EU’s organizational structure, resulted 
by the asymmetries between “applicants” and “applied”, this study confines itself to 
understand the impact of EU at the national level rather than to discuss Turkey’s im-
pact in EU-wide foreign policy institutionalization. Acknowledging this fact, the study 
in the first hand adopts a “top-down” research design.  
However dependence on strict top-down accounts on Europeanization “priori-
tizes the EU impact” and neglects “the role of domestic actors and discourses” (Alpan 
and Diez, 2014: 4).  In addition to this, in divergent fields of policy change, where top-
down researches establish causality between EU impact and domestic change, policy 
change might actually be driven by other factors like globalization, modernization, 
democratization or changes in the domestic political systems (Radaelli, 2012, 2004, 
2000; Bölükbaşı et al. 2011; Haverland, 2006; Börzel and Risse, 2003; Cowles et al, 
2001). Acknowledging the necessity to assess the phenomenon of Europeanization 
within the case specific political context of the change, this study adopts an eclectic 
research design in which top-down and bottom-up aspects of the EU impact are aimed 
to be explored.   
Although the debates on “top-down” and “bottom-up” Europeanization continue 
their monopoly in research design, the number of eclectic researches embracing the 
slogan that “former (top-down) is insufficient without the latter (bottom-up), and vice 
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versa” (Börzel and Risse, 2007: 484) is increasing3 (for example, Börzel and Risse, 
2012, 2009, 2003; Graziano and Vink, 2007; Diez et al. 2005; Featherstone and Ra-
daelli, 2003; Cowles et al. 2001). Eclectic research designs aim to develop alternative 
explanations with respect to the causality between EU adaptation pressures and 
changes in the member or candidate states’ domestic politics (Haverland, 2006). 
Touching upon the domestic power relations, interest politics or normative structures, 
integrative approaches best explain conditions of the EU’s transformative power 
(Börzel and Risse, 2012, 2003) as well as “when and how the EU provides a change 
in any of the main components of the system of interaction” (Radaelli, 2004: 4). As 
Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier (2005) point out studying Europeanization with its 
horizontal (top-down) and vertical (bottom-up) aspects enables us to understand why 
EU adaptation pressures are effective in enforcing change in some policy areas and 
why they are not energetic in triggering change in other policy areas. Correspondingly, 
this study investigates the EU impact in both national responses to the top-down ad-
aptation pressures exercised by the EU (intergovernmental bargaining) and bottom-up 
domestic institutional bargaining process in which Europeanization is conceptualized 
and instrumentalized by domestic forces enabling or hindering change (Alpan, 2014; 
Yılmaz and Soyaltın, 2014; Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005). With this respect, 
we utilize the term Europeanization as the candidate states’ responses either through 
domestic change or non-change to the EU adaptation pressures. More specifically the 
                                                          
3 For an in-depth discussion on research design in Europeanization literature please see: Exadaktylos 
and Radaelli, 2012; 2009.  
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term is used as “the dimensions, mechanisms and outcomes by which European pro-
cedures and institutions affect domestic-level process and institutions” (Börzel and 
Risse, 2007: 485). 
Despite the increasing popularity of eclectic researches that merge both top-
down and bottom-up explanations of the EU impact (Börzel and Risse, 2003) in Turk-
ish politics, polity and policies (for example, Güney and Tekin, 2015; Alpan and Diez, 
2014; Börzel and Soyaltın, 2012; Nas and Özer, 2012; Bölükbaşı et al. 2010; Grigori-
adis, 2009) literature on Europeanization in Turkey is mainly driven by top-down con-
cerns (Alpan and Diez, 2014). A research design which acknowledges the links be-
tween internal and external dimensions of policy area and emphasizes both horizontal 
(intergovernmental bargaining) and vertical-distributive (Schimmelfennig and Sedel-
meier, 2005: 11) aspects of Europeanization (Bache, 2007; Radaelli, 2004) would pro-
vide an alternative reading for the studies on both Turkish foreign policy and Europe-
anization.  
 
1.3. Methodology and Case Selection 
This research is based on a single case study – Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus- 
which aims to understand the causal relationship between the external pressures exer-
cised by the EU and candidate state’s foreign policy adaptations. As the premises of 
accession Europeanization researches emphasized, the process of policy Europeaniza-
tion has both national –domestic incentives; cost-benefit calculations, elite socializa-
tion etc.- and international –effective use of conditionality (European leverage); cred-
ibility of rewards (specifically EU membership) and sanctions- aspects.  Since foreign 
policy as a broad field of politics has multiple policy areas, there emerges the need to 
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reduce the scope of academic interest to analyze the impact of EU leverage with an 
intensive approach and a comprehensive research agenda touching upon the case spe-
cific variables as well as systemic analysis.  
With this respect, “case study is an appropriate way to answer broad research 
questions, by providing us with a thorough understanding of how the process develops 
in this case” (Swanborn, 2010: 3). Yin defines the case study research “an empirical 
inquiry that: investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; 
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in 
which multiple sources of evidence are used” (2009: 23). Yin’s definition highlights 
the distinguished character of the case study by emphasizing its strength to understand 
phenomenon within the boundaries of social reality and political context.  Thus the 
most critical contribution of the case study research is explaining the causality between 
dependent and independent variables within the case specific conditions and contexts 
which have serious consequences on the explanandum. In this sense, case studies based 
on phenomenological analysis are process oriented and “assumes a dynamic reality” 
(Bulmer, 1986: 183). Statistically speaking this approach reduces the generalizability 
of the research; however it introduces the alternative context based explanations for 
the causal inferences and different intervening variables that seem quite difficult to 
reach through frequenting statistics (Bennett, 2010). In other words, unlike “large-N” 
quantitative survey researches which rely on statistical generalizations, single case 
study research rely on analytical generalizations (Yin, 2009: 39). Considering in-
depth, process-oriented and exploratory nature, case study research best serves the aim 
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of this study whose primary concern is to understand the phenomenological and dy-
namic realities in explaining the oscillations in a specific policy area in the process of 
EU integration.  
In its broadest sense the study attempts to understand the limits, ambiguities 
and conditions of the EU’s transformative impact, which takes place through EU ad-
aptation pressures on the foreign policy issues of candidate states. Broadly speaking, 
it explores to what extent Turkey’s EU accession process influence the foreign-policy 
making process, foreign policy options, foreign policy identity and foreign policy prac-
tices. At this point, Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus best represents the general pat-
terns and parameters of Turkish foreign policy. The official discourse on Cyprus con-
flict and policy practices reflects the key determinants that shape foreign and security 
policy identity, priorities, national interests and threat perceptions in its close neigh-
borhood.  
In the second hand, aiming to discuss both internal (national) and external (EU 
level) aspects of the policy change through Europeanization, this study approaches the 
foreign policy as a “two-level game”. With respect to this, Cyprus case is not only a 
Turkish foreign policy issue but also it has deep roots in Turkish domestic politics. It 
is has been considered as a “national cause” that has been driven by a “securitized” 
policy agenda in which traditional concerns on “national interests” and “national iden-
tity” have been constantly re-constructed (Uzer, 2011) and the making of the Cyprus 
policy have been concentrated under the authority of a handful state elites (Kaliber, 
2005; Özcan, 2010; Uzgel, 2004). Put differently, the problem exposes the power 
asymmetries in making Turkish foreign and security policy. With this character, the 
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question has always been at the center of domestic power politics. Under these circum-
stances, the EU anchor consolidated in post-1999 era and the EU’s increasing empha-
sis on the relationship between Turkey’s EU membership and resolution of Cyprus 
conflict has triggered a social and political process in which Turkey’s traditional stance 
on Cyprus has begun to be harshly criticized by a pro-reform coalition. At this political 
juncture, JDP’s coming to power with a significant victory in 2002 elections and the 
party elites’ commitment for Turkey’s EU membership were important political incen-
tives which triggered Ankara’s support for UN initiative (Avcı, 2011: 415). The newly 
established government made reference to the linkage between Turkey’s prospective 
EU accession and the solution of the Cyprus conflict in line with the European norms. 
Yet “the increasing involvement of the EU in the issue was exploited by nationalist 
circles in Turkey to create a sense of emergency about the future of Turkish Cypriots 
and Turkey’s geostrategic interests in the island” (Kaliber, 2012: 231). Therefore the 
Cyprus issue constituted one of the front-lines in which the nationalist veto players 
who adapted a national security-based agenda and the newly emerging political elites 
who aimed to re-structure the Turkish domestic and foreign relations. With its highly 
politicized character Cyprus issue is considered as a great research case that best serves 
for the purpose of this research design in the sense that it sets out the transformative 
impact of EU with a special interest in the role of national actors and domestic power 
asymmetries. In another say, the case enables us to understand the limits and capabil-
ities of the external pressures to cause a real policy change in the inter-play between 
simultaneous games played at different levels.   
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The issue also emerges as an important bargaining chip in Turkey-EU relations. 
Back in early 1980s, Greece’s EU accession has made for closer European involve-
ment in the bilateral disputes between Greece and Turkey including Cyprus conflict 
(Esche, 1990). The Greek perception of Turkey as the “threat form East” significantly 
shaped Greece’s foreign and security policy identity especially after Turkey’s military 
intervention to Cyprus in 1974 (Yannas, 1994). “Since it would not be meaningful to 
go for a quantitative armament and defense within Greece’s limited sources and capa-
bilities, Greece used diplomatic ways to strengthen its position and bargaining power 
against Turkey in the Aegean disputes and the Cyprus issue” (Öztürk, 2013: 91). As a 
component of the Greek policy of internationalization of the Greek-Turkish disputes, 
Cyprus issue has been Europeanized by the successive Panhellenic Socialist Move-
ment (Panellino Sosialistiko Kinima- PASOK) governments which governed Greek 
politics during 1980s and 1990s, (Öztürk, 2013). In this context, Greece strategically 
projected its national perceptions and interests through mobilizing EU to adopt a “link-
age policy” (Eryılmaz, 2014) in which Turkey’s progress in settlement of the disputes 
with Greece and contributions to the solution of Cyprus conflict under the UN auspices 
have been emphasized as the core issues before Turkey’s EU membership4. In addition 
to this, Republic of Cyprus’s EU membership application in June 1990 and Athens’s 
success in persuading EU member states to start accession negotiations with the Re-
public of Cyprus without a viable solution of the conflict Europeanized the issue as it 
has never been in the past (Kaliber, 2003). The politics of linkage was also evident in 
                                                          
4 EU’s linkage policy has been underlined in different documents on Turkey’s EU membership inclu-
ding Agenda 2000, Progress Reports prepared by the European Commission on Turkey’s EU accession 
since 1998, Accession Partnership and Negotiation Framework Documents and Luxembourg (1997), 
Helsinki (1999), Leaken (2001) and Seville (2002) European Council Conclusions.    
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1999 Helsinki European Council decisions in which Turkey was officially declared as 
an EU candidate “destined to join the Union on the basis of the same criteria as applied 
to the other candidate States” (Helsinki European Council, 1999: paragraph 12). In 
Helsinki European Council, with Greece’s decision to lift its veto on Turkey’s EU 
candidacy, Turkey’s EU candidacy was recognized and the European Council empha-
sized that Turkey’s and Cyprus’s constructive efforts for the solution of the Cyprus 
conflict would contribute both candidates’ EU accession process. It was also under-
lined that if no settlement has been reached before the finalization of the EU accession 
negotiations with Cyprus, the accession of Cyprus would be achieved without a polit-
ical settlement (Helsinki European Council, 1999: paragraph 9 (a) (b), 12).        
Following Helsinki European Council of 1999 in many assessments on Tur-
key’s reform performances, including European Council conclusions, reports on Tur-
key’s progress, reports of EU Parliament, Strategy Papers and Commission recom-
mendations to the EU Council, Turkey has been urged to take constructive steps in the 
resolution of Cyprus conflict and normalize its relations with the Republic of Cyprus5 
in line with the principles of good neighborly relations and peaceful resolution of dis-
putes.  In this framework, since late 1990s EU Commission has been discussing Tur-
key’s progress in the solution of Cyprus conflict under the chapter “political criteria 
and enhanced political dialogue” in the reports on Turkey’s progress towards EU mem-
bership (Tsakonas, 2010, 2001).  
                                                          
5 Republic of Cyprus which was established by 1960 Constitution is the only internationally recognized 
entity representing the island. Based on the idea that the Republic established by 1960 constitutional 
order collapsed in 1963 when the parliament of the Republic of Cyprus was dominated by only Greek 
Cypriot representatives after the withdrawal of Turkish Cypriot delegates, Turkey does not recognize 
the Republic as the legal representative of Greek and Turkish Cypriots.    
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In addition to these, following Turkey’s non-fulfillment of its obligations stem-
ming from the Additional Protocol extending Ankara Agreement to the new member 
states including Republic of Cyprus, on December 2006, only a year after the opening 
of accession negotiations with Turkey, EU announced the suspension of the negotia-
tions on eight chapters and the provisionally non-closure of any chapters. Another 
shockwave occurred in December 2009 when the Greek Cypriot Administration uni-
laterally declared that it would block the negotiation process in six chapters.  Therefore 
political and technical (Turkey’s refusal to recognize the EU member Republic of Cy-
prus and to extend Customs Union to Cyprus) stalemates based on Cyprus conflict 
strained relations between Turkey and the EU to the point of the suspension of the 
newly started accession negotiations. In post-2005 era, Turkey continues to be the sub-
ject of the increasing EU adaptation pressures addressing Turkey’s obligations with 
regard to the recognition of the Republic of Cyprus and extending Customs Union to 
all EU member states. Observing the continuing EU adaptation pressures and Turkey’s 
lingering Cyprus policy, a longitudinal evaluation of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus 
is perceived as an appropriate case that best serves to the purpose of this study aiming 
at analyzing the dynamics, conditions and the context of the policy change through 
Europeanization.   
The research covers the period between November 2002 and December 2012 
which is the first ten years governing period of JDP governments. It is essential to 
underline that despite the legal-institutional transformation in Turkish policy was ac-
celerated in the early 2000s, it took time to reverse its traditional position on Cyprus 
conflict in a way that Turkey’s and Turkish Cypriot’s best interests in Cyprus were 
protected without threatening Turkey’s EU membership prospect. The JDP’s coming 
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to power in November 2002 and the party elite’s determination and venture in political 
reforms projected by the Europeanization prospect triggered a new incentive for 
change in Turkey’s long-run Cyprus policy. Thus for the time-processing analysis, we 
start our inquiry focusing on that critical juncture (November 2002).  
In the light of the preliminary findings of this research, Ankara’s pro-activisms 
and dynamisms regarding the Cyprus peace process at the pre-Annan Referenda era 
was gradually subject to erosion especially after Cyprus’s EU membership. At that 
critical juncture, Ankara reconfigured its relations with the Cyprus which had new 
resources and capacity to impede Turkey’s EU journey. Ankara’s set back from its 
constructive and pro-active Cyprus policy in early 2000s became evident during the 
era of Cyprus’s Presidency of the Council of the European Union in the second half of 
2012. During his visit to Northern Cyprus, Turkish EU Minister Egemen Bağış de-
clared in an interview that all options including the annexation of the Northern Cyprus 
to Turkey and the creation of the two independent states after an agreed divorce be-
tween two leaders were on the table in the lack of a viable, just and lasting peace based 
on the political equality of the two states on the island (Kıbrıs, March 3, 2012). On the 
upcoming EU Council Presidency of the Cyprus in 2012 Turkish politicians occasion-
ally declared that Turkey would not recognize the EU presidency of Cyprus and that 
Ankara would not be represented in any meetings chaired by the Greek Cypriot EU 
Council presidency.6 Turkey’s stance was evident in 2012 progress report on Turkey 
published by EU Commission which regretfully reported that “a government circular 
instructed all Turkish civil servants to abstain from meetings and contacts with the 
                                                          
6 For example see: Cumhuriyet, July 20, 2011; Hürriyet Daily News, April 30, 2012;  
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Cypriot Presidency of the Council of the EU” (European Commission, 2012: 36). Ad-
ditionally, Commission expressed its regret that “on several occasions, statements at 
senior political level spoke of alternatives to a comprehensive settlement under UN 
auspices” (European Commission, 2012: 36). Acknowledging the importance of de-
bates about Cyprus’s EU Presidency, we perceive the developments around the EU 
Council Presidency of the Cyprus in 2012 as the sign of another critical juncture which 
reveals that the EU is no more the normative and political context influencing Turkey’s 
Cyprus policy.     
At the stage of data gathering, qualitative techniques are intended to be used. 
The first and foremost unit of data is composed by documentary information. The fol-
lowing variety of documents is utilized under this research: 
 
 
 Legal documents:  
o Reports prepared by EU Commission regarding Turkey’s Pro-
gress towards EU membership (Progress Reports on Turkey), 
Commission directives and recommendations, Strategy Papers, 
declarations of the prominent figures in EU, reports prepared by 
the EU Parliament on the JDP government’s problem solving 
capacity in the Cyprus issue and Council declarations. 
o Reports prepared by United Nations Secretary General on the 
Cyprus issue, UN Secretary General declarations, UN Security 
Council Declarations, UN Secretary General and his special 
representative’s Press Statements and Special Reports prepared 
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by UN sub-committees on different aspects of Cyprus conflict 
(such as the reports of UN International Human Rights Instru-
ments and UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus – UNFICYP-).  
o Official declarations by Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
other involving actors, National Security Council Press State-
ments, minutes of meetings in Turkish Grand National Assem-
bly (TGNA), political parties’ election declarations and govern-
ment programs. 
 Memoirs, autobiographies, letters written by policy relevant actors and 
edited studies based on the interviews with policy relevant actors.  
 Archival research: news clippings and articles appeared in the mass me-
dia.    
 In-depth Interviews7: the analyses are also supported by the interviews 
conducted with diplomats, bureaucrats and negotiators who are linked 
with the JDP government’s resolution attempts.  
1.4 Hypotheses 
Acknowledging the explanatory power of the last generation Europeanization 
studies designed to understand the EU adaptation pressures’ transformative impact on 
candidate states’ divergent policy fields and policy issues (for example, Schimmelfen-
nig, Engel and Knobel, 2003; Kubicek, 2003; Schimmelfennig et. al, 2003; Schim-
melfennig and Sedelmeier, 2004, 2005, 2006; Uğur and Canefe, 2004; Tsardinidis and 
Stavridis, 2005; Vachudova, 2005; Diez, Agnantopoulos and Kaliber, 2005; Grabbe, 
                                                          
7 Please check appandicies to observe the integrated set of interview questionnaire.  
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2006; Schimmelfennig, 2008; Lavenex, 2008; Dimitrova, 2011; Börzel, 2012; Börzel 
and Risse, 2012; Börzel and Soyaltın, 2012; Noutcheva and Düzgit, 2012) this study 
perceives the Europeanization process as a non-linear institutional change in which the 
external pressures are mediated by the national institutional dynamics. This approach 
offers an understanding of the change from a multi-dimension perspective in which 
agency, state traditions, political culture of the state, domestic institutional settings, 
norms and policy discourses determines the limits and magnitudes of the policy change 
through Europeanization. That is to say, EU adaptation pressures are filtered by the 
domestic institutional constraints (such as state traditions, political culture, and level 
of institutionalization that determines the mode of relationships among the national 
actors) and this process is resulted with diversity due to the diverse national contexts 
(Sedelmeier, 2011; Grabbe, 2006; Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005; Börzel and 
Risse, 2003). 
Based on these assumptions, this research traces the effects of external pres-
sures exercised by the EU on Turkey to reformulate its policy vis-à-vis Cyprus and 
aims to explore dynamics, mediators and challenges that shape the process. In this way 
we put government and political leadership in a very strategic position. The study ap-
proaches the JDP government not only as the recipient of external pressures but as the 
generator of the rule adoption and political transformation. With this respect the study 
discusses the issue from the lenses of “external incentives model” which is an actor-
centered and rationalist bargaining model concentrate on the  resonance of the EU 
incentives with  the domestic balances of power and the cost-benefit calculations of 
the strategic actors who co-ordinate, monitor and generate  the European rule adapta-
tion. In the light of this perspective, the following hypotheses will be tested: 
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- There is causality between Turkey’s prospective EU accession and 
Ankara’s abandonment of its long-run attitude denying the linkage 
between Turkey’s EU membership and solution of Cyprus question.  
- The long-run transformative impact of EU on Turkey’s policy to-
wards Cyprus differs in accordance with the credibility of rewards 
(whether EU provides a credible EU membership perspective) and 
domestic actors’ owning of the process and capability to utilize 
those rewards.  
- The shift in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus refers to thin Europe-
anization which is limited, context-driven and strategic adaptation 
rather than a form of thick and normative Europeanization.  
 
1.5 Structure of the Study 
 The study is composed of six chapters named as “Introduction”, “Theoretical 
Framework”; “Turkey- EU and Cyprus Triangle: A Historical Account”; “Turkey’s 
EU Membership Aspirations and Cyprus Dispute (2002-2004)”; “Cyprus Conundrum 
and Turkey’s EU Accession (2004- 2012)” and lastly “Conclusion”. The chapter on 
theory provides the background information about the concept of Europeanization. 
Since the Cyprus conflict is approached as a foreign policy matter, the second half of 
this chapter is dedicated to discuss the impact of Europeanization in the domain of 
foreign policy of EU member and candidate states. Following this literature, this chap-
ter also provides a discussion on the latest literature on Europeanization of Turkish 
foreign policy and Cyprus case.  
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The third part provides the historical background to understand the place of 
Cyprus question in the EU’s eastern enlargement and the evaluation of Turkey’s Cy-
prus policy in the light of its EU aspirations. It is dedicated to grasp the patterns of 
Turkey’s traditional attitude towards Cyprus conflict as well as the national dynamics 
-power asymmetries, interest calculations and populist inclinations of ruling elites on 
the Cyprus question- in which Cyprus question had a specific place. The conclusive 
assessment of this chapter is the argument that the early attempts to re-orient Turkey’s 
policy towards Cyprus in line with Ankara’s endeavor to integrate Turkey with the 
world politics in the aftermath of Cold War goes back to Turgut Özal era. However, 
with 1989 European Commission decision on Turkey’s membership application, it be-
comes clear that Cyprus conflict would be an obstacle for Turkey’s further integration 
with Europe. Moreover, EU’s failure to offer a clear membership perspective for Tur-
key and the Union’s decision to include Republic of Cyprus into the EU enlargement 
agenda in 1997 Luxembourg European Council led Ankara to embrace a more hawkish 
discourse on both EU and the Cyprus. The analysis on this period concludes that EU 
impact on policy change may not produce a unilinear and progressive way but rather 
it may promote nationalist assumptions and Euro-sceptical feelings.   
The ultimate focus of fourth chapter is the period between late 2002 and 2004. 
It covers the period between UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan’s introduction of the 
UN comprehensive plan for the solution of Cyprus conflict and the April 2004 refer-
enda in which the Turkish and Greek Cypriots were asked whether they approved the 
final version of the UN plan for the settlement of Cyprus dispute. This chapter inte-
grates government’s problem solving efforts in Cyprus and the domestic political re-
actions and the power struggles. It is argued that during this era Ankara approached 
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Cyprus issue within the context of Turkey’s prospective EU membership. In this pro-
cess, at the level of intergovernmental bargaining getting a date for the opening of the 
EU accession negotiations emerged as the key game changer which shaped Turkish 
government’s response.     
Fifth chapter focuses on the period after April 2004 referenda. It covers the 
debates on Turkey’s reluctance to implement the Additional Protocol to the Ankara 
Treaty in a way to extend its Customs Unions to all EU member states including Cy-
prus. It is argued that after 1 May 2004, Cyprus’s EU membership has dramatically 
changed all parameters related to the problem solving attempts and Turkey’s EU ac-
cession process.  Furthermore in December 2006, EU reached the conclusion that Tur-
key’s rejection to open its ports and airspace to Cyprus meant the violation of acquis 
communautaire and agreed on the suspension of eight chapters and the provisionally 
non-closure of one chapter. In post-2005 period, deadlocks in Turkey’s accession pro-
cess coupled with the growing Turko-sceptical discourses by the European political 
leaders and the increasing Euro-scepticism in Turkish public and political spaces. At 
this juncture, the questioned credibility of the EU’s membership perspective increased 
political costs of further policy convergence for the government. This cost-benefit cal-
culations pushed political elites to restructure the policy towards Cyprus.  
 
1.6. Expected Contributions 
Most of the studies on Turkish foreign policy Europeanization in general and 
Europeanization of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus in particular analyses the policy 
change from a Foreign Policy Analysis perspective. Despite there is an increasing in-
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terest in the mentioned literature to apply the theoretical tools and explanatory mech-
anisms of the Europeanization perspective (ex. Oğuzlu, 2004, 2010, 2012; Aydın and 
Açıkmeşe, 2007; Ulusoy, 2008; Müftüler- Baç and Gürsoy, 2010; Tocci and Diez, 
2009; Kaliber, 2012; Terzi, 2012; Eryılmaz, 2014) Turkish foreign policy and Tur-
key’s Cyprus policy continue to be discussed from the lenses of the studies approach-
ing foreign policy as a domain of “nation-states”. This study which aims to understand 
the impact of Turkey’s Europeanization to the change in a key foreign policy issue 
(Cyprus conflict) deepens the inquiry on research subject by approaching the issue as 
a matter of linkage politics. This kind of a research design which acknowledges the 
linkage between internal and external aspects of policy area and emphasizes both di-
rect (EU rule transformation) and indirect (domestic power re-distribution) impact of 
Europeanization would provide an alternative reading for the studies on both Turkish 
foreign policy analysis and Europeanization in Turkey.  
In addition to the study’s academic contributions to the literature on Turkish 
foreign policy, the empirical chapters’ conclusions also contribute to the academic 
studies on foreign policy Europeanization in candidate countries. The concept of “Eu-
ropean foreign policy” is a relatively new one due to the fact that throughout the long 
history of European integration foreign policy was strongly approached as a matter of 
national sovereignty and security (Ruano, 2013: 15). Due to the strong intergovern-
mental character of the policy field, foreign policy Europeanization is often considered 
as a field of change in which the EU’s transformative impact is less visible and limited. 
Moreover foreign policy Europeanization is largely associated with the mechanisms 
of long-run socialization (Schmidt, 2002; Hill, 2003; Tonra and Christiansen, 2005) 
and normative transformations. Following this background in the literature specialized 
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on the foreign policy Europeanization; scholars are mostly interested in the European-
ization of the foreign policies of the member states. Accordingly foreign policy change 
through external pressures exercised by the EU institutions is considered as a post-
accession and long-run norm diffusion process. Yet, as this study indicates foreign 
policy Europeanization may be observed in the pre-accession process. Furthermore, as 
this study suggests the long-run impact of the EU external pressures in the policy is-
sues which strongly resonate with the concepts of sovereignty, ideology and the inter-
est of the state may generate reverse Europeanization rather than a normative and cul-
tural transformation. In this sense, this study contributes candidate state foreign policy 
Europeanization studies by exploring the limits and context of foreign policy change 
in an EU candidate state, Turkey.         
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CHAPTER II 
 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: EUROPEANIZATION AND  
POLICY CHANGE 
 
2.1. Europeanization: Conceptual Framework 
Europeanization literature goes hand in hand with the progress in European 
integration. The earlier academic interest in Europeanization is primarily concentrated 
on the institution building efforts at the EU level8 (for example, Bulmer, 1983; Marks, 
Hooghe and Blank, 1996; Pierson, 1996; Moravcsik, 1994, 1995, 2001; Christiansen, 
Jorgensen and Weiner, 1999; Koslowski, 1999; Checkel, 1999, Burgess, 2000). Dy-
namics, mechanisms and the stages of the European integration is at the center of the 
scholarly debates among the early students of Europeanization studies. These early 
attempts to understand Europeanization inclined to approach the issue in line with the 
developments in European Community (EC) as a part of the larger international rela-
tions agenda. Since the end of Cold War, studies on European integration were started 
to be designed so that it would contribute to understanding the changing dynamics in 
                                                          
8 For technical and historical details, please see: Borchardt, Klaus-Dieter. 1986. European Unification: 
the origins and growth of the European Community European Documentation Periodical 3. Luxem-
bourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities.   
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EU politics.  EC’s traditional identity, as being an economic normative power, began 
to be evaluated in the context of a rising economic, political, security and global power 
in the aftermath of the bipolar world system (Larsen, 2014). This switch in the identity 
politics of the EU accelerated the deepening process9 of Europe into a more unified 
European political system in itself (Vachudova, 2000: 66; Nugent, 1992: 311-317).  
While the political architecture of the EU improved, the Union emerged as the 
dominant political force in member states’ daily politics as well as in the global polit-
ical economy. In this political atmosphere, interactions between EU and its members 
and more specifically the transformative impact of Union on the member states’ do-
mestic politics located at the center of academic debates (for example, Ladrech, 1994; 
March and Olsen, 1998; Börzel, 1999; Börzel and Risse, 2000; Haverland, 2000; Ra-
daelli, 2000, 2004; Cowles, et. al., 2001; Olsen, 2002; Graziano and Vink, 2007; 
Checkel, 2007; Radaelli and Pasquier, 2007; Flockhart, 2010). While a significant 
group of Europeanization students endeavored to explain the phenomenon of the Eu-
ropeanization at the conceptual level (Ladrech,1994; Rhodes, 1997; March and Olsen, 
1998; Börzel, 1999; Radaelli, 2000; Olsen, 2002; Featherstone and Radaelli, 2003; 
Börzel and Risse, 2000, 2003; Bulmer, 2007) other group of scholars were more con-
cerned with the mechanisms and conditions of EU’s transformative power in member 
state politics, policies, and polity (institutions) (Vink, 2002; Laffan, 2007; Jordan, 
                                                          
9 Deepening process was accelerated with the signing of Treaty on European Union (Maastricht Treaty) 
which merged European political and economic communities under the name of “European Union” and 
consolidated further EU institutionalization.  As Maastricht Treaty provisioned in the new era in which 
the solidarity between EU member states was aimed to be promoted through the deepening of EU wide 
economic, political and foreign policy standards and values (Treaty on European Union (92/C 191/01)), 
member states’ responsibility and determination for reform at the national level to achieve EU standards 
became a critical ingredient in the EU integration process. 
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2003; Goetz and Meyer-Sahling, 2008; Bache and Jordan, 2006; Börzel and Sprungk, 
2007; Ladrech, 2010; Graziano, 2013). 
This shift in academic interest resulted with a conceptual duality between Eu-
ropean integration and Europeanization (Conway and Patel, 2010; Ladrech, 2014). 
Bulmer claims “arguably the greatest debate in the theoretical literature has related to 
whether Europeanization is exclusively a top-down phenomenon or whether it is in 
part horizontal” (2007: 51). The inquiry whether the Europeanization is a “top-down” 
–policy downloading- processor a “bottom-up” –policy uploading- process located at 
the center of the scholarly debates. Top-down approach defines Europeanization as a 
process of rule transfer guided by “top-down” adaptation pressures. Ladrech defines it 
as “an incremental process reorienting the shape and direction of politics to the degree 
that EC political and economic dynamics become part of the organizational logic of 
national politics and policy-making” (1994: 69). In its broadest sense, Europeanization 
refers to the “extent to which EU influences domestic developments in (member-em-
phasized by author) and candidate countries in specific issue areas” (Sedelmeier, 2011: 
9). Following this idea it seeks to explain the ways that EU integration affects member 
and candidate states’ legal-institutional modernization (Flockhard, 2010). Europeani-
zation is equated with a longitudinal process of domestic change in line with the com-
mon EU norms, principles, rules and governance (Radaelli, 2012: 1). In another say, 
top-down explanations generally define the Europeanization as a process of policy 
downloading. As opposed to the top-down explanations, bottom-up approach focuses 
on the dynamics and outcomes of the EU-level institution institutionalization process 
(Börzel and Risse, 2000).  
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Many scholars approach the issue as a complex phenomenon that occurs sim-
ultaneously at both national and international –EU- level (Exadaktylos and Radaelli, 
2009). Olsen (2002) presents “two parallel” spheres of Europeanization: the rule trans-
fer from EU to the individual member states or the impact of European rules and pro-
cedures at the nation state level and developing European capacity at the EU level or 
the institutionalization of common rules and practices at the EU level. This approach 
offers an understanding of Europeanization as a reciprocal and circular process. Olsen 
introduces five process of change as “changes in external boundaries; developing in-
stitutions at the European level; central penetration of the national systems of govern-
ance; exporting forms of political organization; a political unification project” (2002: 
924). In the same vain, Börzel approaches the phenomenon as the two faced process. 
It has a bottom-up (see also: Risse and Börzel, 2003; Radaelli, 2003; Cowles et al. 
2001; Goetz and Mayer-Sahling, 2008) dimension meaning “the transfer of national 
policy competencies to the European level”(1999, 576) as well as a top-down dimen-
sion as member state’s downloading the EU jurisdiction, policies, norms and structures 
(Börzel and Risse, 2000).  
Schmidt contributes this “two faced change” debate by differentiating the EU 
integration and Europeanization as the two interlinked, reciprocal and at the same time 
ontologically different issues (2002). As a bottom-up concept, she defines “European 
integration as the process of European Economic Community (EEC)/European Com-
munity (EC)/ EU construction and policy formulation by a wide range of actors – rep-
resentative of government as well as non-government entities, of member states as 
well as of the EU- engaged in decision making at the EU level” (2002: 896). Further-
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more this continuing integration course results with another process called European-
ization which generates the institutional incentives for change at the national level un-
der the common rules, procedures and practices (Schmidt, 2002: 896).  
In overall assessment the ontological accounts about the direction of the 
“causal arrow” (Ladrech, 2014: 22) are placed at the center of the duality (top-
down/bottom-up or Europeanization/European integration). Having in mind the fact 
that unlike member states candidate countries lack the policy uploading capabilities at 
the supranational level, the direction of the causal arrow in dealing with the policy 
change through Europeanization in candidate countries is no doubt a “top-down” one. 
Thus acknowledging the “asymmetric interdependence” (Vachudova, 2005) between 
Union and candidate countries, this study is based on a “top-down” research design 
which is dedicated to understand the dimensions, mechanisms and outcomes of the EU 
impact on domestic politics at the national level. This model is “based on a chain where 
EU pressures, mediated by intervening variables, leads to reactions and change at the 
domestic level, including resistance and inertial responses” (Radaelli and Pasquier, 
2007: 40). With this respect, we utilize the term Europeanization as the candidate state 
responses either through domestic change or non-change to the EU adaptation pres-
sures. More specifically the terms is used as “the dimensions, mechanisms and out-
comes by which European procedures and institutions affect domestic-level process 
and institutions” (Börzel and Risse, 2007: 485). Following these conceptual and onto-
logical debates, it is time to elaborate on the constituents of the research question: 
through which mechanisms Europeanization causes domestic change (mechanisms of 
the EU impact), in which areas we can observe causality (domains of the EU impact) 
and what type of change takes place (outcomes of the EU impact). 
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2.2. Mechanisms of Europeanization 
Scientifically speaking a theory should provide the road map to understand the 
causal links between variables under certain circumstances (George and Bennett, 
2005). However in case of Europeanization studies, the Europeanization process does 
not clearly fit with “the language of dependent and independent variables and the logic 
of regression analysis” (Olsen, 1996: 271). Transformation occurs at different levels 
in different shapes and results with divergent consequences (Featherstone, 2003; Ra-
daelli, 2012). Radaelli (2004) expresses “as explanandum or problem, Europeanization 
demands explanation of what goes on inside the process, not a simple black-box design 
in which one correlates the input “EU independent variables” to the output “domestic 
impact”” (5). Following this logic, Bulmer suggests “Europeanization is not itself a 
theory…Rather, (it) is the phenomenon which a range of theoretical approaches have 
sought to explain” (Bulmer, 2007: 47). That is to say the optimal procedure to under-
stand the nature and rational of the Europeanization process is to approach the issue in 
line with the tools of prevailing theories on social phenomenon (Bulmer, 2007). In this 
sense, many studies on Europeanization attempted to approach the issue through the 
theoretical tools and causal affirmations of the Comparative Politics (New Institution-
alism) rather than International Relations discipline (Börzel and Risse, 2007).  
Before elaborating on the theories explaining mechanisms of domestic change, 
it is essential to discuss the trigger or momentum for domestic change (Ladrech, 2010). 
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Börzel (1999) points out that there are two conditions that trigger the expected domes-
tic change. In the first hand, there must be a misfit or mismatch between EU-level and 
national-level politics, institutions and policies. This causal mechanism is based on the 
“goodness of fit” proposition suggesting that the governments of the targeted member 
and candidate countries encounter with EU adaptation pressures to transform their do-
mestic politics if there is a significant incompatibility or misfit between European and 
national politics. The existence or lack of misfit between European and domestic pol-
icies, politics and institutions determines “whether we should expect domestic change 
in response to European policies, process and institutions” (Börzel and Risse, 2007). 
According to the “goodness of fit” argument when the compatibility of the European 
and domestic process, policies, and institutions is low, adaptation pressures exercised 
by the EU increases (Börzel, 1999: 5).  
While misfit is the necessary condition for domestic change, it is not the suffi-
cient one. The effect of misfit at the national level decidedly depends on the (institu-
tional) facilitating factors which determine the mechanisms and logic of change. 
Therefore magnitude and mode of the domestic change is heavily dependent on the 
domestic institutional settings.  Accordingly “a corollary is that Europeanization will 
produce diversity rather than convergence, because domestic institutions differ 
widely” (Börzel and Risse, 2003: 45). In other words, the domestic changes acceler-
ated by the Europeanization have a path-dependent character. This matter is concep-
tualized as “divergence” which suggests the Europeanization process differentially af-
fects the political systems and institutions of nation states. There is not a particular 
standard way of Europeanization and the process can take distinctive forms in accord-
ance with the national patterns of targeted country (Goetz and Mayer-Sahling, 2008: 
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5). Bulmer and Burch (2005) clearly summarize the significance of national patterns 
in their study on Europeanization of British government. They argue that the existing 
patterns of United Kingdom governance were operative in the Europeanization process 
(Bulmer and Burch, 2005). Radaelli (2000, 2003) claims the process can best be un-
derstood as the change in the logic of political behavior. In this sense, the process is 
best defined as a non-linear, path-dependent and gradual internalization of the new 
norms and rules. This approach offers an understanding of the change from a multi-
dimension perspective in which state traditions, political cultures of the states, norms 
and policy discourses determines the limits and magnitudes of the policy change 
through Europeanization. That is to say, EU adaptation pressures are filtered by the 
domestic institutional constraints (such as state traditions, political culture, and level 
of institutionalization that determines the mode of relationships among the national 
actors) and this process is resulted with diverse institutional change in different con-
texts. Cowles et al. best summarize this phenomenon by defining this process as “do-
mestic adaptation with national colors in which national features continue to play a 
role in shaping outcomes” (2001: 1). How, why and under which conditions national 
governments initiate and monitor Europeanization project is definitely central in the 
nature, magnitude and direction of political innovations.  
Based on March and Olsen’s seminal study (1984) on the role of institutional 
settings in exploring the causal mechanisms for political change and continuity, Euro-
peanization students introduce two logics as “logic of appropriateness” and “logic of 
consequences” to explain how EU adaptation pressures effect national politics (Feath-
erstone, 2003: 15). The first logic is developed in line with the Sociological Institu-
tionalist (SI) premises that the institutions affect and constrain actor behavior through 
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collective norms and rules constituting socially accepted practices. The second logic 
offers an alternative outlook for our inquiry of the political phenomenon in accordance 
with the Rational Choice Institutionalism (RI) suggesting that the institutions effect 
and constrain actor preferences through re-distributing power, opportunities and re-
sources (Hall and Taylor, 1996). The utilization of institutionalist accounts enables us 
to trace the domestic change with the social-political context which comprises enablers 
or disablers of the process.  
Rational choice institutionalism approaches the political behavior as the out-
come of the goal-oriented and rational actors who are expected to strategically interact 
to maximize their relative power on the basis fixed interests, preferences and concerns. 
(Mark and Olsen, 1989: 160- 162). Accordingly, actors “follow an instrumental ra-
tionality by weighing the costs and benefits of different strategy options taking in the 
account the (anticipated) behavior of other actors” (Börzel and Risse, 2000: 6). Thus 
Europeanization process is perceived as an emerging opportunity structure since it 
shifts the traditional patterns of politics; changes the domestic balance of powers; and 
creates external incentives for domestic change. (Cowles et al., 2001: 10). In this sense, 
“logic of consequentialism” suggests that redistributive impact of EU rule adaptation 
which offers some actors with new and additional power and resources might be uti-
lized by the goal-oriented actors. In that case the outcome of the Europeanization will 
be convergence through differential empowerment (Ladrech, 2010). The EU-level in-
stitutions, which monitor the rule adoption process and provide member and candidate 
countries with policy advice, increase visibility of the different national groups or ac-
tors at the EU level intergovernmental bargaining. With this respect, Moravcsik (1994) 
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underlines that national governments are placed as the ultimate representatives of na-
tional positions and interests at the supranational level as well as they are relatively 
empowered due to their central power and authority to coordinate rule adaptation. To 
him, this process inevitably empowers the nation-state and the key agents who repre-
sent and negotiate for national interests. Accordingly, redistribution and differential 
empowerment might be approached as a byproduct of the EU decision-making system 
that can best be defined as a “two-level game” conceptualized by Putnam as the “cen-
tral executives have a special role in mediating domestic and international pressures 
precisely because they are directly exposed to both spheres, not because they are united 
on all issues nor because they are insulated from domestic politics” (1988: 432).  
Yet, the advocates of the multilevel governance approach assert that differen-
tial empowerment is not an automatic process. In other words, Europeanization does 
not systematically empower particular group of domestic actors (Börzel and Risse, 
2003: 64).  Differential empowerment is dependent on a set of intervening variables. 
To Knill domestic actors’ capacity and incentive to exploit opportunity structures of-
fered by Europeanization process is the condition for differential empowerment (2001: 
33). He underlines that the capacity of actors to exploit European policies to overcome 
domestic constraints is best explained by macro-institutional context and mediating 
factors (Knill, 2001). In this sense, veto players (the institutional and constitutional 
safeguards) intervene into the reform process with their monitoring, controlling and 
vetoing powers. Haverland stresses the centrality of multiple veto points in determin-
ing the democratic control of executives (Haverland, 2000). These veto players (na-
tional courts, parliaments, civil society organizations etc.) which are an integral part 
of national patterns of governance, cultures and traditions; function as the scrutiny 
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mechanisms that control government’s legal responsibilities and liabilities (Haverland, 
2000: 85). In accordance with the power and preferences of the veto forces existence 
of multiple veto points might hinder or retard domestic change. Börzel and Risse 
(2003) claim “the more power is dispersed across the political system, and the more 
actors have a say in political decision making, the more difficult it is to foster domestic 
consensus or “wining coalition” necessary to introduce changes in response to Euro-
peanization pressures” (64).  
An alternative to the RI accounts is provided by the “logic of appropriateness” 
that explains causality through socialization and learning enabling the diffusion and 
internalization of ideas at the domestic level (Smith, 2004b). Actors are guided by the 
collective norms which constitute socially accepted behavior and norms constructing 
individual actors’ interests and goals. In this political context actors attempt to satisfy 
social expectations rather than maximize their individualistic desires and interests 
(Börzel and Risse, 2003).  Thus like the norms and beliefs, actors perceptions on par-
ticularistic interests and goals are also shaped by the social context (Hall and Taylor, 
1996). From this point of view, Europeanization refers to “the emergence of new rules, 
norms, practices and structures of meaning to which member states are exposed and in 
which they have to incorporate into their domestic practices and structures” (Börzel 
and Risse, 2003: 66).  
The logic of appropriateness proposes both structural and normative transfor-
mation. The structural convergence between supranational and national level of insti-
tutions emerges over time since the actors struggle to transform institutions in the light 
of environmental shifts (March and Olsen, 1998). It implies a long process of structural 
homogenization in which “organizations respond to changes in their normative and 
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cognitive environment giving rise to institutional isomorphism” (Börzel and Risse, 
2003: 66). The logic of appropriateness approach, inspired by the agency-oriented ver-
sion of the SI, suggests that actors learn to internalize new norms, procedures and 
identities through their intense and longitudinal contacts within the EU level institu-
tional settings (Checkel, 1999; 2005). Through the process of social learning, actors 
are socialized into certain rules and norms that re-structure the interest calculations 
and policy frameworks (Börzel and Risse, 2000: 8). Combined with the primary con-
dition or trigger for domestic change -“goodness of fit” proposition- the more Euro-
pean norms and identity resonate with the national ones, the more likely to expect a 
domestic change. Accordingly in case there is high normative or cognitive misfit be-
tween European and the targeted country EU external pressures are unlikely to cause 
a substantial domestic change due to the possible resistance of the domestic actors 
(Börzel and Risse, 2003: 67).      
At this point it is essential to highlight the mediating factors which lead domestic 
change or resistance for change. Societal and political agents –change agents or norm 
entrepreneurs- are both creators and mediators of the policy change. Their attachments 
to the Europeanization process affect the orientation and intensity of the Europeaniza-
tion process. Knill and Lehmkuhl (2002) conceptualize this logic of institutional 
change as the “framing Europeanization”. Through framing Europeanization and Eu-
ropean values, change agents legitimize the process and persuade policy makers to 
transform the long-run policy preferences and behavior. Börzel and Soyaltın (2012) 
summarize the socialization and persuasion process in which the norm entrepreneurs 
induce change as 
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Norm entrepreneurs such as epistemic communities10 or advocacy net-
works11 socialize domestic actors into new norms and rules of appropri-
ateness through persuasion and learning, a process through which they re-
define their interests and identities accordingly. The more active norm en-
trepreneurs and EU allies are and the more they succeed in making EU 
policies resonate with domestic norms and beliefs, the more successful 
they will be in bringing about domestic change (8). 
 
Another significant facilitator is the existence of a cooperative political culture 
that enables consensus-building and cost-sharing among the domestic actors. Culture 
refers to the political context or informal institutional setting in which the actors’ po-
litical preferences and behaviors are ordered and added subjective (social) meanings 
(Ross, 2009). Börzel and Risse (2003) argue that the character of the decision making 
culture is a significant variable in the sense that it dramatically shapes the process itself 
and its outcomes. They claim “first, a consensus-oriented or cooperative decision mak-
ing culture helps to overcome multiple veto points by rendering their use inappropriate 
for actors (and) … second (it) allows for sharing of adaptational costs which facilitates 
the accommodation of pressure for adaptation” (Börzel and Risse, 2003: 68). Informal 
political context and the decision making culture not only compels policy actors to 
behave in appropriate ways but also it softens the negative redistributive impacts of 
the policy change through reconfiguring the material domestic structure in a way that 
“winners of domestic change compensate the losers” (Börzel and Risse, 2003: 68).  
Before proceeding, it is essential to emphasize the difference between socializa-
tion (complex learning) and strategic adjustments (simple learning) (Schimmelfennig 
                                                          
10 Börzel and Risse (2003) explain the role of epistemic communities in the process of norm transfor-
mation as “they legitimate new norms and ideas by providing scientific knowledge about cause-and-
effect relationship” (67).   
11 Inspired by the seminal study of Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993), advocacy coalitions are defined 
as the value and norm based social networks which mobilize and persuade policy actors to reconsider 
their interests and preferences (Keck and Sikkink, 1998).  
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and Sedelmeier, 2005). Risse et al. claim “we need to distinguish between instances in 
which actors merely adjust means and strategies to achieve their given goals and pref-
erences and situations that lead actors to change these goals and preferences them-
selves” (2001: 12). Accordingly political elites themselves or the norms norm entre-
preneurs –civil society initiatives, NGOs or grassroots organizations- which have a 
clear interest in the compliance with EU in specific policy issues might adopt European 
means and strategies to with a consequential logic (Checkel, 2001). At this point, it is 
meaningful to recall Hall and Taylor’s observation suggesting that the two logics of 
change (logic of consequentialism and logic of appropriateness) are not mutually ex-
clusive categories. Elite learning is a complex and longitudinal process which goes 
hand in hand with the strategic interactions and interest making process. They are 
equally important in defining and determining the behavioral aspects of Europeaniza-
tion. Despite the fact that it is difficult to come up with a conclusion whether an inter-
est-based or norm-based mechanism of change causes change in a specific policy is-
sue, research designs based on a process tracing methodology can solve the problem 
(Checkel, 2005). Socialization is a time consuming, identity reconstruction process 
which leads change not in the procedures and available strategies but also in policy 
identity. Therefore, process tracing analysis on the specific areas of domestic change 
may shed light on the essence of domestic change. In this case study, we apply this 
logic by tracing long-run effects of EU adaptation pressures. In this regard, in order to 
understand the actor preferences and ultimate logic that guides domestic actors’ incen-
tive for Europeanization, the central questions around this study are “how do the elites 
approach Europeanization? Do they strategically employ the process of Europeaniza-
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tion to enhance their relative power and status? Or do they sincerely continue the re-
form process with a full commitment to the EU perspective despite the high transition 
costs and the EU’s lack of a consistent enlargement strategy regarding Turkey’s full 
membership?” 
The two mechanisms of domestic change produce different outcomes in terms 
of the extent and intensity of the change. Radaelli introduces four possible scenarios 
as inertia, absorption, transformation and retrenchment (2003: 37). Inertia is the con-
dition of no change. If a certain government finds that EU policies, policy narratives, 
practices and models are totally destructive and too dissimilar to the domestic prac-
tices, a resistance against Europeanization may occur. This may cause interruption in 
the process of Europeanization by enlarging the gap between EU and member and 
candidate states. However, this condition is non-sustainable since it severely harms 
horizontal ties between EU and member and candidate states and produce crises in the 
long-run (Radaelli, 2003). On the contrary, policy change may take the form of trans-
formation which brings paradigm shift. “Paradigm change occurs when the fundamen-
tal logic of political behavior changes –for example, a change in the format and mech-
anisms of party systems or adoption of a new orthodoxy in monetary policy” (Radaelli, 
2003: 38). Therefore transformation as the shift in logic of political behavior can be 
considered as the most radical form of EU impact in domestic policies (Börzel and 
Risse, 2003). Absorption as the policy adaptation seems to be the weakest type of Eu-
ropeanization. The absorption implies that the new policies are accommodated without 
the essence, political structures and logic of political behavior being changed (Heritier, 
2001: 54). Börzel and Risse (2003) define the absorption as “member states incorpo-
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rate European policies or ideas into their programs and domestic structures, respec-
tively but without substantially modifying existing process, policies and institutions” 
(71). Lastly Europeanization may create paradoxical consequences by prompting re-
trenchment. This phenomenon is explained as “national policy becomes less European 
than it was” (Radaelli, 2003: 38) in case the external incentives to change domestic 
policy empowers coalition of reform opponents.  
In overall assessment when the mediating factors match with the adaptational 
pressures possible outcomes of the process might include inertia (lack of domestic 
change) and retrenchment (resistance against the change) as well as fragile (absorp-
tion) to solid (transformation) Europeanization. According to the “logic of consequen-
tialism” approach transformation is attainable when strong adaptational pressures, 
which would provide actors with new opportunities, empower reform forces to effec-
tively mobilize domestic change by neutralizing veto points (Risse, 1999; Börzel and 
Risse, 2000; 2003). Additionally weak and medium adaptational pressures may lead 
absorption or inertia if the numbers of veto points are high and the system lacks formal 
supportive institutions. Furthermore strong adaptational pressures are more likely to 
be answered with inertia or retrenchment. Therefore external pressures exercised by 
the EU may trigger reverse socialization, deterioration of the bilateral dialogue and 
relationships and yet the increasing Euroskepticism (Diez and Tocci, 2009) as well as 
a radical legal-institutional reformation process. (Jordan, 2003: 267). With respect to 
this EU’s pressures for adaptation to the targeted government is a necessary condition 
for institutional adaptation. Nevertheless, as it is discussed above, despite the adapta-
tion pressure is a necessary condition; it is not the sufficient one. The outcome of the 
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external pressures is determined by the domestic factors including political actors’ re-
form capacity, framing of EU in the domestic politics, elite socialization, number and 
power of veto forces and the cost-benefit calculations of the domestic actors.  
2.3. Domains of Europeanization  
Having discussed the alternative mechanisms and possible outcomes of the EU 
impact at the national level, it is time to elaborate on the fields or domains in which 
the adaptational pressures for change are operative. This aspect of Europeanization 
refers the political, normative and legal-institutional domains of the rule adaption 
(Risse and Börzel, 2003; Diez, Agnantopoulos and Kaliber, 2005; Olsen, 2002). Diez 
et al. argue that the political impact of Europeanization is evident at two different lev-
els of national politics. One is legal-institutional coordination mechanisms and the 
other is the systemic political actors like political parties, civil society institutions, par-
liaments, and the larger frame of state- society relations (2005: 5-6).  Following this 
differentiation this study approaches the issue of political change as a two faced phe-
nomenon which can be characterized as both institutional innovations (of the coordi-
nation mechanisms) and the wider political re-conciliations, power asymmetries and 
interest formations among political and societal actors.   
2.3.1.  Polity  
The evaluation of administrative capacity to coordinate, manage and monitor the 
EU rule transfer is an important component of the legal-institutional adaptation. Laffan 
suggests “in order to live with the Brussels system, states need a cadre of EU specialists 
who can combine technical/sectorial expertise with European expertise” (2007: 183). 
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In this sense, technical and legal-institutional transfer requires further structural 
changes at the policy making and policy implementation levels. Goetz and Mayer-
Sahling introduce certain structural models of formal institutional arrangements. They 
define the common process as           
• de-parlamentarization, as national parliaments have ceded powers to the 
EU and to domestic executives, and the opposite, i.e., re-parlamentariza-
tion, as national legislatures have reasserted themselves in the integration 
processes; 
• growing bureaucratization, as national bureaucrats dominate domestic 
EU-related policymaking, and the opposite, i.e., politicization, as execu-
tive politicians take control of the EU policy process; and 
• increasing centralization in national governments, with the emergence of 
powerful EU core executives, and the opposite, i.e., progressive diﬀ usion 
of integration eﬀ ects throughout the political and administrative parts of 
the executive. (Goetz and Mayer- Sahling, 2008: 5) 
 
As it is obvious, the legal-institutional adaptation is the technical aspect of rule transfer 
which is resulted with the (re)arrangements in the structural settings and emergence of 
new coordination mechanisms. There are alternative modes of change in accordance 
with the existing patterns of domestic institutions. As it is discussed in the previous 
part, the “level of institutionalization” (Laffan, 2003), state tradition, and formal and 
informal relations ruling the decision making process are frequently referred as the 
important explanatory variables for the mode of legal-institutional change (Börzel and 
Risse, 2000; Radaelli, 2000; Knill and Lehmkuhl, 1999; Laffan and O’Mahony, 2007). 
While historical and sociological institutionalists underline the process of path-de-
pendency and social learning as the significant explanatory mechanisms of institu-
tional innovations, rational choice institutionalists focus on the emergence of the new 
political opportunity structures (Diez et al. 2005: 5-6).  
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2.3.2. Politics 
Politics is the widest domain which includes the transformation in political ac-
tions/process and the actors (like civil society institutions, political parties, and interest 
groups) and these actors’ interest relations (Börzel and Risse, 2003: 60). Ladrech 
(2010) claims Europeanization affects organized interests represented by political par-
ties, interest group, civil society association and pressure groups which are the actors 
of conventional (formal decision making structure) and non-conventional (informal 
structures that affect decision making process) system of political action. Knill and 
Lehmkuhl (1999) claim that EU adaptational pressures directly or indirectly “chal-
lenges existing equilibrium” and affects traditional interest politics through imposition 
of the EU level policies which might re-distribute powers and resources between do-
mestic actors. Yet, whether the new equilibriums create a democratic deficit – strength-
ens certain actors’ power and positions in relation to the others - or they lead thick 
Europeanization - internalization and deepening of democratic values- depend on the 
domestic formal and informal political context (Knill and Lehmkuhl, 1999).12 
At this point, multilevel governance approach handles the power and resource 
re-distribution process as a positive natural condition of the Europeanization process. 
According to this perspective, the conventional actors –mostly national governments- 
are important components of EU decision-making system, but they are not the only 
critical actors. The increasing transnationalization of policy areas and decision-making 
also strengthen the national and transnational non-governmental civil society associa-
                                                          
12 See also Featherstone, 2003; Börzel and Risse, 2003; Bulmer, 2007; Laffan and O’Mahony, 2007; 
Goetz and Meyer-Sahling, 2008 
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tions, pressure groups and others that involve in the intergovernmental bargaining be-
tween EU and targeted countries (Hooghe and Marks, 2003: 285). Thus, Europeaniza-
tion causes the redistribution of power and resources among multiple actors and in 
multiple levels (Cowles et al. 2001: 11) in way to create new opportunities and change 
fixed interest perceptions. In the meanwhile, external adaptational pressures influence 
political action in the larger sense through diffusion of the common norms, rules, 
standards, interests and identities (Smith, 2000). In this sense, through the process of 
socialization and policy learning, different societal and political actors might identify 
themselves with common interests.  
2.3.3. Policy  
The studies on policy change concentrate on the convergence or divergence of 
national policy fields, standards, instruments, problem solving mechanisms and policy 
discourses to the larger family of EU policies (Börzel and Risse, 2003; Radaelli, 2000; 
Schmidt and Radaelli, 2004, Sedelmeier, 2011).  As Börzel and Risse (2000) discuss 
changes in domestic policies may occur at different aspects and levels of policy field. 
EU impact may trigger the change in policy standards, instruments, and problem solv-
ing approaches, policy narratives and discourses. Treib approaches policy change by 
focusing on the changes in policy cycles and he claims “policy cycle may be divided 
into several clearly distinguishable phases, ranging from problem definition and 
agenda-setting to policy formulation, policy implementation, evaluation and finally to 
policy termination or re-formulation” (Treib, 2008: 16). Schmidt and Radaelli high-
lights the importance of policy discourses as “representing both the policy ideas that 
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speak to the soundness and appropriateness of policy programs and the interactive pro-
cess of policy formulation and communication that serve to generate and disseminate 
those policy ideas” (2004: 193).  
Radaelli underlines that EU can affect different elements of domestic policy 
such as the actors, policy instruments, resources, policy fields, formal policy making 
structures as well as policy norms, values, paradigms and discourses (Radaelli, 2003: 
36). Despite the fact that EU’s influence in the member and candidate states’ domestic 
structures are discussed under different domains as policy, polity and politics, those 
fields of domestic change are intermingled (Heritier, 2001: 11). While we are discuss-
ing the policy change, we should also deal with the changes in policy-making struc-
tures that are directly related with the larger framework of polity change. Thus changes 
in the other domains of domestic politics –legal-institutional change and polity change- 
have broader repercussions on policy making structures, process and policy interests.   
EU policy adaptation is the most complex field among other domains of the 
Europeanization due to the fact that certain policy areas are increasingly penetrated 
into the domestic politics of member and candidate states (Schmidt, 2000). There are 
basically two branches of EU policies whose categorization are discussed in line with 
the EU and nation state authorization. The first category is the common policies which 
are defined and structured in the EU acquis. The legal-institutional harmonization and 
full implementation of these policies are monitored and imposed by the Union (Ra-
daelli and Schmidt, 2004).  The second group of policies -such as immigration, foreign, 
security and defense policies- is left to the national domains of policy-making, regula-
tion and monitoring. Despite the fact that EU regulative policy areas are under the 
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authorization of EU supranational policy making circle, European Common and For-
eign and Security Policy (CFSP) is structured in an intergovernmental manner which 
is not regulated by clearly defined European laws and regulations and where the deci-
sions are based on consensus and in which Europeanization is non-hierarchical and 
voluntary (Bulmer and Radaelli, 2004: 7). In other words, foreign policy refers to a 
policy field which is reserved to the domain of nation states. Since our concern is the 
Cyprus Issue as a foreign policy matter, Europeanization of foreign policy is discussed 
largely below. 
2.4. Europeanization and Foreign Policy Convergence  
The concept of “European foreign policy” is a relatively new one due to the 
fact that throughout the long history of European integration foreign policy was 
strongly approached as a matter of national sovereignty and security (Ruano, 2013: 
15). Kalevi J. Holsti, who is known with his comprehensive definition of the foreign 
policy, defines foreign policy as “ideas or actions designed by policy makers to solve 
a problem or promote some change in the policies, attitudes, or actions of another state 
or states, in non-state actors, in the international economy, or in the physical environ-
ment of the world” (1995: 82). Such a definition points out the “state-centric” character 
of the foreign policy which is dominantly driven by the discourse on “national” inter-
ests and objectives. This state-centric character of the policy field poses a challenge 
for the creation of a solid European foreign policy under EU institutional framework 
in which having particular perceptions of national interest the member states are less 
likely to act like a unified actor with clearly defined and consistent external objectives 
(Allen and Smith, 1990). “Instead of a coherent and authoritative decision-making 
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center13, we observe persistent national foreign policies that operate under or alongside 
– and sometimes at variance with – ‘EU’ foreign policies defined by the Commission, 
the European Parliament and/or the Council” (Wong and Hill, 2011: 3).  Apart from 
cooperation on certain common foreign and security policy issues and the matters that 
requires immediate action, member states seeks to maintain their national veto over 
decision making within the “Second Pillar of the European Union” (Tonra and Chris-
tiansen, 2004). The institutional structure of the Union14 also enables the policy pro-
jection in the field of foreign policy which is an intergovernmental pillar. Put  differ-
ently, under the intergovernmental CFSP pillar, “member states have a choice in 
whether they pursue foreign policy through the EU, through other international insti-
tutions, or whether they rely on bilateral channels or even unilateral moves in pursuit 
of their national interests” (Gross, 2009; xii).  
This particular dimension of European foreign policy making leads the emer-
gence of the two complementary approaches in European foreign policy analysis. One 
group of scholars sees member states as the principal agents in designing European 
foreign policy while another group of researchers emphasizes the transformative role 
of the long-run socialization through diffusion of policy ideas and best practices to the 
                                                          
13 According to the institutional structure of the EU, which was introduced by the Treaty of Maastricht 
that remained until the Lisbon Treaty entered into force, the Union’s institutional structure is composed 
by three pillars. First pillar consists of pillar of three communities: the European Community, the Eu-
ropean Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) and the former European Coal and Steel Community 
(ECSC). Second pillar devoted to the Common Foreign and Security Policy. Third pillar includes Justice 
and Home Affairs. Three pillars operate differently in terms of decision-making procedures. While first 
pillar is decided by a community method, which based on qualified majority voting and recognizes the 
active involvement of Commission and Parliament, second and third pillars are decided based on the 
intergovernmental method in which Commission’s right of initiative is limited or shared by the member 
states, European Parliament and Court of Justice have minor roles and member states have more room 
for maneuver. Although Lisbon Treaty, signed in 2010, abolished this strict pillar structure the inter-
governmental method is still operative for second pillar –Common Foreign and Security Policy-.     
14 Please observe note 9.  
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foreign policy structures (Wong, 2006:3-6). Accordingly European foreign policy is 
generally defined as a combination or interaction of the three dimensions: (i) national 
foreign policies of the EU member states (ii) EU external trade relations (iii) Common 
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) of the EU (Wong and Hill, 2011; Wong, 2006, 
2007; White, 2001). From this perspective Europeanization is discussed as (a) the bot-
tom-up policy projection process of the nation states whose national objectives and 
interests are subjectively defined; (b) top-down policy downloading process by the 
nation states in accordance with the common priorities and positions of the Union and 
(c) a socialization process that leads to re-definition of “national” interests, security 
matters and priorities under CFSP (Wong and Hill, 2011).  
In the context of policy projection according to the RI accounts member states 
prefer to proactively involve in the foreign policy cooperation due to the fact that it 
allows member states to “pursue their goals that they cannot attain through unilateral 
action” (Alecu de Flers and Müller, 2010). Through externalization of national con-
cerns and preferences to the EU level, member states might have a chance to actively 
shape world affairs or bilateral relations with a non-EU member state or region. Tsar-
danidis and Stavridis (2005) for Europeanization of Greek foreign policy in post-1995 
era claim “on issues of national interest such as the Cyprus Problem, EU relations with 
Turkey, South Eastern states, or Mediterranean countries, Greek foreign policy in-
creasingly reflects the wider EU positions which it has itself contributed to formulate” 
(228). As Tsardinidis and Stavridis point out in the context of foreign policy Europe-
anization while member states contribute to foreign policy cooperation at the EU level 
they at the same time have a chance to “nationalize” policy content. Therefore for 
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many member states foreign policy convergence continues to be an ongoing puzzle in 
the sense that it stands on the border line between European and national interests.  
Although the intergovernmental nature of the CFSP enables uploading national 
policy agendas the success of policy projection is highly dependent on the level of 
convergence between Union and the member state as well as cooperation capacity and 
bargaining power of member state bureaucrats. In his study on Europeanization of 
Spanish foreign policy, Torreblanca (2001) underlines that foreign policy of a member 
state is best projected if member states are successful in negotiating its foreign policy 
agenda in a way that it is in harmony with the common standards, institutional identity, 
interests and founding principles of the Community and other member states’ interests. 
He claims  
Obviously, Spain could not impose its national interests and policies on 
the EU without changes or adaptation. Even if it could negotiate this policy 
transfer and exchange it for its support for other member states policy ar-
eas, success could only be based on persuading the other EU members that 
the EU had a distinct interest in the matter and, therefore, of the need for 
the EU to have a policy of its own (Torreblanca, 2001: 10).   
 
Another best case example is the Europeanization of French foreign policy discourse 
on North Africa. “Instead of presenting itself as an indispensable hegemonic guarantor 
of stability, Paris now merely tries to cope with those regional tensions alongside its 
European partners” (Charillon and Wong, 2011: 23). Accordingly foreign policy Eu-
ropeanization, as common to other policy fields, has both horizontal and vertical as-
pects (Tonra and Christiansen, 2004). In case of member state foreign policy Europe-
anization, the bottom-up dimension of the Europeanization leads a process of domestic 
change in which foreign policies of member states change arising from interactions 
between nation states and the Union and in accordance with common norms and values 
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(Ladrech, 2010: 195). Put differently what leads a change in the nation states’ foreign 
policy is not the CFSP itself but the decision making process that creates the common 
positions, visions and norms.  
Based on these socializing and top-down elements of European integration in 
the area of foreign policy, Ben Tonra (2000) defines foreign policy Europeanization 
as “a transformation in the way in which national foreign policies are constructed, in 
the ways in which professional roles are defined and pursued and in the consequent 
internalization of norms and expectations arising from a complex system of collective 
European foreign policy” (229). Thus foreign policy Europeanization is composed of 
two twin processes which occur simultaneously at both EU level and nation state level. 
On the one hand it refers to European integration in the field of common foreign and 
security policy, on the other hand it refers to the diffusion of common norms, practices, 
values and problem solving mechanism into the EU member states’ foreign policy 
structures. Through its common standards, EU offers “a new logic of foreign and se-
curity policy making” (Miskimmon, 2007: 2).  
Having discussed the conceptualization and dimensions of foreign Policy Eu-
ropeanization, it is required to understand “what is chancing” and “through which 
mechanisms policy change is materialized”. At this point Ladrech (2010) introduces 
three grounds -policy institutions (polity), policy contents (policy) and policy identity 
(politics) - in which the EU impact is evident. The changes in the first policy field 
denotes to the transformations in domestic decision making structures and bureaucratic 
coordination mechanisms in a way that the nation states can effectively project their 
policies at the Union level –strategic action- (Checkel, 2005) and actively participate 
the process of intra-state communication –bureaucratic adjustment- (Smith, 2000). 
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Wong and Hills (2011) associate institutional change with the member states’ policy 
downloading reflex and define the changes at this stage as “harmonization and trans-
formation of a member state to the needs and requirements of EU membership” (7). 
The necessity for coordination and bargaining leads member –candidate states as well- 
to form new bureaucratic structures that regulates the interaction between European 
and national foreign ministries and other core executive actors (Smith, 2004a, 200b). 
Apart from structural changes the institutional reforms might also trigger a process in 
which the responsibilities, policy making capacities or political positions of certain 
domestic actors might increase or decrease relatively. In this case, Europeanization 
offers “new opportunity structures” for certain actors. As Börzel and Sprungk (2007) 
argue for the Europeanization of German decision-making structures, Europeanization 
has a crucial re-distributive impact which led the “deparliamentarization” and central-
ization of the policy making.  
Europeanization process offers new policy options, practices and agendas for 
nation states. As Ladrech suggested “a member state may formulate new positions 
regarding the third countries or regions where it has historic relations, but for which 
EU membership now introduces new considerations”. For example, Greece’s active 
support for Turkey’s EU membership since 1999 has evolved with respect to the Greek 
foreign policy elites’ strategic choice based on the rational that Turkey’s deepening 
EU vacation is best for the Greece’s security interests (Tsakonas and Tournikiotis, 
2003; Economides, 2005; Tsardanidis and Stavridis, 2005; Agnantopoulos, 2013). Ac-
cordingly the Europeanization of Greek foreign policy introduced new considerations 
and political options in dealing with its long run problems with Turkey. Policy con-
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vergence might also enlarge nation states’ foreign policy agendas. In his study on Eu-
ropeanization of Greek foreign policy, Economides (2005) emphasizes that Greece’s 
EU membership not only provided new options or pressure mechanisms for the coun-
try’s ongoing national concerns in its bilateral relations (Greek-Turkish relations, Cy-
prus Conflict, relations with Balkans), but also it expanded Greek foreign policy 
agenda and added new foreign policy issues like involvement in humanitarian and 
peacekeeping operations in Southeastern Europe. Accordingly, Daenhnhardt (2011) in 
her study on German foreign policy, she discusses how Germany’s foreign policy to-
wards Middle East Peace Process and Iran’s nuclear program -issues lacking a clear 
definition of German interests-. She reaches the conclusion that German foreign policy 
towards Middle East “became embedded in a European framework leading it to juggle 
between an impartial position vis-à-vis all states in the region and maintaining its spe-
cial relationship with Israel” (43).   
The third dimension of the policy change refers to the changes in policy pref-
erences, interests and in its broadest sense policy identity. In their study on foreign 
policy and state identity, Chafetz et al. (1998) defined identity as self-schemas and 
“tools for managing and organizing information about oneself and the self's relation-
ship to the environment” (4). Put differently, identity draws the cognitive borderlines 
between self and other, provides the appropriate road maps, and defines the best policy 
options for the best interests (Goldstein and Keohane, 1993). More specifically “the 
politics of identity refers to a particular set of ideas about political community that 
policy-makers use and drawn on to mobilize a sense of cohesion and solidarity to le-
gitimate the general thrust of foreign policy” (Aggestam,1999). At this point, Smith 
emphasizes the interaction between institutionalization of the foreign policy identity 
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at the EU level and its impact on the member states’ foreign policies (2004). He points 
out that the European legal-institutional integration has had enormous consequences 
in terms of emergence of the common foreign policy standards, perceptions, interests 
and values (Smith, 2004) which are the “outward-looking version of the EU’s modern 
and enlightenment identity, emphasizing the rule of (international) law, multilateral 
and peaceful conflict resolution, as well as the promotion of human rights, democracy 
and a social market economy” (Risse, 2012: 90-91). Smith (2000) elaborates on the 
normative aspect of CFSP by suggesting that “(political co-operation in case of CFSP) 
is oriented toward problem-solving, which involves an appeal to common interests and 
the use of ostracism or peer-pressure to sanction potential defectors” (615). With this 
respect, the cooperation around common interests and the sense of common destiny 
hampers the use of foreign policy issues as populist acclamations by the member 
states’ governments towards their domestic audiences (Hocking and Spencer, 2002). 
From this point of view the intergovernmental characteristics of European foreign pol-
icy construction emerges as an asset that opens the ground for collective reflex and 
socialization through consensus based problem solving mechanisms, common posi-
tions and common interests (Smith, 2000).  
 Same as the rational choice institutionalists, rationalist accounts emphasize the 
role of cost/benefit calculations, opportunity structures and size and credibility of the 
material incentives whereas social constructivists emphasize the transformative impact 
of social learning, elite socialization and norm diffusion (Checkel, 2001). Ontologi-
cally speaking according to the rationalist premises the underlying mechanism of 
change is “a cost/benefit choice mechanism, with agents calculating in response to 
putative regime benefits (material or social) or the threat of sanctions” (Checkel, 2001: 
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556). Accordingly, the agents’ decision to compliance is mainly driven by a conse-
quential logic which considers social context, domestic and foreign bargaining struc-
tures and the potential rewards/benefits occurring in the process of compliance. Thus 
the transformation is dominantly instrumental which is required to upload and pursue 
national or particular interests at the EU level. However Checkel (2001) points out that 
the incentive based accounts best explain the early stages of compliance and the critical 
junctures in policy change. Consequential logic fails to portray the underlying machin-
ery that leads the long-run normative change under which the common values, inter-
ests, norms and foreign policy identity are internalized by the policy actors. At this 
juncture, social constructivists propose an alternative model that explains the policy 
compliance. Accordingly compliance is achieved through the elite socialization and 
learning whereby the norms provide agents with new interests and identities (Smith, 
2000). At the level of agency, Europeanization occurs “through the influence of Mem-
ber State representatives placed in Brussels on national preference formation” (Alecu 
de Flers and Müller, 2012: 24). The socialization infers a slow process of policy com-
pliance that is structured by the dynamic interactions between EU officials and bureau-
crats of the member states at the supranational level (Ladrech, 2010: 198). Opposed to 
the incentive based model, socialization model defines the complex negotiations at the 
supranational level as “reflex of coordination” rather than the bargaining (Wong, 
2005).  
 At this point, it is essential to discuss the actors, forms and mechanisms of elite 
socialization or policy learning. Socialization might be owned by the political elites 
themselves or the norms might be internalized through the involvement of norm en-
trepreneurs –civil society initiatives, NGOs or grassroots organizations- which have a 
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clear interest in the compliance with EU in specific policy issues (Checkel, 2001). 
Radaelli distinguishes two forms of learning as “thin learning” and “thick learning” 
(Radaelli, 2003). While thin learning might be a strategic choice for the elites who 
comply with the procedures to effectively project national policy preferences, thick 
learning refers to a cognitive change in which the national foreign and security identity 
and perception of national interests are modified (Radaelli, 2003: 52). In the same vain, 
Checkel (2005) argues that there are different socializing mechanisms driven by the 
policy actors’ motives. As the “thin learning” argument suggests elite socialization 
occurs as a result of strategic calculations when the policy change provides govern-
ments with the rewards greater than the cost of policy change or “targeted societal 
actors expect the costs of putting pressure on the government to be lower than the 
benefits of conditional external rewards, and these actors are strong enough to force 
the government to comply with the international norms” (Checkel, 2005: 809). If this 
mechanism functions alone the ultimate trigger behind the elite socialization is the 
consequential logic in which the EU impact is limited in the sense that the national 
foreign policy procedures and diplomatic/communicative strategies are under trans-
formation rather than the national identities and interests. In their study on the national 
representatives in Council Working Groups, Juncos and Pomorska (2006) reach the 
conclusion that national bureaucrats prefer to follow the code of conduct during their 
interactions with their counterparts mostly because of they are treated as more legiti-
mate and credible partners in the decision making process. Therefore, at the individual 
level, internalization of the normative aspects of policy compliance under the CFSP 
umbrella is limited.  
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Nevertheless the EU decision making structure is also perceived as a normative 
context whereby the intense and longitudinal communicative actions might lead a shift 
towards the “noncalculative behavioral adaptation” (Checkel, 2005: 810). In this sense 
“role playing” emerges as an alternative mechanism of change in which the “automa-
ticity” in individuals’ daily contacts under EU institutions gradually and slowly social-
izes national bureaucrats. When the role playing mechanism is active, a shift from 
logic of consequences to the logic of appropriateness is evident. Thus this mechanism 
might be approached as the first stage of thick learning or real socialization. According 
to this stage by stage transformation, the shift from the logic of consequences to the 
logic of appropriateness is completed when the ultimate mechanism of socialization 
becomes “normative suasion” (Checkel, 2005: 812). “When normative suasion takes 
place, agents actively and reflectively internalize new understanding of appropriate-
ness” (Checkel, 2005: 812). If the driving force behind Europeanization is the norma-
tive suasion, the member states to a large extent identify their foreign policy interests 
with the Union’s common interests. It is essential to underline that identity reconstruc-
tion (Wong, 2005) as a result of the dense internalization is a slow process which is 
dependent on the sustainability, permanence and intensity of the contact between Un-
ion and the nation states. With this respect transformative impact of the Europeaniza-
tion through elite socialization is further evident in explaining foreign policy Europe-
anization of the long-standing members of the Union.     
In overall assessment, Europeanization in any policy field is not an automatic 
and linear process. Its impact on the national politics is highly dependent on the polit-
ical context, agency and the institutional settings. All these variables determine not 
only the size and sustainability of the process but also the operative mechanisms –logic 
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of consequences and logic of appropriateness-. Europeanization of the national foreign 
and security policy is not exception in this sense. Yet, this section sheds light on the 
fact that the distinctive nature of the discussed policy field –foreign policy- involves 
peculiarities in terms of domains and mechanisms of change.  
Based on the arguments on the domains of foreign policy Europeanization –
polity (chances in national decision making and coordination structures); policy 
(changes in policy content and procedures) and politics (changes regarding foreign and 
security policy identity and interests) - the nature and intensity of the EU impact is 
also questioned.  Additionally, in the context of enlargement bottom-up dimension of 
the Europeanization is missing due to the asymmetrical relationship between accession 
countries and the Union. Acknowledging this fact this study on accession Europeani-
zation is based on a “top-down” research design which aimed to understand the causal 
mechanisms and conditions leading policy change in the context of EU membership 
conditionality.  
2.5. Explaining Domestic Change in Candidate States: Europeanization through 
EU Conditionality  
European Union’s decision to accept candidacy of the Central and Eastern Eu-
ropean countries in 1997 Luxemburg and 1999 Helsinki European Councils15 provided 
                                                          
15 With the end of bipolar system, for many Central and Eastern Countries integration with EU emerged 
as the fundamental political goal to transform their state-controlled economy to a free market economy 
and to transform their political systems to liberal democracies. With this respect, European Council, 
with the decisions of 1990 Rome European Council, introduced a financial aid package for the economic 
recovery of those countries in the context of relations with Soviets and Central and Eastern Europe 
(Rome European Council, 1990). Copenhagen European Council became a critical juncture that for the 
first time encouraged CEEC to apply for full-membership and take a part in European family as long as 
they fulfill Copenhagen criteria and the responsibilities based on acquis communautaire. Upon full-
membership applications of the ten Central and Eastern European Countries (Hungary, Poland, Estonia, 
the Czech Republic , Slovenia, Bulgaria, Romania, Malta, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovakia), in 1997 
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a new vantage point to academically explore the interplay between Union and the can-
didate states. Thus the third generation studies on Europeanization evolved parallel to 
the EU’s eastern enlargement (Schimmelfennig, Engel and Knobel, 2003; Kubicek, 
2003; Schimmelfennig et. al, 2003; Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2004, 2005, 
2006; Uğur and Canefe, 2004; Tsardinidis and Stavridis, 2005; Vachudova, 2005; 
Diez, Agnantopoulos and Kaliber, 2005; Grabbe, 2006; Schimmelfennig, 2008; Lav-
enex, 2008; Dimitrova, 2011; Börzel, 2012; Börzel and Risse, 2012; Börzel and Soy-
altın, 2012; Noutcheva and Düzgit, 2012). Eastern enlargement of the Union has 
shifted the direction of debates from European integration to the impacts of European 
integration in the candidate states’ domestic politics. The studies on Accession Euro-
peanization are developed to test established approaches –logic of consequentialism 
and logic of appropriateness- in the enlargement context and set new variables or me-
diating factors that lead domestic change for candidate countries (Schimmelfennig and 
Sedelmeier, 2005). Following the analytical tools and causal mechanisms developed 
by second generation –member state Europeanization- scholars, these studies put em-
phasize on the varying impact of the EU in candidate state’s domestic institutional 
settings. Yet, in case of candidate state Europeanization, EU conditionality for mem-
bership constitutes and additional dimension (Grabbe, 2002). Accordingly, this section 
is dedicated to comprehend the conceptual framework of the EU conditionality and the 
mechanisms of domestic change peculiar to the aspiring member states.    
                                                          
Luxembourg European Council, Council decided to launch the accession process comprising Cyprus, 
Hungary, Poland, Estonia, the Czech Republic , Slovenia. This group of countries is labeled as “Lux-
embourg Group”. The second group of CEEC applicants including Bulgaria, Romania, Malta, Latvia, 
Lithuania and Slovakia were declared as official candidate for the EU membership in 1999 Helsinki 
European Council. This group of countries is named as “Helsinki Group”.      
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2.5.1. EU Conditionality  
            Conditionality in its broadest sense refers to the use of economic, political or 
regulative conditions attached to the delivery of benefits such as aid, trade and eco-
nomic privileges, technical assistance and debt relief. It is a mechanism applied by the 
donor country or organization to induce reform and transform political economy of the 
recipients (Collier et al. 1997). EU applies conditionality in conducting economic and 
trade relations and for the allocation of aid with the third countries and regions (Smith, 
1998). Since early 1990s European Community attached political conditions –political 
conditionality16- to regulate its economic, trade and political relations with the third 
countries including Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) declared their 
independence with the demise of Cold War (Grabbe, 2002). In response to the CEEC’s 
aspirations to “Return to Europe” (Vachudova, 2005; O’Brennan, 2006), EU included 
eastern enlargement as a foreign policy strategy to fulfill its moral duty (Schimmelfen-
nig, 2001) of promoting post-communist European regimes’ rapid transformation to 
free-market economy and liberal democracy as well as to prevent possible destructive 
political and economic impacts of the transition period for the wider Europe (Smith, 
1998; Grabbe, 2002). Enlargement emerged as a foreign policy goal to promote stabil-
ity and democratic consolidation in the Eastern Europe17 (Schimmelfennig, 2008). At 
this juncture, the project of Eastern enlargement also contributed the EU’s normative 
power and common foreign and security policy identity. “The EC of the early 1970s 
                                                          
16 Karen Smith defines political conditionality as “entailing the linking, by a state or international or-
ganization, of perceived benefits to another state (such as aid), to the fulfillment of conditions relating 
to the protection of human rights and the advancement of democratic principles” (1998: 256). 
17 Please see: European Council, Madrid European Council Presidency Conclusion, 25 - 26 June 1990. 
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was a different institution from the EU of the 1990s, when the linkage between a res-
olution of border conflicts and entry into the EU had become part of official policies” 
(Diez et al. 2006: 574). 
            Following the membership applications raised by CEEC in early 1990s, the 
economic, political and administrative components of EU political conditionality were 
introduced to deepen the process of European integration by minimalizing the “risk of 
new entrants becoming politically unstable and economically burdensome to the ex-
isting EU” (Grabbe, 2006: 10) was first outlined in 1993 Copenhagen European Coun-
cil. In early 1990s European Community’s traditional identity, as being an economic 
power, began to be evaluated into a rising economic, political, security and global 
power. This switch in the cognitive structures of the EU accelerated the deepening 
process of Europe into a more unified European political system in itself (Smith, 1998; 
Grabbe, 2002; Diez, 2005; O’Brennan, 2006). Deepening process was accelerated with 
the signing of Treaty of Maastricht on European Union which merged European polit-
ical and economic communities under the name of “European Union” and initiated a 
new stage in European integration. While the concerns and expectations about the pro-
cess of European integration were on the table, arrival of the independent post-com-
munist regimes provided EU with both new challenges and opportunities. In order to 
prevent undesirable repercussions of transition process and to expand European mar-
ket towards the east, EU employed an instrumental logic of enlargement toward Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe (Diez et al.  2006: 576). Put it differently, EU in 1990s had 
been shaped by the double concern of deepening –political, economic and institutional 
integration to act as a unified Europe- and widening – enlarging the political, economic 
and territorial boundaries of Europe to promote regional security and stability to act as 
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a global power in the aftermath of Cold War-. By making EU membership conditional 
to democracy, human rights, free market economy and good neighborly relations, EU 
forced would-be members to comply with the European rules, norms and standards 
(Schimmelfennig, 2008). Therefore, in case of candidate state Europeanization, EU 
conditionality for membership and vertical power asymmetries between candidate 
states and EU add an extra dimension. Vachudova (2005) underlines that unlike mem-
ber state Europeanization; candidate states’ attempts for domestic change are strictly 
guided, monitored and evaluated by the EU institutions. Since candidate states are not 
subject to EU legal-institutional structure, they do not have a say in shaping EU poli-
tics. This “asymmetric interdependence” would shape all of their dealings with the 
EU—until they became full members and perhaps even thereafter” (Vachudova, 2005: 
63).  
     As 1993 Copenhagen and 1995 Madrid European Council presidency conclu-
sions emphasized, EU conditionality is constructed on twin and equally important con-
ditionality mechanisms as political conditionality and acquis conditionality (accession 
conditionality). In the context of political conditionality European Council decides to 
open the accession negotiations, when the candidate states meet criteria: 
 
 stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human 
rights and respect for and protection of minorities; 
 the existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to 
cope with competitive pressure and market forces within the Union; 
 The ability to take on the obligations of membership including adherence 
to the aims of political, economic and monetary union (Copenhagen Euro-
pean Council, June 21-22, 1993). 
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In addition to Copenhagen Council decisions, Madrid European Council strengthened 
and clarified the conditionality criteria by suggesting candidate states to put the EU 
rules (acquis communautaire) and legislation into effect. In the context of acquis con-
ditionality, EU pushes forward the domestic change by implementing a pre-accession 
strategy in which EU offers the incentive if the candidate state complies with the ac-
quis communautaire and withdraws its reward if the candidate state fails to comply 
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2004: 671). Therefore membership is not an auto-
matic process rather the outcome is dependent on the level of EU legislation’s trans-
position to the national legislation, and more importantly its implementation and en-
forcement by an efficient administrative body.  
Although Copenhagen criteria introduced the path and conditions for the ac-
cession process, it did not specify the either material benefits or precise steps to be 
taken in response to the candidate states’ effective rule adaptation. Specific conditions 
and technical and procedural details about pre-accession process were introduced in 
time. In Agenda 2000 document, European Commission reinforced its pre-accession 
strategy –namely Reinforced Pre-accession Strategy (SPAR) - which was aimed to 
offer a tangible program to prepare applicant countries for accession to Europe (Euro-
pean Commission, Agenda 2000, July 1997). In addition to through its conventional 
aid-oriented programs (The Program of Community aid to the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe- PHARE), legal-institutional instrument –Accession Partnership- was 
introduced through mobilization of assistance to the applicant countries within a single 
framework to effectively prepare applicant countries for the EU accession. Addition-
ally Council was authorized to annually prepare and submit regular reports on each 
candidate’s progress towards accession. With this respect, “this was an innovative 
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move for the EU, in making an explicit linkage between benefit and specific tasks for 
applicants, and it may herald the start of targeted use of conditionality” (Grabbe, 2003). 
This renewed order of interactions between applicant countries and the Union, brings 
with positive liabilities and new responsibilities for the Union to improve its gate-
keeping mission. Today, to secure the convergence EU implements certain strategies  
as (1) start negotiations and promote further stages in the accession process; (2) deliv-
ery of legislative and institutional templates; (3) financial aid and technical assistance; 
(4) policy guidance and twinning projects; and (5) monitoring, démarches, and public 
criticism (Grabbe, 2002: 256).  
 
2.5.2. Intervening Variables and Mechanisms of Europeanization through Con-
ditionality in Candidate States 
Having discussed the impact of “goodness of fit” suggestion in the context of 
EU members, it is clear that there is a significant correlation between the degree of EU 
adaptational pressures and the magnitude of the mismatch between European and do-
mestic politics, polity and policies. While the “goodness of fit” proposition is valid 
with respect to the candidate state Europeanization, the asymmetrical interdependence 
between “applicant” and the “applied” imposes additional dimension for the process. 
“This asymmetry of interdependence allows the European Union to set the rules of the 
game in the accession conditionality” (Grabbe, 2003: 318). Based on this assumption, 
most scholars agree on the idea that the more mismatch between European and domes-
tic politics, polity and policies, the more effective conditionality should be used by the 
Union to trigger domestic change (Smith, 1998; Grabbe, 2001, 2003, 2006; Schim-
melfennig et. al. 2003; Schimmelfennig, 2001, 2006, 2008, 2009; Schimmelfennig and 
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Sedelmeier, 2004, 2005, 2006; Hughes and Sasse, 2004; Sedelmeier, 2006, 2011). 
With this respect EU’s capacity and commitment to effectively use enlargement con-
ditionality emerges as a significant mediating factor.  
In their pivotal study on Europeanization in CEEC, Schimmelfennig and Sedel-
meier (2005) discuss external incentives model suggesting that the “government 
adopts EU rules if the benefits of EU rewards exceeds the domestic adoption costs” 
(12). Based on the “logic of consequentialism” external incentives model offers a ra-
tionalist bargaining account. According to this model, the outcome of the bargaining 
process is determined by the actors’ relative bargaining power in which the infor-
mation about the next step of their counterparts and the alternative end results –mate-
rial or non-material benefits- of the action are asymmetrically distributed among the 
actors (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005). This bargaining matrix provides the 
actors with better information about the other players with more advantage and ma-
nipulative power.  
In the context of enlargement conditionality, EU through its relative bargaining 
power based on asymmetrical dependency sets rules and determines conditions in the 
intergovernmental bargaining between the Union and the candidate countries. At this 
point, Schimmelfennig (2000, 2001) argues EU’s strategy to lead domestic transfor-
mation is reactive reinforcement or reinforcement by reward under which EU pays 
rewards when targeted government internalize community acquis and political condi-
tions. Reactive reinforcement refers more than an active or positive conditionality. In 
the context of reactive reinforcement EU does not “intervene either coercively or by 
inflicting extra-costs (reinforcement by punishment) or supportively by offering extra 
benefits (reinforcement by support) to change the behavior of target government” 
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(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 11). “In other words, conditionality only 
works as a carrot, not as a stick” (Grabbe, 2003: 317). Moreover exclusion and sus-
pension of the accession process are quite risky and problematic in the sense that they 
might lead governmental and societal actors to block the process “by using the tactic 
of blaming the EU for unfair discrimination and by appealing to national pride” 
(Grabbe, 2001: 1021). 
EU conditionality regulates the bargaining process which simultaneously oc-
curs at both intergovernmental (between EU and targeted government) and domestic 
(national actors) levels. As it is discussed in the section on theoretical framework of 
the Europeanization, EU accession process dramatically shifts the domestic institu-
tional equilibrium (status quo), which refers to the recurrent conditions under which 
domestic power and preferences are distributed among the societal and political actors 
(Risse et al. 2001), either through differential empowerment of pro-EU societal and 
political actors or directly imposing a positive EU leverage on ruling elites to comply 
with EU norms and values (Risse et al. 2001). At this juncture, the EU emerges as the 
key game changer in shifting institutional equilibrium through offering additional in-
centives and opportunity structures. Within the intergovernmental bargaining the Un-
ion might directly and constructively affect targeted government to take necessary 
steps for compliance if the material and non-material benefits of EU rewards surpass 
the costs of compliance. Secondly parallel to the logic of consequentialism, EU con-
ditionality in candidate countries horizontally reconfigures national institutional con-
text and power relations. Accordingly EU conditionality indirectly triggers change 
through differential empowerment of the pro-reform forces which refers to the actors 
having particular individualistic incentives to adopt EU rules “which might stem from 
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the utility of EU rules in solving certain policy problems to the advantage of these 
domestic actors or more generally in increasing their influence in the political system” 
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 11). In the existence of the new opportunity 
structure –EU membership- the actors who have no or limited say in previous equilib-
rium discover an important channel to force governing elites for rule adoption.    
The tentative power of external incentives model is evident in the sense that it 
specifies the conditions and context which enable EU to operate as the real game 
changer in the accession process (Sedelmeier, 2011: 12-15). In this sense, Schim-
melfennig and Sedelmeier introduce four intervening variables –determinacy of con-
ditions, size and speed of rewards, EU membership credibility and adoption costs- as 
the key mediating factors causing Europeanization in candidate countries. Determined 
conditions secure the flow of information between EU and applicant countries and the 
credibility of the membership perspective. Precisely set conditions binds both EU and 
candidate state in the sense that it is difficult to flee from the mutual responsibilities 
of both parts. With respect to the size and speed of rewards, promise of membership 
is more effective than the financial aid packages or technical assistance (Grabbe, 
2006). Additionally if the strongest motivation –EU membership- of the candidate 
country is not an option for the time being, the likelihood of domestic change de-
creases. Credibility of the rewards and sanctions increases the prospect of domestic 
change. Following this logic,  
(1) the credibility of threats increases and the credibility of promises de-
creases as the benefits of rewarding or the costs of withholding the reward 
decrease; (2) credibility increases with the consistency of, and internal 
consensus about, conditionality policy; (3) credibility decreases with 
cross-conditionality and increases with parallel and additive conditional-
ity; and (4) credibility decreases with information asymmetries in favor of 
the target government (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 16).    
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Sedelmeier points out that if EU membership perspective is not credible and the polit-
ical costs of EU harmonization are high for the candidate states’ ruling elites, they 
might not take necessary steps for further Europeanization (2011: 12). The absence of 
consensus among the EU members about the target country’s EU membership causes 
serious risks for the future of reform process as well as discourages pro-EU reform 
forces to advocate for EU membership and mobilize masses for this objective (Sedel-
meier, 2011). Cross-conditionality which suggests that having credible and less-costly 
outside options or alternatives to EU integration might lead ruling elites of the candi-
date countries to reconsider alternative options especially in times of the serious fluc-
tuations.     
Last but not least, adoption costs and the number of veto players are crucial 
determinants in structuration of the domestic incentives in response to the external 
incentives. Collective or individual veto players - specified in each country’s formal 
and/or informal institutional settings - play a crucial role in shaping political action 
(Tsebelis, 1999; 2002). In this regard, the magnitude and orientation of institutional 
change is related with the number of veto players in the system and their cost-benefit 
calculations regarding the proposed institutional arrangements (Tsebelis, 2002). As 
Anastasakis underlined, in most Balkans countries, the Europeanization process has 
polarized political elites as pro-status quo forces who were sensitive about the national 
independence and westernizers who mobilized masses with a pro-EU campaign (2005, 
81- 83). Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier summarize this factor as “the likelihood of 
rule adoption decreases with the number of veto players incurring net adoption costs 
(opportunity costs, welfare and power losses) from compliance” (2004: 675). If the net 
cost of domestic change is high for a vast majority of the socio-political community, 
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actors might not strive to change current institutional equilibrium. From this perspec-
tive, number and effectiveness of the veto players coupled with their cost-benefit as-
sessments are the significant intervening factors in the sense that they organize the 
political context in which Europeanization is materialized. According to the adoption 
cost-benefit calculations, veto players support or stand against the process. That is to 
say the scope and scale of the process of Europeanization is dramatically contextual 
and dependent on the rewards’ size and capacity to provide additional opportunity 
structures for the domestic pro-reform forces. In this study, the cost-benefit calcula-
tions of the veto players –military and civil bureaucracy-, which are actively involved 
in the negotiation and policy making process in the Cyprus issue, are discussed as  
pivotal intervening variable with a specific reference to domestic power asymmetries, 
and formal/informal institutional balances.  
In addition to the use of conditionality to access the negotiations, EU follows 
socialization -“normative pressure”- strategy to mobilize convergence through estab-
lishing intensive contacts between candidate or third countries and EU and to encour-
age policy entrepreneurs to take further steps (Sedelmeier, 2011; Kelly, 2004, 2006). 
The strategy of socialization and conditionality mostly go hand in hand with respect 
to the EU enlargement policy and European Neighborhood Policy which governs the 
relations with the third countries and its neighbors. As Kelly points out the appease-
ment of both strategies was evident for the fifth enlargement. In addition to monitoring 
and reporting progress –instruments of conditionality strategy-, “EU officials travelled 
to candidate states to negotiate, but also to stimulate domestic debates on issues such 
as democracy, ethnic minority politics and human rights” (Kelly, 2006: 39). With re-
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spect to the specific policy issues, EU might also prefer to establish normative coali-
tions with other international organization or pressure groups to empower its socializ-
ing impact. In the context of the accession of Balkan and South Eastern European 
countries which have serious border conflicts, EU actively supports UN initiatives and 
even in some cases EU involvement triggers new set of peace negotiation (Anastasakis 
and Bechev, 2002; Tocci, 2007).          
Grabbe (2003) contributes the debates on enlargement through socialization by 
asserting that EU might use “shock tactic” to embarrass applicant states’ political elites 
“into making dramatic changes owing to the domestic repercussions of failing to meet 
a major foreign policy goal” (316). Criticisms in EU progress reports or speeches de-
livered by the core EU officials might have great impact on shaping domestic debates 
and public perception. Although the Union pays serious serves to harvest convergence 
through a synthesis of different instruments and strategies, the fate of change is de-
pendent on existence or absence of several intervening factors.  
Parallel to the EU’s socialization strategy, Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier of-
fers two alternative mechanisms - socialization and lesson drawing - to explain the 
domestic change in candidate and associate countries. Based on SI model of “logic of 
appropriateness”, socialization through EU conditionality occurs as the fundamental 
mechanism which triggers the long-run cognitive and normative change and internal-
ization of EU norms and values at both political and societal level. Tocci underlines 
that “social learning” model is useful especially in the field of conflict resolution and 
neighborhood policies which are also a significant part of EU conditionality. In line 
with this approach, normative incentives referring to the political and societal commit-
ment to the project of Europeanization are the crucial triggers rather than the strategic 
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interactions and domestic incentives. Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier (2005) define 
“legitimacy of the EU rules and process, identity and resonance” as the key mediating 
factors. Legitimacy assumption suggest that the likelihood of transformation increases 
when EU considers special needs and concerns of the candidate states and relates its 
demands to common international and humanitarian standards and norms in its assess-
ments and final judgments on the candidate states’ EU harmonization progress and 
capacity (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 19; Checkel, 2001). Normative and 
cultural references –identity- of the candidate country in the broadest sense and iden-
tity of the norm entrepreneurs or “aspiration groups” (Schimmelfennig and Sedel-
meier, 2005: 19) and the resonance of the European values with domestic values sig-
nificantly effects the success of domestic change. EU conditionality becomes an effec-
tive instrument when there is a strong societal and political identification with the EU 
norms and values (Börzel and Risse, 2003: 67). Papadimitriou and Phinnemore (2004) 
draw attention to the centrality of cultural references in their study on CEEC. They 
point out that in CEEC the negative consequences of EU conditionality could be tol-
erated by the masses due to the society’s cultural affiliation with the “European” iden-
tity. With this respect ruling elites’ Europeanization attempts supported by the “return 
to Europe” which at the same time provided governments with a legitimate ground to 
“sell reforms to the CEECs’ electorate” (2004: 622). From this perspective, change 
through EU conditionality occurs as a long-term deep-rooted change in which national 
identities, values and interests are transformed (Tocci, 2007: 16). 
Last but not least, lesson-drawing model, which is generally associated with 
the “policy change”, might be the mechanism leading domestic change (Rose, 1991; 
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Dolowitz and Marsh, 1996, 2000; James and Lodge, 2003; Schimmelfennig and Sedel-
meier, 2005; Schimmelfennig, 2009). Dolowitz and Marsh defines policy transfer 
through lesson-drawing as “a process in which knowledge about policies, administra-
tive arrangements, institutions etc. in one time and/or place is used in the development 
of policies, administrative arrangements and institutions in another time and/or place” 
(Dolowitz and Marsh, 1996: 344). In the context of Europeanization, based on Richard 
Rose’s (1991) “lesson-drawing” premises Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier (2005: 20-
21) defines it as a process of learning from abroad when the actors are dissatisfied with 
the ongoing policies and institutional equilibrium. In the case of soft policy issues – 
for example foreign and security policy, civil-military relations- that the member or 
candidate states’ appropriate policy designs or practices are not specified by the bind-
ing regulations and legal jurisdictions (Ladrech, 2010) this mechanism is largely ef-
fective. In such cases although EU conditionality draws the boundaries of appropriate 
norms and “best practices”, it “allows a choice among a range of EU conform rules” 
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 21). Depending on the presence and degree 
of intervening factors – (i) policy makers’ dissatisfaction with the status quo; (ii) policy 
makers’ close contact with the EU-Centered epistemic communities campaign for the 
domestic change; (iii) transferability of the rules into a different political context- rul-
ing elites strive to search for the success stories at the EU political system and evaluate 
alternative policy practices as proper for national political context (Schimmelfennig 
and Sedelmeier, 2005: 22). 
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2.5.3. Europeanization and Foreign Policy Convergence in Candidate Coun-
tries 
Europeanization for many candidate countries is the “interface between domes-
tic and foreign policy” (Grabbe, 2003: 318). As Vachudova (2005) points out for 
CEEC integration with the EU process was not only driven by the domestic incentives 
for economic and political transformation but also it was perceived as the key foreign 
policy goal to integrate with the global world. From this point of view compliance with 
the Copenhagen criteria and EU acquis communautaire in many aspects is projected 
by the national governments as a substantial foreign policy goal. Yet the stage of rule 
adaptation and internalization requires technical specialization which enables candi-
date countries to fulfill accession conditionality.  Candidate countries encounter to 
transform their distinctive policy fields with respect to the acquis communautaire and 
political conditionality. Thus the transformation of national foreign policy as a policy 
field under the 31st chapter of community acquis is included in the agenda of national 
governments.  
EU’s transformative power with respect to the national foreign policy is instru-
mentalized through political and acquis conditionality. In the process of downloading 
EU acquis candidate countries’ foreign policies has to be transformed in line with the 
Common Foreign and Security Policy. In the 31st Chapter of community acquis mem-
ber and candidate states are invited for full compliance in the field of CFSP and Com-
mon Foreign and Defense Policy (CFDP). It is read as  
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Member States must be able to conduct political dialogue in the framework 
of CFSP, to align with EU statements, to take part in EU actions and to 
apply agreed sanctions and restrictive measures. Applicant countries are 
required to progressively align with EU statements, and to apply sanctions 
and restrictive measures when and where required.18 
 
In line with this statement, the EU foreign policy convergence is a two-faced phenom-
enon that in the one hand requires alignment with EU positions in individual foreign 
policy cases and it requires on the other hand ability to conduct political dialogue in 
the common foreign policy framework (Ladrech, 2010). As it has broadly discussed in 
the foreign policy convergence part, foreign policy Europeanization includes both nor-
mative transformation –socialization- as well as alignments with foreign policy com-
mon practices and choices – rule adaptation. With this respect EU follows a two-faced 
strategy to lead foreign policy convergence in candidate countries. With respect to the 
CFSP and CSDP, EU applies conditionality mechanism through which the Commis-
sion monitors alignment with Chapter 31 of the community acquis and publishes re-
ports and recommendation about the countries’ progress. As Ladrech points out in the 
context of enlargement conditionality Commission monitoring is an additional exter-
nal pressure for policy transfer (2010: 203). In addition to this technical aspect of the 
EU conditionality, socialization strategy is also utilized at the field of foreign policy. 
As Pomorska (2007) underlines the intense relationships between Poland and Union 
during the pre-accession period reached its highest level when the country became an 
“active observer” in Council meetings. The intensity of interactions between Union 
and the candidate countries during the pre-accession era triggers the slow process of 
socialization even before the EU membership. Yet the socialization process takes time, 
                                                          
18 Please see: European Commission, Chapters of Acquis. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/enlarge-
ment/policy/conditions-membership/chapters-of-the-acquis/index_en.htm (last access: 10 May 2015) 
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for many candidate states socialization of policy elites continues and improves after 
EU accession (Lavenex and Schimmelfennig, 2009).  
 At this point EU political conditionality is strengthened as the critical element 
of norm diffusion. Tocci (2007, 2008) highlights political conditionality with its severe 
reference to the liberal democracy, rule of law and human rights not only targets the 
transformation of national domestic politics but also it targets a normative transfor-
mation in countries’ relations with their neighbors, for the solution of long-run border 
disputes and peaceful resolution of the conflicts.  
This correlation between enlargement through political conditionality and peace-
ful resolution of disputes at the same time emphasized in the Constitutional Treaty 
(Treaty of Lisbon) as the aim of Union’s external action. It is read as    
Consolidate and support democracy, the rule of law, human rights and the 
principles of international law; preserve peace, prevent conflicts and 
strengthen international security, in accordance with the purposes and 
principles of the United Nations Charter, with the principles of the Hel-
sinki Final Act and with the aims of the Charter of Paris, including those 
relating to external borders.19  
 
Based on this linkage, European enlargement policy is constructed in line with its “in-
ward-oriented” –European- identity which led Union to act as an international actor 
for regional and global peace and cooperation (Tocci, 2007: 7).  Therefore based on 
the ideal that EU integration will help to solve conflict and consolidate regional peace 
and security (Diez et al. 2006: 563) EU legitimized its integration with Eastern Europe 
and Western Balkans.  
                                                          
19 Please see: “Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union”, Official Journal 115 , 
09/05/2008 P. 0028 – 0029: Article III- 292 (2b- 2c) 
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Introduction of the political conditionality as the pre-requisite for enlargement 
politics should also be analyzed in line with the European foreign policy identity con-
struction affords (Schmidt and Radaelli, 2004: 75). To Diez (2005) this notion of iden-
tity can never be imagined without reference to the EU’s self-identification as a nor-
mative power. Apart from the interest-based divergences, EU foreign policy provides 
a common ground with its normative aspect. As it is clearly stated in the official web 
page of EU External Action Unit, “mediation is part of the EU preventive diplomacy 
on the ground and is seen as a component of the EU’s comprehensive toolbox in the 
area of conflict prevention and peace-building in conflict countries.”20  
 With respect to the resolution of candidate countries’ border disputes and 
ethno-political conflicts, Tocci (2007, 2008) claims positive and ex ante conditionality 
is the most effective strategy to force conflicting parts to actively participate and con-
tribute peace negotiations. While positive conditionality helps to support domestic in-
centives, ex ante conditionality is helpful in mitigating the concerns on credibility of 
rewards and securing the process of peaceful building. Conditionality ex ante is a con-
ditionality mechanism in which the proposed rewards – such as candidacy status, open-
ing of accession negotiations, full membership, and delivery of financial and technical 
assistance- are delivered only after the fulfillment of conditions (Fierro, 2003: 98). 
Zalewski (2004) argues that ex ante conditionality is to a large extent associated with 
the legal-institutional framework of Copenhagen political criteria rather than the time 
consuming institutional changes or normative transformation. Fierro (2003) claims 
                                                          
20 European Union External Action Unit, “Conflict Prevention, Peace building and Mediation” 
Available at: http://www.eeas.europa.eu/cfsp/conflict_prevention/index_en.htm (last access: 10 June 
2015) 
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that ex ante conditionality is for the advantage of recipient –candidate state in the en-
largement context- in the sense that the clarity of conditions diminishes donors’ –EU- 
discretionary actions. Opposed to the ex ante conditionality, EU might apply ex post 
conditionality referring “the situation where conditions appear once the parties have 
concluded a relationship” (Fierro, 2003: 98). Ex post conditionality is the common 
strategy applied in “human rights clause” in the association agreements with candidate 
countries (Tocci, 2007; Fierro, 2003).  
 In the same vain, Diez et al. (2006) introduces the concept of compulsory im-
pact which works through EU (positive) political conditionality. According to this 
mechanism resolution of border disputes or ethno-political conflicts is driven by vol-
untary actions of the candidate states which have strong EU membership aspirations 
(572). Since the ruling elites’ motivation is highly dependent on the EU membership 
carrot, the change is mostly rapid and it “may simply reflect strategic behavior” (Diez 
et. al., 2006: 572). Furthermore in case of the absence of carrot – EU membership- or 
any diminution in candidate country’s EU membership aspirations compulsory impact 
disappears. Tocci (2007) contributes the limited impact of enlargement conditionality 
by stating “given the EU’s limited ability to categorically prescribe laws and policies 
beyond its borders, conditionality generates domestic change principally by altering 
the domestic opportunity structure within and between conflict parties” (14). Therefore 
compulsory impact by itself is not effective for a long-standing peaceful settlement. 
Apart from strategic moves and tactical shifts of policy instruments and options, long-
term conflict transformation depends on foreign and security policy identity recon-
struction (Diez et al., 2006, 2008; Tocci, 2007, 2008; Rumelili, 2007, 2008, 2011). 
With this respect EU involvement may generate a long-term in-direct socialization 
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process through its constructive impact in which the EU “can put in place completely 
new discursive frameworks, in which novel ways of constructing and expressing iden-
tities are created within conflict regions, as the peaceful transformation of Western 
Europe since the end of the Second World War illustrates” (Diez et al. 2008: 28). Thus 
in its ideal form, EU involvement in the conflict resolution process should transform 
foreign and security policy identity, perceptions on self/other and national interests. In 
the following part, literature on the EU’s transformative impact on Turkish foreign 
policy is discussed in the light of the enlargement conditionality assertions.      
 
2.6. Literature on the Europeanization of Turkish Foreign Policy and Turkey’s Pol-
icy towards Cyprus 
There is increasing academic interest in explain the impact of Europeanization 
process in Turkish foreign policy. Despite the popularity of the research field, expect 
a few analyzes (for example: Aydın and Açıkmeşe, 2007; Akçapar, 2007; Özcan, 
2008; Müftüler-Baç and Gürsoy, 2010; Terzi, 2010, 2012; Kaliber, 2012; Oğuzlu, 
2012; Ulug- Eryılmaz, 2014) majority of the studies are written from the foreign policy 
analysis perspective. Put it differently despite increasing academic interest a limited 
number of studies locate the theoretical assumptions on the mechanisms and mediating 
factors in the impact of EU enlargement conditionality at the center of their research. 
This part of the study is designed to understand the literature on Turkish foreign policy 
Europeanization in which the above mentioned exploratory mechanisms and theoreti-
cal assumptions are utilized.  
Most studies aim to explain Europeanization process in Turkish foreign policy 
within the context of EU conditionality handle the issue under three policy fields fitting 
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with the previously explained domains of national change -polity (changes in foreign 
policy decision making process), policy (alignments with EU CFSP) and politics 
(changes in Turkish foreign policy identity)-. Aydın and Açıkmeşe claim that EU con-
ditionality in the context of Turkish accession works as three different forms – namely 
“Conditionality through political criteria”, “conditionality through de facto political 
criteria” and “conditionality through CFSP (EU) acquis” (2007: 268). Conditionality 
through EU political criteria refers to the intersection between Europeanization of pol-
ity and politics. With reference to the Copenhagen political criteria and the acquis 
political criteria emphasizing the rule of state, respect for human rights, normalization 
of civil-military relations and accountability of the state elites and etc., since 1999 EU 
political conditionality has been effective in leading a procedural change in the foreign 
policy making process in Turkey (Aydın, 2003; Aydın and Açıkmeşe, 2007; Müftüler-
Baç and Gürsoy, 2010; Özcan, 2010). Thus the civilianization of Turkish foreign pol-
icy making is associated with the increasing EU impact through political conditional-
ity. Traditionally, Turkish military bureaucracy has played a crucial role in conducting 
foreign and security policy. Especially after 1980 coup d’état, army’s omnipresence 
in structuring Turkish foreign policy was secured and enhanced through legal-institu-
tional arrangements in favor of military bureaucracy (Uzgel, 2003; Özcan, 2010). With 
the EU harmonization reforms invoked in 2001, 2002 and 2004, civil-military relations 
were restructured institutionally and the demilitarization (Duman and Tsarouhas, 
2006) of the Turkish politics gained acceleration (Ulusoy, 2007; Gürsoy, 2012). This 
change in polity structures and its border repercussions in Turkish politics significantly 
affected foreign policy making process. In addition to the increasing decisiveness of 
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civilian bureaucracy and governing elites in foreign policy making process, diminish-
ing role of military in the foreign policy, gradually extended Turkish security and for-
eign policy discourse to various of actors including media, public opinion and civil 
society initiatives (Aydın, 2003: 325; Bilgin, 2007). Demilitarization of foreign policy 
making may be considered as the most consistent and successful aspect of Europeani-
zation through political conditionality.  
Demilitarization in foreign policy making at the same time activated a process 
of policy Europeanization in which the policy styles, process outcomes and prefer-
ences had been under transformation (Oğuzlu, 2010; Müftüler- Baç and Gürsoy; 2010; 
Terzi, 2012). With this respect since early 2000s, Turkey’s political activism in its 
neighborhood has been materialized through multilateralism and civilian means in 
which economic, diplomatic and socio-cultural contacts have been prioritized (Kirişçi, 
2006; Oğuzlu, 2004, 2010; Terzi, 2012). According to the widespread notion among 
the Turkish academics the intensive use of civilian/soft power tools in Turkish foreign 
policy as the outcome of domestic democratization alongside the Europeanization pro-
cess has also been supported by the globalization (Aydın, 2003; Karaosmanoğlu, 2000, 
2004), the new regionalism (Kirişçi, 2009; Öniş and Yılmaz, 2009; Tür and Han, 2011; 
Kaliber, 2012) and the changing foreign policy outlook of the ruling elites (Oğuzlu, 
2007; Terzi, 2012) in Turkish foreign policy. Therefore it is possible to claim that there 
is consensus in Turkish academics that the changes in Turkish foreign policy has been 
driven by both domestic (EU rule adaptation and foreign policy agenda of the ruling 
elites) and external (EU driven and regional conjuncture driven) incentives. In this 
sense, the methodological debates about the measuring and isolating EU impact are 
relevant in the context of Turkish foreign policy Europeanization.  
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 Turkey’s alignment with EU CFSP under the Chapter 31 of EU acquis may be 
considered as the second aspect of Europeanization of Turkish foreign policy within 
the context of conditionality through CFSP acquis (Aydın and Açıkmeşe, 2007: 272). 
Since 2003 Turkey has been actively contributing and participating EU-led military 
operations in use of NATO assets (Akçapar, 2007; Aydın and Açıkmeşe, 2007; Özcan, 
2008; Müftüler-Baç and Gürsoy, 2010). This aspect of foreign policy convergence is 
associated with the increasing multilateralism in Turkish foreign policy (Terzi, 2012). 
Oğuzlu (2007) claims that Turkey’s reluctance to take part in a USA-led operation in 
2003 war on Iraq and Ankara’s alignment with EU positions and policy preferences 
might be interpreted as the evidence of a significant change in terms of Turkish elites’ 
assessment of the foreign policy instruments and options in favor of multilateral action. 
Müftüler- Baç and Gürsoy (2010) also underline that “increased use of diplomacy and 
economic instruments versus military means” (416) with regard to Middle Eastern 
countries is another significant indicator that Turkey aligns itself with European for-
eign policy procedures. Additionally governments’ increasing reference to the multi-
lateralism was supported by the Turkey’s participation in UN Security Council and the 
country’s increasing contact with Islamic states through Organization of the Islamic 
Conference (OIC) positively contributed its multilateralism (Öniş and Yılmaz, 2009). 
Although the convergence with CFSP acquis represents a success story, based on the 
progress reports published by EU Commission between 2007 and 2011, Terzi high-
lights that there is a significant setback in Turkey’s alignment with EU CFSP in certain 
policy issues (2012, 221). With this respect Turkish foreign policy behavior is rela-
tively presenting an independent manner departing form supporting “the EU’s civilian 
power” in its region.  
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The last themes discussed under the Europeanization of Turkish foreign policy are 
good neighborly relations and peaceful settlement of the disputes highlighted in 1999 
Helsinki Council. In this context the normalization of Greek-Turkish relations, peace-
ful settlement of border disputes with Greece and Turkey’s contributions for the set-
tlement of Cyprus dispute are discussed as the key policy issues. Aydın and Açıkmeşe 
(2007) conceptualize this aspect of EU conditionality on Turkish foreign policy as 
conditionality through de facto political criteria. With respect to the Greek-Turkish 
relations Greece’s EU membership in 1981 dramatically affected the EU’s perception 
and handling of the Greek-Turkish relations. To Diez et al. (2006) in the aftermath of 
the Greece’s EU membership, EU’s compulsory impact through its political condition-
ality on Greece decreased. In early 1990s EU’s compulsory impact on Turkey with 
respect to the solution of border disputes with Greece and good neighborly relations 
was equally limited (Diez et al., 2006). In addition to this, since Turkish political elites 
did not perceive a strong possibility of EU membership (Rumelili, 2004a) Greece’s 
EU membership and Turkey’s EU membership aspirations could not prevent securiti-
zation of bilateral relations (Tsardanidis and Stavridis, 2005). Furthermore Greece’s 
application of the negative conditionality towards Turkey (Agnantopoulos, 2013) 
through blocking EU financial assistance to Turkey under the umbrella of Turkey’s 
Customs Union with EU complicated bilateral contracts as well as Turkish EU rela-
tions. Yannas (1994) claims that for the Greek political elites EU membership was 
perceived as the diplomatic leverage to persuade Turkey to make concessions. Put it 
differently for Greece EU membership has been perceived as a significant security 
provider for Greece to mitigate regional threats in its neighborhood (Tsakonas and 
Tournikiotis, 2003). Yet an effective EU involvement in Greek-Turkish relations could 
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only be achieved in post-1996 era when Greek ruling elites were first aware of the fact 
that deepening of Turkey’s EU vocation would have positive effects on Greek security 
interests (Economides, 2007; Tsakonas, 2010; Agnantopoulos, 2013) as well as reso-
lution of the Cyprus conflict. Greece’s strong support for Turkey’s EU membership 
since late 1990s led a rapprochement within the EU framework. Rumelili (2004b, 
2008) emphasizes that the ultimate mechanism in case of normalization of the Greek-
Turkish relations is not based on a compulsory impact through political conditionality. 
Rather she argues “EU has made its positive impact on Greek–Turkish relations since 
1999 not necessarily through the EU’s independent, purposive agency but from the 
ways in which the EU, as a resource, symbol and a model, has been put to use by 
political and civil society actors in Turkey and Greece” (Rumelili, 2008: 95). At this 
point, Greece succeeded to project its foreign policy interests and concerns related with 
Aegean disputes and Cyprus conflict – de facto political conditions (Aydın and Açık-
meşe, 2007) - in 1999 Helsinki Council while expressing its strong support Turkey’s 
EU membership and strengthening of bicommunal contacts. Accordingly, with respect 
to the Greek-Turkish rapprochement EU’s transformative impact can best be explained 
with the form of enabling impact in which the EU provides domestic actors with con-
structive and legitimate grounds to support and coordinate alternative policy prefer-
ences (Diez et. al. 2008). Greece’s support for the deepening of Turkey’s EU vocation 
strengthened the position of moderate political elites and civil society groups (Tsa-
konas, 2010).  
     Europeanization of Turkey’s policy vis-à-vis Cyprus is also a fertile area for the 
students of Europeanization. Despite the fact that this policy issue is mostly studies 
from a foreign policy approach perspective, there is an increasing academic interest 
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among the students of Europeanization to understand the EU’s impact in Turkey’s 
Cyprus policy. For example, Terzi (2010, 2012) claims that the JDP government’s 
“one step ahead” policy vis-à-vis the UN led Cyprus peace talks between 2002- 2004 
and Ankara’s mobilization of the Turkish Cypriot community to vote for the Annan 
plan indicated a normative change in Turkey’s approach to the Cyprus issue. She em-
phasizes that social learning model based on the logic of appropriateness approach is 
more relevant to explain the changes in normative and ideational changes in Turkish 
foreign policy (2012: 209). JDP government’s cooperation-oriented approach to the 
Cyprus peace process with motto of “zero problems with neighbors” and the govern-
ment’s abandonment of the “no solution is the solution” discourse refer to not only 
tactical-structural shift in Turkish foreign policy but also refer to a socialization (2012: 
210-214).  
Another critical contribution was made by Kaliber (2012) who questioned the as-
sumed normative change in Turkey’s Cyprus discourse. He claims that JDP govern-
ment’s policy vis-à-vis Cyprus does not refer to a radical transformation of the foreign 
policy identity of Turkey rather it indicates a short-run shift which could be achieved 
by the Cyprus’s EU membership process as being a critical juncture for Turkey’s EU 
membership and the future of the Turkish Cypriots (230-234).  Thus to him the impact 
is contextual. In a similar vein in recent studies by Eryılmaz (2014-2015) the premises 
of historical institutionalism are perceived as more relevant to explain Turkey’s “one 
step ahead” policy. Confirming Kaliber’s contextual Europeanization argument, she 
concludes that the assumed EU impact is limited and path dependent. She argues EU’s 
transformative impact is largely determined by the domestic actors’ preferences and 
their framing of the Europeanization. Ulusoy (2009) also contributed to the scholars 
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who claimed the limited impact of Europeanization in Turkey’s Cyprus policy by 
claiming that the magnitude and direction of the policy change is determined by the 
EU’s effective reinforcement by rewards strategy. Considering the growing academic 
interest in foreign policy Europeanization and Europeanization of Turkey’s Cyprus 
policy, this study attempts to provide an alternative approach. In this sense, it explains 
the limited, contextual and path-dependent character of the JDP’s Cyprus policy with 
the conceptual toolkit of the “external incentives model”.    
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CHAPTER III 
 
 
TURKEY- EU AND CYPRUS TRIANGLE: A HISTORICAL 
ACCOUNT 
 
 
This chapter is designed to understand the EU’s involvement in the Cyprus 
conflict and how it affected Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus up until late 2002. In this 
regard, the chapter begins with a brief historical account of the Cyprus conflict, Cy-
prus’s EU orientation and the mechanisms that shape Turkey- EU and Cyprus triangle. 
Following part covers the political tools, power relations, and actors and conditions in 
which Turkey’s Cyprus policy (cies) has/have been introduced. In line with the ap-
proaches of Europeanization discussed in the previous chapter, this chapter firstly 
deals with the development of EU’s policy towards Cyprus as a third party in the Cy-
prus peace process. Second part is aimed to de-construct the underlying ideological, 
discursive, legal-institutional and procedural aspects of the Turkey’s traditional policy 
towards Cyprus. Final part of the chapter covers the patterns and characteristics of 
Turkey’s Cyprus policy during 1990s and early 2000s, the era when EU entered the 
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scene as an active third party in the Cyprus conflict resolution process through its con-
ditional enlargement strategy. Considering the premises of literature on Europeaniza-
tion, suggesting the importance of political and legal-institutional “misfit” between EU 
and candidate country, this part is designed to explain the “misfit” between Turkish 
and EU approaches towards Cyprus question. In the concluding remarks, it is argued 
that up until the late 1990s the lack of positive leverage in response to the Turkey’s 
bid for EU membership discouraged pro-reform forces in both Cyprus and Turkey. 
Additionally, the emergence of new challenges in the post-Cold War security environ-
ment which led to the rise of concerns regarding the domestic and regional security of 
Turkey triggered the military’s increasing involvement in the domestic and foreign 
policy making process. That is to say, EU’s reluctance and negative leverage regarding 
the Turkey’s bid for EU membership, coupled with the domestic and regional security 
concerns, discouraged pro-EU reform forces and strengthened the hand of pro-status 
quo forces. During this era, these dynamics facilitated the dominance of security ap-
proach against liberal discourses.  
 
3.1. Cyprus Conflict and the EU Enlargement Process 
3.1.1.  Brief History of the Conflict and the Peace Negotiations 
The island of Cyprus was under the Ottoman rule until British took over in 
1878. Under the British colonial in early 1900s and onwards, the modern ideology of 
ethnic nationalism began to spread among the Greek and Turkish Cypriot community 
(Papadakis et al. 2006) which was ruled under Ottoman millet system under which 
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each community were allowed to rule themselves under their distinctive legal-institu-
tional religious system in a decentralized manner (İnalcık, 1998). The first organized 
nationalist movements emerged in early 1930s when the Greek Cypriot community 
openly expressed its demands for independence and self-determination (Pollis, 1973). 
By the 1950s, the emphasis on “distinctive Cypriot identity” which was evident in 
early stages of the Greek Cypriot self-determination campaign (Pollis, 1973: 588) be-
gan to be abandoned and the counter- nationalist discourses and ideologies named en-
osis –unification with Greece- by Greek community and taksim – partition of the island 
between Turkey and Greece- by the Turkish community were introduced (Bryant, 
2006; Bölükbaşı, 1998; Kızılyürek, 2010; Loizides, 2007). In 1955, the Greek Cypriot 
organization EOKA (National Organization of Cypriot Fighters) under the political 
leadership of Archbishop Makarios III began to launch attacks on British targets in 
support of its enosis cause. Following the foundation of EOKA, supported by Turkish 
Cypriot notables headed by Fazıl Küçük and Rauf Denktaş, an anti-enosis armed or-
ganization – Turkish Resistance Organization (TMT)- was established in 1957 
(Kızılyürek, 2010: 180). Exacerbation of the ethnic clashes between opposing camps 
resulted with the end of British rule and establishment of the independent Republic of 
Cyprus. 
The Republic of Cyprus became independent in 1959-1960 with the signing of 
London- Zurich Agreements. 1959- 1960 international Treaties on Cyprus constituted 
the backbone of the basics of Cyprus Constitution (Özersay, winter 2004-2005: 32-
33). The Establishment Agreement and Cyprus Constitution were both stressing the 
formation and preservation of a bi-communal, quasi-federal structure in the island 
(Özersay, winter 2004-2005: 32-33). In the Article 185 of Constitution, Republic is 
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characterized as a unitary state which “is one and indivisible” and any separatist at-
tempts were constitutionally excluded. To Hannay “The 1960 Cyprus constitution is 
difficult to categorize in any of the commonly known definition; it was neither federal 
nor con-federal; it was perhaps closer to a unitary structure, but it contained elaborate 
checks and balances between the powers exercised by the leaders of the two commu-
nities as president and vice-president and between the other representatives of the two 
communities” (2005: 3-4). Therefore reaching a societal and political stability with 
mutual concessions and full cooperation seemed to be quite difficult. To eliminate any 
deadlock and frustration in the process and to promote the territorial integrity and in-
dependence of Republic of Cyprus, Treaty of Guarantee was signed by the Greece, 
Turkey, United Kingdom and Republic of Cyprus. In the Treaty of Guarantee “recog-
nition and maintenance of the independence, territorial integrity and security of the 
Republic of Cyprus, as established and regulated by the Basic Articles of its Constitu-
tion” are defined as the common interests and responsibilities for contractual parties 
(Treaty of Guarantee, 1960: Article II). United Kingdom, Turkey and Greece (guaran-
tor powers) also undertook the activities to prohibit “any activity aimed at promoting, 
directly or indirectly, either union of Cyprus with any other State or partition of the 
Island” (ibid). In the Article IV of the Treaty, in case of a breach of the provisions of 
the Treaty guarantor powers undertake to consult together to take a common and con-
certed action (Treaty of Guarantee, 1960: Article IV). However, “each of the three 
guaranteeing Powers reserves the right to take action with the sole aim of re-establish-
ing the state of affairs created by the present Treaty” in case of the common action 
produces no results (Treaty of Guarantee, 1960: Article IV).  
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Treaty of Alliance, which enabled the establishment of “a small military force 
composed of a specified number of Greek and Turkish troops, with a tripartite head-
quarters, to be stationed on the island” was also signed by Turkey, Greece and Repub-
lic of Cyprus. With this agreement Turkey, Greece and Republic of Cyprus agreed on 
to cooperate for their common security and defense and “to resist any attack or aggres-
sion, direct or indirect, directed against the independence or the territorial integrity of 
the Republic of Cyprus” (Treaty of Alliance, 1960: Articles I and II). In the Additional 
Protocol to the Treaty of Alliance, 950 Greek troops and 650 Turkish troops were 
agreed to participate in the tripartite military headquarters (Treaty of Alliance, 1960: 
Additional Protocol No.1).    
The internal and external protection mechanisms for the constitutional state of 
affairs provisioned by the Treaties on Cyprus could not be effective to preserve the 
governmental harmony and cooperation. The first area of disagreement between two 
communities was the failure in the establishment of the Turkish and Greek Cypriot 
municipalities in the main cities (Pericleous, 2009: 90-91; Yavuzalp, 1993). While 
Greek Cypriots proposed the continuation of the unitary character of the Republic at 
the local administrations (establishment of unified Greek and Turkish Cypriot munic-
ipal administrations), Turkish Cypriot leadership insisted on the separate local admin-
istrations which would be in line with the bi-communal structure provisioned in the 
Treaty of Establishment (Yavuzalp, 1993). In order to overcome the local governance 
crises, in 1963, Makarios proposed a number of constitutional amendments (thirteen-
point amendments) which would change the nature of relationships between two com-
munities through empowering the unitary character and the effectiveness of the Re-
public. According to the Turkish Cypriot leadership, Makarios’s suggestions would 
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reduce the Turkish Cypriots’ status from equal part of Cyprus to minority status (Ya-
vuzalp, 1993, Erim, 1975). Following this development, Turkish Cypriots declared 
their withdrawal from the representation in state institutions. 
The political rivalries between two communities turned into a civil war in the 
aftermath of Greek militia attacks to the Turkish settlements (Erim, 1975). The period 
between 1963- 1974 witnessed the demolition of constitutional order and isolation of 
Turkish Cypriots with the increasing political crises and civilian clashes. “Turkish 
Cypriot withdrawal from the state apparatus and retraction into concentrated enclaves 
brought about a political, social, and demographic separation” (Michael, 2009: 27). 
Upon the exacerbation of ethnic clashes UN Security Council (UNSC) on March 4th 
1964 provisioned the establishment of UN peace-keeping force -UN Peace-keeping 
Force in Cyprus (UNFICY) - “to reserve peace and order, to prevent recurrence of 
fighting and to contribute to the restoration of law and order” (UNSC- S/5575, 1964). 
In addition, UNSC Resolution 186 reaffirmed the international legitimacy of Republic 
of Cyprus governed by Cypriot Government under President Makarios which had “the 
responsibility for the maintenance and restoration of law and order” (UNSC- S/5575, 
1964). “Despite a letter from (Turkish Vice-President of Cyprus Dr. Fazıl) Küçük to 
the Secretary General, stating that the Greek Cypriot representation to the Council was 
unlawful without his consent, the Council preferred not to enter into the details of 
constitutional legitimacy” (Hoffmeister, 2006: 32). Özersay (Winter 2004-2005) 
claims that UNSC Res. 186 reaffirming the international legitimacy of Republic of 
Cyprus has been constituted the reference point for the claims supporting the legality 
and continuation of Republic of Cyprus and outlawing the existence of a separate 
Turkish ruling entity since 1963.   
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Within this context, on July 15th, 1974 Greek junta staged a coup, overthrew 
President Makarios and declared pro-enosis Nikos Sampson, who claimed the annex-
ation of the whole island to the Greece, as the new president of the Republic. By claim-
ing its responsibility to protect the territorial and constitutional order of the island as 
the guarantor power, Turkish military forces landed on the island in 20 July 1974. The 
declared motivation behind Turkey’s military intervention was to restore peace and 
stability in the island which was outlined by 1960 constitution. (Birand, 1984; Erim, 
1975; Girgin, 2007; Mallinson, 2005; Michael, 2009; Pericleous, 2009) Upon Tur-
key’s unilateral intervention, UNSC adopted Res. 353 which called all parties to re-
spect sovereignty of the legitimate government of Cyprus, to start peace negotiation 
and demanded an immediate end to military intervention and withdraw of foreign 
troops from the island (UN Security Council- Res. 353, July 20, 1974). The first round 
of tripartite meetings held in in Geneva between July 25th to 30th including guarantor 
powers Turkey, Greece and UK resulted with an official declaration noting the neces-
sity of an urgent cease-fire and the emerge of a security zone protected by UNFICY, 
calling all parties to respect the sovereignty of Republic of Cyprus and to contribute 
restoring the constitutional order and invited Turkish Vice-President Dr. Fazıl Küçük 
to resume his office (UN Security Council-S/11398, July 30, 1974). The inter-commu-
nal talks held in the aftermath of Geneva Conference broke down.21       
                                                          
21 Turkish journalist Mehmet Ali Birand (1984) who followed the Geneva process from the beginning 
reported that during the negotiations Turkish Cypriot Representative Rauf Denktaş, backed by Turkish 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Turan Güneş, passionately supported a bi-zonal and bi-communal federal 
state. With full support of Denktaş’s proposal Güneş expressed that Turkey’s suggestion for the peaceful 
settlement was the creation of a cantonal federal system composed by two Greek Cypriot administrative 
areas and six Turkish Cypriot administrative areas. According to the Turkish side’s proposal Turkish 
Federal State would amount for the 34% of the island. Turkish committee in Geneva also objected the 
complete withdrawal of Turkish armed forces on account to the fact that the danger of being massacred 
for the Turkish population living villages under the control of Greek Cypriots forces was still a real 
threat. Birand also discusses the political atmosphere in Ankara which had a dramatic impact on Turkish 
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Following the breakdown of negotiations, Turkey conducted second military 
operation on August 13th, 1974 and took control of the areas corresponding to 37 per-
cent of the island (Milliyet, August 15, 1974). In the post-1974 order, however; the 
island was territorially and ethnically separated –de facto partition- into two zones by 
“green line”. 180,000- 200.00022 Greek Cypriots from the northern part of the island 
and 60.000 Turkish Cypriots from the southern Cyprus were displaced. According to 
the final data provided by Committee on Missing Persons 1508 Greek Cypriots and 
493 Turkish Cypriots were reported as missing.23  During the second phase of Turkish 
military operation UNSC adopted four resolutions between August 14th to 16th,197424 
calling Turkey to end the operation and withdraw its armed forces from the island to 
contribute further attempts for peaceful settlement. 
On February 13th, 1975 Turkish Cypriot authorities unilaterally declared areas 
under Turkish control as the federative legal community representing Turkish Cypri-
ots– Turkish Federated State of Cyprus-. Upon the declaration of Turkish Federal 
State, UNSC adopted resolution 367 that regretted the unilateral decision of the Turk-
ish Cypriot authorities and reaffirmed that Republic of Cyprus was the only internal 
legal entity representing the island (UN Security Council-Res. 367, March 12, 1975). 
                                                          
government’s position in Geneva. He claims that Turkish government was under the parliamentary 
pressure by the opposition party in the parliament -National Salvation Party- which was a conservative 
party in favor of taksim and adopted a nationalist/populist discourse targeting Bülent Ecevit govern-
ment’s federation thesis. In addition to this on 2August 1974, Turkish Chief of General Staff issued a 
declaration read as “the duty of the Turkish armed forces did not finish in Cyprus” (Birand, 1984: 370-
372).              
22 Please see: European Commission Of Human Rights, Applications No. 6780/74 ; 6950/75 and 
8007/77. Cyprus versus Turkey. 10 July 1976 and 2 April 1992.  
23 Please see: Committee on Mission Persons in Cyprus, “Figures and Statistics of Missing Persons”. 
Available at: http://www.cmp-
cyprus.org/media/attachments/Quick%20Statistics/Copy_of_CMP_Facts_and_Figures_April_2015.pd
f (last access: 10 May 2015) 
24 Please see: UN. Security Council, Official Records, Res. 357, 14 August 1974; Res. 358 and 359, 15 
August 1974 and Res. 360 16 August 1974.  
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With this respect Yakinthou argues “the consequent international recognition provided 
the Greek Cypriots with the moral authority to speak as the sole legitimate Cypriot 
voice in the UN and in other forums, establishing a pattern that was to allow them to 
blur the line between Cypriot and Greek Cypriot interests” (2009: 124). International 
legitimacy puzzle complicated on November 1983 when the “Federated Turkish State” 
claimed its statehood and declared its independence as “Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus” in the northern part of the island. This maneuver was merely greeted by Tur-
key and seriously criticized and condemned by international community –including 
UN and European Community-. Through the resolution 541/1983 United Nations Se-
curity Council outlawed this claim and called upon international community “not to 
recognize any Cypriot State other than the Republic of Cyprus” (UN Security Council-
Res. 541, November 18, 1983). In the following year, UNSC adopted resolution 550 
which criticized and outlawed the exchange of ambassadors between Turkey and 
Northern Cyprus and called upon “all States not to recognize the purported state of the 
“Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus” set up by secessionist acts and called upon 
them not to facilitate or in any way assist the aforesaid entity” (UN Security Council-
Res. 55, May 11, 1984).  
In post-1974 era, UNSC adopted successive resolutions calling all parties to 
settle Cyprus conflict in line with the international law and UN Charter. The first ini-
tiative in which Denktaş and Makarios agreed on a framework agreement with four 
points –High Level Agreement of 1977- including the nature of Republic, questions 
on territory, three freedoms (freedom of movement, settlement and property) and au-
thority and functions of central and federal states. Within the parameters of High Level 
Agreement both parts (Greek and Turkish Cypriot Representatives) agreed on the point 
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that the new Republic should have a federal structure based on the principles of sov-
ereignty, non-alignment and bi-communality25. This initiative was followed by Kyp-
rianou-Denktaş High Level Agreements of 1979 in which the two parties reaffirmed 
the sovereign, non-aligned and bi-communal nature of the future federal Republic;  
agreed on extensively discussing demilitarization of the island and the return of refu-
gees to Famagusta; confirmed that intercommunal talks would continue.26 1977 and 
1979 framework agreements marked a serious shift in both Greek and Turkish Cypriot 
authorities’ political agenda with respect to the sovereignty and governance of Cyprus. 
The propounding and reaffirming of bi-communal federal state structure meant the 
abandonment of enosis and taksim claims. In early 1980s another critical UN initiative 
emerged. UN Secretary General Kurt Waldheim initiated a process which formed a 
proposal -Interim Agreement- proposing the opening of Nicosia airport for the civilian 
flights, demilitarization of Varosha (Maraş)27 and placing of the town under UN con-
trol and lifting of the economic restrictions imposed by the Republic on Turkish Cyp-
riot community. Waldheim initiative did not produce any results due to the fact that 
different interpretations on the definition and limits of “bizonality” and “bicommu-
nalty” (Mirbagheri, 1998). Richmond (1998) claims that during the peace negotiations 
in post-1974 era, Greek Cypriot authorities’ primary concern was the establishment 
                                                          
25 Please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Official Website, “The Guidelines Agreed Between 
President Denktaş and the late Archbishop Makarios on 12 February 1977” Available at: 
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/the-guidelines-agreed-between-president-denktas-and-the-late-archbishop-ma-
karios-on-12-february-1977.en.mfa (last access: 10 May 2015) 
26 Please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Official Website, “Ten-Point Agreement of 19 May 
1979” Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/ten-point-agreement-of-19-may-1979.en.mfa (last access: 
10 May 2015) 
27 Varosha is the southern section of the city of Famagusta. Prior to Turkey’s intervention the residents 
of the Varosha were evacuated and all entries have been forbidden. UNSC adopted Resolution 550 
stating that (UNSC) “considers attempts to settle any part of Varosha by people other than its inhabitants 
as inadmissible and calls for the transfer of that area to the administration of the United Nations”. (UN 
Security Council, Official Records, S/550, 11 May 1984).     
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and maintenance of the sovereign character of the Republic. On the other hand pro-
posals presented by Turkish Cypriot community leaders were based on the political 
equality of the two communities28 and equal status of the two federated states.    
After the declaration of the independence of TRNC, bi-communal talks were 
hardly resumed by the special efforts of the UN Secretary-General Pérez de Cuéllar 
who succeeded to hold a Cyprus Summit in New York in October 1984. Secretary-
General proposed two sides to sign a framework agreement suggesting the establish-
ment of a bi-communal, bi-zonal, independent federal Cyprus. According to this 
framework, lands under Turkish control would amount to 29 percent of the island; with 
respect to the legal-institutional arrangements like executive body (Greek Cypriot 
President and Turkish Cypriot Vice-President with veto rights, 7 Greek Cypriots and 
3 Turkish Cypriots in Council of Ministers and the 70-30 ratio (70% Greek Cypriot 
Members of Parliament  and 30% Turkish Cypriot Members of Parliament in the na-
tional Parliament) 1960 constitutional model was closely followed (Hoffmeister, 2006; 
65). Turkish Cypriot leader Denktaş agreed to sign the framework agreement29. Greek 
Cypriot leader Kyprianou rejected to sign the framework agreement because Secre-
tary-General’s proposal did not answer Greek Cypriots concerns about demilitariza-
tion of the island, establishment of a new international guarantorship regime and es-
tablishment and preservation of three freedoms (Hoffmeister, 2006; Kızılyürek, 2005, 
                                                          
28 With respect to wording, Turkish Cypriot leader Denktaş as of late 1980s insisted on the use of term 
“people” instead of the term “community”. UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali pointed out 
this “codification” challenge in his report submitted to UN Security Council. 
29 At this point, Niyazi Kızılyürek (2009) claims that Denktaş’s declaration was a diplomatic maneuver 
showing that Turkish side was not the party preventing solution. Kızılyürek adds “a few years later, 
Denktaş declared that he said “yes” because he knew that Kyprianou would say “no”” (77).   
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2009; Mirbagheri, 1998). Following failed UN attempts of 1985 and 1986, UN Secre-
tary-General de Cuéllar, encouraged by the Turkish-Greek rapprochement backed by 
Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou and Turkish Prime Minister Turgut Özal 
and the election of a moderate Greek Cypriot George Vassiliou, initiated a new process 
in 1988. Despite the positive climate for the solution, UN initiative once more failed. 
UN Secretary-General stated in his report on Cyprus that there emerged a “set of ideas” 
and “the solution to the Cyprus problem is based on one State of Cyprus comprising 
of two politically equal communities” (UN Security Council-S/21183, March 8, 1990). 
Inspired by de Cuéllar’s attempts, UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali pro-
posed “Ghali Set of Ideas” that reaffirmed political equality of the two communities 
and formation of a constitutional order resembling 1960 Constitution (UN Security 
Council-S/24472, August 21, 1992). Boutros-Ghali also proposed confidence-building 
measures including withdrawal of non-Cypriot foreign armed personnel; reducing all 
restrictions to the movement of Cypriots and foreigners crossing Buffer Zone, expan-
sion of UN peacekeeping authorization area including Varosha; supporting bi-com-
munal projects (UN Security Council-S/789, November 25, 1992). Denktaş agreed on 
the Set of Ideas with reservations on 9 paragraphs. Secretary General also pointed out 
despite Denktaş’s support for 91 of 100 paragraphs, Turkish side’s position in some 
issues like refugees, constitution and territorial arrangements contradicted with the 
overall parameters of the solution attempt30 (Hoffmeister, 2006: 69). Vassiliou at the 
same time accepted Set of Ideas as a framework for further bi-communal talks. Since 
                                                          
30 Please see: Report of UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, Official Records, S/24830, 11 
November 1992. 
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failed UN peace-building efforts illustrated the lack of confidence between two pro-
tagonists, UN Secretary-General preferred to pressure both sides to implement confi-
dence-building measures. Security Council noted that in December 1994, leaders were 
far from implementing confidence-building measures and no constructive efforts were 
made with respect to withdrawal of foreign armed forces and expansion of UNFICY 
authorization (UN Security Council-S/969, December 21, 1994). The failed peace 
building efforts in the first half of 1990s proved that Cyprus question was gradually 
becoming a frozen conflict which was regarded as a problem to be managed rather 
than to be solved (Richmond, 1998; Bölükbaşı, 1995). Furthermore in 1994 the con-
flict gained a new dimension when the European Council in Corfu declared that the 
new wave of enlargement would include Cyprus and Malta. Even in early 1990s, it 
was evident that the EU dimension would shape the future conflict resolution attempts 
as well as the EU accession of both Turkey and Cyprus.  
          
3.1.2. Cyprus’s EU Application and the EU Involvement in the Conflict 
The early relations between Republic of Cyprus and EC goes back to the first 
years of the republic when the decision to apply to join EC was taken in 1962 with the 
consent of both Greek and Turkish Cypriot members of the House of Representatives 
(Yeşilada and Sözen, 2002: 262). In 1973, Republic of Cyprus signed an Association 
Agreement with European Community to create a customs union between EC and Cy-
prus after ten years of transition period (Redmond, 1997; 92). EC’s early involvement 
in the Cyprus Problem was far from offering any constructive measures or policy rec-
ommendations regarding the escalating terror and violence between two communities 
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(Güney and Müftüler- Baç, 2005; 284).  EC felt obliged to establish and improve re-
lations with Cyprus, similar to those it had with Greece and Turkey and this choice 
was regarded as the strategic further step for EC’s Mediterranean policy (Redmond, 
1997: 92). Therefore up until 1980s – Greece’s EC membership- EC followed a policy 
of even-handedness towards Cyprus by not directly becoming a part of conflict; by 
keeping its relations with Republic of Cyprus with economic terms (Christou, 2004; 
Diez, 2002; Oğuzlu, 2004; Demetriou, 2008). The trace of this even-handedness policy 
was pointed out in the Article 5 of Association Agreement underlining “the rules gov-
erning trade between the contracting parties may not give rise to any discrimination 
between the member states or between nationals or companies of these states or na-
tionals and companies of Cyprus” (Brewin, 2000: 30).  
The first stage of association period was delayed and interrupted due to Turkish 
military intervention in the island. Despite the territorial and political division in the 
island, EC continued its evenhandedness policy towards the Republic of Cyprus until 
the early 1980s. In line with the Association Agreement designated to build a customs 
union between EC and Cyprus, three financial protocols which covered requirements 
for financial aid were signed. The ultimate criterion for the financial aid under the first 
financial protocol, signed on July 15th, 1977, was the requirement “to have a bi-com-
munal component” (Yeşilada and Sözen, 2002: 263). On the other hand neither second 
nor third financial protocols provided bi-communal component and with the third pro-
tocol signed in January 1989 EC declared that financial aid would only be supplied for 
the ventures on the Greek Cypriot part of the island (Yeşilada and Sözen, 2002: 263).  
Despite the fact that EC externalized and outlawed the statehood claims of 
Turkish authority in the north, Community kept a “disinterested third-party position” 
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(Eralp and Beriker, 2005: 181) which endeavored to avoid any direct involvement in 
the conflict. Accordingly in response to Turkey’s and Republic of Cyprus’s application 
for Community membership, EC underlined that the resolution of the conflict prior to 
accession would be required for further economic and political integration with both 
countries. For both applicant countries compliance with Copenhagen criteria for EU 
membership provisioning the stability of institutions guaranteeing respect for democ-
racy, human rights and rule of law as well as good neighborly relations (Tocci, 
2007:50). Yet, starting from the midst of 1990s, the balance in EU’s relations with 
Turkey and Cyprus began to be demolished and Cyprus’s EU accession was treated in 
line with the political interests of the EU and its members. Greece’s successful strategy 
to Europeanize Cyprus question and its border disputes with Turkey went hand in hand 
with the EU’s foreign policy and security interests which were largely associated with 
the EU’s northern and eastern enlargement (Müftüler-Baç, McLaren, 2003; Diez et.al. 
2006; Tocci, 2004, 2007).     
       
3.1.2.1.Greek Strategy 
Greece’s accession with EC in 1981 added a new dimension to EC’s attitude 
towards Cyprus as well as Turkey-EC relations (Emiliou, 1996; 127). Yet, the real 
game changer in EC-Cyprus relations was the Greek and Greek Cypriot governments’ 
strategy of internationalizing Cyprus conflict and the Greece’s border disputes with 
Turkey to have a security alliance for preserving their regional security concerns and 
interests in 1980s (Yannas, 1994; Richmond, 1998; Tsakonas and Tournikiotis, 2003; 
Economides, 2005; Tsardanidis and Stavridis, 2005; Tsakonas, 2010). In this sense, in 
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the eyes of Greek political elites, EU membership was the significant security provider 
for Greece to mitigate regional threats in its neighborhood, balance Turkey and enforce 
Turkey and Turkish Cypriots to make concessions for Cyprus settlement (Tsakonas 
and Tournikiotis, 2003). Yannas (1994) claims that for the Greek political elites EU 
membership was perceived as the diplomatic leverage to persuade Turkey to make 
concessions. With this aim, “Papandreou’s successive governments in the 1980s, in-
deed, showed remarkable continuity in using the EC as a diplomatic leverage, specif-
ically by using the Cyprus issue for blocking EU-Turkey relations” (Tsakonas, 2010: 
48).  
However, Greek Cypriot’s internationalization strategy did not rapidly bear 
fruits for the EU accession of Cyprus and it needed Greece’s effective leverage upon 
EU to facilitate Cyprus’s integration with EU. Greek Cypriot government under the 
Presidency of Vassiliou applied for EC membership in July 1990. EC hesitated to take 
an instant decision due to the fact that Community’s priority was the conclusion of the 
Maastricht Treaty -European deepening process- and northern enlargement (Hoffmeis-
ter, 2006: 86). Additionally the de facto division of the island was a serious concern 
for the EC. The emphasis on the relationship between peaceful settlement of the con-
flict and accession process was evident in 1993 European Commission opinion on Cy-
prus’ application for membership. While Commission declared Republic of Cyprus as 
eligible for EU membership, it pointed out its reservations with regard to de facto par-
tition of the island. Commission suggested “the Commission feels that a positive signal 
should be sent to the authorities and the people of Cyprus confirming that the Com-
munity considers Cyprus as eligible for membership and that as soon as the prospect 
of a settlement is surer, the Community is ready to start the process with Cyprus that 
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should eventually lead to its accession” (Commission Opinion on the Application by 
the Republic of Cyprus for Membership, June 30, 1993). At this point it is possible to 
argue that in this phase of EC involvement, EC kept its “disinterested third-party po-
sition” (Eralp and Beriker, 2005: 181) which endeavored to avoid any direct involve-
ment in the conflict and emphasized the linkage between peaceful settlement of the 
dispute and community membership of Cyprus as it was the case for Turkey. In other 
words, resolution of the Cyprus conflict, which might have crucial consequences for 
the stability and integrity of EC, was a condition for both Turkey’s and Cyprus’s EU 
accession (Diez, 2002; Christou, 2004; Tocci, 2004, 2007; Diez et al., 2008).  
At this juncture, Greece’s strategic decision to lift its veto on the establishment 
of CUA tremendously affected the process (Müftüler- Baç, 1998; Eralp, 2000; Öniş, 
2001; Birand, 2005; Bahcheli, 2006; Kazamias, 2006; Tsakonas, 2010; Agnantopou-
los, 2013). In 1993 Copenhagen European Council, Turkey, like other applicants, was 
asked to fulfill political conditions with respect to the human rights issues to strengthen 
its political relations with EU (Birand, 2005). However, Copenhagen Council stated 
the necessity of the establishment of a customs union with Turkey laid down in 1964 
Association Agreement and 1970 Protocol on customs union (Copenhagen European 
Council, June 21-22, 1993). According to both Ankara and Brussels advancing the 
economic integration was the optimal choice to keep Turkish-EU relations on track. 
However, the voting procedure based on the rule of unanimity strengthened Greece’s 
hand with a veto power over Turkey’s further attempts for EU accession. In this sense, 
Greece’s consent to any positive contribution regarding Turkey’s march towards Eu-
rope became conditional upon compromise in Turkey’s intransigent position on Turk-
ish-Greek relations and Cyprus question. Greece also threatened EU to block Union’s 
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eastern enlargement if Cyprus’s EU accession would not be guaranteed. “In this pe-
riod, the EU increasingly began to resort to the strategy of linking together progress 
on Cyprus’s and Turkey’s relations with the Community… Greece lifted its veto in 
March 1995 only after the EU offered Greece the side-payment of pledging to start 
membership negotiations with Cyprus” (Rumelili, 2008: 103).  
Following Greece’s bargaining strategy, in 1994 Corfu and Essen European 
Council meetings, EU gave the first signals that EU-Cyprus relations would enter a 
new period of rapid development. In the final declaration of Madrid European Council, 
it was announced that negotiations would start with Cyprus in the aftermath of 1996 
Intergovernmental Conference. Madrid Declaration was also important in the sense 
that it presented the general attitude of EU towards the resolution of Cyprus Conflict 
for its future conducts. It was re-announced that “the Council reiterates the importance 
which it attaches to making substantial efforts to achieve a just and viable solution to 
the question of Cyprus in line with the UN Security Council resolutions, on the basis 
of a bi-zonal and bi-community federation” (Madrid European Council, June 25-26, 
1990). Following these developments, CUA between Turkey and EC was signed. As 
it was stated in Ankara Treaty, this was a positive development in the sense that signing 
of CUA meant  the end of transition process in Turkey’s long- lasting EC membership 
affords (Müftüler-Baç, 1998; Eralp, 2000; Öniş, 2001; Uğur and Canefe, 2004). Fol-
lowing this development, EU declared in “Agenda 2000” document “timetable agreed 
for the accession negotiations to start with Cyprus means that they could start before a 
political settlement is reached” (European Commission, Agenda 2000, July 1997). Re-
lations with Turkey were also discussed in the Agenda 2000 and the Union urged 
Turkish government to take necessary steps with regard to the democratic reforms and 
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progress towards good-neighborly relations and achievement of a settlement in Cyprus 
(European Commission, Agenda 2000, July 1997). In accordance with recommenda-
tions of Commission stated in Agenda 2000, 1997 European Council in Luxembourg 
announced that the accession negotiations Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, the 
Czech Republic and Slovenia would start in the spring of 1998 and a single accession 
framework would be adopted for the mentioned CEEC and Cyprus (Luxembourg Eu-
ropean Council, December 12-13, 1997). Commission would follow a pre-accession 
strategy for the “slow track” (Tsakonas, 2010) EU candidates –namely Romania, Slo-
vakia, Latvia, Lithuania and Bulgaria (Luxembourg European Council, December 12-
13, 1997). While the European Council in Luxembourg specified the conditions, re-
wards and timetable for the accession of Cyprus and other CEEC, it did not include 
Turkey into the pre-accession strategy. Council rather introduced a special strategy for 
Turkey in which no rewards were offered in return for Turkey’s fulfillment of the Co-
penhagen criteria (Rumelili, 2004; Tocci, 2007).   
In this sense, it is essential to touch upon the Europeanization of Greek foreign 
policy in late 1990s when “a major paradigmatic shift took place regarding” (Grigori-
adis, 2008: 152) the Turkey-EU and Cyprus triangle. The crises over the sovereignty 
in the Aegean Sea between Turkey and Greece in 1996 dramatically shaped the newly 
elected Costas Simitis government in Greece (Tsakonas, 2010). Both countries decla-
ration of sovereignty over a rocky islet called Imia/Kardak found in the grey areas in 
the Aegean Sea brought Turkey and Greece to the brink of war. For the Greek decision 
makers, Imia crisis proved that neither NATO nor EU would be a security provider 
and could play an active role in crisis management between Turkey and Greece (Tsa-
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konas, 2001, 2010). Although the tension in Aegean Sea did not lead a rapid transfor-
mation in Greek foreign policy; following Imia crisis Greece vetoed Turkey’s EU can-
didacy in Luxembourg European Council, along with Luxembourg and Germany. For 
Simitis government this was the sign that adopting a realist policy against its threat 
perception vis-a-vis Turkey was getting more costly for Greece (Kazamias, 2006: 143). 
Considering the added value of the emerging security and political character of the EU 
in post-Maastricht era, the new Greek foreign policy elites noticed that marginalizing 
Turkey by isolating it from the EU would not be sustainable in the long run due to its 
increasing political cost (Tsakonas, 2001). Thus “the stance vis-a-vis Turkey's oft-de-
clared European option had been to move away gradually from a strategy of condi-
tional sanctions and towards one of conditional rewards” (Couloumbis, 2003). In late 
1990s, Greek political elites adopted a brand new political strategy through attaching 
its national preferences with regard to the long-run disputes with Turkey to the EU 
political conditionality. Recognizing the high cost of defense spending in the eve of 
country’s euro-zone participation and realizing the weakening of bargaining power in 
the EU institutions due to the Greek diplomats’ campaign to block Turkey’s EU ac-
cession (Müftüler-Baç and McLaren, 2003) Greece, who resisted Turkey’s candidacy 
in 1997 Luxembourg European Council, became the ultimate door keeper for Turkey’s 
EU membership process since 1999 Helsinki European Council (Eralp, 2000; 
Müftüler-Baç and McLaren, 2003; Tsakonas and Tournikiotis, 2003; Tsardanidis and 
Stavridis, 2005; Kazamias, 2006; Ulusoy, 2008; Tsakonas, 2001, 2010; Agnantopou-
los, 2013).  
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Having strong support of Greece, EU’s active engagement to facilitate a peace-
ful settlement in Cyprus was constructed on its capacity to implement political lever-
age on Turkey to keep negotiation talks continuing (Ulusoy, 2008; Attalides, 2010). In 
multiple platforms EU affirmed inconsistency between Turkey’s EU membership as-
pirations and the status quo in the island (Hannay, 2005: 76). EU confirmed the valid-
ity of this strategy in 1998 Progress Report on Turkey’s Accession as “the Commission 
believes that Turkey, as the Turkish Cypriot community's guarantor, should exploit its 
special relationship to bring about a just and fair settlement of the Cyprus issue in 
accordance with the relevant UN resolutions, which are based notably on the estab-
lishment of a bi-zonal and bi-community federation” (European Commission, 1998). 
However, in order to implement this strategy EU had to reconfigure its enlargement 
strategy for Turkey in a way that it would encourage Turkey to take necessary steps to 
keep Turkish Cypriot side at the negotiation table and the same time secure its EU 
membership project. As Hannay underlines “if Turkey’s EU candidacy was getting 
nowhere, then Turks were likely to camp on the status quo in Cyprus and to see no 
reason why they should strike the difficult compromises that Cyprus settlement would 
require” (2005, 76). In other words, EU had to compensate for the damage in Turkey-
EU relations after the 1997 Luxembourg European Council in which the Council de-
cided to launch the accession negotiations with Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, the 
Czech Republic and Slovenia and excluded Turkey (Luxembourg European Council, 
December 12-13, 1997). 
1999 Helsinki European Council decisions constituted a turning point both for 
the EU’s involvement in Cyprus conflict and Turkish- EU relations. With the Helsinki 
summit, for the first time, Turkey was officially declared as a candidate state with full-
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membership perspective. However the accession negotiation talks were dependent on 
the Turkey’s fulfillment of EU conditionality -namely Copenhagen Criteria- and Tur-
key’s support for the UN led Cyprus Peace process. As outlined in Helsinki decisions, 
(a) Turkey was officially a candidate state; (b) Turkey would start accession negotia-
tions with EU as soon as she fulfilled Copenhagen Criteria; (c) resolution of Cyprus 
conflict would not be considered as a pre-condition for Cyprus’ EU membership; (d) 
in addition to Copenhagen Criteria, Turkey’s contributions to the Cyprus peace pro-
cess would be considered as a pre-condition for Turkey and (e) rather than promoting 
its own plan for resolution of Cyprus conflict, EU continues its policy of supporting 
UN efforts for conflict resolution (Helsinki European Council, December 10-11, 
1999). Helsinki conclusions regarding Cyprus’s and Turkey’s prospective EU acces-
sion indicated the end of EU’s “even-handedness” approach. The wording of Helsinki 
Declaration was designed in a balanced way to capture the different priorities among 
EU member states (Hannay, 2005: 112). On the one hand, it was addressing Greek and 
Greek Cypriot concerns that failure in the peace process would not block any Cypriot 
integration with EU. On the other hand, through mentioning “the Council will take 
account of all relevant factors”, the Council gave the message both sides that the strong 
preference of the EU was the accession of the re-united Cyprus and that resolution of 
the conflict was not a precondition for Cyprus’s accession however it was not an au-
tomatic process and the Council would take into account of all relevant factors while 
reaching final decision for Cyprus’s future in the Union (Tocci, 2007: 45). In addition 
to these, EU’s decision to not state solution of the Cyprus conflict as a precondition 
for Turkey’s EU accession was welcomed by Ankara (Cem, 2005). As the former 
Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs İsmail Cem (2005) reported in pre-Helsinki era 
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Ankara lobbied in EU institutions to balance Turco-sceptical camps attempts to set 
solution of the Cyprus conflict as a precondition before Turkey’s EU membership. 
Thus Turkey’s attempts bear fruits and the solution of Cyprus conflict was not declared 
as a special condition for Turkey’s accession.      
 
3.1.2.2 European Foreign and Security Policy Identity and Cyprus Enlargement 
 
Greece’s successful bargaining strategy should not be perceived as the sole de-
nominator shaping EU’s approach towards Cyprus. The change in EU’s Cyprus policy 
should also be assessed in line with the Union’s common foreign policy priorities in 
post-Cold War era (Brewin, 2000; Diez, 2002). Since its establishment EC developed 
an alternative model of security architecture which “is rooted in a broad conception of 
security that recognizes military and non-military threats” (Bilgin, 2004: 38). More 
importantly this culture emphasizes building a security network without using a ‘mil-
itarized security language’ (Bilgin, 2004: 38). In this sense, EU security culture put 
stress on soft power, non-military conflict resolution procedures and common security 
practices. In their pivotal study named Regions and Powers, The Structure of Interna-
tional Security, Buzan and Wæver categorizes EU as “a security community … based 
on the integration project” (2003: 352). With this respect, EU security culture contains 
post-Westphalian character in the sense that the threat perceptions are not guided by 
the fragmental or nationalist fixations. Rather the critical impetus behind EU integra-
tion is the fear of atomization and fragmentation as the continent experienced during 
the catastrophic World Wars and Cold-War period. What makes the EU security build-
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ing model different from security culture of classical Westphalian model is the com-
mon understanding that integration is an end in itself which can only provide guaran-
tees for the societal, economic and political security of the European people (Bilgin, 
2004: 38-39). As opposed to the conventional nation state security building model 
which is based on the defense of the territory against an “existential threat” or against 
“horizontal threats to one state by another” (Buzan and Wæver, 2003: 358),  EU secu-
rity understanding is institutionalized around the ideal of the security of community, 
people and the values.  
The end of Cold War accelerated the process of European common foreign pol-
icy identity formation (Ian and Whitman, 2000). In 1990s EU foreign policy was 
shaped by the double concerns of deepening –political, economic and institutional in-
tegration to act as a unified Europe- and widening – enlarging the political, economic 
and territorial boundaries of Europe to promote European security, to eliminate frag-
mentation of Europe and to maintain stability in the aftermath of Cold War-. In the 
post Maastricht era, EU re-oriented its future in the global order by promoting its se-
curity identity and culture as well as externalizing its core values of liberal democracy, 
rule of law and cooperation (Ian and Whitman, 2000). Increasing concerns about the 
potential and active risks that bloody ethnic wars, frozen conflicts and failed states at 
the backyard of the Union entailing against the European economic and security inter-
ests led Union to expand its normative values through the transformative power of EU 
enlargement and integration (Gross, 2009: 8). With this respect “the EC of the early 
1970s was a different institution from the EU of the 1990s, when the linkage between 
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a resolution of border conflicts and entry into the EU had become part of official pol-
icies” (Diez et al., 2006: 576). According to this matrix, EU enlargement would bring 
peace if it could be effectively linked to the UN peace-building process.  
Transformative power of EU integration is the magical formula to solve ethnic 
clashes as well as frozen conflicts. Hence, rather than prescribing specific strategies 
and problem solving mechanisms, EU began to involve in the conflict resolution pro-
cess by broadening its enlargement agenda in the sense that it promotes community 
values based on multilateralism, rule of (international) law, human rights, democracy, 
close cooperation with the UN in peaceful resolution of border conflicts, good neigh-
borly relations and free market economy. In early 1990s, EU’s increasing interest in 
the Cyprus question was also structured around this broader strategy of enlargement 
(Friis, 2002; Richmond, 2002).  
In post-Helsinki period, the valuable efforts of the international peace building 
coalition led by multiple complementary channels31 gave their fruits and under UN 
                                                          
31 In late 1999, the UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, Secretary General’s Special Advisor on Cyprus 
Alvaro de Soto, the new Special envoy of USA Alfred Moses and the British envoy David Hannay 
prepared the ground to start a new initiative for Cyprus settlement whose underlying rational was to 
force the interested actors to negotiate in good faith until a settlement was reached (Hannay, 2005). The 
early step was taken in G8 Cologne Summit on 20 June 1999 when the heads of G8 member states 
issued a joint declaration on Cyprus in which UN Secretary-General Kofi  Annan was urged to “invite 
the leaders of the two parties to negotiations in the fall of 1999 (G8 Communiqué Köln, 1999). In the 
G8 declaration, the principles under which the two parties (Greek and Turkish Cypriot Community 
leaders) should have committed themselves were specified as  
• “No pre-conditions; 
• All issues on the table; 
• Commitment in good faith to continue to negotiate until a settlement was reached; 
• Full consideration of relevant UN resolutions and treaties”. 
The G8 initiative on Cyprus prepared the basis of UN Security Council Resolution 1250 (Hannay, 2005, 
102) which requested the UN Secretary General  Annan to invite the two sides to negotiate in accordance 
with the relevant UNSC resolutions (UNSC S/RES/1250 (1999))  and requested the “two sides on Cy-
prus, including military authorities on both sides to work constructively with Secretary General and his 
Special Representative (Alvaro de Soto) to create a positive climate on island that would pave the way 
for negotiations in the autumn of 1999". 
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Secretary General Kofi Annan’s auspices, proximity talks were held between Decem-
ber 1999 and November 2000 and direct talks were held between November 2001 and 
2002 (UN Security Council-S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). As Annan pointed out in his 
report submitted to the UN Security Council on 1 April 2003, in the new era, the EU 
involvement in the peace process, accelerated especially after 1999 Helsinki European 
Council decisions that opened the door for Turkey’s EU candidacy, “offered a frame-
work for incentives to reach a settlement as well as deadlines within which to reach 
in” (UN Security Council-S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). He also pointed out that the 
efforts to achieve a comprehensive settlement of the Cyprus problem “was undertaken 
in the context of a unique opportunity which had been seized would have allowed a 
reunited Cyprus to sign the Treaty of Accession to the European Union on 16 April 
2003” (UN Security Council-S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). Thus the parallel processes 
of Cyprus’s and Turkey’s EU accession and the Union’s full support for the UN initi-
atives added a new dimension in Cyprus peace talks. Accordingly, Cyprus conflict was 
discussed at the EU-Cyprus Association Committee meetings and it was specified as 
a short-term priority for the accession of Cyprus in the Accession Partnership with 
Cyprus (European Commission, 2001). The issue was also laid down as a short-term 
priority for Turkey’s accession under the political criteria and enhanced political dia-
logue chapter in the Accession Partnership with Turkey of March 2001.32 
 
                                                          
32 For more information please see: European Council, Official Journal of the European Communities, 
“Accession Partnership with the Republic of Turkey” (2001/235/EC), 8 March 2001.  
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3.2. Level of Misfit between EU’s Cyprus Policy and Turkey’s Policy towards 
Cyprus Dispute 
As it was discussed in the theory chapter, “misfit” regarding the institutions, 
norms, procedures, policies and structures of EU and candidate state is the necessary 
but insufficient condition for the Europeanization process. Despite the degree and con-
tent of domestic transformation is heavily structured by the domestic actors and their 
political calculations, misfit between EU and candidate state’s domestic politics intro-
duces a demand for domestic change as well as determines the magnitude of external 
pressures for change (Börzel and Risse, 2002). Although the concept of “misfit” is a 
necessary but insufficient variable in explaining the nature of policy transformation, it 
is essential to analyze the major divergences between the policies of EU and Turkey 
with regard to the Cyprus in order to understand Turkey’s progress in this specific 
case. To this end, this part focuses on the level of policy misfit between EU and Turkey 
regarding the Cyprus question. It is argued that the decisive difference between EU 
and Turkey on Cyprus dispute case can only be explained by analyzing the security 
cultures that structure the policy paradigm, discourse, actors and interests. In this 
sense, while EU is associated with a “post-Westphalian” (Bilgin, 2004: 36) “security 
community” (Buzan and Wæver, 2003) which prioritizes mutual cooperation, political 
and economic integration and dialogue in dealing with specific security issues includ-
ing Cyprus question, Turkey has a (militarily) security oriented and nationalized policy 
agenda driven by the double concerns of the security and legal equality of Turkish 
Cypriot community and the preservation of the military balance in the Mediterranean 
overseeing Turkey’s security interests. In the context of EU enlargement, as of midst 
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of 1990s EU adopted its enlargement strategy with respect to Turkey in which Tur-
key’s EU accession course was politically connected with the just and lasting settle-
ment in Cyprus.  Yet, EU leverage was ineffective to lead change in Turkey’s official 
stance on Cyprus question which had been predominantly structured by the concerns 
peculiar to the modern nation state ideology.     
 
3.2.1. Cyprus Problem at the European Union 
“European solution” should be assessed with its “catalytic effect” which aimed 
to produce a fertile political context for the solution through offering EU membership 
carrot. “While EU rhetoric emphasized the desirability of a solution and raised the 
expectation that the accession process would act as a catalyst for this purpose, EU 
actors did not articulate what kind of solution they had in mind, nor did they opera-
tionalize and implement this ‘catalytic effect’”  (Tocci, 2007: 30). Especially during 
the period after the Community membership of Greece – an interested party in the 
conflict and the guarantor power- proposing a solution to the conflict would jeopardize 
the impartiality of EU involvement and it would automatically offend Turkish side. 
Hence the EU’s catalytic effect has been dependent on the UN expertise in the field of 
peace negotiations. There was an obvious ‘division of labor’ between the Union and 
the UN. “While the former negotiated accession, the latter mediated inter-communal 
negotiations” (Tocci, 2007: 30). Therefore, from the beginning of the tension between 
two communities, EC’s Cyprus policy has been in line with the UN peace-building 
efforts and legal parameters provisioned in the UN Resolutions (Christou, 2013).  
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However, division of labor between EU and UN did not mean that EU had no 
preferences or ideas on an ideal solution in the island. Tocci claims that although the 
Union never prescribed a solution to the conflict, “each and every EC declaration on 
Cyprus merely affirmed the Community’s commitment to the independence, sover-
eignty and territorial integrity of the island, and called for reunification in accordance 
with UN resolutions” (Tocci, 2007: 30).   At multiple platforms EU officials declared 
that EU favored a federal solution for Cyprus (Carras, 2011) as it was mentioned in 
numerous UN resolutions. The full and strong support for UN initiative started in early 
December 1999 was also stated in 1999 Helsinki European Council Conclusion. With 
this respect, the Union expressed its full support for UN Secretary-General Kofi An-
nan’s initiative based on the framework and general principles reaffirmed in UN Res-
olution 1251(1999) read as  
A Cyprus settlement must be based on a State of Cyprus with a single sov-
ereignty and international personality and a single citizenship, with its in-
dependence and territorial integrity safeguarded, and comprising two po-
litically equal communities as described in the relevant Security Council 
resolutions, in a bi-communal and bi-zonal federation, and that such a set-
tlement must exclude union in whole or in part with any other country or 
any form of partition or secession. 
 
Therefore just as UN position, EU externalized any confederative model based on 
“two-state solution” that might mean maintenance of the status quo and that would 
jeopardize the international single personality of the state (Diez et. al., 2006; Tocci, 
2007).  This preference would not only be driven by the commitment to the UN process 
but also it was considered as the required condition that would answer the question 
regarding the representation of the State of Cyprus in the EU legal-institutional frame-
work. In response to the international personality of the Cyprus, in his speech to the 
House of Representatives in Cyprus, President of EU Commission Romano Prodi 
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stated “I am confident that the European Union can accommodate whatever arrange-
ments the parties themselves agree to in the context of a political settlement. As an EU 
Member State Cyprus will of course have to participate in the Council of Ministers 
with one voice”.33 This premise had two components: (i) Commission underlined that 
internal arrangements of any member country did not concern the EU as long as they 
were in a severe inconsistency with the EU’s founding principles and thus EU acquis 
would never be an obstacle to the solution and (ii) political settlement should have a 
federal character that would enable country to “speak with one voice”.  
Another significant variable shaping EU’s Cyprus policy is the Union’s percep-
tion with respect to the TRNC and the image of “Turkey in Cyprus”. With respect to 
the TRNC and the de facto division of the island, EU closely followed UN position. 
At this point it is essential to underline that in the aftermath of 1983 declaration of 
TRNC, EC began to approach Greek Cypriot community as the sole legal entity rep-
resenting the whole island and promoted an economic integration on this basis. On 17 
November 1983, ten Ministers of Foreign Affairs of EC countries issued a counter 
declaration after the proclamation of TRNC. Calling upon “all interested parties not to 
recognize this act, which creates a very serious situation in the area”, they declared 
that the only legitimate government representing the island was the Kyprianou gov-
ernment (Hoffmeister, 2006: 84).  The question of international legitimacy became 
much more complicated in the era after Turkish Cypriot authorities’ unilateral decla-
ration of independence in 1983. Furthermore Denktaş’s campaign to persuade UN Sec-
retary General in 1990 New York talks that there were two equal “people each having 
                                                          
33 For more information please see: European Commission, Press Release Database, “Romano Prodi, 
Speech to the House of Representatives”, 25 October 2001.   
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a right to self-determination” (Kızılyürek, 2009: 80) consolidated international con-
cerns about the political will of Turkish Cypriot side for the solution. This concern 
first reflected in UNSC Resolution 789 which openly stated “the recent joint meetings 
did not achieve their intended goal, in particular because certain positions adopted by 
the Turkish Cypriot side were fundamentally at variance with the Set of Ideas” (UN 
Security Council-S/789, November 25, 1992). Moreover, thanks to the Republic of 
Cyprus’s international recognition and legitimacy, the successive Greek Cypriot gov-
ernments had “the moral authority and to speak as the sole legitimate Cypriot voice in 
the UN and in other forums” (Yakinthou, 2009: 124). With this respect, “the success 
of Greek Cypriot discursive strategy in using the UN as an instrument of national pol-
icy, in particular after 1974,  further legitimized their perspective within the interna-
tional legal and normative discursive space” (Christou, 2013: 122). In this discursive 
context, in the eyes of international community, the Cypriot government (Greek Cyp-
riots) was depicted “as the actor in the conflict that was legally and normatively 
wronged” whereas “Turkey and Turkish Cypriot leadership were framed as “the spoil-
ers to a solution (in the wrong) through non-withdrawal of troops and a lack of political 
will to negotiate a settlement within agreed UN parameter” (Christou, 2013: 122). 
Likewise, prior to the March 1995 General Affairs Council, European Commission 
official Serge Abou presented his report implying that “the lack of progress in the 
intercommunal talks was due to a lack of will of the Turkish Cypriot side” (Hoffmeis-
ter, 2006: 88).34  
                                                          
34 Please see: European Observers Report on Cyprus, 23 January 2005, reprinted in Dodd, Clement. 
1998. The Cyprus Imbroglio, Huntington, N.Y.: Eothen Press. Appendix 6: 172-180.  
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The discourse of blame for the non-resolution was also evident in EU’s percep-
tion on Turkey’s responsibility in the ongoing status quo. Although the UN peace-
building efforts were structured impartially by considering the fragile balance in the 
island, as of 1974, non-withdrawal of the Turkish armed forces deployed in the north 
of the island, distortion of the demographic structure due to the massive placement of 
the Anatolian Turks to TRNC, the distresses about territorial integrity and sovereignty 
of the island, restrictions against UN peacekeeping forces in the north and the issues 
with respect to the rights and freedoms of displaced persons were stated in many UN 
resolutions and reports prepared by the UN Secretary-Generals as the sources of con-
cerns regarding the consistency of the status quo35. These concerns stated in successive 
UN Resolutions largely pointed out Turkey’s responsibilities and fulfillments and 
Turkish Cypriot authorities’ legitimacy in the sight of international law. In line with 
the UN position, in the context of Cyprus dispute, EU perceived Turkey “as a system-
atic and long-run violator of international norms in Cyprus” (Verney, 2009: 134; Rich-
mond, 2002). During the debates in European Parliament in 1990s, with reference to 
the continuation of the militarization of the island’s North, systematically increasing 
number of Anatolian Turks settling in the North of the island since 1974 and Turkey’s 
non-recognition of the UN resolutions and European Court of Justice rulings, Turkey 
was harshly criticized (Verney, 2009).  
Additionally as of late 1990s, the rulings of European Court of Human Rights 
(ECHR) against Turkey upon the applications of the displaced Greek-Cypriot appli-
cants were discussed as the negative developments degrading Turkey’s overall human 
                                                          
35 For example see: UN Security Council Resolutions No: 353 (1974); 354 (1974); 355 (1974); 357 
(1974); 358 (1974); 359 (1974); 360 (1974); 361 (1974); 364 (1974); 365 (1974); 367 (1975); 383 
(1975); 391 (1976); 401 (1976); 544 (1983); 789 (1992).  
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rights score in the reports prepared by the European Commission on Turkey’s progress 
towards EU accession. Since early 1990s European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) 
emerged as the international legal platform for the individual Greek-Cypriot applicants 
who demanded compensation and discharge for their properties in the area under the 
control of TRNC. Between 1995 and 2006, ECHR delivered rulings against Turkey in 
which Turkey was found responsible for the breach of the European Convention on 
Human Rights with respect to the property rights of the displaced Greek Cypriot ap-
plicants (Özersay and Gürel, 2008). In 1996 ECHR delivered its judgment against Tur-
key upon the application of a Greek-Cypriot, –Titina Loizidou- who was deprived of 
access to her property under the control of TRNC. The Court decided on that Turkey 
violated Mrs. Loizidou’s human rights, and that she should be allowed to return to her 
property on the north of the island as well as she should be paid compensation for her 
loses by Turkey (European Court of Human Rights, Application No: 15318/89, March 
1995). However Turkey argued that the lands in question were not in the official ter-
ritories of Turkish Republic but they were rather the in northern Cyprus which was 
under the authority of TRNC since 1983 (European Court of Human Rights, Applica-
tion No: 15318/89, March 1995). The Court ruled out that considering the illegality of 
the self-proclaimed TRNC and the existence of 30,000 military personnel stationed 
throughout the northern Cyprus including the check points and communication lines, 
Turkey exercised effective control over the north of the island (European Court of 
Human Rights, Application No: 15318/89, December 1996). Furthermore, in 2001, the 
Court found Turkey responsible for the human rights breaches in the north of the Cy-
prus upon the inter-state application of Cyprus vs. Turkey (European Court of Human 
Rights, Application No: 25781/94, May 201). Referring to the declarations made by 
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President of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe in April 1999, and 
in July 2000, European Commission openly criticized Turkey’s incompliance with the 
European Court of Human Rights’ rulings and citing from the mentioned declarations, 
Council stated “the refusal of Turkey to execute the judgment of the Court demon-
strates a manifest disregard for its international obligations” (European Commission, 
2000). With the reference to the pending cases brought by Cypriots against Turkey, 
EU began to put more pressure on Turkey regarding the human rights violations in the 
north of the island.   
The image of “Turkey in Cyprus” also deteriorated in August 1996 when two 
Greek Cypriots were killed during a protest against TRNC. European Parliament 
adopted a resolution condemning this tragic event and declared its suspicions about 
Turkey’s possible role as   
members of the Turkish extremist organization 'Grey Wolves' were 
brought from Turkey to Cyprus so that they could enter into conflict with 
unarmed demonstrators and takes the view that this policy is endangering 
peace and security in Cyprus (and European Parliament) calls on Turkey 
to cooperate by taking all necessary measures to identify, arrest and bring 
to justice all those implicated in the murders and firing at unarmed civil-
ians (European Parliament, Resolution on the Situation in Cyprus, 19 Au-
gust 1996). 
             
These political developments took place in the Greek Cypriot elites’ strategy to per-
suade EU that without an effective European leverage particularly on Turkey and 
Turkish Cypriot leadership it was uneasy to reach a solution.  
At this juncture, Greek Cypriot political elites, motivated by the necessity to seek 
regional security through awakening international attention and enforcing Turkey and 
Turkish Cypriot leadership to make more concession for Cyprus settlement, adopted 
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“blame-game” strategy in its contacts with EU (Richmond, 1998). Greek Cypriot 
leader George Vassiliou (2010) writes in his memoirs  
My view was that in order to keep international interest alive and in order 
to ensure that some kind of pressure would be exerted on Turkey, we had 
to be ‘in the good books of Europe and the Great Powers’ and consolidate 
their belief that we really wanted a solution…. In the meetings I had with 
all the EEC countries, I tried to convince my interlocutors about the logic 
of our position and the unreasonableness of Turkey. That is how the Cy-
prus issue became an object of discussion among the superpowers after a 
huge campaign to explain its intricacies and promote its solution. (106)… 
We also agreed with Prime Minister Mr. Mitsotakis that we ought to in-
crease the pressure on Turkey through further internationalizing the issue. 
Using all available means, the Cyprus problem had to be kept in the fore-
front internationally, but we should at the same time keep telling Turkey 
that we are ready for a solution and that the door is always open for one. 
(107)   
Thus the Greek strategy was constructed on the firm belief of the political elites that 
UN peacemaking efforts would be endless without an effective leverage or additional 
channel of diplomatic pressure on Turkey and Turkish Cypriots. Accordingly, as the 
then Greek Cypriot President Glafkos Clerides writes in his memoirs, reservations 
about the start of Cyprus’s accession process, raised by certain EU members who were 
hesitant to marginalize Turkey – a pivotal regional partner for EU’s foreign and secu-
rity interests- (Müftüler-Baç and McLaren, 2003), would mean the punishment of 
Greek Cypriots who wanted solution and appeasement of Turkey and Turkish Cypriots 
who did not want a solution and systematically violated human rights and international 
law in Cyprus (Clerides, 2008).     
3.2.2. Turkey’s Policy Towards Cyprus  
This chapter is designed to explain the main themes and official and popular 
discourses on Cyprus and their impacts on Turkey’s Cyprus policy. For decades Tur-
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key's concerns with respect to the security of the Turkish Cypriot community and Tur-
key’s security interests constituted the main pillars of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus 
(Kazan, 2002: 59). These twin concerns were mostly shaped by the Turkish nationalist 
historiography and security strategy with respect to the military balance in the eastern 
Mediterranean. In this sense, both in Turkish foreign and domestic politics Cyprus 
issue has been best defined with the term “national cause” which has been a vital mat-
ter for Turkey’s security interests and existence of the Turks in Cyprus (Kaliber, 2005). 
Moreover, nationalist and figurative construction of the Turkish Cypriot community 
and the Cyprus Island as the geographical and cultural extension of Anatolia contrib-
uted the emergence of a discourse which defines relationship between Turkey and 
Turkish Cypriot community with the metaphor of “motherland-babyland”. Although, 
the nature of the relationships between Turkey and TRNC is beyond the scope of this 
study, it is essential to briefly discuss the role and influence of Turkey in TRNC to 
understand the mode of political interactions which seem to be a significant component 
of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus. Last but not least, I discuss the role of Cyprus in 
Turkey’s security and defense strategy in line with the Buzan and Wæver’s securitiza-
tion approach.         
3.2.2.1.“Cyprus issue as a national cause”      
Starting from the early 1950s, Cyprus dispute has become a melting pot of the 
Turkish nationalism which was intensified during the inter-communal clashes between 
Greek and Turkish Cypriots (Uzer, 2010: 107- 108). While the Greek Cypriots’ enosis 
claims were getting stronger under the political juncture after the Second World War, 
there emerged a popular interest in the situation of Turkish Cypriot community in the 
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Cyprus. In the midst of 1950s, discourse of “Cyprus as the national cause” which “had 
been the pet issue of Pan-Turkists in Turkey since the end of Second World War” 
(Landau, 1995: 135) expanded to the vast majority of Turkish public through the major 
daily newspapers’ nationalist coverage of the news about situation of the Turkish Cyp-
riot community in Cyprus36 and massive demonstrations urging Turkish government 
to react against the Greek Cypriot enosis claims (Erim, 1975; Fırat, 1997; Copeaux 
and Mauss-Copeaux, 2009; Uzer, 2010). Kızılyürek claims that as a result of the strong 
interactions between Turkish Cypriot intellectuals who “were convinced that the most 
effective way of opposing enosis was to involve Turkey in the Cyprus question” 
(Kızılyürek, 2010: 178) and Pan-Turkist groups in Turkey, “Pan-Turkist lobby suc-
ceeded, with organizations such as “Cyprus is Turkish” Association, in persuading 
Turkish public opinion to adopt the Cyprus question as a national cause” (Kızılyürek, 
2010: 179). Kaliber summarizes the general atmosphere of these massive movements 
as “during those campaigns it was insistently required that the society should espouse 
the Cyprus question as its ‘national cause’ around which it should unify” (2003: 231). 
Through the discourse of “Cyprus is Turkish” which was the slogan in the anti-enosis 
massive demonstrations in Turkey, Turkish and Turkish Cypriot nationalism has been 
standardized in the sense that the Turkish speaking population of the Cyprus is a nat-
ural continuation of the motherland, Turkey and each and every Turk should have had 
an interest in Cyprus cause (Bora, 1995). “From 1950s on, the term has been persis-
tently and extensively used by almost all political figures, intelligentsia, printed and 
                                                          
36 The daily newspaper Hürriyet and its editor Sedat Simavi were symbolic in the sense that the news-
paper led the way for the nationalist discourse against enosis in 1950s.   
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visual media and more importantly by the ‘ordinary man’ in some cases even inter-
changeably with the Cyprus question itself” (Kaliber, 2003: 231).  
The popular campaigns on Cyprus gave their fruits at the level of politics and 
the discourse of the Cyprus as the national cause took its place in the official rhetoric 
in 1955 when the Adnan Menderes government for the first time stated the vitality of 
Cyprus issue in the program of the fourth Menderes government (Turkish Grand Na-
tional Assembly, Program of the Fourth Menderes Government). Former Turkish 
Prime Minister Nihat Erim discusses the role of popular discourse on Cyprus in shap-
ing the official rhetoric as  
When the Greek Cypriots and Greece proposed the status of Cyprus in the 
agenda of UN in 1954, the governing and opposition parties of that time 
did not excessively interest in the Cyprus issue. With the signing of Lau-
sanne Treaty we (Turkey) totally disengaged with the Cyprus with respect 
to our claims for sovereignty. Cyprus was not also within the principles of 
National Oath. We had the notion that we could not have any claim with 
respect to the Cyprus issue… Sedat Simavi (the owner of the highly circu-
lated daily newspaper Hürriyet) brought issue in the agenda of the Turkish 
public and youth. In fact both government and other political parties en-
tered into a rivalry with each other to take a part in this movement rather 
than dissociating themselves. After a while government officially owned 
the Cyprus issue and the opposition handled the issue as a “national cause” 
(1975: 4-5).        
 
 
Accordingly, starting from the midst of 1950s Turkish political elites internalized dis-
course of Cyprus as a “national cause”. Due to its populist-nationalist connotations 
most political parties did not hesitate to economize discourse of Cyprus as a “national 
cause” to increase their electoral success. Sabri İhsan Çağlayangil, who was the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs between 1965- 1971 and 1975- 1977, discusses Cyprus issue 
in his memoirs as “the Cyprus matter is a “national cause”. No political authority can 
dare to solve this question in any condition by giving concessions against the will of 
the “nation”” (Çağlayangil, 2007: 364). With respect to this, for many political parties 
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making concessions in Cyprus case has been associated with abandoning Turkish Cyp-
riots which would inevitably have high political costs due to the strong emotional at-
tachment among Turkish electorate.  
The dominant discourse on Cyprus issue as the “national cause” has been sup-
ported by the national historiography. In compliance with this, “Greeks and Greek 
Cypriots fostering the desire of reviving the Byzantine Empire for the materialization 
of Megali Idea, in reality to complete the encirclement of Turkey both from south and 
west by unifying Cyprus with Greece” (Kaliber, 2003: 191). In this sense, enosis did 
not only mean resolving the communal existence of the Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus, it 
also meant the cultural and physical encirclement of Turks of “motherland”. Moreover 
the traumatic legacy of the end of Turkish sovereignty over the Crete Island and Pres-
ence Islands has been considered as a historical reference for the nationalist circles. 
Erim claimed “they (Greece and Greek Cypriots) plan to dissolve Turks in Cyprus just 
like they did in Crete Island once upon a time. This is what they desire” (1975: 103). 
Therefore “the perception of Greeks as a ‘national enemy’ that had to be prevented 
from grabbing another strategic island off the coast of Turkey was a key factor among 
common people and this in turn influenced the Turkish policy makers” (Uzer, 2011: 
107). Backed by this fear of encirclement, Turkish policy makers defined Turkey’s 
interest in Cyprus since the 1950s and the military intervention in 1974 “as saving 
Turkish Cypriots from genocide” and preserving the Turkish state (Uzer, 2011: 105).   
 
3.2.2.2 Babyland Cyprus and Turkey-Turkish Cypriot Relations  
Another significant component of the official discourse on Cyprus was the fig-
urative conceptualization of Cyprus as the “babyland” in which the Turkish Cypriots 
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are perceived as the culturally, religiously and ethnically identical Turks extended to 
Cyprus Island which is the geographical and cultural continuation of Anatolia. Coşkun 
Kırca who was the Permanent Representative of Turkey in UN stated in his speech at 
UN General Assembly “there never has been and there is not now in Cyprus a single 
“Cypriot” nation. There have always been two separate communities, Turks and 
Greeks that are but microcosms of the two mother nations”.37 This account has never 
acknowledged the presence of a Cypriot identity apart from the identities of their con-
stitutive motherlands (Peristianis, 2006; Kızılyürek, 2010). Accordingly the official 
discourse on Cyprus has been based on the premises that  
the identification of the security of Turkish Cypriots with that of the ‘main-
land’ Turks through the metaphor of ‘motherland’ and ‘babyland’ and the 
inseparability of the security of Turkey and the Turkish Republic of North-
ern Cyprus (TRNC); representation of the island of Cyprus as ‘natural ex-
tension and/or continuation of Anatolia’ from the geological/geographical, 
economic and cultural perspectives (Kaliber, 2003: 183). 
Moreover discourse that the people living on the island are the extension of their 
respective motherlands has been owned by the Turkish and Greek Cypriots. The two 
communities “had separate school systems guided by the motherlands, different na-
tional holidays, with Greeks celebrating the revolution of 1821 that provided inde-
pendence to Greece from the Ottoman Empire and the Turks celebrating the Turkish 
revolution of 1923, they belonged to separate political parties and they read separate 
newspapers” (Uzer, 2011: 113). Thus the “Hellenocentric” policies (Peristianis, 2006) 
adopted by the Greek Cypriot elites were countered by the “Turkist” claims of Turkish 
                                                          
37 Please see: Kırca, Coşkun. 1983. “Speech Delivered by Turkish Permanent Representative in UN 
Coşkun Kırca.” In 1983 Nisan- Kasım Döneminde Kıbrıs Sorununda Meydana Gelen Gelişmeler ve 
KKTC’nin Kuruluşu Hakkında Belgeler (Developments in the era between April and November 1983 
and Documents about the Foundation of the TRNC) Edited by Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Department on Cyprus and Greece. Ankara, 28. 
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Cypriot political leaders. Thus both Greek and Turkish nationalisms have been nour-
ished by the same discourse that there is not a Cypriot identity but the extension of 
Greece and Turkey (Papadakis, 2006). In a speech delivered upon the self-declaration 
of TRNC, Denktaş defined Turkish Cypriot people with the words: “we are the chil-
dren of Atatürk. We are the babyland of Atatürk’s republic”38. In his famous speech 
prior to the 1995 elections, Denktaş said  
I am a child of Anatolia. I am Turkish in every way and my roots go back 
to Central Asia. I am Turkish with my culture, my language, my history, 
and my whole being. I have a state as well as a motherland. The notions of 
“Cypriot culture,” “Turkish Cypriot,” “Greek Cypriot,” “a shared Repub-
lic” are all nonsense. If they have their Greece and we have our Turkey, 
why should we live under the roof of the same Republic? . . . Some indi-
viduals are producing fiction about the existence of “Cypriots,” ”Turkish 
Cypriots,” “Greek Cypriots.” There is no such thing as a “Turkish Cyp-
riot.” Don’t dare to ask us whether we are “Cypriots.” We could take this 
as an insult. Why? Because there is only one thing that is “Cypriot” in 
Cyprus, and that is the Cypriot donkey (Belge, 2002 in Navaro Yashin, 
2006: 86).  
 
With respect to this, Turkish settlers from Anatolia were considered as the fellow 
Turks who were there to rescue Turks of Cyprus from the ethnic and cultural cleansing 
(Lacher and Kaymak, 2005; Navaro-Yashin, 2006). As Copeaux and Copeaux claim 
in babyland Cyprus “the symbols of Turkism began to be visible among the Turkish 
Cypriots. The “Great Turkish Nation”, which was divided politically, was considered 
as united culturally” (2009: 47). With this respect the discourse on “motherland-bab-
yland” provided the discursive background of Turkist claims of the Turkish Cypriot 
                                                          
38 Please see: Denktaş, Rauf. 1983. “KTFD Başkanı Rauf Denktaş’ın Lefkoşa’daki Atatürk Mey-
danı’nda yaptığı Konuşma” (Speech delivered by the head of Turkish Federated State of Cyprus Rauf 
Denktaş at the Atatürk square in Nicosia) In 1983 Nisan- Kasım Döneminde Kıbrıs Sorununda Meydana 
Gelen Gelişmeler ve KKTC’nin Kuruluşu Hakkında Belgeler (Developments in the era between April 
and November 1983 and Documents about the Foundation of the TRNC) Edited by Turkish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Department on Cyprus and Greece. Ankara, 28.    
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leadership who was the champion of the taksim policy in 1950s and the independence 
of TRNC in post 1983 era. According to Lacher and Kaymak, the nationalist notion 
that Turkish Cypriots are the cultural and national extension of Turkey was politically 
materialized when Turkish Cypriot leadership declared sovereignty of TRNC. They 
claim ““self” in question was not the political community of Turkish Cypriots, but the 
Turkish nation, of which the Turkish Cypriots were regarded to be an extension” 
(Lacher and Kaymak, 2005: 155).   
Yet describing Turkish-Turkish Cypriot relations through the metaphor of 
“motherland-babyland” generated an asymmetrical relationship between Turkey and 
Turkish Cypriot community in time (Güven, 2003; Balkır and Yalman, 2009). Espe-
cially after 1983, Turkish Cypriots’ political and economic dependence on Turkey dra-
matically increased. Turkey distributed generous transfer payments to TRNC to elim-
inate economic isolation of the Turkish Cypriot community. Moreover, since late 
1990s Turkey has been criticized and defined by certain Turkish Cypriot intellectuals 
as an external power involving “in the running of the TRNC, through its civil and 
military representatives in the northern Cyprus” (Balkır and Yalman, 2009: 52). The 
tradition of appointing an employee from the Central Bank of Turkey to the head of 
Central Bank of TRNC (Balkır and Yalman, 2009: 54); the authorization of TRNC 
police organization under the control of Turkish armed forces on the island and the 
politically strong position of ambassadors of Turkey in TRNC have arose questions 
with respect to the “sovereignty” of TRNC (Lacher and Kaymak, 2005). The mal-
functioning political regime and Turkey’s political presence resulted with a center-
periphery structure in TRNC in which Turkish Cypriot leadership and Denktaş, who 
strongly claimed Turkish interests and “Turkish nation”, was extensively backed by 
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Turkish political elites. For decades successive Turkish governments which followed 
the populist-nationalist discourse on Cyprus matter strongly supported Rauf Denktaş. 
In line with this, “in the Turkish Cypriot community, the military and economic pres-
ence of the Turkish state further de-motivated the growth of civic initiatives” (CIVI-
CUS, 2005) and limited the influence of the civil society in politics.  
 
3.2.2.3 Cyprus as the “Aircraft Carrier in the Eastern Mediterranean”: Cyprus in 
Turkey’s Security Strategy   
Cyprus’s geographical proximity to Turkish southern costs has also contributed 
the discourse on “Cyprus as the natural extension of Anatolia”. At this point, the is-
land’s proximity to Turkish southern coasts has not been articulated by “thesis that 
“Cyprus is geographically part of Anatolia” and thereby is “an integral part of Turkish 
national defense and security”” (Kaliber, 2003: 198). As former Turkish Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Erim wrote  
The geographical location of Cyprus indicates that it is a part of Anatolia. 
Other islands in the Mediterranean closer to Turkey are also part of Ana-
tolia… Yet the fate of those islands was determined by the treaties. No one 
has proposed the revision of status quo in those islands yet. But if this 
happens one day, Turkey would have a say for self-defense to preserve its 
vital interests (1975: 68).   
 
Accordingly, while Turkey shared Turkish Cypriot worries; it also had vital interests 
of its own. In this sense both during the Cold War and post-Cold War era, Cyprus has 
always been an important component of Turkey’s national security concerns (Kazan, 
2002). As Kazan underlines in traditional Turkish security discourse, geo-strategic po-
sition of the island is an integral part of Turkey’s own national security and survival, 
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and the balance of powers in the Eastern Mediterranean (ibid: 57- 59). What is high-
lighted regarding the importance of Cyprus for Turkey is the geo-strategic position of 
the island as the juncture among Middle East, Africa and Europe, which offers a seri-
ous advantage to control maritime routes in the Eastern Mediterranean; to control 
Turkish harbors in the Mediterranean Sea; to protect the national borders against the 
threats coming from Turkey’s south and to balance the encirclement of Turkey by 
Greece which controls the significant amount of region in Aegean Sea especially after 
the granting of Dodecanese Islands in the aftermath of World War II (Kazan, ibid: 
Kaliber, 2003: 183- 192). At this point, it is essential to highlight that Turkey’s early 
interest in the Cyprus conflict was also triggered by the Turkish ruling elites’ concerns 
with respect to the balance of powers in the Eastern Mediterranean established by the 
Treaty of Lausanne. Erim claims that the Treaty of Lausanne was established on a 
delicate balance between Turkey and Greece (1975: 37).  Accordingly if the ambitions 
of separatist Greek Cypriots are materialized this balance will be destroyed. Having 
deep interests to preserve “Lausanne balance” Turkey aimed to maintain military and 
political balance of powers in the Mediterranean.             
Parallel to Turkey’s approach towards Cyprus case, security concerns plays the 
central role. In a speech by Former Foreign Minister Fatin Rüştü Zorlu, the vitality and 
essentiality of the island in terms of Turkey’s security interests was underlined as:  
Stated from the military perspective the island of Cyprus has to be in the 
hands of a state, which is concerned in the fate of Turkey and the surround-
ing Middle Eastern states. … The dominant power on the island would 
have a position of control over Turkey’s harbors. If this dominant power 
is also the same dominant power on the islands to the west [of Turkey], 
Turkey would be de facto encircled by this power (mentioned in Kaliber, 
2003: 190). 
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Thus with its geographical proximity to Turkey, Turkey’s official policy towards Cy-
prus has been structured by the notion that change in status quo in the island in favor 
of the Greek Cypriots and Greece would pose a serious threat for Turkey’s security 
interests. This discourse on Turkey’s national security and vital interests and necessity 
of the guarantees preserving the presence of the Turkish military forces has led to the 
“securitization” of Turkey’s perception towards the situation in Cyprus (Kazan, 2002; 
Kaliber, 2003; 2005). Buzan et al. conceptualize the term “securitization” as “the issue 
is presented as an existential threat, requiring emergency measures and justifying ac-
tions outside the normal bound of political procedure” (1998: 24). They argue: 
Securitization is the move that takes politics beyond the established rules 
of the game and frames the issue either as a special kind of politics or as 
above politics. Securitization can thus be seen as a more extreme version 
of politicization. In theory, any public issue can be located on the spectrum 
ranging from non-politicized (meaning the state does not deal with it and 
it is not in any other way made an issue of public debate and decision) 
through politicized (meaning the issue is part of public policy, requiring 
government decision and resource allocations or, more rarely, some other 
form of communal governance) to securitized (Buzan et al. 1998: 24)). 
 
Following this categorization, it is possible to claim that the centrality of Cyprus in 
Turkey’s security concerns and national interest calculations pushes political elites to 
move Cyprus policy making out of the sphere of daily politics and political bargaining. 
Any de-securitization attempt of Cyprus conflict would mean divergence from tradi-
tional paths of Turkish foreign and domestic politics and betrayal of the nation. Deal-
ing with Cyprus issue within the de-securitized “normal” field of politics would jeop-
ardize Turkey’s “homeland” defense and its hardly achieved national independence. 
Securitization also structured domestic power politics, configured the relations 
between actors and created asymmetrical relations among certain state sectors. As 
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Buzan et al. discuss the process of securitization is achieved, interpreted and internal-
ized differently in different state apparatuses (1998; 27- 28). What is important in this 
sense is the institutional level of the securitization. They claim that in case of an on-
going military armed struggle or existence of a real threat perception regarding the 
state’s survival the sense of emergency become institutionalized (Buzan et al. 1998). 
In such a case, a circle of certain state sectors internalize and institutionalize this con-
stant sense of emergency and can easily find support from its audiences –public-.  This 
process of institutionalization of security concerns is also evident in Turkish foreign 
and security policy culture. Bilgin claims “realist assumptions have been at the root of 
representations of Turkey as a country be-sieged by internal and external enemies and 
provide justification for the security rational used by the traditionalist elite to shape 
domestic as well as foreign policies… The conception security… has remained mili-
tary focused and state-centric” (2004; 43). As a result of this security culture, foreign 
policy agenda, in which Cyprus conflict has always been as the case of emergency, are 
traditionally conducted by a limited circle of civil and military bureaucrats. Therefore 
securitized foreign policy culture has generated its own winner and losers.  
Discourse on the “national” foreign policy led policy making process out of 
domestic polarizations among the ruling elites. Turkish foreign policy has been driven 
by the foreign and security culture which was formulated by a realpolitik vision, West-
ern oriented outlook and high level of bureaucratization (Karaosmanoğlu, 2000). As 
one of the key actors in Turkish politics, Turkish military had a tradition to influence 
all aspects of Turkish politics from education to foreign policy (Uzgel, 2003). Military 
has involved in politics either as supervisor or as decision-maker and occasionally as 
ruler, in the military interventions in 1960, 1971, 1980-83 and 1996. Yet following 
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1980 military coup, through imposing arbitrary decrees and regulations under the mil-
itary rule it secured and strengthened its presence and impact on domestic and foreign 
policy39 (Uzgel, 2003; Özcan, 2010). Moreover, escalation of the terror and violence 
after 1984 as the Kurdish separatist movement PKK started its terrorist activities, “the 
military gradually assumed a greater role in curbing armed insurgence; this led to the 
legitimization of its position in the foreign policy-making process” (Özcan, 2010: 26). 
Yet the omnipresence of the Turkish army in Turkish foreign and domestic politics 
were consolidated especially after systemic changes brought about by the end of Cold 
                                                          
39 Three military takeovers in the last half century resulted with the pro-military constitutions granted 
privileges and opportunities for Turkish Armed Forces (TAF). These prerogatives were first granted by 
the 1961 constitution which was accepted immediately after the 1960 military intervention. Following 
1961 constitution, the privileged position of military in Turkish political system was reinforced by the 
1971 and 1973 constitutional amendments. In the final stage with 1982 constitution which was a by-
product of 1980 military coup, TAF significantly extended its institutional privileges, area of maneuver 
and political existence (Uzgel, 2003; Özbudun and Yazıcı, 2004).  One of the most critical military 
prerogatives granted by 1961 constitution was the amendments on the institutional status of Chief of 
General Staff. With the new act, the Chief of General Staff who was responsible to the Ministry of 
Defense was declared as responsible to the Prime Minister. Therefore the autonomous status of Chief 
of General Staff was empowered and consolidated (Uzgel, 2003). Another critical organizational change 
enabled by 1961 Constitution was the establishment of National Security Council (NSC) which has 
been the crucial instrument for shaping politics (Sarıgil, 2007: 45). It was established by the 1961 Con-
stitution as legal platform to express military’s views on the matter related with national security. Until 
1982 amendments, the internal composition of NSC was dominated by civilian majority and its deci-
sions were considered as advisory opinions. However after 1982 Constitution, its decisions were given 
primary consideration and the composition of council were dominated by military personnel. Regarding 
the role NSC played in domestic politics; it is possible to claim that it was a great legal-institutional 
structure which enabled military to intervene in domain of civil politics. According to the article 118 
(before the amendments) of 1982 Constitution: 
NSC shall submit to the Council of Ministers its views on taking decisions and ensuring 
necessary coordination with regard to the formulation, establishment and implementation 
of the national security policy of the state. The Council of Ministers shall give priority 
consideration to the decisions of the NSC concerning measures that it deems necessary 
for the preservation of the existence and independence of the state, the integrity and indi-
visibility of the country ant the peace and security of the society   
 
Therefore, military perspective and monitoring were prioritized over the Council’s policy-making. As 
a result of NSC’s institutional autonomy over governing elites, military strengthened its relative power 
and position as a veto player in Turkish politics.  In addition to this, NSC’s agenda was designed in a 
way that included a very large scale of issues related with national security, and survival of the state. 
(Michaud Emin, 2007: 26).   
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War which caused the regionalization of Turkey’s security concerns including fight 
against PKK terrorism, Aegean disputes over rocky islands, and military balance in 
the eastern Mediterranean (Kaliber, 2009; Tür and Han, 2011; Özcan, 2010). “Further-
more, the regionalization of the Kurdish problem after the 1990 Gulf Crisis led to the 
further consolidation of the military’s position in this field and catapulted the military 
authorities into the prime position of power as far as Turkey’s foreign policy-making 
process was concerned” (Özcan, 2010: 26). Although “with the demise of the Soviet 
Union Turkey’s perception of threat from the north was reduced” (Tür and Han, 2011: 
7), Turkey came close to military confrontations with its neighbors including Syria, 
Greece, Iran and Iraq. The regional/international setting which influenced “the mood 
of the foreign policy-makers was probably best captured by a leading figure in Turkish 
diplomacy, Şükrü Elekdağ, a retired ambassador and former deputy undersecretary of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs” (Kirişçi, 2009: 31) who advocated that Turkey should 
reorganize its foreign policy by considering the regional threats which could be man-
aged through a new defense doctrine named two and a half war strategy “i.e. conduct-
ing two full scale operations simultaneously along the Aegean and southern fronts 
while at the same time being prepared for a “half war” that might be instigated from 
within the country” (Elekdağ, 1996). To Elekdağ “the threats facing Turkey are so 
diverse and acute” and “the geopolitical realities of the region compel Turkey to in-
crease her defense expenditure in order to be able to protect her territorial integrity and 
maintain her security” (Elekdağ, 1996). The discourse on existential threat and vital 
security interests legitimized and consolidated military’s role in structuring foreign 
and domestic politics as the “principle” (Sarıgil, 2012). 
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Having a significant place in Turkey’s homeland security and defense, Cyprus 
issue has been a policy field that “imposes a definite conception of a political order in 
Turkey, an order in which the pro-status quo bureaucratic establishment can sustain its 
privileged position particularly vis-à-vis the reform-seeking wing of the political 
elite”. (Kaliber, 2005: 321). Therefore securitization and bureaucratization may be 
comprehended as the two inter-mingled processes that simultaneously produce one 
another and keep the ground safe against any politicization of “national” case. These 
processes were also defined in the boundaries of “national”, which has been above 
politics, closed to public debates and have not changed in accordance with the govern-
ment programs. Parallel to this “foreign policy making in general remained restricted 
to narrow elite accustomed to viewing the surrounding world from the perspective of 
national security considerations” (Kirişçi, 2006: 13). Decisions regarding foreign and 
security associated matters including Cyprus question were largely given by the “ap-
pointed state elites (Turkish military-bureaucratic establishment) rather than the 
elected government elites” (Sözen, 2013: 111).     
 
3.2.3. Turkey’s EU Membership Aspirations and Cyprus Policy in 1990s 
Turkey-EU relations go back to 1963 when Turkey signed Association Agree-
ment called Ankara Treaty with the European Community. With an additional protocol 
signed in 1970, Turkey’s relations with EC were extended foreseeing an economic 
integration targeting customs union with EC by the end of 1995 (Müftüler-Baç. 1998). 
In April 1987, Turkey applied for full membership of the EC. For the Prime Minister 
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of the time –Turgut Özal- who had a liberal-economic outlook, Turkey’ EC member-
ship would be asset or an opportunity structure to treat the anomalies of Turkish poli-
tics as well as it would facilitate Turkey’s economic and political integration with the 
free world (Birand and Yalçın, 2007; Kirişçi, 2006). It was evident in Turkey’s EC 
membership application that a new economically and politically proactive foreign pol-
icy perspective was in action which would be backed by economic development, lib-
eralization and Turkey’s integration with the capitalist world (Uzgel, 2004: 312: 
Demir; 2007: 616- 621: Yavuzalp, 1996: 265- 266).  
Upon Turkey’s application, EC declared that Turkey was not economically and 
politically eligible for accession. Moreover the Union also underlined that the contin-
uation of status quo on the Cyprus would never be tolerated by EC. Opinion paper was 
quite significant in the sense that for the first time it highlighted the linkage between 
Turkey’s attempts for integration with the EC and Turkey’s responsibility for the res-
olution of Cyprus conflict. On Turkish-Greek relations and Turkey’s Cyprus policy, 
Commission declared  
Examination of the political aspects of the accession of Turkey would be 
incomplete if it did not consider the negative effects of the dispute between 
Turkey and one Member State of the Community, and also the situation in 
Cyprus, on which the European Council has just expressed its concern 
once again. At issue are the unity, independence, sovereignty and territo-
rial integrity of Cyprus, in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the 
United Nations (Commission of the European Communities, December 
20, 1989).  
 
In June 1990, European Council of Dublin reiterated  
The Cyprus problem affects EC- Turkey relations and bearing in mind the 
importance of these relations, it stresses the need for the prompt elimina-
tion of the obstacles that are preventing the pursuit of effective inter-com-
munal talks aimed at finding a just and viable solution to the question of 
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Cyprus on the basis of the mission of good offices of the Secretary-Gen-
eral, as it was recently reaffirmed by Resolution 649/90 of the Security 
Council (Dublin European Council, June 25-26, 1990). 
 
Therefore when the magnitude of the political criticisms and pressures on Tur-
key were concerned, especially after the TRNC’s declaration of independence, Cyprus 
conflict seemed to be a burden on Turkey which led political marginalization of the 
country and limited the area of maneuver in world politics (Demir, 2007; 616). This 
perspective began to be more visible after Turkey applied for EU membership in 1987. 
In the shadow of long-lasting obsession in Turkish politics (Demir, ibid) such as Cy-
prus issue and Kurdish question, Turkey was about to be isolated from the international 
politics and economy. At this juncture, Özal supported the reviving intellectual move-
ment called as “Neo-Ottomanism” (Yeni Osmanlıcılık) which suggested a reassess-
ment of Turkey’s traditional foreign policy perspective defined by Kemal Atatürk as 
“peace at home, peace in the world” which has been associated with foreign policy 
isolationism and reactivism (Murinson, 2006). Neo-Ottomanism “advocated Turkish 
pursuit of active and diversified foreign policy in the region based on the Ottoman 
historical heritage” (Murinson, 2006: 946). Therefore Turkey needed a new foreign 
policy perspective which would relocate Turkey as the central power in Muslim and 
Turkic world as well as world politics.40 With this respect, Turkey should have adopted 
a “soft power” strategy in which economic, cultural and historical interactions were 
prioritized rather than “hard power” military and coercive strategies (Oğuzlu, 2007).      
Observing the necessity to reassess taboo matters in Turkish domestic and for-
eign policy, Özal followed an economy-oriented foreign policy outlook which was 
                                                          
40 For further information about Özal’s projection of Turkey and Turkish-Islamic heritage please see: 
Özal, Turgut. 2010. Tarih ve Miras (History and Heritage), Istanbul: Yakın Plan.    
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associated as the early attempts to de-securitize Turkish foreign policy and Turkey’s 
policy towards Cyprus (Laçiner, 2009). To normalize relations with Greece, to keep 
US-Turkey alliance vivid in the aftermath of Cold-War and to expand Turkey and 
Turkish economy to the world, Özal proposed to follow a proactive and venturous 
foreign policy strategy to solve Cyprus question (Demir, 2009). With this aim, Özal 
proposed a summit through the participation of four parties (Turkey, Turkish Cypriot 
leadership, Greece and Greek Cypriot leadership) to reach a just and final solution for 
the Cyprus question. Although a radical shift in Turkey’s dual concerns shaping Tur-
key’s Cyprus policy was not evident, he forced a change in Turkey’s foreign policy 
strategy in which economic and civilian instruments were utilized (Uzgel, 2004). In a 
speech he delivered on the four-partite summit, he stated “this process cannot be exe-
cuted by bureaucratic formalities anymore. Settlement will be negotiated by political 
actors. This is why we propose four-partite summit” (Milliyet, 20 July 1991). The de-
bates on the continuation of Turkey’s unconditional support for Denktaş constituted 
another hot debate. “Anxious for agreement with Greece, and for support from the 
United States, in June 1990  Özal excluded Denktaş¸ from participating in a European 
Democratic Union conference in Antalya, attended by Clerides: the Greek Prime Min-
ister, and Mitsotakis, who had refused to be under the same roof with Denktaş” (Dodd, 
2010: 165). Considering the prominence of Denktaş factor in Turkey’s foreign policy 
tradition regarding Cyprus, his exclusion seemed to be another attempt to challenge 
the traditional veto players. Yet, Özal’s pro-activism did not long lasting and by the 
mid-1990s, “the instability and insecurity reigning within Turkey and Turkey’s imme-
diate neighborhood culminated in the “national security-centered” understanding of 
foreign policy reasserting itself (Kirişçi, 2006: 12).  
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In early 1990s Cyprus’s strengthened EU membership aspirations emerged as 
one of the most significant denominator in Turkey-EU and Cyprus triangle. From the 
beginning of Cyprus’ EU integration process, Turkey did not recognized EC/EU as the 
correct international platform where Cyprus conflict was discussed (Sözen, 2013). As 
a counter-argument against Greek Cypriots’ and Greece’s attempts to Europeanize the 
issue, throughout 1990s Turkish governments emphasized “the existence of two sepa-
rate people with two separate administrative units and without a just and final solution 
preserving the legal and communal equality of the people Cyprus can never be a part 
of EU” (Apakan, Ertuğrul, December 30 2014, Interview with the Author). According 
to the Turkish thesis, there were two equal political communities in the island and “the 
authorities of one party do not represent the other”.41 This view was evident in 1991 
program of the Turkish government. In the program government emphasized the ex-
istence of two equal and sovereign entities who had an equal say for the future of the 
island. Government also declared its position with respect to the solution of the Cyprus 
question as:  
Turkey approaches the Cyprus question having in mind that the two com-
munities on the island have certain rights and statuses emanating from the 
international agreements and supports the solution of the question through 
negotiations by communities on the island as equal partners within the 
context of the UN Security Council Resolution 649 (Turkish Grand Na-
tional Assembly, Program of the First Yılmaz Government).  
 
 
                                                          
41 Please see: Denktaş, Rauf. 1998. Call for peace from the Turkish side Rauf Denktas Proposes Con-
federation In Cyprus. 31 August 1998. Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/_p_call-for-peace-from-the-
turkish-side_br_rauf-denktas-proposes-confederation-in-cyprus_br_31-august-1998__p_.en.mfa (last 
access: 10 May 2015) 
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Accordingly, Cyprus could not by-itself represent Turkish Cypriot people under the 
EU roof unless a united bi-zonal and bi-communal Cyprus, based on the legal, admin-
istrative and communal equality of the two people was reached. In line with these, 
immediately after Cyprus’ EU application in 1990 Turkey declared this application as 
“illegal” in the sense that Greek Cypriots’ application was against the principle of 1960 
Constitution which suggested a political equality between two communities (Bozkurt 
and Demirel, 2004: 202).  
Turkey’s insistence to persuade EU for simultaneous EU membership of Cyprus 
and Turkey constituted the second pillar of Turkey’s official policy towards Cyprus’s 
EU accession process. In line with this policy, Turkey asserted a legal framework 
based on 1960 Treaties. On June 1997, in her letter addressing the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of UK, Tansu Çiller -Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Turkey- 
wrote that according to the Treaty of Guarantee Cyprus could never be an EU member 
states since the treaty prohibited the membership of Cyprus in the any international 
organization unless both Greece and Turkey were already members themselves.42 Tur-
key’s emphasis on the Treaty of Guarantee is crucial since it clarified that Turkey 
would never be supporting any peaceful settlement that jeopardizes its guarantorship 
rights attained by 1960 arrangements “ensuring that the interests of Greece and Turkey 
were carefully balanced” (ibid). The ultimate concern was based on the idea that 1960 
Treaties did not only target the preservation of the balance between Turkish and Greek 
                                                          
42 Please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Letter By The Minister Of Foreign Affairs Of The 
Republic Of Turkey To The Minister Of Foreign Affairs Of United Kingdom Concerning The Greek 
Cypriot Application To The EU” 17 June 1997. Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/letter-by-the-
minister-of-foreign-affairs-of-the-republic-of-turkey-to-the-minister-of-foreign-affairs-of-united-
kingdom-concern.en.mfa (last access: 10 May 2015) 
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Cypriots but also aimed at preserving the regional-international balance between Tur-
key and Greece43. Based on International Law Professor Mendelson’s interpretations 
regarding the Cyprus’s prospective EU membership, Turkey argued  
The Treaty of Guarantee of 1960, along with its associated instruments, 
strikes a carefully constructed balance between the interests of the two 
Cypriot communities, and also between the three States with a particular 
interest in Cyprus; Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom … Article I 
(2) goes on to prohibit, not just participation (in whole or in part) in an 
economic or political union, but even “all activity likely to promote, di-
rectly or indirectly... union with any other State...” It cannot be gainsaid 
that membership of Cyprus in the EU is likely to promote, directly or in-
directly, union with other States, and most particularly with Greece” (Men-
delson, 1997).44 
 
 
According to this formula, even if a just and lasting peace was reached in Cyprus with-
out Turkey’s EU membership, as provisioned by the 1960 Treaty of Guarantee, Cyprus 
could never be a part of the EU family. 
As opposed to Turkey’s arguments, Greece and EU did not observe any ille-
gality. To them, 1960 Treaties were aimed at prevention of enosis – unification of the 
island with Greece- but the Treaties did not target any integration with international 
organizations (Tsakonas, 2010). On the other hand, EU’s increasing interaction with 
Cyprus in 1990s alarmed both Turkish foreign policy makers and Turkish public since 
“the possible membership of Southern Cyprus in the EU is considered by many Turks 
as enosis, that is the unification of Cyprus and Greece, through the backdoor of EU 
                                                          
43 Please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Turkey- TRNC Joint Statement” July 4, 1997. 
Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/turkey---trnc-joint-statement-july-4_-1997.en.mfa (last access: 10 
May 2015)   
44 Please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “EU and Cyprus: An Expert View Opinion of 
Professor M.H. Mendelson Q.C on the Application of “the Republic of Cyprus” to Join the European 
Union. Summary And Conclusions” June 6, 1997. Available at: 
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/page-4--summary-and-conclusions.en.mfa (last access: 10 May 2015)   
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membership” (Bağcı, 1996: 162). Turkish political and military elites’ fear of encir-
clement strengthened the vision of securitization. According to this matrix, different 
from the times of hot conflict, in the new era, Greek Cypriots’ EU bid was approached 
as a modern instrument to reach their final aims of enosis. Cyprus’s possible EU mem-
bership would provide a secured area of maneuver to politically, militarily and eco-
nomically encircle and isolate both Turkey and Turkish Cypriots. Although Turkey 
and Turkish Cypriots did not perceive the EU as the right platform to discuss Cyprus 
question, Greece and Greek Cypriots successfully internationalized the issue by using 
the card of international legitimacy of the Republic of Cyprus as the only recognized 
sovereign country representing the island.  
Turkey’s increasing psychology of insecurity cannot be handled without real 
regional developments threatening Turkey’s national security (Kut, 2002). As Buzan 
and Turkish- Greek relations were strained due to the Kardak/Imia crises, the signing 
of Joint Defense Doctrine between Greece and Cyprus and the deployment of S- 300 
missiles on Cyprus and the support given by the Greek authorities and social groups 
for the terrorist activities conducted by PKK in Turkey (Kazan, 2002: 60). The most 
dramatic sign of Turkey’s sense of insecurity concerning the developments in its 
neighboring region was the press release given by Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
on Greece’s and Greek Cypriots’ attempts to deploy Russian-made S-300 missiles on 
the island. In the press release spokesman of Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs de-
clared that Greek Cypriot side’s attempts in the context of joint defense doctrine was 
the indicator of the Greek Cypriot aggressiveness and Turkey would never tolerate any 
attempt aimed at jeopardizing the security of the Turkish Cypriot people and upsetting 
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Turkish-Greek balance in the Eastern Mediterranean.45 1997-1999 coalition govern-
ment’s program reiterated that under current conditions the vitality of the security and 
stability of Cyprus increased not only for the survival of TRNC but also for the security 
of Turkey.46. Thus, the regional developments threatening Turkey’s territorial integrity 
and national security played a crucial role in the securitization of foreign issues.  
Turkish foreign and security policy elites also perceived the EU’s pro-Greek 
attitude regarding the enlargement process as an important factor in the shift of re-
gional balance of powers. In the 1999 joint declaration between Turkish Prime Minis-
ter Bülent Ecevit and Turkish Cypriot leader Denktaş, EU’s decision to start accession 
negotiation talks with Greek Cypriots was severely criticized in the sense that interna-
tional support encouraged Greece and Greek Cypriots to shift the security and military 
balance in Mediterranean. In the declaration, two leaders stated:   
Because the green light given to the Greek Cypriot side for EU member-
ship has raised expectations on the Greek Cypriot side and encouraged 
them to pursue a dangerous policy of tension. The Greek Cypriot Admin-
istration has been engaged in importing high-technology weapons to South 
Cyprus; establishing air and navy based for Greece; and openly supporting 
PKK terrorism against Turkey, in collaboration with Greece. These are 
unacceptable actions, which escalate tension in the island as well as the 
region, and place obstacles in the way of any process of negotiations.47 
 
 
                                                          
45For more information on Turkey’s declaration, please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs , “Press 
Release Regarding The S-300 Missiles” 
Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/statement-by-the-turkish-ministry-of-foreign-affairs-_6-january-
1997_.en.mfa (last access: 10 May 2015)   
46For full account on the position of government, please see:  Turkish Grand National Assembly, “III. 
Yılmaz Hükümeti Hükümet Programı” (Government Program of the Third Yılmaz Government”. 
Available at: http://www.tbmm.gov.tr/hukumetler/HP55.htm (last access: 10 May 2015) (mentioned in 
Doğan and Asma, 2008; 180)  
47 For a full account on the joint declaration, please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs “Turkey - 
TRNC Joint Declaration” July 20, 1999. Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/turkey---trnc-joint-
declaration--july-20_-1999.en.mfa (last access: 10 May 2015)   
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Coupled with the Turkish concerns regarding the so-called “enosis through the back-
door of EU”, EU was accused of being the facilitator of Greece’s and Greek Cypriots’ 
attempts to change regional security balance guaranteed by 1960 treaties. Therefore 
increasing involvement of the EU in the Cyprus question and the changing regional 
and domestic security environment of Turkey added new dimensions in the Turkish 
political and state elites’ assessment of Turkey-EU relations.   
The expected value of EU involvement in Cyprus conflict in 1990s driven by 
the notion that Turkey’s increasing interest and willingness to integrate with Europe 
would be a political instrument to de-securitize Turkish statist elites’ Cyprus policy 
seemed to be catalyst of an opposite condition.  Hannay pointed out “while it was 
possible to hope that it would act as a catalyst towards a comprehensive settlement, it 
was equally feared that it would lead towards the definitive partition of the island” 
(2005, 49). Turkish state elites were quite determined to separate Turkey’s European-
ization process and the Cyprus conflict which has been projected as the “national 
cause” in which vital security and defense interests of Turkey were questioned. There-
fore Cyprus’ integration with EU triggered a reverse and unexpected –for Greek part- 
process that led Turkish political elites to integrate with Turkish Cypriots. As a re-
sponse to the EU’s opinion on Cyprus’s eligibility for membership, there issued a joint 
declaration between Turkish Cypriots and Turkey in 1995. Declaration reiterated that 
Turkey continued to perceive TRNC as the sovereign and independent state and that 
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following a political settlement “the federal Cyprus can join the EU only simultane-
ously with Turkey's accession”.48 Declaration also proposed intense relations and co-
operation between Turkey and Turkish Cypriot community – TRNC- in the issues of 
education, science, technology and culture (ibid).  
With this respect, 1997 Luxembourg Summit decisions constituted a critical 
juncture in Turkish-EU relations which were seriously damaged as a result of the re-
jection of Turkey’s official membership status by EU and Cyprus’s inclusion to the 
next EU enlargement (Eralp, 2000: 20).  Eralp suggests “the decisions of the Luxem-
bourg Summit gave Turkey a special status with a long lead time to full membership… 
The critical word for Turkey was “the candidate”: eleven countries, including Cyprus 
were characterized as candidates and Turkey was not” (2000: 20). These Luxembourg 
Summit decisions triggered again the rise of “anchor-credibility dilemma” as the lead-
ing psychology of Turkish political elites (Uğur, 1999). In addition to this, since 1994 
the EU’s approach towards Cyprus conflict turned out to be more pro-Greek (Oğuzlu, 
2002). The official declaration of Cyprus Republic as the EU candidate despite there 
was no sign of any peaceful resolution of the conflict; and EU’s non-recognition of 
Turkey as the candidate state resulted with the breakdown of Turkish-EU relations. 
The Turkish Government announced its decision to suspend political contacts with the 
European Union, and would no longer discuss Greek-Turkish relations, Cyprus or hu-
man rights in line with Turkey’s EU accession process (Ker-Lindsey, 2007: 33). EU 
called another pan-European summit to appease Turkey. Yet Turkey refused to attend 
(Ker-Lindsey, 2007). In the meanwhile, Luxembourg Summit decisions reinforced 
                                                          
48 For more information, please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs “Turkey - TRNC Joint 
Declaration” December 28, 1995. Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/turkey-trnc-joint-declaration-de-
cember-28_-1995.en.mfa 
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Euro-skeptical tendencies, which dated back to the EU’s rejection of Turkey’s full 
membership in 1987, at both political and societal levels (Eralp, 2000). Upon 1997 
Luxembourg decisions, Turkey adopted a new strategy which was reactive and coer-
cive in the sense that it was structured on the idea that any attempt of the Greek Cyp-
riots to unite with EU would be responded with a political integration between Turkey 
and TRNC (Apakan, Ertuğrul. December 30, 2014, Interview with the Author). As a 
component of this strategy, a joint declaration between Turkey and TRNC was pre-
sented.  In 1997 when it was obvious that EU would declare Cyprus as the candidate 
state in the first enlargement wave, Demirel and Denktaş declared a joint statement 
underlined “each step the Greek Cypriot administration of Southern Cyprus takes on 
the road to EU membership, on the basis of its unilateral application in contravention 
of international law, will accelerate the integration process between Turkey and the 
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.”49 The 1997 joint declaration between Turkey 
and TRNC was another greatest case in point illustrating the reality of this potential 
backward effect of EU involvement.       
Moreover Luxembourg summit decisions facilitated the intense rapprochement 
between Turkish and Turkish Cypriot nationalist- statist circles (Kızılyürek, 2010: 
189- 190). In each and every international platform, Turkish officials declared their 
full and strong support for Denktaş and his formula for a permanent peace –namely 
the proposal of confederation- and marginalized Turkish Cypriot opposition criticizing 
Denktaş and his solution formula. Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a press 
                                                          
49 For more information, please see: Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Turkey- TRNC Joint 
Statement” July 4, 1997. Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/turkey---trnc-joint-statement-july-4_-
1997.en.mfa  (last access: 10 May 2015)    
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release expressing its unconditional and full support for Denktaş’s confederation for-
mula and declared the existence of two equal, sovereign states representing two people 
of the island. To Ankara a settlement in Cyprus ought to be achieved by the two states 
not by the third parties and the regional balance between Turkey and Greece ought to 
be observed and maintained.50 The mentioned support for the confederation proposal 
was quite significant in the sense that Turkey and Denktaş were introducing new pa-
rameters regarding the solution model for the future of Cyprus. The difference over 
Greek and Turkish sides’ proposals for the structure of the future Cypriot state was the 
constant feature of the future inter-communal talks (Hannay, 2005: 29). The source of 
this division between two sides is the matter of political equality and sovereignty. 
Greek Cypriot authorities who were inflexibly supported the model of a unitary state, 
switched their position by favoring of a bi-zonal and bi-communal federation (Kızılyü-
rek, 2009). Despite the Greek Cypriots switch from unitary state to the federative state, 
post-1983 developments clarified that Rauf Denktaş was no more in favor of a federal 
structure (Kızılyürek, 2009, 73-76). Declaration of the TRNC which was outlawed by 
UNSG resolution 541 was associated as a further step for the declaration of independ-
ence. Denktaş’s early attempt to set new parameters apart from the federal solution 
was touched upon by UNSG Perez de Cuéllar in his report to UN Security Council:   
Mr. Denktaş¸ stated that the term “communities” be used in a manner that 
is synonymous with the term “peoples”, each having the right to “self-de-
termination”. Mr. Denktaş also proposed certain other terms for the word 
“communities”. In the context of the inter-communal talks the introduction 
of terminology that is different from that used by the Security Council has 
thus posed more than a semantic problem (UN Security Council-S/21183, 
March 8, 1990).  
                                                          
50 For more information, please see:Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Press Release on G-8; Joint 
Declaration which refers to the Cyprus issue” June 21, 1999. Available at: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/press-
release-on-g-8_-joint-declaration-which-refers-to-the-cyprus-issue_br_june-21_-1999.en.mfa (last 
access: 10 May 2015)   
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Following this assessment, he pointed out that such kind of a shift in terminology 
would jeopardize the negotiation attempts based on set parameters determined by 
UNSC resolutions. At this point Hannay (2005) underlines that in the vocabulary of 
the Cyprus conflict “federal” refers to a single recognized state assigning high level of 
autonomy to two constituent states, whereas “confederative” signify two recognized 
states having extensive autonomy on many issues except a few areas like foreign and 
security policy. In many aspects, this model was associated with a “loosely centralized 
federation” (Oğuzlu, 2002) composed by two states as was the case in Switzerland 
(Milliyet, March 3, 1993).  The proposed Switzerland model was carried out in 1998 
when Denktaş presented his “call for peace: proposal for a lasting solution in Cyprus” 
in the press conference whose guest of honor was the Turkish Minister of Foreign 
Affairs –İsmail Cem- who expressed that his presence at the conference was an ex-
pression of the Turkish government’s support and trust for Denktaş.  
Parallel to Denktaş’s statement, for the first time in Turkish politics, minority 
government formed by Democratic Left Party (DLP), Motherland Party (MP) and True 
Path Party (TPP) declared in the government program that a confederative solution 
would be the only realist and constructive formula for the peace in Cyprus (Doğan and 
Asma, 2008: 180). The government program held “it is an undeniable fact that there 
exist two states in Cyprus… This reality sooner or later will be recognized. Therefore, 
the con-federation proposal the President of the TRNC, Rauf Denktaş, has been stress-
ing is very suitable, and it is supported by the government (Turkish Grand National 
Assembly, Government Program of the Fourth Ecevit Government)” (Doğan and 
Asma, 2008).  
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The themes of national and fraternal ties between Turkey and TRNC have been 
over-emphasized especially after the electoral success of Nationalist Action Party 
(NAP). NAP – the second major partner of tripartite coalition government composed 
of DLP, NAP and MP- manifested in its party program that “NAP considers the EU’s 
approach to also Greek Cypriots as one sided, coercive and unacceptable. The EU ad-
ministration, must abandon its policies with regard to Turkey that have started to be-
come antagonistic” (Doğan and Asma, 2008: 181). Moreover the electoral success of 
Bülent Ecevit who was known as the “Conqueror of Cyprus”51 rounded up the nation-
alist circle. As Yılmaz pointed out the most crucial developments in Turkish socio-
political life during 1990s, was the politicization of identities, competing nationalisms 
and life styles (2011: 182-183). At this political environment, in which the Turkish 
nationalist discourse raised its volume and the political parties with nationalist out-
looks had electoral success, the image of Denktaş as the “leader dear to the Turkish 
world” (Kızılyürek, ibid) and Turkey’s traditional “Cyprus question was solved in 
1974” (Çongar, November 27, 2000) policy was re-visited by political and state elites.  
 
 3.2.4 Conclusion 
Students of accession Europeanization are mainly concerned with “condition-
ality-based” models suggesting the centrality of positive political conditionality as the 
ultimate trigger of domestic changes (Grabbe, 2002: 256). On the hand, to Schim-
melfennig and Sedelmeier this strategy of progress with rewards is not the sufficient 
                                                          
51 Since Bülent Ecevit was the Prime Minister during Turkey’s 1974 military intervention in Cyprus, he 
was given the name “Conqueror of Cyprus”.   
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criteria for the domestic change. Rather it is a longitudinal cost-benefit balancing pro-
cess dependent on “(i) the determinacy of conditions, (ii) the size and speed of rewards, 
(iii) the credibility of threats and promises, and (iv)the size of adoption cost” (Schim-
melfennig and Sedelmeier, 2004: 672). That is to say, the power of adaptation pres-
sures to cause a domestic change is dependent on the external and internal incentives, 
cost-benefit calculations and the mutual trust between Union and the candidate state. 
To put it differently “EU conditionality has been particularly effective when the EU 
offered a credible membership incentive and when incumbent governments did not 
consider the domestic costs of compliance threatening to their hold on power” (Epstein 
and Sedelmeier, 2008: 795). In other words, EU integration is treated as an open-ended 
process that depends on both top-down adaptation pressures and bottom-up institu-
tional settings and domestic bargaining. Under these circumstances success or failure 
of Europeanization processes are explained by the effectiveness of intervening varia-
bles. Bearing this in mind, the premises of incentive-based approaches that considers 
the role of both character of conditionality and the incentives and systemic political 
concerns of local actors.  
With the Cyprus’s EU membership application the Cyprus question became an 
internal matter of EU. The Greek and Greek Cypriot leaders were aiming at to lead an 
indirect policy change in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus under the EU membership 
pressures. Despite the calculations on EU’s involvement’s possible positive effects on 
Turkey’s Cyprus policy, EU followed a pro-Greek path and excluded Turkey from its 
enlargement agenda. While EU’s negative conditionality was in progress regarding its 
relations with Turkey, dramatic changes were occurring in Turkish domestic life. In 
late 1980s and early 1990s, Özal era witnessed a paradigm shift in Turkish foreign 
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policy which was largely associated with the domestic political and socio-economic 
developments in Turkey (Kirişçi, 2006; Uzgel, 2004). For the growing İstanbul-based 
private business sector, integration of Turkish economy with the West –EC- consti-
tuted the top priority. Thus a future EC membership would provide long-run guaran-
tees for their sectorial interests.  Özal era witnessed a close relationship and dialogue 
between those reformist groups that perceived the status quo in Cyprus and Greek at-
tempts to Europeanize conflict would jeopardize economic interests. Failure of  Özal’s 
individual initiatives to ensure a long-lasting peace in Cyprus proved that economy-
based foreign policy approach could not be fruitful before overthrowing statist reflects 
and actors. However, EC’s negative conditionality regarding Turkey’s application for 
full membership did not produce positive conditions for the pro-reform forces. The 
civil and military bureaucracy’s harsh criticisms against Özal’s Cyprus policy also il-
lustrated that for the pro-reform forces the size and speed of rewards and the credibility 
of promises offered by EU was extending the possible opportunity costs of domestic 
change. In late 1990s, the dominant perception among Turkish foreign and security 
policy executives regarding the EU’s involvement in the Cyprus question was based 
the idea that the Union failed to treat Turkey’s accession process with an unbiased and 
inclusionary approach. Under these circumstances, EU pressures to lead the Europe-
anization of Turkey’s discourse on Cyprus produced the adverse effect. Accompanied 
by the increasing regional and domestic security concerns, the role and influence of 
civil-military bureaucracy who followed a security-based foreign policy agenda be-
come prominent. In the last analysis, in 1990s, neither EU conditionality nor internal 
incentives were strong enough to Europeanize Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus.     
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In 1990s, security- oriented approaches towards the Cyprus conflict were 
owned by the period’s coalition governments. This development caused the rise of 
traditionalist and nationalist political parties in the general elections and the rise of 
securitized nationalist discourse supported by pragmatist politicians who aimed to in-
crease their electoral success. As opposed to this wave of securitization, EU perspec-
tive on Cyprus conflict was quite political and de-securitized. As Diez pointed out 
what sharpens the cleavages within the Turkey- EU- Cyprus triangle on Cyprus con-
flict is the clashing cultures and approaches. The source of cleavage is the existence of 
“…The Union as a polity that incorporates many postmodern features and the Cyprus 
conflict as being dominated by predominantly modern struggles” (2002: 10). While 
EU politicizes and de-centralizes the Cyprus conflict as a matter that should be dis-
cussed within the context of daily politics from a post-Westphalian perception; both 
Turkish and Greek parts handle the issue from a securitized, centralized and national-
ized- Westphalian perspectives. Therefore during 1990s, Turkish policy-makers by 
declaring their commitment to the Westernization and democratization, they also ex-
pressed their distrust to West when the discussed issues were on Turkey’s national 
security and vital interests. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
TURKEY’S EU MEMBERSHIP ASPIRATIONS AND 
CYPRUS DISPUTE (2002-2004) 
 
 
1999 Helsinki European Council decisions on Turkey’s candidacy injected a 
new life into Turkey’s EU aspirations. For many pro-EU groups including civil society 
associations, political parties and bureaucratic elites, possibility to achieve Turkey’s 
long-run aspiration for EU membership became concrete with EU’s decision on Tur-
key’s EU candidacy (Öniş, 2007). Having a concrete membership perspective, Ankara 
prompted a remarkable reform process in many issues. External incentives supported 
by active EU conditionality mechanism turned out to be effective and the Turkish gov-
ernment adopted EU harmonization packages regarding highly sensitive political is-
sues including abolition of death penalty in times of peace, non-Muslim minorities’ 
religious property rights, broadcasting languages other than Turkish and critical steps 
towards the normalization of civil-military relations (Özbudun and Yazıcı, 2004; 
Heper, 2005; Kubicek, 2005; Müftüler-Baç, 2005; Ulusoy, 2007, 2009).  Furthermore, 
introduction of the EU harmonization packages by a politically fragmented and polar-
ized coalition government (Kalaycıoğlu, 2013: 64) illustrated that despite the sharp 
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ideological difference among political elites of the ruling coalition, there was a rela-
tively high support for the deepening of relations between Turkey and EU. On 7 June 
2002 with leaders of most political parties represented in Parliament, President Ahmet 
Necdet Sezer conveyed an ad hoc summit on Turkey’s future in EU. At the end of the 
summit, a declaration confirming that EU membership was a common objective for 
the political parties represented the domestic ownership of the Turkey’s EU member-
ship which would be for the best interest of country (Milliyet, June 8, 2002). With no 
doubt, national consensus on cementing ties between Turkey and EU through political 
and economic reforms to comply with EU accession strengthened the notion that Tur-
key’s EU membership was a “national cause”.   
Although Turkey’s potential EU membership was on the table, as Helsinki Eu-
ropean Council conclusions indicated Turkey’s active support for the ongoing peace 
talks in Cyprus was an important variable in EU’s assessments on Turkey’s progress 
towards the EU. Thus in late 2001 inevitability of the  Cyprus’s EU access, Greece’s 
threat to vote eastern enlargement without the Cyprus’s integration and the strong in-
ternational leverage on Turkey to reformulate its Cyprus policy enforced Ankara and 
Nicosia to reconsider its Cyprus strategy (Tocci, 2003: 2000). It was obvious that Cy-
prus would be an EU member state in the next round of EU enlargement and Ankara’s 
strategy to persuade EU to accept Turkey’s position that Turkey’s EU membership and 
Cyprus conflict were two different issues and Cypriot accession ought to be postponed 
pending on a viable and just settlement bore no fruits. In the light of these, in late 2001, 
Turkey and Turkish Cypriot leadership who were accused by blocking the process and 
delaying the peace settlement before the end of Cyprus’s EU membership negotiations 
took a new step to revitalize direct negotiations for peaceful settlement of the Cyprus 
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question (Apakan, Ertuğrul, December 30 2014, Interview with the Author). In No-
vember 2001, Denktaş invited Clerides to face-to-face meetings without any precon-
ditions (UNSC- S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). An agreement was reached to resume the 
negation talks starting in January 2002 and two leaders agreed on all issues would be 
on the table; nothing would be agreed until everything was agreed; parties would con-
tinue to negotiate until a comprehensive settlement was reached  (Council of Europe-
Addendum to CM/Del/Dec(2001)776, December 6, 2001). The meetings continued 
until mid-February 2002 without reaching common grounds on the discussed issues 
including territory, sovereignty, governance and security. On 14 May 2002, Annan 
visited two parties and expressed his belief that there would be a significant progress 
until the end of June (UNSC- S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). At this point, the UN time 
table to reach a just and lasting settlement of the Cyprus question was attached to the 
delicate EU enlargement agenda and the ultimate objective of the early 2002 talks was 
to reach a settlement “before or at the Copenhagen European Council on 12-13 De-
cember 2002” (Tocci, 2003: 199).       
However some interpreted Denktaş’s decision to move on direct talks without 
preconditions as a diplomatic tactic to control the process through delaying the acces-
sion of the Greek Cypriots. Tocci claims that Turkish side might have reactively re-
sponded to the developments by hoping that “if European leaders appreciated that Cy-
prus' membership would have interrupted inter-communal talks, they could, account-
ing for "all relevant factors," postpone Cyprus’s accession” (2003: 200). In line with 
this argument, Ker-Lindsay, reporting from his discussions with various diplomats, 
argues that despite the shadows over Denktaş’s move to restart process “it was a gen-
uine effort that was driven by changes in Turkish politics following economic crises 
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that created internal and external pressures to solve the Cyprus issue” (2009: 223). 
Apart from discussion on whether Turkish side’s attempts to revitalize failed UN pro-
cess in late 2001 were sincere or tactical; the change in Turkey’s and Denktaş’s posi-
tion signifies that the early and immature seeds of a policy change were spread before 
JDP era.     
Turkish side’s diplomatic maneuver to balance the international pressures and 
EU-level developments responded positively by the EU and in June 2002 Seville Eu-
ropean Council Turkey’s prospect to start accession negotiations with EU was sup-
ported. Regarding the next phase of Turkey’s candidature, EU Council stated “new 
decisions could be taken in Copenhagen … in the light of developments in the situation 
between the Seville and Copenhagen European Councils, on the basis of the regular 
report to be submitted by the Commission in October 2002” (Seville European Coun-
cil, June 12-13, 2002). Seville Council decisions thus opened the door slightly for Tur-
key to start accession negotiations yet Council also highlighted that this was not an 
automatic process.  
With regard to the Cyprus’s EU aspirations, Council declared “in respect of the 
accession of Cyprus, the Helsinki conclusions are the basis of the European Union’s 
position” (Seville European Council, June 12-13, 2002). Thus Council reaffirmed that 
if the progress in negotiations and reforms was maintained, the Union was determined 
to conclude the negotiations with Cyprus, by the end of 2002, along with other nine 
candidate states. More importantly, Council announced its preliminary timeline re-
garding those candidate states as the spring of 2003, Treaty of Accession would be 
signed with the objective that those to be members would be able to participate in the 
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elections for European Parliament in 2004. Thus it was once more confirmed that Cy-
prus would become a full member regardless of the political settlement in Cyprus and 
the preferred date for the settlement to be concluded in Cyprus was announced as the 
end of accession negotiations in December 2002. Therefore in the autumn of 2002, it 
was obvious that as the Helsinki European Council conclusions indicated Cyprus’s EU 
accession was inevitable and Ankara’s long-run strategy to persuade EU to accept Tur-
key’s position that Turkey’s EU membership and Cyprus conflict were two different 
issues and Cypriot accession ought to be postponed pending on a viable and just set-
tlement bore no fruits. Regarding Turkey’s Cyprus strategy, Tocci argues “Turkish 
establishment did not believe that the EU would accept a divided island into its fold… 
Many in Ankara failed to appreciate that, by 1999, the European choice was not be-
tween Turkey and the Cyprus, but rather between Turkey and the fifth enlargement” 
(2007: 46). With respect to this Seville European Council decisions gave a clear mes-
sage to Ankara and Nicosia that eastern enlargement was the short-run priority of the 
Union and any attempts by Turkey to block or delay this process would not be con-
structive for Turkey’s EU membership aspirations.  
Council also underlined its preferred position concerning the structure of the re-
unified future Cyprus state. The emphasis on “to speak with a single voice” suggested 
that the resolution process should provide a long lasting peace that would enable Cy-
prus to act like a single political entity –federation- as it was the case for EU member 
states. Last but not least, EU’s strong support for the UN Secretary General’s initiative 
strengthened the good offices mission of Kofi Annan (Hoffmeister, 2006: 114). Fol-
lowing European Council conclusions De Soto briefed UN Security Council on 9 July 
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2002 concerning the direct talks in Cyprus between two parties. Following this brief-
ing, the members of the UN Security Council “welcomed the support given to the talks 
and the Secretary General’s efforts by the heads of State and government of the EU 
meeting in Seville on 21-22 June (UNSC- SC/7444, July 9, 2002).  It was clear that 
the EU was the most crucial party with its strong position to offer incentives to over-
come the status quo in the island (Yakinthou, 2009:126). Members of UN Security 
Council also expressed their disappointment that despite Secretary General and his 
Special Representative on Cyprus de Soto’s constructive efforts, progress remained 
unacceptably slow and the June target date for agreement had not been met. In this 
regard, they pointed out that the Turkish Cypriot leadership was to a large extent re-
sponsible for the delay with its less constructive approach during the talks (UNSC- 
SC/7444, July 9, 2002). Coupled with the June 2002 Seville European Council decla-
ration, UN Security Council press statement indicated the intense international pres-
sures on Turkey and Turkish Cypriots. In response to the press statement, Turkish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated Turkish government’s disappointments regarding 
the “statement attributing responsibility to one side” which could not be considered as 
reflecting the facts (Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, July 12, 2002). Statement 
also included Turkish government’s expectations from the third parties to treat two 
sides equally and to refrain from the partial assessments.  
In October 2002, EU Commission published 2002 regular report on Turkey’s 
progress. Commission reported that despite the dense timetable, there was no tangible 
progress to reach a settlement on the Cyprus problem before the end of 2002. With 
respect to Turkey’s role in the UN process Commission declared “the EU, in line with 
statements issued by the UN Security Council, has emphasized the need for Turkey to 
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take further steps to encourage the Turkish Cypriot leadership to work towards reach-
ing a settlement before the end of accession negotiations”. Thus it was obvious that on 
the eve of December 2002 Copenhagen Council, Turkish side’s reluctance to follow a 
proactive Cyprus policy “would be extremely high for both Turkey and Turkish Cyp-
riots since it was evident that Greek Cypriot side guaranteed its EU membership” (Bi-
rand, December 12, 2002).     
Enforced by the UN and EU reports, Annan started a new initiative to accelerate 
the process and he held meetings with two parties in Paris on 6 September 2002 and 
in New York on 3-4 October 2002. In a press statement after two days of negotiations, 
Annan announced that the two leaders agreed to approach core issues pragmatically 
and they decided to establish bi-lateral technical committees with the pursuit of mak-
ing recommendations on technical matters including the treaties and laws of future 
common state, the referendum (UN Secretary General- SG/SM/8414, October 4, 
2002). While Greek Cypriot side appointed the members of the technical committees, 
Turkish side delayed in doing so because of Denktaş’s heart surgery in New York after 
the talks. On 11 November 2002, to catch up with the delicate agenda, Annan pre-
sented his plan named “Basis for Agreement on a Comprehensive Settlement of the 
Cyprus Problem” (UNSC- S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). The plan proposed that with 
the assistance of UN, the two leaders would sign a document confirming that they 
committed themselves to finalize negotiations for the “Comprehensive Settlement of 
the Cyprus Problem” by 28 February 2003 and after revision process final version of 
the plan would be submitted to the separate referenda on 30 March 2003.  Annan stated 
“this would have allowed a new state of affairs to come into being and re-united Cy-
prus to sign the Treaty of Accession to the European Union on 16 April 2003” (UNSC- 
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S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). Secretary General asked two parties to take their reaction 
in a week. On 18 November 2002, backed by Greece, Clerides expressed his readiness 
to start negotiations without delay on the basis of the UN document (Athens News 
Agency, November 18, 2002). However the situation in Ankara and Nicosia was quite 
complicated to take an immediate reaction due to Denktaş’s health conditions after his 
heart surgery and the changeover in Turkish government after 2002 general elections 
(Milliyet, November 19, 2002).  
In December 2002 Copenhagen Summit, European Council announced the con-
clusion of accession negotiations with ten EU candidates including Cyprus. Cyprus’s 
EU membership in the next enlargement was obvious. However, it was not clear 
whether the island would be an EU member as a divided or a unified Cyprus. The 
accession of a divided Cyprus with the EU would deepen the exiting status quo as well 
as it would seriously damage Turkey’s future in the EU (Clerides, 2008: 241). Towards 
the end of 2002, it was obvious that Ankara’s strategy and threatening EU with unifi-
cation with TRNC to hinder or delay Cypriot accession until a just and long-lasting 
solution in Cyprus and Turkish diplomats’ endeavors to persuade European govern-
ments that there was no linkage between Turkey’s EU membership and the settlement 
of Cyprus dispute gave no results and Ankara had to adopt a fresh Cyprus strategy to 
secure its EU accession process. 
At this critical juncture, On 3 November 2002, a young political party, Justice 
and Development Party (JDP) won parliamentary elections and formed the majority 
government. The newly elected Turkish government was on the fence about the two 
equally significant “national causes” –Turkey’s EU membership and Cyprus issue-. 
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When JDP declared its determination to persuade EU to start the accession negotia-
tions with Turkey, Cyprus’s EU accession process emerged as the significant game 
changer at work that made a pressure on Turkish government to take courageous steps 
for the settlement of Cyprus conflict before the Cyprus’s EU accession. Therefore Cy-
prus conflict was the first and foremost test case for measuring JDP’s commitment for 
the Turkey’s EU membership.       
 
4.1. The Rise of Justice and Development Party and Cyprus Conflict 
On 3 November 2002, a relatively young political party, Justice and Develop-
ment Party (JDP) won parliamentary elections and formed a majority government. 
Many of the founders of JDP were the former members of Islamist political parties – 
Welfare Party (WP) and its successor Virtue Party (VP) - which were both closed by 
the rulings of Turkish Constitutional Court for violating the Turkey’s secular state 
structure. After the banning of VP, a group of party members including Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan, a businessman and the former mayor of Istanbul, Abdullah Gül and Bülent 
Arınç, veteran members of parliament since 1990s, started a new initiative by founding 
JDP. “Adroitly downplaying the JDP’s Islamist roots, Erdoğan and Gül positioned the 
party as a moderate, reformist, business oriented party of center right” (Bahcheli and 
Noel, 2009: 237).  
 During election campaigns party elites declared their commitment for Turkey’s 
EU membership and the party established itself as a vibrant supporter of EU harmoni-
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zation reforms which were projected as the important components of Turkey’s mod-
ernization and democratization (Öniş, 2007)52. A significant amount of party’s 2002 
election manifest was reserved for Turkish foreign policy and Turkey’s EU member-
ship bid. It was declared that Turkey under JDP rule would fulfill its commitments to 
meet Copenhagen criteria and “Turkey’s agenda would not be occupied by the artifi-
cial problems” (Justice and Development Party, 2002: 92). For the newly elected gov-
ernment getting a date to start EU accession negotiations in 2002 European Copenha-
gen Council was the primary foreign policy goal. Party leaders also expressed that 
government would welcome any positive signal that would cement Turkey’s EU mem-
bership perspective. Even if Turkey could not get a date for accession negotiations in 
Copenhagen European Council government would not make any concessions with re-
spect to its political and economic agenda to comply with EU standards (Milliyet, No-
vember 21, 2002). In the early days of Gül government, party leader Erdoğan con-
ducted visits to the EU member states’ capitals and lobbied to get an accession date 
prior to 2002 Copenhagen European Council.  
Yet, apart from political conditionality, Turkish government’s attitude towards 
the UN Secretary-General’s peace-building efforts would be influential in EU’s final 
assessments with respect to the Turkey’s and Cyprus’s EU membership. In other 
words, the positive response of Turkey and Turkish Cypriot leadership regarding the 
Secretary-General’s comprehensive plan for the solution of Cyprus dispute would be 
the “relevant factor” in advance (Bahcheli, 2006; Sözen, 2013). JDP’s coming to 
power has led to a rhetorical change in Ankara’s attitude towards UN sponsored peace 
                                                          
52 For more information about party’s founding principles please see: AK Parti (Justice and Develop-
ment Party). 2002. Parti Tüzüğü (Party Covenent) and AK Parti (Justice and Development Party). 2002. 
Seçim Beyannamesi: Herşey Türkiye için (Election Manifest: Everything is for Turkey)  
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process (Kaliber, 2003, 2005; Sözen, 2013). “The AKP government appeared favora-
ble to an early settlement that both protected Turkish and Turkish Cypriot needs and 
interests and re-moved an important obstacle in Turkey's EU path” (Tocci, 2003: 202). 
JDP founders occasionally gave the message that their approach towards the Cyprus 
settlement was flexible and constructive. The early glimpse of this flexible approach 
was evident in the election declaration of the JDP government for November 2002 
elections.    
Our party believes that the Cyprus question should be resolved by all 
means. Undoubtedly, the existence, identity and the right of self-determi-
nation of the Turkish people living in the island can never be ruled out in 
the final solution. The establishment of a sovereign state based on two 
communities just like the Belgian model, is for the benefit of both sides. 
The accession of the Greek Cypriot to the EU without a peaceful resolution 
of the conflict would complicate the issue (Justice and Development Party, 
2002: 92).  
 
Opposed to Turkish side’s confederative solution thesis, party leaders expressed their 
support for a federal solution as it was the case in Belgium. Upon UN Secretary-Gen-
eral’s draft plan, Erdoğan stated “there is a climate of hope. There should not be any 
bias; (the plan) should be negotiated. Negotiations will continue but this does not mean 
that we will disregard our interests in return of a peace settlement”. 53 Furthermore, 
Gül stated that a concrete date for Turkey to start accession negotiations would facili-
tate the UN process in Cyprus (Tocci, 2003: 203). The denied link between Turkey’s 
EU accession and the Ankara’s support for the UN peace settlement process was first 
acknowledged and expressed by the top of the ruling party.  
                                                          
53 Please see: “Erdoğan: Umut Havası Oluştu” (Erdoğan: a climate of hope has emerged), Milliyet, 14 
November 2002; “BM’nin Kıbrıs Planı Müzakere Edilebilir” (UN’s Plan for Cyprus might be 
negotiated), Milliyet, 17 November 2002; “ Erdoğan: Başımızı Kumdan Çıkaralım” (Erdoğan: Let’s 
take out our heads from the sand), Milliyet, 21 November 2002.  
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On the other hand the situation in Ankara and Northern Cyprus was quite com-
plicated to take an immediate reaction. Coupled with the required transition period for 
the newly elected political party’s formation of the government, Denktaş’s convales-
cence following his heart surgery resulted with a delay of nine days (Milliyet, Novem-
ber 19, 2002). Furthermore, at the top of the Turkish state, there was a clear and visible 
division with respect to the certain provisions of the Annan plan. Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Şükrü Sina Gürel who was about to leave his office, Chief of Turkish Armed 
Forces Hilmi Özkök, the President of Turkish Republic Ahmet Necdet Sezer and the 
President of TRNC Rauf Denktaş occasionally declared that despite the plan men-
tioned the existence of “two equal” people in the island, provisions with respect to the 
territorial adjustments and the attached map would not meet the realities of the island.54 
On 27 November 2002, Turkish Cypriot side declared its acceptance of the Annan plan 
as the basis for further negotiations while the administration also clarified that certain 
provisions of the plan constituted the source of serious concerns and reservations 
(Milliyet, November 28, 2002). Based on Greek and Turkish sides’ reservations, on 
10 December 2002 Alvaro de Soto presented a revised version of the plan with an 
accompanying letter, signed by Secretary General  Annan who asked the two parties 
to react instantly considering the pending European Council Copenhagen Summit 
(Hürriyet Daily News, December 11, 2002). Additionally he “invited the two leaders 
to Copenhagen on 12-13 December in the hope of achieving agreement before the 
European Council took decisions regarding enlargement” (UNSC- S/2003/398, April 
                                                          
54 For a few articles on the topic, please see: “Orgeneral  Özkök’ten KKTC’ye Güvence” (Guarante 
from General Özkök to TRNC), Milliyet, 15 November 2002; “KKTC’ye Destek Resepsiyonu” 
(Reception to support TRNC), Milliyet, 16 November 2002.  
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1, 2003). Denktaş rejected the invitation and sent a representative -Tahsin Ertuğruloğlu 
(Minister of Defense and Foreign Affairs of Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus).          
In December 2002, European Copenhagen Council declared that together with 
other nine candidate countries Republic of Cyprus concluded accession negotiations 
with EU and the country will be an EU member state on 1 May 2004 without the 
solution of the Cyprus conflict being a precondition (Copenhagen European Council, 
December 12-13, 2002). Regarding Turkey’s progress towards EU membership, 
Council welcomed the determination of the new Turkish government to take further 
steps to fulfill Copenhagen criteria. However, rather than offering an early date for the 
start of accession negotiations, Council stated “if the European Council in December 
2004, on the basis of a report and a recommendation from the Commission, decides 
that Turkey fulfills the Copenhagen political criteria, the European Union will open 
accession negotiations with Turkey without delay” (Copenhagen European Council, 
December 12-13, 2002). Turkey could not get the date for the commencement of its 
accession negotiations with EU. Despite intense diplomatic contacts and lobbying, 
even the second best option for Ankara -to get a date for the date to start accession 
negotiations- could not be achieved. Moreover, “EU institutions waved their stick at 
Ankara by lifting conditionality on the Greek Cypriot side and thus opening the pro-
spect of Cyprus’s accession as a divided island” (Tocci, 2007: 45). With this respect, 
EU totally renounced its leverage on Greek Cypriot side to force Greek side to sin-
cerely own and actively support a settlement in Cyprus (Apakan, Ertuğrul, December 
30, 2014, Interview with the Author).  
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Although European Council officially guaranteed Cyprus’s EU membership, it 
also reaffirmed EU’s strong preference for accession by a re-united Cyprus. Concern-
ing the Cyprus settlement, Council stated:  
The European Council confirmed its strong preference for accession to the 
European Union by a united Cyprus. In this context it welcomes the com-
mitment of the Greek Cypriots and the Turkish Cypriots to continue to 
negotiate with the objective of concluding a comprehensive settlement of 
the Cyprus problem by 28 February 2003 on the basis of the UNSG's pro-
posals (Copenhagen European Council, December 12-13, 2002).     
 
On the Turkish Cypriot community’s further progress towards EU, it was stated “the 
European Council has decided that, in the absence of a settlement, the application of 
the acquis to the northern part of the island shall be suspended, until the Council de-
cides unanimously otherwise, on the basis of a proposal by the Commission” (Copen-
hagen European Council, December 12-13, 2002). Although EU expressed its deter-
mination to integrate with a unified Cyprus it was obvious that the delicate EU en-
largement agenda, “in which the security, stability and well-being of Europe as a whole 
was involved”55 as Prodi emphasized in his 2001 speech delivered at Nicosia, would 
never be endangered due to the situation in Cyprus. In the meanwhile the path towards 
EU membership for the Turkish Cypriot community was strongly related with the 
Turkish Cypriot leadership’s constructive and active attitude towards the ongoing UN 
mediation.   
Ambiguous attitude of Turkish side in Copenhagen had serious consequences 
for Turkey’s EU membership process as well as for the settlement of Cyprus conflict. 
As David Hannay reported Turkey’s attitude towards the Annan plan and settlement 
                                                          
55 Please see: European Commission, Press Release Database, “Romano Prodi, Speech to the House of 
Representatives”, 25 October 2001.   
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of Cyprus issue offered a significant justification for Turko-sceptics presidents of Ger-
many and France who preferred a slower timetable and less commitment regarding the 
accession of Turkey (Hannay, 2005: 193-195). Moreover EU’s decision to accept Cy-
prus despite the ongoing conflict was a success story for the Greek Cypriots in the 
sense that Greek Cypriot team in Copenhagen continued their strategy based on the 
flexibility during the negotiation talks (Clerides, 2008). Copenhagen decisions at the 
same time indicated the image of two sides in the eyes of international community 
(Hannay, 2005). While Greek Cypriot side preserved their moral and psychological 
superiority through their flexible diplomacy, Turkey’s and Turkish Cypriot leader-
ship’s official position were portrayed as “intransigent”. The EU’s and UN’s assess-
ments on Turkish side as the intransigent parties strengthened the position of Greek 
Cypriot side which advocated asymmetrical usage of the EU leverage on Turkey and 
Turkish Cypriot leadership through the stick of Cyprus question before Turkey’s EU 
membership (Tocci, 2007).  
Copenhagen Council decisions reiterated the Union’s commitment in 1999 Hel-
sinki Summit conclusion that the solution of the Cyprus conflict was not a precondition 
for Cyprus’s EU accession which was a part of Union’s eastern expansion. Former 
Turkish diplomat and Minister of Foreign Affairs İlter Türkmen (Hürriyet, December 
21, 2002) pointed out that the final decision on the Cyprus’s EU membership was the 
clear evidence of the failure of Turkey’s pre-Copenhagen Cyprus strategy that was 
based on the illusion that EU would never dare to access with Cyprus in case of no 
solution. Yet a concrete assessment of the whole process since 1999 Helsinki European 
Council decisions ought to be read as EU would never dare to risk its historical eastern 
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enlargement due to the Greece’s threat that any deadlock in Cyprus’s EU accession 
would be answered by Greek veto against the eastern enlargement.     
At this juncture, Secretary-General Annan proposed a three-track negotiation 
framework composed of the trails of resumption of negotiations between leaders. As 
a result of the three-track negotiations process, Annan presented the third version of 
the “Basis for a Comprehensive Settlement of the Cyprus Problem” (Milliyet, Febru-
ary 27, 2003). Annan proposed that the leaders would put plan to the separate referenda 
on 30 March 2003 by signing a two-page “commitment to submit to foundation agree-
ment to separate simultaneous referenda in order to achieve a comprehensive settle-
ment of the Cyprus problem” (UNSC- S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). He also invited two 
leaders to The Hague on 10 March to inform him regarding their preparedness to sign 
a commitment.   
Under these political conditions JDP government had to formulate a new Cyprus 
policy that would compensate the previous governments’ reactive policies denying the 
linkage between Turkey’s EU membership and the resolution of Cyprus question at 
the level of intergovernmental bargaining with the Union. Considering the mentioned 
linkage, in post-Copenhagen era JDP government paid special efforts to encourage 
Denktaş to actively support UN process and accept Annan plan as the reference point 
for further negotiations (Ulusoy, 2008).56 Yet, due to the harsh internal debates on the 
drawbacks and acquisitions of the UN plan and the strong reservations of veto players 
including Denktaş, Turkish Military, Republican People’s Party (RPP) -opposition 
party in the parliament- and Turkish President Ahmet Necdet Sezer, discouraged the 
                                                          
56 This point was also mentioned in the author’s interviews with the interviewees from the Turkish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
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newly established government to take immediate reaction. In the early periods of JDP 
government, Cyprus conflict emerged as a policy field which was hitched by the con-
flicting poles of domestic politics who asserted that stepping back from 1990s “two 
state” policy in return of EU’s dubious commitment for Turkey’s EU accession and 
the ones who advocated the necessity to revise Turkey’s Cyprus strategy in the context 
of Turkey’s prospective EU membership (Ulusoy, 2008: 314).57  
Additionally pre-Hague debates indicated the evolving tension between the gov-
ernment and Denktaş who was backed by the previous governments as the fearless 
defender of the Turkey’s and Turkish Cypriots’ interests. Upon Denktaş’s declaration 
that he would resign if Turkey and Turkish Cypriot people force him to sign current 
plan (Kıbrıs, December 30, 2002), Erdoğan, the chairman of successor JDP and the 
prime minister to be, said in a local TV channel  
I am not in favor of continuing the policy that has been implemented in 
Cyprus for at least 30-40 years. This issue is not Mr. Denktaş’s personal 
issue. Mr. Denktaş is saying that the plan is negotiable but that he does not 
trust the other side. Here we will leave the issue of trust aside. Since we 
believe that this plan is negotiable, then we will negotiate (Hürriyet, Janu-
ary 2, 2003). 
 
 Erdoğan also urged Denktaş to observe the massive demonstrations performed in Nic-
osia with the participation of 30,000 Turkish Cypriots branding Denktaş as an obstacle 
for peaceful settlement, urging him to quit or open the way for peace with Greek Cyp-
riot community and Northern Cyprus’s integration with the EU (Hürriyet, January 2, 
2003).  Erdoğan’s reference to the pro-solution protests organized by “This Country is 
ours” platform, which advocated the reunification of the Greek and Turkish Cypriots 
under the EU membership umbrella, was the sign of a shift in Turkey’s long-run policy 
                                                          
57 This point was also mentioned in the author’s interviews with the interviewees from the Turkish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  
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of supporting actors defending the maintenance of TRNC or confederative solution 
based on two equal states.  
In this context government’s priority before The Hague summit was to persuade 
Denktaş not to categorically reject the third version of the UN plan for Cyprus settle-
ment and not to strike an uncompromising attitude (Zengin, 2010: 357-359). Yet de-
spite its parliamentary majority and political position as the single party government, 
in pre- Hague Summit era JDP could not be able to persuade veto players in Ankara. 
Following an ad hoc Summit on Cyprus in Çankaya, Ankara declared Turkey’s and 
TRNC’s reservations with respect to the certain provisions of the current plan and An-
kara reiterated its full support for Denktaş who already declared that he would attend 
The Hague meetings to say no (Güven, March 7, 2003). 
The Hague meetings resulted with another disappointment for the UN mission 
of good offices. UN Secretary-General wrote in his report to the Security Council, 
dated 1 April 2003, “… It would clearly not be possible to achieve a comprehensive 
settlement before the signature of the accession treaty to the EU by Cyprus on 16 April 
2003… The process had reached the end of the road… however my plan remained on 
the table” (UNSC- S/2003/398, April 1, 2003). Additionally he announced that the 
Nicosia office of his Special Adviser was closed. In the aftermath of Hague meetings, 
in a press statement covering the results of meetings Secretary General pointed out that 
during the bi-communal talks two parties were not on the same page. He expressed 
that his suggestion to submit third Annan plan to approval at separate simultaneous 
referenda before Republic of Cyprus’s signing of the Accession Treaty, was answered 
positively by Greek side. Yet at the final stage Turkish side stated that they were not 
prepared to put the plan to referendum and Denktaş expressed his belief “that further 
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negotiations were only likely to be successful if they began from a new starting point 
and if the parties agreed on basic principles” (UN- SG/SM/8630, March 11, 2003). In 
the aftermath of The Hague meetings, Denktaş stated “the plan was unacceptable for 
us. This was not a plan we would ask our people to vote for” (BBC, March 11, 2003). 
Upon Secretary General’s report, UN Security Council unanimously adopted Resolu-
tion 1475(2003) expressing its regret that “due to the negative approach of the Turkish 
Cypriot leader, culminating in the position taken at the 10-11 March 2003 meeting in 
The Hague, it was not possible to reach agreement to put the plan to simultaneous 
referenda as suggested by the Secretary-General” (UNSC- Res. 1475(2003), April 14, 
2003).  
After the Hague meetings the precise content of the Accession Treaty with the 
Republic of Cyprus became clearer (Hoffmeister, 2006, 129). Since the outcome of 
the negotiations was not definitive before March 2003, in pre-Hague process Commis-
sion transmitted the Council two alternative draft protocols, “namely Draft Protocol A 
for the case of a settlement and Draft Protocol B for the event of no settlement” (Sha-
elou, 2010: 178) covering the specific political condition in Cyprus’s accession. Given 
that the worst case scenario had been reached by March 2003, Draft Protocol B was 
approved and annexed as Protocol 10 in the Accession Treaty signed on 16 April 2003 
in Athens meeting of the Heads of States and governments of the EU (Shaelou, 2010: 
178). Protocol 10 of Accession Treaty offered the suspension the implementation of 
acquis in the areas where Republic of Cyprus did not exercise control (Act of Acces-
sion with Republic of Cyprus, Protocol I, Appendix I, April 16, 2003).    
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4.1.1. National Political Context and Turkey’s “One Step Ahead Policy” 
Beyond the new momentum in Cyprus’s integration with the EU, in the post-
Hague era the two distracting significant political developments dominated Turkish 
politics. In the first half of 2003, bargaining on the Turkey’ role in America’s Iraq 
intervention and Turkish American relations were at the top of the Turkish govern-
ment’s foreign policy agenda. Turkey’s contribution through allowing US troops to 
use Turkish territory that would be vital for the consolidation of northern front for the 
early days of US invasion against Saddam Hussein (Hürriyet Daily News, February 2, 
2003). In the wake of the discussions about the possible advantages and shortcomings 
of Turkey’s active contributions, Turkish parliament did not approve the resolution 
allowing the deployment of US troops to open a northern front against Iraq (Hürriyet, 
March 2, 2003). Following parliament’s veto, Turkish-American relations “have gone 
through rough waters” (Kirişçi, 2006). The state of emergency of the Iraq War and 
related developments led government to confront with Cyprus issue and Iraq War sim-
ultaneously. At the level of domestic politics government’s attitude towards Iraq War 
had become an important component of the domestic debates on Turkish foreign pol-
icy. In most debates on the Turkey’s Iraq policy JDP government was severely criti-
cized as being negotiating with American authorities without informing Turkish 
Armed Forces and Turkish Parliament (Hürriyet Daily News, March 2, 2003). In this 
political context as the EU Commissioner Verheugen stated “Cyprus was the first cas-
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ualty of looming war in Iraq” (Kannas, March 15, 2003). He continued “the new Turk-
ish Government had initially been “very open and constructive” with regard to efforts 
to reunify the island, but added that the Iraq crisis had altered Turkish concerns, rele-
gating the Cyprus Problem to a third priority” (Kannas, March 15, 2003). Verheugen’s 
declaration best indicated why Turkish government could not actively and timely cam-
paign for a solution based on Annan plan in pre-Hague Summit era.              
In addition to this, JDP leader Erdoğan’s political situation constituted the major 
concern for the government under the shadow of the critical development in Turkish 
foreign policy.  On 31 December 2002, President  Sezer approved the package of con-
stitution change that cleared the way for the banned leader of ruling JDP,  Erdoğan 
who exercised enormous power and influence behind the scenes since JDP government 
had been established by the then prime minister Abdullah Gül (Hürriyet Daily News, 
January 1, 2003). With the presidential approval, Article 76 of 1983 Turkish Consti-
tution, which banned election of the deputies those who have been sentenced to a 
prison term of one or more years because of “being engaged in ideological or anarchic 
actions”, was changed. Based on the previous provision of the article, Erdoğan’s march 
towards Ankara was prevented since his four years of imprisonment for inciting reli-
gious hatred by reading a poem in 1997 in Siirt. The amendment changed the provision 
of “ideological or anarchic actions” into “terror actions” (Hürriyet Daily News, Janu-
ary 1, 2003).  
For Erdoğan’s further struggle for power, this amendment made a real change. 
Based on the Supreme Elections Board’s (YSK) decision to cancel the elections in 
Southeastern city of Siirt (Hürriyet Daily News, December 3, 2002) elections in Siirt 
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were renewed. Under these circumstances, Erdoğan declared his candidacy as the dep-
uty of Siirt. Renewed elections changed the parliamentary arithmetic and paved the 
way for Erdoğan to become deputy of Siirt (Milliyet, March 10, 2003). On 14 March 
2003 – on the eve of Cyprus’s signing of Accession Treaty with EU-Erdoğan set up 
the second JDP government as the Prime Minister and Abdullah Gül, the Prime Min-
ister of the first JDP government became Minister of Foreign Affairs (Hürriyet Daily 
News, March 15, 2003). The party consolidated its domestic power under Erdoğan’s 
rule. Therefore in the first half of 2003 due to the heavy agenda in Turkish politics and 
Turkey’s role in Iraq War the government had to confront with multiple cases of emer-
gency at once and the Cyprus issue fell victim to these developments.    
Apart from those national and international constrains, Ankara and Nicosia was 
under a serious societal pressure.58 In the first hand, “Erdoğan government came under 
strong pressure by all the actors involved in the mediation process, namely the UN 
intermediaries, the United States, the United Kingdom and the EU, to apply sufficient 
pressure on Denktaş to negotiate the terms of the UN plan in good faith” (Bahcheli, 
2006: 169). In the second hand, Ankara and Denktaş were under the pressure of criti-
cism raised by Turkish and Turkish Cypriot social groups and intellectuals. For exam-
ple, upon 2002 Copenhagen European Council decisions a group of Turkish intellec-
tuals composed by the veteran journalists and columnists59 criticized government not 
                                                          
58 This point was highlighted in the author’s interviews with the interviewees from the Turkish Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs.  
59 For a few examples please see: Çandar, Cengiz. December 14, 2002, “Kopenhag: Türkiye’nin Yolu 
Açık” (Copenhagen: Turkey’s road is open) Yeni Şafak; Birand, Mehmet Ali. December 17, 2002 “Kıb-
rıs’ta Penaltı Golü Yedik” (We concede a penalty goal in Cyprus) Posta; Birand, Mehmet Ali. December 
18, 2002, “Kıbrıs, Sürekli Karşımıza Çıkacak” (We will continously confront with Cyprus) Posta; Al-
tan, Çetin. December 13, 2002, “Kopenhag Zirvesini Kovboy Filmine Dönüştürdük” (We turned Co-
penhagen Summit into a western movie) Milliyet; Cemal, Hasan. December 13, 2002 “AB’den Olumsuz 
Karar Çıktı” (EU reached a negative opinion) Milliyet.  
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to take active and courageous steps to change the political stalemate in Cyprus. In 
addition to the criticism raised by Turkish intellectuals, slackness of Ankara and Nic-
osia was severely criticized by the prominent figures representing Istanbul-based civil 
society organizations lobbying for Turkey’s membership process both at domestic and 
international level (İçduygu, 2013: 177). Among them Turkish Industrialists and Busi-
nessmen’s Association (TUSIAD) was very active in reaching a large audience includ-
ing various business sectors, parliamentarians, academicians and civil society actors 
to mobilize support for Turkey’s EU membership in Brussels and association also ac-
tively forced coalition government to reformulate Turkey’s position with respect to 
Cyprus peace process in the light of the developments in Turkish-EU relations60. In 
late 2001, touching upon the significance of the solution of Cyprus question for Tur-
key’s prospective EU membership, a declaration urging Ankara to actively support 
UN peace talks was made by TUSIAD’s Washington office. In the declaration, 
TUSIAD highlighted the fact that  “the stalemate in Cyprus question serves the inter-
ests of Turkey’s adversaries within the EU as well as anti-EU groups within Turkey, 
who aim to exploit the problem to block Turkey’s EU membership” (TUSIAD, No-
vember 19, 2001). The association took up a firmer position towards Denktaş and 
Turkish government in post-Copenhagen era. In a speech given by the Chairman of 
                                                          
  Güven Erdal. December 20, 2002, “Çözüm Olcaksa Denktaş’a Rağmen Olacak” (If there will be a 
solution, it will be in spite of Denktaş) Radikal.  
60 To have an indepth information about TUSIAD’s attitude towards Cyprus and Turkey-EU relations 
please see: TUSIAD. Press Release: Cyprus issue should not harm Turkey’s EU membership process. 
November 19, 2001: Washington DC. Available at: http://www.tusiad.org/__rsc/shared/file/basin-bul-
teni-2001-11.pdf (last access: July 10, 2015); TUSIAD. Press Release: TUSIAD invites the EU’s and 
Turkish political authorities to adopt a more rational and constructive approach on the Cyprus ques-
tion. October 4, 2001: Brussels. Available at: http://www.tusiad.org/__rsc/shared/file/basin-bulteni-
2001-12.pdf (last access: July 10, 2015) TUSIAD. Speech delivered by the Chairman of the Board of 
TUSIAD Tuncay Özilhan at the Cyprus’s Accession to the EU Conference. May 4, 2002: Istanbul, 
Boğaziçi University. Available at: http://www.tusiad.org/__rsc/shared/file/2002-05-04-TheSpeechDe-
lieveredByTOzilhancyprusAccessionEUConference.pdf (last access: July 10, 2015)    
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the Board of TUSIAD, Tuncay Özilhan, government was harshly criticized due to its 
reluctance and ambivalence to take active steps with regard to UN peace process in 
Cyprus and political and economic reforms that would facilitate to get an accession 
date to start accession negotiations (Milliyet, January 14, 2003). In another speech 
upon the interruption of the negotiations in The Hague, Özilhan declared:  
We block our way to EU by choosing the deadlock in Cyprus. Thereby we 
initiated a process which will end with the annexation of Cyprus. We have 
chosen this way by knowing that this would mean that Turkey would be 
isolated from the rest of the world. We (TUSIAD) invested in Turkey’s 
future and we will not allow a country isolated from the world (Milliyet, 
March 27, 2003).  
 
Özilhan’s claims reflected the discontent among Euro-supportive camp that urged gov-
ernment to own and actively support Turkey’s EU membership process not only by 
rhetoric but also by the reforms (Öner, 2014; İçduygu, 2011). Yet especially for the 
business associations Turkey’s integration with EU constituted a significant oppor-
tunity structure for the compliance with the economic standards and reforms that 
would annihilate the destructive impacts of the 2001 economic crises (Öniş, 2007: 252) 
and for the wider economic integration with the free market economy.  Having deep 
interests in Turkey’s EU integration process those social actors intensively lobbied to 
eliminate any deadlock in this process.       
Parallel to the developments in Turkish political landscape, societal discontent 
in TRNC against Denktaş’s attitudes in the negotiations reached its highest level in 
post-Copenhagen era. The EU’s enhanced dialogue and relationship with Euro-sup-
portive Turkish Cypriot civil society organizations increased the EU’s enabling impact 
in the Cyprus peace process (Diez et al. 2006; 2008). In the eyes of the Turkish Cypriot 
people Denktaş’s hard-line discourse with regard to the just and viable solution based 
on Annan plan was damaging the peace process. On the eve of the resumption of the 
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talks between Turkish and Greek Cypriot leaders Nicosia became the address of the 
protests organized by “This Country is ours” platform, which advocated the reunifica-
tion of the Greek and Turkish Cypriots under the EU membership umbrella. 30,000 
Turkish Cypriots who branded Denktaş as an obstacle for peaceful settlement, urging 
him to quit or open the way for peace with Greek Cypriot community and Northern 
Cyprus’s integration with the EU congregated (Hürriyet, January 2, 2003).  Another 
wave of demonstrations named “Solution and EU” was organized in 14 January 2003 
and 27 February 2003 with the participation of 50,000-60,000 Turkish Cypriots who 
supported the EU accession of a re-united Cyprus (Financial Times, January 15, 2003). 
Moreover a deeper “political upheaval –verging on regime change- was underway” 
(Tocci, ibid: 36) in the Northern Cyprus. The Euro-supportive opposition parties sig-
nificantly increased their votes in December 2003 parliamentary election in Northern 
Cyprus. After the elections, a coalition government was formed by Republican Turkish 
Party (RTP) (Cumhuriyetçi Türk Partisi- RTP) and Democratic Party (DP) (Demokrat 
Parti – DP) (Dodd, 2004: 37). The victory of opposition parties who claimed the re-
sumption of the talks on re-unification of the island before the Republic of Cyprus’s 
EU accession and nomination of the moderate leader of RTP, Mehmet Ali Talat as the 
Prime Minister were considered as positive developments that would trigger a new 
path for negotiations. That is to say, parliamentary election was not only approached 
as a usual democratic procedure but it was also regarded as a preliminary referendum 
presenting the willingness of Turkish Cypriots for reunification of the island based on 
Annan plan. This approach was also evident in UN Security Council’s declaration on 
the election results in northern Cyprus. In a press statement dated 18 December 2003, 
UN Security Council stated “the majority of Turkish Cypriots have expressed their 
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desire for a solution to the Cyprus problem and for accession to the EU. This result is 
all the more noteworthy given pressures faced by the Turkish Cypriots to support the 
status quo” (UN- Press Release SC/7961, December 18, 2003). Encouraged by the 
election results, Council also urged all parties to take required steps and called for the 
resumption of the direct talks based on Secretary-General’s proposals (UN- Press Re-
lease SC/7961, December 18, 2003). 
The year 2004 started with a historical visit by EU Commission President Ro-
mano Prodi and Commissioner Gunther Verheugen. The visit was historical in the 
sense that EU Commission was represented at the highest level by Prodi who was the 
first Commission President visiting Turkey since the Ankara agreement was signed in 
1963. Additionally, the visit went at a critical time when Turkey was seeking for the 
green light to start accession talks before the Summit of EU leaders in December. At 
this juncture, EU commission’s positive report on Turkey's progress in meeting the 
membership criteria and its advise to the EU leaders on opening accession talks with 
Ankara would strengthen Turkey’s march towards EU. In his address to the Turkish 
Parliament, Prodi said “we are moving closer to our goal, the goal of Turkey taking its 
rightful place among the peoples of Europe” (European Commission, January 15, 
2004). By pointing out commission’s sincerity and objectivity regarding the assess-
ment of the progress Turkey made since 1999 Helsinki Summit, he underlined that one 
of the significant challenges on the Turkey’s EU membership road was the ongoing 
division in Cyprus and he declared “It’s high time to end the outdated division of Cy-
prus and its capital... Let me be clear. This is not a formal condition but a political 
reality” (European Commission, January 15, 2004).  
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Prodi’s encouragement to start a new initiative to solve the Cyprus conflict be-
fore 1 May 2004 reinforced the hand of Turkish government whose members had al-
ready started to give messages that the Ankara had a new strategy. Indeed in post-
Hague era Turkey’s progress towards EU membership was underlined as the primary 
foreign policy objective (Turkish Grand National Assembly, Program of the First 
Erdoğan Government). Regarding the Cyprus conflict, in the government program it 
was declared:  
Our government firmly believes that there has to be settlement for Cyprus 
conflict. We will never allow any resolution process that would jeopardize 
the existence of Turkish population in the island. We preserve our preci-
sion to eliminate any deadlock following Hague meeting and to research 
for alternative channels of communication and models for resolution 
(Turkish Grand National Assembly, Program of the First Erdoğan Govern-
ment). 
 
The new government program gave the first clues that the Cyprus issue would be one 
of the prominent foreign policy matters and Turkish government was eager to take 
more active steps to contribute a just and lasting peace in Cyprus. Additionally refer-
ence to the Annan plan reflected the government’s support for the Annan plan despite 
Denktaş’s reluctance to move on with a new initiative. 
The December 2003 election in northern Cyprus also provided a new momentum 
for bi-communal negotiations. In late December, it was announced that Turkish Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs prepared a document based on  Annan plan that was entitled 
as “Turkish side’s position on a solution to the Cyprus question” (Cumhuriyet, De-
cember 29, 2003). A position paper was written by a closed circle of diplomats from 
Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs who took special care not to give the impression 
that “Turkey has a specific plan which departs from the Annan plan” (Apakan, Er-
tuğrul, December 30, 2014, Interview with the Author). Thus the crucial emphasize 
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was given the point that Turkey would focus on Cyprus problem within the framework 
of Annan plan. Following this initiative, NSC meeting held in January 2004 concluded 
“Turkey continues to support for the good offices’ mission of UN Secretary-General 
and confirms its commitment for a rapid just and lasting settlement in Cyprus through 
negotiations based on the realities of the island and also taking Annan plan as the ref-
erence point” (Cumhuriyet, January 24, 2004). While Ankara reached a consensus on 
the resumption of the Cyprus negotiations, it was obvious that declaration was pre-
pared in a way that the red lines of Turkey’s Cyprus policy was largely preserved. In 
this sense, equality of the two “nations” and the existence of two “states” were strongly 
emphasized. The emphasis on the “realities on the island” and declaration of the Turk-
ish Cypriot leader Denktaş as the chief negotiator who would continue to seek a solu-
tion in Cyprus “in close cooperation with” the new Turkish Cypriot coalition govern-
ment, illustrated that Ankara continued to acknowledge Denktaş as the key player in 
the process. In the meanwhile, reference to the “close cooperation with new Turkish 
Cypriot government” was suggested by RTP leader Talat whose primary concern was 
to keep the future round of talks safe from Denktaş’s “uncompromising” attitude 
(Milliyet, January 9, 2004).  Having full support of the key players in Ankara, in Jan-
uary 24 2004, Erdoğan met with the UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan and presented 
Turkey’s new policy on Cyprus (Milliyet, January 25, 2004). Birand highlighted that 
by acknowledging the pre-conditions61 of Secretary-General; Erdoğan assured An-
kara’s commitment to reach a just and lasting solution in Cyprus before 1 May 2004 
(Birand, January 26, 2004). 
                                                          
61 To have a comprehensive account of  the Annan’s preconditions, please see: Birand, Mehmet Ali. 
January 26, 2004, “Turkey’s Cyprus Surprise”, Hürriyet Daily News 
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In his report to the UN Security Council, Annan briefly discussed the details of 
Davos meeting and he reported 
For its part, the Government of Turkey was putting together the elements 
of a new policy on Cyprus, which was conveyed to me by Prime Minister 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan when we met in Davos on 24 January 2004. He 
told me that Turkey supported a resumption of negotiations. He expressed 
preferences for dealing with the main issues by 1 May 2004, and for a 
political figure to handle the negotiations, but was open to discussion on 
these points. He added that, as far as Turkey was concerned, it had no ob-
jection to my filling in the blanks in the plan should the parties not be able 
to agree on all issues. He assured me that, henceforth, the Turkish side, 
including the Turkish Cypriots, would be one step ahead in the effort. (UN- 
S/2004/437, May 28, 2004) 
 
As Annan reported Turkey’s initiative that injected a new life into the interrupted 
peace talks was pronounced as “one step ahead” policy.  
Ankara’s “one step ahead policy” was structured within the political context of 
Turkey’s EU membership. Although the government reiterated Turkey’s long-run 
stance that Turkey’s EU membership could not be associated with a solution in Cy-
prus, it was at the same time underlined that Turkish government could not turn its 
back to the realities. In a speech at the TGNA, Minister of Foreign Affairs Abdullah 
Gül declared “solution of the Cyprus conflict is not a part of political criteria regarding 
Turkey’s EU accession... Yet, considering the EU membership of Greece and Greek 
Cypriot administration and the general atmosphere among the EU members with re-
spect to Turkey’s EU membership, this situation has to be handled as a factor” (Turkish 
Grand National Assembly, Speech delivered by Foreign Minister Abdullah Gül, May 
23, 2003). Within these parameters, government acknowledged the relationship be-
tween Turkey’s EU membership and solution of the Cyprus conflict. In the context of 
Turkey’s EU membership, Ankara was interested in Annan plan and followed an ac-
tive strategy which was delicately designed by the veteran cadres of Turkish Ministry 
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of Foreign Affairs. With this respect, the ideal policy option was persuading UN Sec-
retary-General to resume direct talks based on Annan plan and continuing to negotiate 
for a just and lasting solution of the Cyprus dispute which would secure Turkey’s in-
terests and survival of the Turkish Cypriots within the parameters of UN mediation.62 
Government also accepted Annan’s authority to say the last words on Cyprus if two 
parties could not compromise. The main objective of Turkey’s activism was to reach 
a solution in Cyprus before Cyprus’s EU accession. At this point it is essential to un-
derline that the strategy was not a totally new initiative. Yet it indicated that the JDP 
cadres translated “their reformist rhetoric into a substantive policy shift on Cyprus” 
(Kaliber, 2012: 231).    
The strategy was also a reflection of the JDP government’s “win-win” ap-
proach. Kirişçi (2006) stated “the introduction and the first widespread appearance of 
the term “win-win” in the context of Cyprus problem was very telling of the changes 
occurring in Turkish foreign policy- especially considering the decades old “no solu-
tion is the solution policy on Cyprus was precisely based on a “win-lose” approach to 
the problem” (51). Ahmet Davutoğlu, who was appointed as the Prime Minister’s chief 
advisor on foreign policy, argued that Turkey’s long-run approach towards Cyprus 
conflict was based on a defensive foreign policy perspective aimed to balance Turkey’s 
military security in the eastern Mediterranean and secure the survival of Turkish Cyp-
riot community (Davutoğlu, 2011:121-122). However, to Davutoğlu, this approach 
was guided by a win-lose understanding in which reaching a just and final solution in 
Cyprus conflict was categorically dissociated form Cyprus’s strategic importance for 
                                                          
62 Yakış, Yaşar, September 12, 2014, Interview with the author, Ankara: Apakan, Ertuğrul, December 
30 2014, Interview with the Author, İzmir: Ziyal, Uğur, February 18, 2015, Interview with the author, 
Ankara.  
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Turkey. He claimed  “it is a total mistake to categorize people that who are in favor of 
a solution in Cyprus neglects the strategic importance of the island and who asserts the 
strategic importance of Cyprus are in favor of the maintenance of status quo” 
(Davutoğlu, 2011: 122). Furthermore “with respect to the Cyprus’s strategic im-
portance for Turkey it is essential to reach a solution preserving Turkey’s interest and 
guarantees Turkish Cypriots’ communal existence” (Davutoğlu, 2011: 122). Accord-
ing to this formula, Turkey had to adopt proactive and “rhythmic diplomacy” 
(Davutoğlu, 2011) aiming a solution in Cyprus which would guarantee Turkey’s re-
gional interests and survival of Turkish Cypriots.63  
Yet, government’s pro-activism should not be interpreted as the sign of a radi-
cal shift in Turkish policy identity which has been largely constructed on the dis-
courses of Cyprus’s strategic importance for Turkey’s defense and security needs and 
the security and survival of Turkish Cypriot people. At this point, “one step ahead” 
policy was a reflection or continuation of the regionalist-activism of the post-Cold War 
Turkish foreign and security policy outlook (Kaliber, 2013).64 Post-Cold War interna-
tional system offered both challenges and opportunities for Turkey in its near neigh-
borhood (Sayarı, 2000). The growing internal (intensification of Kurdish issue and rise 
of Political Islam) threats to the social and political order intermingled with the exter-
nal developments (regionalization of Kurdish issue, energy and resource security). At 
this regional and domestic conjuncture Turkey’s sense of insecurity escalated and 
                                                          
63 Apakan, Ertuğrul, December 30 2014, Interview with the Author. İzmir: Ziyal, Uğur, February 18 
2015, Interview with the author, Ankara. 
64 For more information on Turkey’s post-Cold War foreign and security policy structure please see: 
Cem, İsmail. 2007. Türkiye, Avrupa, Avrasya I,II. (Turkey, Europe and Eurasia I, II) Istanbul: İş Ban-
kası.  
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starting in early 1990s Ankara had to modify some of its “established Republican for-
eign policy principles” (Sayarı, 2000: 169) to cope with the challenges and to exploit 
the opportunities of the post-Cold War regional order. In this respect “the process 
whereby security interest definitions and threat perceptions in Turkey have gained an 
increasingly regional character, and second the process whereby Turkey has increas-
ingly defined itself as an activist regional power” (Kaliber, 2013: 25). Following this 
argument Kaliber (2013) points out the JDP activism is the second wave of regionalism 
in Turkish foreign policy. JDP government’s policy vis-à-vis Cyprus peace process 
was structured parallel to this grand strategy. In a speech on the Cyprus peace process 
Davutoğlu pointed out the necessity to handle Turkey’s approach to the Cyprus issue 
with a strategic and regionalist perspective. He stated “we should assess Turkey’s Cy-
prus policy as a component of our Eastern Mediterranean policy” (Davutoğlu, 2011b: 
121). He at the same time argued that having considered the Cyprus’s proximity to the 
energy hubs (Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan Pipeline and Yumurtalık- Kerkük Pipeline) and 
Turkey’s Alexandretta Bay, where the strategic energy lines intersect, the strategic 
importance of the Cyprus for Turkey increased since 1990s (Davutoğlu, 2011b: 122). 
Therefore to Davutoğlu Turkey’s Cyprus policy ought to be formulated in the context 
of Turkey’s regional interests and security.     
Under the umbrella of new-regionalism, JDP government adopted a soft power 
oriented activist agenda which positioned Turkey as the “pivotal state” aspiring to be 
a global power (Grigoriadis, 2014). According to strategic outlook of Davutoğlu –the 
architecture of the foreign policy of successive JDP governments- to revitalize its stra-
tegic potential and to realize its claim for being a global actor Turkey ought to refor-
mulate its bilateral relations with its neighbors in line with the “zero problem policy”. 
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Accordingly “the resolution of all pending conflicts with Turkey’s neighbors is also 
seen as indispensable for Turkey’s rise into a global actor” (Grigoriadis, 2010: 5). With 
this respect Turkey’s Cyprus initiative would consolidate country’s global actorness.           
Furthermore the policy shift reflected a reformulation of Ankara’s policy prac-
tices and strategies in light of the EU-level developments that enforced Ankara to take 
a new position to secure two equally significant “national causes” – Turkey’s prospec-
tive EU membership and Cyprus case-. According to strategic calculations of the Turk-
ish foreign policy elites, neither Greek Cypriot people nor Greek Cypriot leadership 
were ready to approve a plan preserving Turkey’s guarantorship and suggesting an 
equal share of the state apparatuses under the legal equality of the constituent states 
(Apakan, Ertuğrul, December 30, 2014, Interview with the Author).     
Upon Ankara’s initiative, UN Secretary-General Annan wrote a letter to Denktaş 
and Papadopoulos inviting two leaders to New York to begin negotiations on 10 Feb-
ruary 2004. The new rounds of talks started in New York and on 13 February 2004 
both leaders agreed to resume negotiations on Cyprus. According to the New York 
agreement signed on 13 February 2004, a three-stage procedure was agreed on. In the 
first hand, the interrupted negotiations would resume in Cyprus on the basis of the 
third version of Annan plan, secondly the two guarantor powers -Greece and Turkey- 
would collaborate to agree on a finalized text by 29 March 2004 and at the final stage 
UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan would use his authority to fill the gaps and finalize 
the text to be submitted to referenda before 1 May 2004 (UN- S/2004/437, May 28, 
2004). Involved parties also agreed on the establishment of the technical committees 
on economic and financial aspects of the solution. 
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After New York talks negotiations were moved to the island. Secretary-General 
Annan expressed his regret and disappointment that it was obvious in early March that 
the Nicosia negotiations would not produce any result. At the political level commu-
nity leaders were far from reaching a consensus. In contrast the unproductive discus-
sions at the political level, with the efforts of technical committees, 131 laws and co-
operation agreements running to 9,000 pages were completed; serious progress was 
made regarding the recommendation of the anthem and flag for the United Cyprus 
Republic and economic, financial and legal-institutional aspects of the plan were ex-
tensively discussed (UN Security Council-S/2004/437, May 28, 2004). The second 
phase of the negotiations started with the participation of guarantor powers in Bür-
genstock/Switzerland on 24 March 2004. Turkish Cypriots were represented by 
Mehmet Ali Talat and Serdar Denktaş who were fully authorized by Denktaş to make 
the final decision on the plan on behalf of Turkish Cypriot administration65 and Greek 
Cypriot side was represented by Papadopoulos as the community leader. Turkey and 
Greece were represented by their Ministers of Foreign Affairs and the Prime Ministers 
of both guarantor powers attended talks on 28 and 29 March. The planned four-partite 
talks were not materialized due to the Greek Cypriot side’s resistance (UN-
S/2004/320, April 16, 2004). To answer the concerns of two parties Secretary-General 
proposed the fourth version of his plan. Following Annan’s proposal, Turkey and 
                                                          
65 On 17 March 2004, Denktaş gave a press conferance and he declared for the first time that he would 
not be attending the Burgenstock meetings in the sense that he had no hope and belief that this process 
would produce any result (Denktaş, 2004: 157). Osman Ertuğ, the chief adviser of the President of 
Turkish Cypriot administration, stated that the same day when Denktaş declared his withdrawal from 
the bi-communal talks, he prepared and signed an official communication telling that the Talat and 
Serdar Denktaş were fully authorized on behalf of the TRNC to make the final decision in Bürgenstock. 
Ertuğ emphasized that since Turkey was in favour of the continuation of the Republic of Cyprus without 
any serious  breakdown, Denktaş acted responsibly by fully authorizing Turkish Cypriot negotiation 
team not to challange Turkey’s position.       
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Turkish Cypriot side “made a number of comments and proposals for further amend-
ments. Each indicated that it would be prepared to sign the plan to authenticate it as 
the text to be submitted to referendum” (UN-S/2004/437, May 28, 2004). Whereas 
Annan reported that the Greek Cypriot side was dissatisfied with the new proposal and 
for the first time declared their interests in additional territorial adjustments. Under 
these circumstances, there was no last resort but to move to the third phase as envis-
aged in the New York agreement and Secretary-General used his will to fill the gaps 
and finalize the plan that would be presented to the Cypriot people on 24 April refer-
endum. At this stage, last and final version of the “Comprehensive Settlement of the 
Cyprus Problem” dated 31 March 2004 was introduced by the Secretary-General.  
Following the talks in Bürgenstock, Prime Minister Erdoğan declared that Tur-
key was satisfied with the final version of the Plan and that the Turkish government 
would continue its “one-step-ahead” policy (Milliyet, April 1, 2004). Responding a 
question about the attitude of Turkish government concerning the referendum, 
Erdoğan claimed that Turkish government would campaign for the “yes” vote. Despite 
Turkish side’s gratification, Greek Prime Minister Kostas Karamanlis declared “un-
fortunately, it was not possible to arrive at an agreed solution. It belongs to the people 
of Cyprus to finally decide” (Athens News Agency, April 1, 2004). Additionally upon 
Erdoğan’s declaration that Turkey was ready to sign a protocol illustrating that the 
parties have reached a consensus, Greek side hesitated to sign a binding agreement. 
The clear division between two parties in Bürgenstock was interpreted as through the 
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final version of the Annan plan66, Turkish side had what it desired at the negotiation 
table (Güven, April 2, 2004).    
                                                          
66 In the final version regarding the sovereignty and international status of the United Cyprus State 
Annan prescribed a federal structure. The United Cyprus Republic was described as an independent and 
unitary state with a federal government single international legal personality and two equal constituent 
states. It was also underlined that “the status and relationship of the United Cyprus Republic, its federal 
government, and its constituent states, is modeled on the status and relationship of Switzerland, its fed-
eral government, and its cantons” (Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Annan Plan). Although Annan’s 
proposal prescribed a federal solution, it paid regard to the legal status and power of the two constituent 
states. Thus in the context of status of the two constituent states, Annan plan had a close affinity with 
Turkish side’s thesis. As it was discussed in the previous chapter, Denktaş’s confederative solution was 
based on the preservation of TRNC and Greek Cypriot administration as the two constitutive sovereign 
and equal states under a loosely centralized unitary state structure. With respect to this, in late 1990s, 
as an alternative of the European solution, Turkey and TRNC proposed a solution formula which was 
on the one hand inspired by the Swiss model – loosely centralized state- regarding the domestic state 
structure and on the other hand inspired by the Belgian model – federal unitary state- regarding the 
international legal entity of the federal state. This formula of loosely centralized federal solution, that 
was aimed to satisfy the need that Cyprus had to be represented by a unified legal entity in the interna-
tional platforms, was introduced as a response to the EU’s determination to integrate with a unified 
Cyprus. In this sense, Turkish side’s thesis and concerns with legal status and equality of the two com-
munities found a place in Annan plan. At this point, it is essential to underline that; as opposed to 
Denktaş’s confederative model, Annan’s federal solution proposed a firmer form of united Cyprus.                
The final plan also included improvements inspired by both Greek and Turkish concerns. In order to 
answer Turkish Cypriot concerns that the bizonal character of the settlement should be strengthened 
and the traumatic impact of mass return of Greek Cypriots to the north should be handled, Secretary-
General “introduced a modest reduction in residency ceiling” by introducing five-year residency mora-
torium and percentage limitation for the people moving from the other state.66 Additionally, to provide 
safe guard measures for Turkish Cypriots’ demands to strengthen political equality, federal election 
voting procedure was renewed. The most crucial revision which was welcomed by Turkey and Turkish 
Cypriots was the arrangements on security and maintenance of the 1960 Treaty of Guarantee. The last 
version allowed Turkey and Greece to keep symbolic forces as already specified in 1960 Treaty of 
Alliance (650 Turkish troops and 950 Greek troops) even after Turkey’s EU accession. Additionally, 
the provisions of the plan related to the Treaty of Guarantee did not change. However, as reported by 
an anonymous bureaucrat from the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the provisions were in con-
sistency with the Greek Cypriot position, which was a serious source of concern for Turkish side, that 
the “Treaty confers no unilateral right of military intervention” (Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Annan Plan). On security and military matters, UN officials expressed their position that the Annan 
Plan would be implemented in the EU membership security umbrella which provided a dramatically 
different political context from 1960s and 1970s. Another important achievement for the Turkish part 
was the recognition and maintenance of the treaties signed between Turkey and Turkish Cypriot admin-
istration.  
The other crucial matters that Turkey was insistent for further arrangements were the allocation of the 
permanent derogations by EU, changes on the map in which the territorial re-arrangements seemed to 
harm bizonality and the extension of the transition periods (interview with Olgun, 18 October 2014). 
Both Turkey and Turkish Cypriot side had serious concerns considering the possibility that the bicom-
munal balance established with the property and residency regulations and restrictions could be deposed 
by application to the European Court of Justice on the ground that EU principles on fundamental free-
doms were disregarded. Thus Turkish side demanded that the provisions of the final agreement that 
would found the United Cyprus State should be a part of EU primary law. However, during the Bür-
genstock talks, EU officials declared that the acknowledgment of the permanent derogations for Cyprus 
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In the pre-referendum process, both sides carried out their separate referendum 
campaigns. On 7 April 2004, Greek Cypriot leader Papadopoulos called on the Greek 
Cypriot people to reject the Annan Plan since there were serious doubts about its func-
tionality and security matters. He stated “with the final Annan Plan Cypriots have not 
been satisfied, however Turkey’s pursuit to control and dominate Cyprus has been 
fully met”67 (Republic of Cyprus Press and Information Office). He described the con-
tinuous presence of Turkish troops on the island as the fifth Annan Plan provisioned 
would never be accepted by Greek Cypriot people and he added that “the particular 
plan would not lead to the reunification of the two communities but on the contrary it 
would promote the permanent division with restrictions on movement, settlement, the 
right to acquire property, the exercise of political rights and other divisive elements” 
(Republic of Cyprus Press and Information Office). Secretary-General expressed his 
regret and disappointment with Papadopoulos’s press statement and he stated “the 
speech challenged the wisdom of ‘doing away with our internationally recognized state 
exactly at the very moment it strengthens its political weight, with its accession to the 
European Union’…” (UN-S/2004/437, May 28, 2004). He continued “I was also sur-
prised at his interpretation of the plan, since the plan is designed to allow each side to 
                                                          
was not possible. Prodi stated in a press conference after the talks “exceptions lasting for a specific time 
period, not permanent derogations” (Turkish Daily News, April 1, 2004). It was underlined that internal 
arrangements of any member country did not concern the EU as long as they were not in a severe 
inconsistency with the EU’s founding principles. Despite permanent derogations could not be material-
ized; EU offered that after the unification a “Law of Adaptation” could be submitted for approval to the 
Council. But this formula did not guarantee permanency of the exceptions.  
67 For more information, please see: Republic of Cyprus Press and Information Office, “Declaration 
by the President regarding the 24 April referendum.” Available at: 
http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/pio/pio.nsf/All/90CF1FEB4B93B929C225783800399C01?OpenDocu-
ment&print (last access: 10 June 2015)  
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maintain its position on how the new state of affairs would come into being” (UN-
S/2004/437, May 28, 2004).  
The overall mode in the Greek Cypriot political and social sphere was negative 
to the plan. Surprisingly, Progressive Party of Working People (AKEL) which has 
been considered for a long time as a pro-solution and conciliatory political party did 
not support the plan and AKEL leader Christofias a few days before 24 April declared 
that there were serious concerns related to the implementation of the plan and security 
issues (Pericleous, 2011). Polls in the south were also alarming that the Plan was not 
popular for the majority of Greek people. According to a poll carried out on behalf of 
the state-owned broadcasting company, CyBC, a significant majority of Greek Cypri-
ots (48 per cent of those asked) said they would definitely vote no, 9 per cent said they 
would probably vote no, with only 9 per cent saying they would definitely vote yes, 
and 6 per cent saying they would probably vote yes (Cyprus Mail, April 9, 2004).    
On the other hand Turkish Cypriot government (except Serdar Denktaş- he stated 
his neutrality) and Turkish government strongly support the Plan and conducted their 
campaigns for the “yes” vote. Secretary-General warmly welcomed Turkish side’s at-
titude in his report by stating  
Prime Minister Erdoğan spoke out strongly in favor of a “Yes” vote, as did 
Turkish Foreign Minister Gül. Messrs. Erdoğan, Gül and Talat also sought 
to convey to the Greek Cypriot public, by statements and interviews, and, 
in the case of Talat, by visiting the south, the determination of the Turkish 
Cypriots and Turkey to abide by their commitments under the plan and 
fully implement a settlement (UN-S/2004/437, May 28, 2004).            
 
Turkish government continued “one step ahead” policy and illustrated its full support 
for the Annan plan during the campaigns prior to the referenda. Turkey’s support for 
the solution based on UN initiative also reflects Turkey’s ground strategy which aimed 
to increase Turkey and Turkish Cypriots’ moral and psychological superiority in the 
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internal community. According to this matrix, at this political juncture that the major-
ity of Greek Cypriot community and political elites were against the Annan plan, Tur-
key’s and Turkish Cypriots support was greeted by EU and UN.     
As scheduled the separate referenda took place on 24 April 2004 simultaneously. 
64.9 percent of Turkish Cypriots (TRNC citizens who were registered as electorates 
in December 2003 elections) voted in favor of the Plan and expressed their will to be 
a part of EU as a re-unified island. On the hand 75.8 percent of Greek Cypriot elec-
torates voted against68 the plan (Cyprus News Agency, April 24, 2004). Grigoriadis 
interpreted Greek Cypriot’s no as “saying no to the Annan Plan was not tantamount 
with eliminating any solution prospects but provided Greek Cypriots with the oppor-
tunity to seek a more favorable solution from a vantage point”. He continued “What 
this statement sometimes implied, however, was that perhaps the status quo, i.e., the 
de facto separation of the island, was an option preferable to a federal solution based 
on the Annan Plan or any of its variants” (Grigoriadis, 2008: 163- 164). 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
68 For a few assesments about Greek Cypriot community’s rejection of the plan, please see: Grigoriadis, 
Ioannis. 2008. “Greek and Greek Cypriot Views of Turkey’s Accession to the European Union: On the 
Endurance of a Spectacular Paradigmatic Shift.” In Meltem Müftüler-Baç and Yannis A. Stivachtis, 
eds., Turkey and the European Union: Dilemmas, Constraints and Opportunities. Lanham, MD: 
Lexington Books, 151-167; Lordos, Alexandros. 2009. “Rational agent or unthinking follower? A sur-
vey-based profile analysis of Greek-Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot referanda votes.” In Thomas Diez and 
Nathalie Tocci, eds., Cyprus: A Conflict at the Crossroads. Manchester: Manchester Univ Press: 17-47. 
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4.2 Conclusions: Assessing EU Impact  
Europeanization simultaneously occurs at both intergovernmental (between 
EU and targeted government) and domestic (national actors and institutions) levels. 
As Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier (2005: 11) suggest under the conceptual frame-
work of the external incentives model EU impact “may work directly on the target 
government, which then calculates whether the benefits of the promised EU rewards 
overweigh the domestic adjustment costs of adopting the EU rule”. In line with this, 
at the level of intergovernmental bargaining the EU exercises its external pressures 
through its compulsory impact (EU attaches the allocation of rewards –such as EU 
candidacy, opening of accession negotiations, EU membership, financial and technical 
support and monitoring- to the fulfillment of EU political and acquis conditionality). 
Based on this conceptual framework, this study suggests that with regard to the solu-
tion of Cyprus conflict EU began to exercise its external pressure on Turkey in late 
1990s through its linkage policy in which Turkey’s contributions for the settlement of 
the Cyprus dispute under the UN auspices have been emphasized as a critical issue 
before Turkey’s prospective EU membership.  Following 1999 Helsinki European 
Council conclusions,  in many assessments on Turkey’s reform performances, includ-
ing European Council conclusions, reports on Turkey’s progress, reports of EU Par-
liament, Strategy Papers and Commission recommendations to the EU Council, Tur-
key has been urged to take constructive steps in the resolution of Cyprus conflict and 
normalize its relations with the Republic of Cyprus in line with the principles of good 
neighborly relations and peaceful resolution of disputes. Parallel to this EU empha-
sized that reaching a just and final solution for the Cyprus dispute before Cyprus’s EU 
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membership would be a significant facilitator for Turkey’s EU membership aspira-
tions. Another critical aspect of the EU’s intergovernmental bargaining strategy was 
the EU membership of Cyprus. The asymmetries in Turkey’s and Cyprus’s accession 
process created the possibility that Turkey’s long-run EU accession process might 
have been blocked or interrupted due to Greek Cypriots’ veto power. Therefore espe-
cially after 2002 Copenhagen European Council the stick of Cyprus’s prospective EU 
membership worked directly on JDP government. Having calculated the high cost of 
continuing Turkey’s long-run Cyprus strategy -denying the linkage between Turkey’s 
EU membership and the solution of the Cyprus conflict- for Turkey’s prospective EU 
membership. These strategic calculations led government to reconfigure its Cyprus 
policy. With this respect, JDP’s Cyprus policy is structured within the political context 
of Turkey’s EU membership. Although the government reiterated Turkey’s long-run 
stance that Turkey’s EU membership could not be associated with a solution in Cy-
prus, it was at the same time underlined that Turkish government could not turn its 
back to the realities69. In the context of Turkey’s EU membership, the best policy op-
tion and bargaining strategy was to adopt a new diplomatic maneuver based on Annan 
plan and implement an active negotiation strategy for the just and lasting solution of 
the Cyprus dispute which would both facilitate Turkey’s EU accession process and 
generation of security zone in Turkey’s close neighborhood. Therefore a just and last-
ing solution of the Cyprus conflict which would preserve Turkey’s guarantorship 
                                                          
69 For more information, please see: Gül, Abdullah. 23 May 2003. TBMM’de Türkiye-AB İlişkileri 
Konusunda Genel Görüşme Açılmasına İlişkin Önergenin Görüşülmesi Vesilesiyle Yapılan Konuşma 
(Speech Made in TGNA Upon the Opening of General Assembly about Turkey-EU Relations). 
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rights, support country’s EU accession process and guarantee the survival of the Turk-
ish Cypriots within the parameters of UN mediation was the most exploitive strategy. 
In addition to this, according to strategic calculations of the Turkish foreign policy 
elites, neither Greek Cypriot people not Greek Cypriot leadership were ready to ap-
prove a plan preserving Turkey’s guarantorship and suggesting an equal share of the 
state apparatuses under the legal equality of the constituent states. Thus Turkey and 
Turkish Cypriot community would acquire international sympathy and moral superi-
ority as the party who desired a solution under UN auspices.   
The second crucial premise of Ankara’s strategy was based on the cost-benefit 
calculations that just and final peace in Cyprus which could be reached through Tur-
key’s proactive and constructive efforts would best serve for Turkey’s security inter-
ests and communal equality and survival of Turkish Cypriot community. With this 
respect, Turkey advocated “win-win” perspective that stressed different aspects of 
Turkey’s security interests in its close region. As claimed by Davutoğlu (2011a, 
2011b), a just and final solution in Cyprus, preserving Turkey’s guarantorship rights 
and interests as well as the communal existence of Turkish Cypriot community, would 
not only diminish Turkey’s long-run threat perceptions from its south and fear of en-
circlement, it would also provide a security structure for Turkey’s larger security needs 
including military, economic and energy security.  
In this context, security was defined with its hard power (military security and 
military balance of powers in the Mediterranean) and soft power (economic benefits 
of a solution in Cyprus, positive consequence of the solution for Turkey’s critical in-
frastructural security with respect to the security of energy pipelines and Turkey’s 
strengthened bid for EU membership and being a pivotal state in regional and global 
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scale) aspects. Although this did not mean a true de-securitization, it should be con-
ceptualized as the “securitizing speak” (Bilgin, 2007). Bilgin argues that the pro-re-
form forces “were not able or willing to challenge the securityness of existing issues 
they were, nevertheless, able to de-center them. This was done by identifying other 
issues as ‘threats to Turkey’s future’” (Bilgin, 2007: 557). In this sense, the European-
ization in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus led ruling elites to exclude or limit the “mil-
itarized security” discourse. The process enabled de-militarization of Turkey’s foreign 
policy options and strategies but it failed to lead a transformation in Turkey’s securit-
ized foreign policy identity in the sense that the ruling elites were far from discursively 
“challenging the securityness” of the Cyprus issue for Turkey. This aspect of Turkey’s 
Cyprus policy was evident throughout the bargaining process during the bi-communal 
negotiations. Turkey had serious concerns with respect to the continuation of its guar-
antorship rights and military existence in the island. With this respect, Turkish nego-
tiation team endeavored to secure Turkey’s guarantorship rights and Turkey’s military 
and political existence on the island. According to Radaelli’s (2003) categorization of 
the degrees of Europeanization Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus is best defined as pol-
icy “adaptation” rather than a policy “transformation”.  
Apart from direct adaptation pressures EU might work through differential em-
powerment of the domestic actors. EU’s leverage on candidate countries offers new 
political or economic opportunity structures for domestic actors. According to this ar-
gument Europeanization process changes existing domestic political equilibrium 
through offering new opportunities for certain domestic actors or groups. Thus pro-
reform governments who are the national gate keepers of the EU’s transformative 
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power might strengthen their bargaining power vis-à-vis other societal actors or insti-
tutions (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 11-13). Yet the as the external incen-
tives model suggests governments “adopt EU rules if the benefits of EU rewards ex-
ceed the domestic adoption costs” (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 12). In this 
sense, the credibility of EU membership perspective and EU’s effective gate keeping 
strategy are the key factors that influence domestic incentives.  
In the context of EU’s increased gate keeping role for Turkey’s EU accession, 
the emphasis on Turkey’s active and positive contributions with regard to the peace-
building efforts of UN Secretary-General in Cyprus empowered political and social 
groups who advocated the reassessment of Turkey’s long-run Cyprus policy 
(Eryılmaz, 2014). In line with these, in the aftermath of 1999 Helsinki Council, a pro-
EU advocacy coalition both in Turkey and in TRNC composed by liberal intellectuals, 
journalists, academics and NGOs became visible. These groups pressured Turkish po-
litical elites to open the way for Turkey’s EU accession through leaving aside long-
run non-productive “no solution is the solution” discourse and their unconditional sup-
port for Denktaş who were known as “intransigent” by the international community 
(Güven, 2003; Lacher and Kaymak, 2005; Bahcheli, 2006; Balkır and Yalman, 2009; 
Bahcheli and Noel, 2010; Kaymak, 2011; Sözen, 2013).    
The EU’s increasing emphasis on the relationship between Turkey’s EU mem-
bership and resolution of Cyprus conflict has triggered a process in which pro-EU 
forces criticized previous Turkish governments’ traditional policy towards Cyprus 
conflict (Bilgin, 2007: 557). Popular support for Turkey’s EU accession has found a 
new ground in the aftermath of 2002 general elections when a pro-reform single party 
government led by JDP came into power. JDP’s coming to power with a significant 
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victory in 2002 elections and the party elites’ commitment for Turkey’s EU member-
ship has become an important political incentive for the attempts to reach a peaceful 
resolution of Cyprus conflict (Avcı, 2011: 415).  
During this era Cyprus conflict emerged as a discursive battle-field (Kaliber, 
2005) between pro-reform forces who advocated the necessity to revise Turkey’s Cy-
prus strategy in the context of EU membership and the veto powers who asserted that 
stepping back from 1990s “two state” policy in return of EU’s dubious commitment 
for Turkey’s EU accession (Ulusoy, 2008: 314). Discursive battle-field was at its high-
est level during the pre-referenda era. As a component of the “one step ahead” policy 
JDP government expressed its strong support for the Annan plan. Upon government’s 
expression of its strong support for the plan, in a meeting in Turkish Grand National 
Assembly, retired diplomat and Republican Peoples Party (RPP) parliamentarian Onur 
Öymen severely criticized government’s “yes” campaign by declaring that  
if you sacrifice Cyprus for getting a date for EU accession negotiations, 
date is not guaranteed. The risk of giving away is huge. For the first time 
in Turkish history, a Turkish government does not approach Cyprus as a 
national cause and follows a policy which is based on its parliamentary 
majority (Öymen, 2012:176).  
 
He continued “the current situation is a turning point of the Turkish foreign policy that 
we have been pursuing since Lausanne Treaty. The name of this policy that our fate is 
being sealed by others is devotion in diplomacy” (Öymen, 2012: 177). In an another 
special meeting on Cyprus peace process, Öymen on behalf his party stated regret and 
disappointment with regard to the government’s affirmative attitude towards the plan 
despite the President of TRNC Rauf Denktaş’s strict opposition (Öymen, 2012:178). 
He also emphasized that for the first time in Turkish history a Turkish government 
collided with Denktaş. Denktaş also actively conducted “no” campaign. In a meeting 
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held in Bursa, he said “the game of taking the state out of our hands has started. We 
are struggling not to lose it. We did not lose it up-to-now and we will not lose it after 
now. However, we are passing through dangerous waters” (Turkish Daily News, April 
6, 2004).  Denktaş’ support for a resounding no, was also backed by nationalist civil 
society organizations such as Ankara Chamber of Trade and Association of Atatürkist 
Thought. The Chief of General Staff Gen. Hilmi Özkök also voiced serious criticisms 
and said “that this was the first time ever that there were two competing opinions on a 
national matter like Cyprus” (Turkish Daily News, April 19, 2004). Additionally both 
President Sezer and Chief of General Staff Özkök expressed their inconvenience that 
“the results of the New York negotiations on Cyprus had gone beyond the principles 
agreed at the national NSC meeting on January 23” (Turkish Daily News, April 19, 
2004). Thus in the eve of referendum, Annan Plan continued to be a serious source of 
division at the top of the Turkish state.  
Prime Minister Erdoğan, speaking to JDP parliamentary group meeting, said 
“Turkey’s priorities are reflected in the plan” and by pointing out anti-plan campaigns 
especially led by Denktaş and retired diplomats, he declared “those who held political 
power for years but failed to show the necessary political will are now criticizing us, 
even though they know the truth. We will not stoop to their level and shrink from our 
responsibilities. As the government, we have to be committed to show this will” (Turk-
ish Daily News, April 7, 2004). The issue also had serious reflections on Turkish civil-
military relations. Turkish daily newspaper Cumhuriyet’s caption prepared by journal-
ist Mustafa Balbay who claimed that in an ad hoc meeting between Özkök and 
Erdoğan on 22 May 2003, Özkök expressed the discontent within the military circles 
due to the certain activities of JDP government (Balbay, May 23, 2003). The article 
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implied that there was a close circle in Turkish military that was composed by certain 
Chiefs of armed forces and young soldiers who were quite critical about the govern-
ment’s attempts to reformulate state policy on certain issues including war against ter-
ror, Cyprus conflict and secularism. According to the article, Özkök reassured Erdoğan 
that Turkish Armed Forces (TAF) was not an obstacle for Turkey’s democratization 
and Europeanization but certain provisions and constitutional amendments under the 
seventh harmonization package would jeopardize the national interests of the Turkish 
state (Balbay, May 23, 2003). Following this development,  Özkök gave a press state-
ment in which he expressed his regret for such a provocative news that implied that 
there was an indisposed group of military personnel who were about to engage in a 
military coup against the elected government (Bila, Milliyet, 27 May 2003).  
With respect to the civil-military relations aspect of the debates on Annan plan, 
it is essential to underline that the reference to the Annan plan in the final conclusions 
of January 2004 National Security Council meeting illustrated that the key divergences 
between veto powers and government appeased. However it also signified that the 
source of tension among domestic actors was the power struggle at the top of the 
state.70 The best case illustrated mentioned power struggle over the management of 
Cyprus peace process occurred in early 2004 upon Erdoğan’s declaration that Turkish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs prepared Turkey’s position paper on Annan plan and it 
would be discussed in an ad hoc summit in which President Sezer, Prime Minister 
Erdoğan, Minister of Foreign Affairs Gül and Chief of General Staff Özkök would 
participate (Milliyet, December 30, 2003). Turkish generals reacted the proposed four-
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partite summit decision and Chief of General Staff Hilmi Özkök made an unscheduled 
meeting with Prime Minister Erdoğan and expressed the concerns of the Chiefs of the 
three armed forces emphasizing the National Security Council as the right place to 
reformulate “state policy on Cyprus” (Milliyet, December 30, 2003). Veteran journal-
ist Birand commented on the developments at the top of the state as the “power strug-
gle” over Cyprus which was all about “who will have the last say on Cyprus?”(Birand, 
January 9, 2004). Birand claimed that regarding the policy of supporting peace in Cy-
prus based on a revised version of Annan plan reflecting Turkey’s and Turkish Cypri-
ots best interests there was no serious difference among the foreign policy elites in-
cluding Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Turkish Armed Forces and the govern-
ment71. He continued: 
A section of the army thinks like Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 
(KKTC) President Rauf Denktaş and wants alterations made in the foun-
dations and the context of the Annan plan. For example, they want Turkish 
troops to stay permanently on the island (even if Turkey becomes an EU 
member) and demand a new guarantorship agreement. In other words, they 
want the continuation of the status quo. (Birand, January 9, 2004) 
  
Considering the fact that Turkey’s attempts to reach a solution of the Cyprus problem 
would significantly contribute to Turkey’s EU membership process and it would boost 
the chance to get a date for the start of accession negotiations in late 2004, Ankara’s 
failure to speak with one voice would jeopardize the whole process. Additionally EU 
membership of the Greek Cypriots without a settlement of the dispute would have 
complicated results on both Turkey’s EU membership process and Turkish Cypriots 
legal and political condition. Having in mind these realities it was obvious that cost of 
                                                          
71 This point was verified in author’s interviews with the interviewees from the Turkish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs.  
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incompliance would be very high for Turkey. More specifically, Turkish military’s 
intransigence with respect to the solution of Cyprus conflict would block Turkey’s EU 
accession process which has been associated as a further move to reach the level of 
civilized nations by Turkish army. Due to EU’s linkage strategy, especially for Özkök, 
who was the passionate supporter for Turkey’s EU membership, non-compromising 
attitude would raise questions regarding the traditional role and self-perception as the 
modernizer of Turkey (Yakış, Yaşar, October 5, 2014, Interview with the author).  
As the external incentives model suggested EU’s reinforcement by rewards strat-
egy mitigated the discursive cleavages between veto powers and pro-reform forces and 
generated a new institutional equilibrium in which the civilians had the last say. During 
this era, “the influence of military has been deeply curbed and the government has 
become much more outspoken on its foreign policy preferences. There is an active 
involvement of civil society organizations in the foreign realm” (Terzi, 2012: 210). 
Therefore the vertical impact of the EU’s accession differentially empowered pro-EU 
and pro-solution camps.            
At this point, party’s emphasis on its support for Turkey’s EU membership per-
spective should be discussed as an important dimension in party’s self-identification 
which enabled to increase party’s legitimacy and power in Turkish domestic politics 
and define themselves for outside actors. In 2002 election declaration, Turkey’s EU 
membership was declared as an important component of Turkey’s modernization and 
meeting the Copenhagen criteria, independent of Turkey’s EU aspirations, was an-
nounced as a move forward that would lead Turkey to take its place among the modern 
nations (JDP Election Declaration, 2002). Immediately after the Gül government was 
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established, JDP initiated a campaign to get a date for accession negotiations in De-
cember 2002 Copenhagen summit. Politically banned party leader Erdoğan conducted 
visits to the capitals of key EU states. The party founders’ firm stance on Turkey’s EU 
membership process and attempts to getting a reasonable date for the start of accession 
negotiations with Turkey was interpreted as abandonment of the “traditional Islamic 
Euroscepticism” (Grigoriadis, 2003).  
To Yavuz, JDP’s self-identification allowed party leaders to define themselves 
for outsiders (2011, 10) and served to overcome suspicions or stereotypes regarding 
the nature and agenda of this new movement. Since the early days of JDP government, 
a group of state and political elites including military frontrunners, members of oppo-
sition party in the parliament, senior officials of Council of Higher Education, univer-
sity rectors, retired and incumbent judges of Constitutional Court, High Court of Ap-
peals and the president himself criticized the new government’s decisions for eroding 
the secular and republican principles of the state. Thus despite its discourse on democ-
racy, modernization and Copenhagen criteria, the party was born with a sense of in-
creasing insecurity. As Dağı discussed, in 2002 when the party came to power, there 
was a fairly meaningful relationship between JDP’s EU membership perspective and 
its search for systemic security in a political landscape in which the party’s intentions 
were highly questioned by state elites including security establishment and presidency 
(2005, 30-33). Party elites’ pro-EU stand was based on an observation that the more 
Turkey was distanced from the West and the EU in particular; the stronger would be 
the tutelage of the army that treated Islamic groups as an anomaly and threat. Thus the 
EU emerged as a natural ally or an opportunity structure for further democratization 
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and civilianization of Turkish politics. The expectation was that the army’s interven-
tions in politics would be significantly lessened as a result of further democratization 
that had already been put as a precondition for Turkey’s entry to the EU; a Kemalist 
state ideology guarded by the army would not be sustained in an EU-member state 
(Dağı, 2005: 32). As the theory suggest in the context of Europeanization, certain do-
mestic actors or groups might have individual incentives to adopt EU rules, “which 
might stem from the utility of EU rules in solving certain policy problems to the ad-
vantage of these domestic actors or more generally in increasing their influence in the 
political system” (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2005: 11). Therefore, this study 
suggests in the context of the Europeanization of Turkey’s Cyprus policy, govern-
ment’s willingness to gain a political victory through enabling a just and viable settle-
ment in Cyprus and getting date to start accession negotiations with EU coupled with 
its individual incentives to enhance its relative power and legitimacy at the level of 
national politics through EU’s democratizing and civilianizing agenda.   
Turkey’s declaration as the EU candidate in 1999 Helsinki European Council 
and the country’s inclusion in the EU enlargement strategy generated a new social and 
political climate in which the societal and political support for EU membership grad-
ually increased (Çarkoğlu, 2004). According to the Eurobarometer survey results con-
ducted in spring 2004, 71 percent of Turkish people participated in the survey con-
firmed that the country’s EU membership is a good thing. In the same vein, 75 percent 
confirmed that the EU membership of the country would be beneficial especially for 
Turkish economy. According to the results indicating Turkish people’s emotional 
stance towards EU, with a 56 percentage Turkey took the third place among the other 
candidate countries. In its concluding remarks regarding Turkish people’s support for 
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EU membership it was stated that Turkish people’s support for EU membership was 
mainly driven by the expectations that the country’s EU accession would stabilize 
Turkish political and economic life.72 Thus in addition to the party’s pro-EU stance, 
the Euro-supportive political atmosphere allowed JDP to follow the Europeanization 
path which was initiated by the previous government in post-Helsinki process.  
 
Based on the content analysis and in-depth interviews, it is argued that the no-
ticeable change in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus between 2002 and 2004, which is 
presented as the “one step ahead” approach, was triggered by the combination of (i) 
the external pressures for policy change through EU’s increasing emphasis on the link-
age between Turkey’s EU membership and just and lasting solution in Cyprus within 
the context of Turkey’s EU membership (external incentives); and (ii) the domestic 
dissatisfaction with the ongoing stalemate in Cyprus dispute due to the previous gov-
ernments’ policy failures (domestic pressures). It argues that tentative power of exter-
nal incentives model is evident in the Turkey’s policy change in response to the EU 
external pressures.  
In this context, as the studies on Accession Europeanization point out, EU mem-
bership conditionality by itself is not the sufficient condition for domestic change. The 
process is to a large extent controlled by intervening variables enable EU conditional-
                                                          
72 For full report please see: Eurobarometer. Spring 2004. “Joint Full Report of Eurobarometer 61 and 
CC Eurobarometer 2004.1” Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/ar-
chives/eb/eb61/eb61_en.pdf (last Access: 10 June 2015). 
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ity to operate as the real game changer in the accession process. Inspired by the ex-
planatory mechanisms introduced by Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, this study 
reaches the conclusions that Turkey’s adoption of “one step ahead” policy in late 2003 
is triggered by (i) EU’s active reinforcement by rewards strategy which was apparent 
in EU’s 1999 Helsinki decision to include Turkey in its enlargement process; (ii)Turk-
ish political elites’ strong willingness to get a date for the opening of accession nego-
tiations and solving Cyprus dispute; (iii) high cost of non-solution for Turkey’s EU 
membership aspirations and future legal and political situation of Turkish Cypriot peo-
ple after Cyprus’s EU accession; (iv) Turkish government’s strong pro-EU stance and 
its  discovery of political opportunity structures which would increase its relative 
power and legitimacy at the national domain through differential empowerment (v) 
and lastly political and societal discontent in Turkish Cypriot community with the fail-
ures of the Turkey’s and TRNC’s long-run policy towards Cyprus. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
 
CYPRUS CONUNDRUM AND TURKEY’S EU ACCESSION 
 (2004-2012) 
 
 
On May 1 2004, the Accession Treaty entered into force and the worst case sce-
nario both for Turkey and Turkish Cypriot Administration – EU accession of Greet 
Cypriots as the legal administration representing entire island- was materialized. In 
post-referendum era, the two crucial political developments: (i) Greek Cypriot’s em-
powerment by the veto right based on EU membership as the only legal representative 
of the island and (ii) Turkey’s unstable EU accession process shaped the EU-Turkey 
and Cyprus triangle. Empowered by the veto right in EU decision making process, 
Greek Cypriots had a remarkable political leverage on Turkey. Additionally, Greek 
Cypriots used their veto rights to influence the relations between Turkish Cypriot com-
munity and EU institutions which aimed to take steps to alleviate isolation of Turkish 
Cypriots whose will and constructive efforts to reunification and integration with the 
world could not be denied.  
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Failure of the peace process monitored and mediated by the UN Secretary Gen-
eral also had deep repercussions for the future of UN involvement. Opposed to the 
enhanced mediatory role of the UN Secretary General in filling the gaps and finalizing 
peace plan, which was a product of Turkey’s last minute efforts, in the post-referenda 
era, UN played a relatively passive role in the bi-communal talks. As UN Secretary 
General’s Special Adviser Alexander Downer pointed out in June 2010 the role of UN 
in the peace talks “is not to exercise arbitration or mediation”73. Coupled with the lack 
of affective EU leverage on Greek Cypriot government, the low profile role of UN in 
the Cyprus peace talks resulted with the loss of momentum in the peace process.  
In the meanwhile, the international sympathy towards Turkey and Turkish Cyp-
riot community which overwhelmingly supported Annan plan and reunification of the 
island could neither make Turkey immune from the legal challenges caused by Cyprus 
dispute in its relations with the EU nor end the isolation of the Turkish Cypriot com-
munity. Cyprus’s EU accession without a resolution aggravated the problematic rela-
tionship between Turkey and EU. The honeymoon between Turkey and EU after the 
EU Summit of 16-17 December 2004, when the European Council announced that 
Turkey fulfilled Copenhagen criteria and EU would initiate accession negotiations 
with Turkey, did not last long. Turkey encountered a new obstacle in its march to 
Europe when EU stressed that Turkey’s reluctance to recognize Republic of Cyprus 
and to fulfill its responsibilities to implement Additional Protocol to the new member 
states including Republic of Cyprus were interpreted as a breach of acquis condition-
ality by the European community. Put it differently, in the post referenda era, Cyprus 
                                                          
73 To have full account about the nature of UN initiative in post-2004 era, please see: Remarks by 
Special Adviser of the Secretary-General Alexander Downer, Larnaca Airport, 4 June 2010, available 
at: http://www.uncyprustalks.org/nqcontent.cfm?a_id=2958&tt=graphic&lang=l1  
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conundrum, characterized as a political matter for the Turkish foreign policy circles, 
generated legal consequences and obstacles for Turkey’s relations with the EU. The 
disputes between Turkey and EU on the interpretation of acquis strained already tense 
relations between two to the point of the suspension of the newly started accession 
negations. The breakdown in the negotiation process due to the Cyprus question, also 
coupled with the certain EU member states’ hard line position on Turkey’s EU mem-
bership as well as the Turkish government’s reform fatigue. Under these circum-
stances, Turkey faced with the choice to reconsider its foreign policy options and pri-
orities under the new conditions. This chapter is designed to understand the new di-
mensions and mechanisms that affected the EU-Turkey and Cyprus triangle in the af-
termath of 2004 referendum.     
 
5.1 Post-Referenda Political Context 
5.1.1 Cyprus’s EU Accession and the Political Developments in the Island 
 In post-referendum era, Ankara’s last minute efforts to resume UN peace talks 
and Turkish Cypriot people’s affirmative vote in the referenda gave its results and 
image of Turkey and Turkish Cypriots since 1980s as the intransigent part was being 
questioned by the international community for the first time (Apakan, Ertuğrul, De-
cember 30 2014, Interview with the Author). For Ankara and Nicosia referendum re-
sults were the clear indicator that Turkey and Turkish Cypriots were not the parties 
leaving the negotiation table. Therefore Ankara’s strategy of being the part that took 
initiative in its hand offered a great chance to direct the attention of the international 
community to the current inequality between two communities as well as achieving 
moral superiority at the end of the process (Yakış, Yaşar, October 5, 2014, Interview 
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with the author). According to Ankara’s perception, after Turkey’s and Turkish Cyp-
riot’s affirmative attitude Turkey’s diplomatic efforts to end the isolation of TRNC 
would fall into fertile grounds.        
The early reactions of the international community affirmed Turkey’s conclu-
sion that Turkish side actively and sincerely contributed for the unification of the is-
land. Welcoming Turkish Cypriot community’s enthusiasm to reunite with the Greek 
Cypriots under UN auspices, UN and EU officials criticized the Greek Cypriot gov-
ernment in the sense that it had a huge responsibility for the continuation of status quo 
by mobilizing masses with the “no” campaign (UN Security Council-S/2004/437, May 
28, 2004). UN Secretary-General issued a press statement expressing his respect for 
the outcome of the referenda. He also declared his inconvenience and regret due to the 
fact that the island would remain divided and militarized and that Turkish Cypriots 
would not enjoy the benefits of EU membership (UN Security Council-S/2004/437, 
May 28, 2004). In his report Secretary-General urged UN Security Council to recon-
sider the situation after Turkish Cypriots’ clear and sincere call for unification. He 
stated that under the current political situation and considering the Turkish Cypriot’s 
willingness to end the status quo in the island UN Security Council ought to “give a 
strong lead to all States to cooperate both bilaterally and in international bodies to 
eliminate unnecessary restrictions and barriers that have the effect of isolating the 
Turkish Cypriots and impeding their development” (UN Security Council-S/2004/437, 
May 28, 2004). However Annan’s report suggesting the removal of the all restrictions 
on TRNC could not be submitted to the UN Security Council because of the veto threat 
of Russia (Yakış, Yaşar, October 5, 2014, interview with the author). The early 
reactions from the EU capitals were parallel to the Secretary-General’s conclusions. 
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EU Commissioner for Enlargement Verheugen interpreted the results in German ARD 
television and said “there is a shadow now over the accession of Cyprus... What we 
will seriously consider now is finding a way to end the economic isolation of the Turk-
ish Cypriots”. Verheugen’s remarks were pointing out a critical decision related with 
the isolation of Turkish Cypriots taken by the General Affairs and External Relations 
Council meeting in Copenhagen. On 26 April 2004 EU member states declared Coun-
cil’s determinacy to put an end to the isolation of Turkish Cypriot community. It con-
tinued: 
The Council invited the Commission to bring forward comprehensive pro-
posals to this end, with particular emphasis on the economic integration of 
the island and on improving contact between the two communities and 
with the EU. The Council recommended that the 259 million euro already 
earmarked for the northern part of Cyprus in the event of a settlement now 
be used for this purpose (European Council, April 26, 2004). 
 
  
Thus EU clearly expressed that legally bound by the provisions of Article 1(1) of the 
Protocol No 10 of the Accession Treaty with Republic of Cyprus, pending a settlement; 
EU acquis would not be extended to the areas that were not under the control of gov-
ernment of Cyprus. However the will of Turkish Cypriot community who demanded 
further integration with EU and with the world under the roof of a federal Cyprus could 
not be disregarded in the absence of a comprehensive solution (European Council, 
April 26, 2004). 
Following the Council conclusion on 7 July 2004, Commission issued a draft 
proposal having a package protecting freedom of movement of the people, goods and 
services across the Green Line. For this purpose two regulations –Green Line Regula-
tion and Direct Trade Regulation - were drafted. Facilitating the free movement of 
people, the Green Line Regulation specified the terms and conditions for the Green 
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Line74 crossings of Greek and Turkish Cypriot citizens, who were treated as the citi-
zens of EU under the Republic of Cyprus, and the citizens of third countries (non-EU 
citizens). Direct Trade Regulation was drafted to enable the crossing of goods over the 
Green Line. According to the Direct Trade Regulation, goods that would “be accom-
panied by a document issued by the Turkish Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, duly 
authorized for that purpose by the Commission in agreement with the Government of 
the Republic of Cyprus, or by another body so authorized in agreement with the latter” 
would not freely cross the Green Line under effective controls.75 This initiative “was 
not only deregulatory in nature through the removal of trade barriers and distortions to 
competition, but also re-regulatory through the building of internal market” (Shaelou, 
2010: 266). Therefore the aim was eliminating economic disparities between two com-
munities on the island as well as facilitating the societal integration through economic 
measures.  
For the Turkish Cypriot officials, EU’s incentives to end the isolation of Turkish 
Cypriots would only offer relief for Turkish Cypriot economy and trade; yet these at-
tempts were far from terminating the isolations on Turkish Cypriot people (Olgun, 
Ergün, October 18, 2014, interview with the author). While the UN Res. 186 (1964), 
541 (1983), and 550 (1984) was remaining in force due to the continuation of the legal 
framework for the isolation of the Turkish Cypriots; EU regulation would not make 
any change. On the contrary for the Greek Cypriot officials, any attempt to breach the 
                                                          
74 Green Line is defined as the “line between the areas under the effective control of the Government of 
the Republic of Cyprus and those areas in which  the Government of the Republic of Cyprus does not 
exercise effective control” Please see: European Council, Council RegulationNo 866/2004, 29 April 
2004. 
75 For more information, please see: Corrigendum to Council Regulation (EC) No 866/2004 of 29 April 
2004 on a regime under Article 2 of Protocol 10 to the Act of Accession ( Official Journal of the Euro-
pean Union L 161 of 30 April 2004 ) Title III/Article 4. 
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UN Resolutions would mean recognition of the TRNC (Kıbrıs, March 3, 2006). There-
fore the Greek Cypriot officials claimed their right and authority- as it was also stated 
in the Direct Trade and Financial Aid Regulation- to detect and monitor the allocation 
and disposal of the financial aid and trade activities (Kıbrıs, March 3, 2006). At this 
point, it is essential to underline that Cyprus’s EU accession without the solution of 
the conflict severely injured the attractiveness of the European solution, based on the 
assumed catalytic impact of the EU accession of the island. In line with this, due to the 
Greek Cypriot’s authority to control and monitor the EU-level developments under the 
EU legal-institutional framework raised serious concerns for Turkish side with respect 
to the credibility of the EU rewards.    
In his report dated 24 September 2004, Secretary- General Annan also expressed 
his regret that Cyprus’s EU accession could not be a catalyzer as it was hoped for the 
settlement of the frozen conflict and he pointed out the vitality of EU framework for 
the continuation of bi-communal dialogue. In the same report, he expressed his reluc-
tance to resume his good offices mission in the sense that the fragile contacts between 
Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders terminated by the deep distrust and mutual blame-
game (UN Security Council-S/2004/756, September 24, 2004). After Annan’s call urg-
ing Greek Cypriot government to express its views and suggestions on the changes 
regarding the UN plan (Today’s Zaman, February 12, 2005) Papadopoulos stated that 
the Greek Cypriot government would not continue the process with a plan which did 
not reflect the will of Greek Cypriot people- Annan plan- and urged UN Secretary-
General and all other parties to move on with a new initiative (Athens News Agency, 
March 22, 2005).  
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Another significant message given by Papadopoulos reflected the Greek Cypriot 
government’s concerns and expectations about the role that the UN Secretary-General 
would play in the future peace negotiations. He declared “we will not accept another 
mediating role of the UN Secretary-General… the national issues, the matters of a 
people can neither be solved through the mediation of a foreigner nor even with pre-
ventative mediation” (Athens News Agency, March 22, 2005). Papadopoulos’s criti-
cisms regarding the UN mediation during the Annan Plan process was an explicit in-
dication that the Greek Cypriot side would not allow any further UN arbitration which 
“went beyond the notion of good offices” (Ker-Lindsay, 2009: 147). Opposed to the 
Greek Cypriot side, as Annan reported, Turkey and Turkish Cypriot officials repeat-
edly called for UN active mediation to find a solution based on Annan’s peace proposal 
(UN Monthly Forecast, December 2005, Cyprus). Additionally, April 2005 presiden-
tial election on the north provided the evidence that the vision of the Turkish Cypriot 
political elites shared by the vast majority of the Turkish Cypriot community which 
elected Mehmet Ali Talat, the leader of pro-solution CTP, who had conducted an elec-
tion campaign based on UN-sponsored federal solution (Smith, April 18, 2005).     
In early 2005, it became clear that the two sides had opposite views on the role 
and authority of UN and the question whether bicommunal talks would continue based 
on the Annan Plan. Lacking an effective international pressure on both parts and the 
non-existence of a case of emergency to find a settlement -such as the Cyprus’s EU 
accession process-, in the post-Annan referenda period it became clear that the huge 
gap between parties would complicate UN involvement as well as bilateral contacts. 
“Cyprus fatigue” after an era of intense diplomatic endeavors to find a lasting peace 
settlement, it was explicit in early 2005 that the Cyprus conflict lost its state of urgency 
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for the international community which had an enormous impact before the Annan ref-
erenda to motivate all interested parties to sit at the negotiation table (High ranking 
bureaucrat, Presidency of TRNC, 17 September 2014, Interview with the author). In 
this environment, Kieran Prendergast, UN Under-Secretary-General for Political Af-
fairs, reported after his pulse taking visits to the island, that the gap between two parties 
was huge and the level of confidence was low and “these two factors, especially in 
combination, make efforts to establish common ground extremely difficult”.76 Based 
on Prendergast report, UN Secretary-General announced “launching a new process 
prematurely would be inadvisable” (US Security Council-S/2005/743, November 29, 
2005).  
In July 2006, UN Secretary-General Annan attempted another pulse taking ma-
neuver through his Under Secretary-General for Political Affairs, İbrahim Gambari 
(UN Security Council-S/2006/931, December 1, 2006). Gambari’s endeavors bear 
fruit and the Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders signed a set of principles that ex-
pressed both sides’ commitment “to the unification of Cyprus based on a bi-zonal, bi-
communal federation and political equality, as set out in the relevant Security Council 
resolutions” (UN Security Council-S/2006/572, July 25, 2006). With 8 July 2006 
agreement, the two leaders decided that the technical committees would start negotia-
tions by the end of July and at the same time “the two leaders would also have ex-
changed a list of issues of substance and its contents to be studied by expert bi-com-
munal working groups and finalized by the leaders” (UN Security Council-
S/2006/572, July 25, 2006). Although the representatives of both community leaders 
                                                          
76 To have a full account of UN Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs Prendergast’s observa-
tions, Please see: UN Security Council, 5211th Meeting Records, S/PV.5211.  
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gathered many times during 2006 and 2007, they could not reach a conclusion on the 
technical committees and working groups’ titles, numbers and compositions.77 The 
real progress could only be reached after the February 2008 Greek Cypriot Presidential 
elections that resulted with the victory of leader of the AKEL, Demetris Christofias.78 
Following Christofias’ inauguration on 21 March 2008, two leaders agreed on to set 
up a number of technical committees and working groups (UN Security Council-
S/2008/353, June 2, 2008). The leaders stated that they would start fully-fledge nego-
tiations under the auspices of UN Secretary-General based on the results of the works 
of working groups and technical committees (UN Security Council-S/2008/353, June 
2, 2008). The leaders also agreed on that the Ledra Street79 would be “opened and 
functioned in accordance with the established practices at other crossings” (UN Secu-
rity Council-S/2008/353, June 2, 2008). On 23 May 2008 upon their review of the 
reports prepared by technical committees, Talat and Christofias made a joint statement 
in which they reaffirmed their commitment to a bizonal, bicommunal federation with 
a single international personality and bases on political equality, as defined by relevant 
Security Council resolutions (UN Security Council-S/2008/353, June 2, 2008). Ac-
knowledging the momentum in bi-communal negotiations, in July 2009 UN Secretary 
General Ban Ki-moon appointed former Australian Foreign Minister Alexander 
Downer as his special adviser on Cyprus. In October 2009, as a sign of its commitment 
                                                          
77 For a detailed coverage on bicommunal talks between 2006 and 2007, please see UN Secretary 
General Reports on Cyprus titled S/2006/315; S/2006/931; S/2007/328 and S/2007/699.   
78 For the election results, please see: European Election Database, “Cyprus: Presidential Elections 
2008”. Available at: http://www.nsd.uib.no/european_election_database/  
79 Ledra Street is the central crossing point on the Green Line between north and south Cyprus.  
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and determination to provide technical support to the settlement process, head of Eu-
ropean Commission, Jose Manuel Barroso appointed an EU official to act as a contact 
between Commission and UN good offices mission in Cyprus.  
Despite the fresh start between Talat and Christofias after the elections in the 
south, compared to the UN peace-making efforts during Kofi Annan’s General Secre-
tary, process UN mediation was quite limited. Failure of the peace process monitored 
and mediated by the UN Secretary General also had deep repercussions for the future 
of UN involvement. Opposed to the enhanced mediatory role of the UN Secretary 
General in filling the gaps and finalizing peace plan, which was a product of Turkey’s 
last minute efforts, in the post-referenda era, UN played a relatively passive role in the 
bicommunal talks. As UN Secretary General’s Special Adviser Alexander Downer 
pointed out in June 2010 the role of UN in the peace talks “is not to exercise arbitration 
or mediation”80. Coupled with the lack of affective EU leverage on Greek Cypriot 
government, the low profile role of UN in the Cyprus peace talks resulted with the loss 
of momentum in the peace process. In overall assessment, in the lack of active UN 
involvement the fragile dialogue between two soft-liner leaders Talat-Christofias did 
not lead a dramatic change in the Cyprus stalemate. The principle of “noting is agreed 
until everything is agreed” and high uncertainties with respect to the political-electoral 
costs and of reaching a final solution plan which would be presented to the approval 
of Cypriot communities did not bear fruits.     
In late 2009, the rise of popular discontent due to the ongoing isolation of north-
ern Cyprus despite the Turkish Cypriots’ strong support for solution endured to the 
                                                          
80 For a full account of the UN role in the negotiations, please see: Remarks by Special Adviser of the 
Secretary-General Alexander Downer, Larnaca Airport, 4 June 2010, available at: 
http://www.uncyprustalks.org/nqcontent.cfm?a_id=2958&tt=graphic&lang=l1  
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Turkish Cypriot politics and Turkish Cypriot parliamentary elections in 2009 resulted 
with the significant victory of nationalist party UBP (Sözen, 2009). It followed by the 
electoral success of Derviş Eroğlu who was known as a hard-liner, nationalist figure 
supporting the equality and existence of two states in the Cyprus during his election 
campaign for April 2010 presidential elections. Upon his electoral victory, Eroğlu 
made a speech in Turkish NTV broadcast and stated his determination and will to con-
tinue bi-communal negotiations (BBC News, April 18, 2010). Between May 2010 and 
May 2012 bilateral talks were held between Christofias and Eroğlu. Besides low pro-
file issues discussed in the technical committees, the talks did not result with a solid 
solution formula and the dynamism of the talks between 2002 and 2004 could not be 
materialized. Although UBP’s and Eroğlu’s rise did not cause a breakdown in bi-com-
munal talks (Akşit, 2012), the process in post 2010 era became more fragile due to the 
“historical baggage” (Sözen, 2009) of the rising nationalist discourse in the north. For 
example in a speech given by Eroğlu he stated “we have difficulties as we had in the 
past. Yet thanks to god we are in a better position today. We are in solidarity with our 
motherland, Turkey. We are free within the borders of our national borders. We created 
a state and an economy out of nothing”.81 Thus during this era, nationalist discourse 
recalling “two state solution” and “strong solidarity with motherland Turkey” –the two 
characteristic political legacy of the Denktaş- were resounded at the top of the Turkish 
Cypriot administration. 
 
                                                          
81 Please see: Eroğlu, Derviş. “Cumhurbaşkanı Sayın Dr.Derviş Eroğlu’nun “Dr. Fazıl Küçük’ün 
Ölümünün 27. Yıldönümü Anma Töreni”nde Yaptıkları Konuşma” (Speech Delivered by President 
Eroğlu in Commemorative Ceremony of Dr. Fazıl Küçük’s 27th anniversy of death), 11 January 2011, 
Nicosia. 
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5.2. Ankara’s New Cyprus Strategy  
 
 After April 2004 referenda, JDP government endeavored to mobilize interna-
tional community to reconsider the isolation of Turkish Cypriot community with a fair 
account of the referenda results. Uğur Ziyal, Foreign Ministry Undersecretary, briefed 
EU ambassadors in Ankara and proposed that Turkish Cypriots’ “resounding yes” vote 
changed all parameters and EU should revise the terms of Cyprus’s integration with 
the EU. Ziyal also reiterated that the sanctions imposed on the Turkish Cypriot side 
for decades should be lifted (Turkish Daily News, April 24, 2004). Ankara’s proposal 
to reconsider Cyprus’s EU membership in the light of the latest developments was 
unrealistic in the sense that in April 2003, Cyprus’s EU accession process was final-
ized with the signing of Accession Treaty. In other words, for EU 1 May 2004 was a 
symbolic date for greeting the newcomers. Additionally according to the 1997 Lux-
embourg Summit decisions, solution of the conflict was not declared as a pre-condition 
for Cyprus’s EU membership. At this stage Cyprus’s EU membership process could 
not be blocked or suspended unless there was a serious breach of accession criteria. 
However, Ziyal’s briefing was read as Ankara was aware of the fact that Cyprus’s EU 
membership would seriously risk Turkey’s EU accession process as well as the at-
tempts to reach a peaceful settlement of the Cyprus conflict.     
Ziyal’s briefing was parallel to Foreign Minister Gül’s assessments on referen-
dum. In a press release he urged EU leaders and institutions to reconsider the situation 
after Greek Cypriot’s rejection of the reunification and comprehensive solution and 
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give an end to the “unjust isolations implemented on Turkish Cypriots”. He also added 
“it became clear that Turkey and Turkish Cypriots, who were accused of being non-
compromising by the international community for 30 years, do not deserve such kind 
of indictments” (Türkiye Bülteni82, May 2004).    
Apart from the lifting of isolations on Turkish Cypriots and unilateral integration 
of Greek Cypriots with the EU, Turkey had concerns about her own EU integration 
process. Waiting for a positive signal for the initiation of accession negotiations in the 
eve of critical 17 December EU Summit, accompanied by civil society organizations, 
trade and business chambers, Turkish leaders accelerated their campaigns in the EU 
capitals. As previously underlined by EU, Turkey’s determination and efforts to reach 
a comprehensive solution of the Cyprus conflict would contribute to the country’s EU 
accession process. Based on this view, Prime Minister Erdoğan urged EU to consider 
Turkey’s constructive efforts in pre-referendum era when taking critical decisions 
which would determine Turkey’s vocation with the EU. In a party gathering he said 
“the stones moved in Cyprus. From now on everybody should talk by considering the 
new conditions”. He continued  
We are expecting that the positive steps taken by the Turkish side will em-
power Turkey’s hand in such a matter (Cyprus conflict) which is not di-
rectly a precondition for the negotiations. Considering the norms and prin-
ciples that the EU is based on, it is a liability of the EU to respond Turkey’s 
changing attitude towards the issue. We truly believe that our expectations 
will find a place at the EU level. (Türkiye Bülteni, May 2004)                 
 
Under these circumstances, on May 1 2004, Cyprus became an EU member state. 
Cyprus’s EU membership created serious question marks for the future of Turkey’s 
                                                          
82 “Türkiye Bülteni” (Bulletin of Turkey) is the official publication of JDP.   
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integration with EU especially when the Greek Cypriot government’s threat to veto 
Turkey’s accession unless Turkey recognizes the Republic of Cyprus and withdraw its 
troops in the north of the island. Considering this threat, Ankara structured its Cyprus 
strategy in a way to establish a balance between its EU aspiration and “red lines” in 
Cyprus case. 
 
5.2.1. Turkey’s EU membership Perspective and Cyprus Conflict  
On May 1 2004, Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs published a declaration 
emphasizing the official position of Turkish state regarding the EU enlargement in-
cluding Cyprus. With this declaration Ankara reorganized its relations with the Cyprus 
which was now a member state of a Union that Turkey aimed to be a member. With 
respect to the Greek Cypriots EU accession, Ankara declared  
The Greek Cypriots, who will join the EU on 1 May 2004, have no author-
ity to represent the whole of Cyprus or the Turkish Cypriots. They cannot 
claim authority, jurisdiction or sovereignty over the Turkish Cypriots, who 
have equal status, or over the entire Island of Cyprus… Greek Cypriots 
who organized themselves under their own constitutional order and within 
their boundaries cannot be the legitimate government representing the 
whole of Cyprus and the Turkish Cypriots (Press Release Regarding the 
EU Enlargement, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1 May 2004). 
 
 
Ankara’s declaration included messages for both EU and Greek Cypriots. In the first 
hand, responding to the Greek Cypriot’s demands that Turkey should recognize “Re-
public of Cyprus” to secure its EU accession process, Ankara gave the message that 
Turkey would follow its traditional policy which was based on the principle that the 
Greek Cypriot establishment cannot claim authority on the entire island as the legal 
continuation of “Republic of Cyprus” was established by 1960 Constitution. Yet, ac-
knowledging this fact, Ankara recognizes the existence of two separate legal entities 
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“who organized themselves under their own constitutional order and within their ter-
ritorial boundaries”. Under these circumstances, Turkey acknowledges Southern Cy-
prus “who organized itself under its own constitutional order and within its territorial 
boundaries” as the EU member state only representing Greek Cypriot community. In 
addition to this, Ankara reaffirmed that its recognition of the Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus will remain unchanged. Ankara’s strategy of acknowledging the sep-
arate constitutional order in the south of the island was targeted to eliminate any train 
crash before 17 December European Council and it did properly work.   
In addition to these Ankara forwarded the 24 April referenda as a new dimension 
for the future of the island. Reference to the “two separate referenda” held in the island 
simultaneously highlighted that the UN’s decision and EU’s support to held separate 
referenda was the sign that both institutions acknowledged the existence of two sepa-
rate people and entities in the island. Furthermore Ankara pointed out that despite 
Turkish Cypriots’ will to have a political future in EU under the umbrella of a federal 
re-united Cyprus, Greek Cypriot side’s “resounding no” made division of the island 
consistent.  
The critical decision on the start of accession negotiations with Turkey was dis-
cussed in Brussels European Council in June 2004. Presidency conclusion on Turkey 
underlined once more EU’s commitment that on the basis of a report and recommen-
dation from the Commission, that Turkey fulfilled the Copenhagen political criteria, 
the EU would open accession negotiations with Turkey without delay. Before the final 
decision, The European Council also invited Turkey to finish negotiations with the 
Commission on the adaptation of the Additional Protocol to Ankara Agreement “to 
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take account of the accession of the new Member States” (Brussels European Council, 
June 17-18 2004).  
Brussels Council conclusion related with the Additional Protocol was pointing 
out a crucial matter that would affect Turkish-EU relations in the long-run. Turkey’s 
attitude towards Cyprus was not only a matter of political conditionality under the 
chapter of enhanced political dialogue and political criteria but also it was a legal mat-
ter based on acquis conditionality whose breach by the accession countries might se-
riously damage the integration process.83 Under these circumstances, even before the 
opening of accession negotiations, it was obvious that the Greek Cypriots’ EU mem-
bership would complicate the already problematic and unstable relations between EU 
and Turkey.    
The Council’s call for Turkey to sign additional protocol of the Ankara Agree-
ment which extended Turkey’s Custom Union with 25 EU member states without any 
discrimination was a reaction against the decree published in the Official Gazette in 
May 2004 suggesting that Turkey extended its Custom Union with the new EU mem-
ber states excluding Cyprus (Hürriyet, October 2002). In order to eliminate any crises 
that would risk getting a date for accession negotiations, on 2 October 2004 President 
Sezer signed an additional decree that extended the Turkey’s Customs Union with all 
EU member states including Cyprus (Interview with an anonymous bureaucrat from 
the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, October 1, 2014). Simultaneously, Turkish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a declaration read as “this decision is an adminis-
                                                          
83 This point was emphasized in the author’s interviews with the interviewees from European Union 
Delegation in Turkey.   
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trative act emanating from our relations with the EU as well as reciprocal legal obli-
gations under the Customs Union…The amendment of our internal legislation as such 
does not imply in any way the recognition of the Greek Cypriot administration by 
Turkey” (Press Release No: 128, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2 October 200484). Tur-
key also reiterated its commitment to its special relationship with the Turkish Republic 
of Northern Cyprus, and its obligations emanating from this special relationship. On 
December 2, 2004, Minister of Foreign Affairs Gül finalized debates on Turkey’s 
recognition of the Cyprus Republic by stating that Turkey would not recognize Cyprus 
without a permanent just peace in the island (Cumhuriyet, 3 December 2004).  
European Commission published its regular report on Turkey’s progress towards 
the EU membership and its advisory opinion on the initiation of the accession negoti-
ations with Turkey. Concerning recommendation on the start of accession negotiations 
with Turkey, Commission declared “in view of the overall progress of reforms, and 
provided that Turkey brings into force the outstanding legislation mentioned above, 
the Commission considers that Turkey sufficiently fulfills the political criteria and rec-
ommends that accession negotiations be opened” (European Commission, 2004). 
Commission also urged Turkey to sign the draft protocol required for the adaptation 
of the Ankara Treaty in which Turkey was legally obligated to extend the Customs 
Union to 25 member states including the Republic of Cyprus.  
 
 
                                                          
84 For more information, please see: Turkish Government's Decision to Include all new EU members in 
the scope of the Council of Ministers Decree No. 2002/4616 of 3 September 2002 which specifies the 
countries to which the Turkey-EU Customs Union applies. No:128, 2 October 2004. 
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At this juncture, historical 16-17 December European Council Summit congre-
gated in Brussels. Based on Commission’s recommendation, European Council stated:  
 
Turkey sufficiently fulfills the Copenhagen political criteria to open acces-
sion negotiations provided that it brings into force these specific pieces of 
legislation. It invited the Commission to present to the Council a proposal 
for a framework for negotiations with Turkey, on the basis set out in para-
graph 23. It requested the Council to agree on that framework with a view 
to opening negotiations on 3 October 2005. (Brussels European Council, 
December 16-17, 2004) 
 
In addition to the positive assessments, Council raised two conditions which 
were essential to start the negotiation process. In the first hand, Turkey should adopt 
six additional pieces of legislation. In the second hand, Council reiterated the essenti-
ality of the signing and implementation of additional protocol of Ankara Treaty, ex-
tending Turkey’s Customs Union with all EU member states before setting the deci-
sion to open the accession negotiations (Radikal, December 17, 2004). For the Greek 
Cypriots and the principled opponents of Turkey’s membership, any EU institution 
could not tolerate the accession of a candidate country which did not recognize an EU 
member state and fulfill its obligations based on EU acquis. The pre-condition of sign-
ing the Additional Protocol created a diplomatic crisis between Turkish mission in 
Brussels and European leaders. In a press conference in 16 December, by implying the 
de facto recognition of Cyprus through signing the additional protocol, Erdoğan de-
clared “I would take this political risk to lay aside Turkey’s EU membership process.” 
(Hürriyet, December 17, 2004) 
However, with the efforts of pro-Turkish political leaders led the way by Tony 
Blair and Silvio Berlusconi, European Council softened its demands on the additional 
protocol by allowing time for Turkey to sign the additional protocol and considering 
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Turkey’s oral assurance as sufficient85. In the meantime, based on Turkey’s insistence, 
Dutch Prime Minister made a declaration emphasizing that Turkey’s signature on the 
additional protocol would not mean the recognition of the Republic of Cyprus 
(Radikal, December 18, 2004). On the other hand, Ankara had to make a compromise 
to secure its EU integration process and on behalf of Turkish government Erdoğan 
declared “the Turkish Government confirms that it is ready to sign the Protocol on the 
adaptation of the Ankara Agreement prior to the actual start of accession negotiations 
and after reaching agreement on and finalizing the adaptations which are necessary in 
view of the current membership of the European Union” (Brussels European Council, 
December 16-17, 2004). Regardless of the debates on recognition of the Republic of 
Cyprus, Turkey’s declaration affirmed that Turkey accepted the condition of signing 
additional protocol before 3 October 2005 by acknowledging that this condition was 
based on the EU legal system –acquis communautaire-. 
As it was agreed on in Brussels Summit, Turkey signed additional protocol on 
29 July 2005 and extended Ankara Treaty to all EU member states including Cyprus. 
On the other hand, Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a declaration stating that 
Turkey would continue to acknowledge “the Greek Cypriot authorities as exercising 
authority, control and jurisdiction only in the territory south of the buffer zone, as is 
currently the case, and as not representing the Turkish Cypriot people and will treat 
the acts performed by them accordingly” (Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Decla-
ration by Turkey on Cyprus, 29 July 2005). Ankara also reiterated that Turkey’s sig-
nature did not refer to the recognition of Republic of Cyprus and the signature would 
                                                          
85 For more information about the details of diplomatic bargaining please sea: Akdoğan, Yalçın (2010) 
Tarihe Düşülen Notlar, 17 Aralık AB Zirvesinin Perde Arkası, İstanbul: Alfa Publication.  
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not mean Turkey’s abandonment of its rights and obligations based on 1960 Treaties 
(Declaration by Turkey on Cyprus, Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 29 July 2005). 
With this declaration Ankara differentiated the two Greek Cypriot demands: recogni-
tion of the Republic of Cyprus and implementation of Additional Protocol. First of all 
for Ankara asserting the principle of “reciprocity” which means the simultaneous lift-
ing of all restrictions does not mean the recognition of the Republic of Cyprus. Legally 
speaking recognition requires an official declaration. However, with this formula Tur-
key acknowledges that there exists two separate authorities in the island “who orga-
nized themselves under their own constitutional order and within their territorial 
boundaries” as provisioned by the Annan Plan. Secondly, Turkey also reaffirms in 
many platforms that the Republic of Cyprus cannot be regarded as the extension of the 
Cyprus Republic established by the 1960 Constitution.86 Under these circumstances 
Ankara emphasizes that Turkey’s recognition of Cyprus can never be achieved before 
a bi-zonal, bi-communal and permanent solution which will guarantee the existence of 
both Turkish and Greek Cypriots as the politically equal partner states.  
Upon Turkey’s declaration EU issued a counter declaration stating “The Euro-
pean Community and its Member States make clear that this declaration by Turkey is 
unilateral, does not form part of the Protocol and has no legal effect on Turkey’s obli-
gations under the Protocol”(European Commission-C/05/243, September 21, 2005). 
In the meantime EU reiterated that the opening of negotiations on the relevant chapters 
depends on Turkey’s implementation of its contractual obligations and failure to fulfill 
its obligations in full would affect the overall negotiation process. Another critical 
                                                          
86 Apakan, Ertuğrul, December 30 2014, Interview with the Author. İzmir: Ziyal, Uğur, February 18 
2015, Interview with the author, Ankara. 
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statement was about the recognition of the Republic of Cyprus. EU stressed that mem-
ber of the EU recognized only the Cyprus Republic “as a subject of international law”. 
The Union also underlined that the recognition of Cyprus and normalization of Tur-
key’s relations with all member states was a component of the accession process. (Eu-
ropean Commission-C/05/243, September 21, 2005). Upon EU’s counter-declaration 
spokesman of Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs Namık Tan made a press statement 
expressing Turkey’s disappointment that EU’s emphasis on the recognition of the Re-
public of Cyprus was political in nature and contained unfair additional elements 
which might also undermine UN settlement process on Cyprus. Statement also reiter-
ated Ankara’s position as the first and foremost step was the simultaneous lifting of all 
restrictions on Cyprus by all relevant parties (Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Statement on the EU Counter Declaration).  
In the shadow of these debates on the Additional Protocol, on 3 October 2005, 
European Council published and announced the document of Negotiating Framework 
for Turkey. In the framework document, EU pointed out that the advancement of ne-
gotiations with Turkey was dependent on Turkey’s further reform performance to ful-
fill Copenhagen political criteria and obligations of acquis as well as the ratification 
and complete implementation of the Additional Protocol to Ankara Agreement and 
Turkey’s progress in resolution of Cyrus conflict and the normalization of its relation-
ships with its neighbors and all EU member states (Council of the European Union, 
Negotiating Framework).  
Under these circumstances Turkish government had two options: it would either 
pressure on a new initiative under UN auspice to reach a peaceful settlement of the 
Cyprus conflict and extend its Customs Union with a reunified Cyprus, or it would 
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implement Additional Protocol with a caution highlighting, that the Turkey’s signature 
did not mean the recognition of Republic of Cyprus, and act in accordance with this 
declaration. However, the second option for Ankara and Turkish Cypriot government 
could not be carried out when the ongoing isolation of the Turkish Cypriots was evi-
dent. In each and every declaration of Turkish ruling elites, Turkey’s disappointments 
regarding the continuation of Turkish Cypriot’s isolation, despite their will for reuni-
fication, were evident (Ziyal, Uğur, February 18, 2015, interview with the author). 
Therefore a new formula was needed in order to eliminate any deadlock in Turkey’s 
EU accession process, to secure Turkey’s “red lines” on Cyprus matter and to end 
isolation of Turkish Cypriot community. In this sense, in May 2005 and in January 
2006 Ministry of Foreign Affairs proposed two action plans which pave the way for 
both Turkey’s EU accession and solution of the Cyprus conflict when the UN’s interest 
in the Cyprus problem was vibrant and continuing. 
On 31 May 2005, Permanent Representative of Turkey to the UN, Ambassador 
Baki İlkin, presented Turkish Foreign Minister Gül’s letter dated 30 May 2005 em-
phasizing Turkey’s determination and strong will to resume negotiations under UN 
auspices and “on the basis of the plan which is being referred to as the Annan plan” 
(UN Security Council General Assembly, Agenda Item: 29, A/59/820–S/2005/355). 
The letter also proposed that Turkey would support a new initiative paving the way for 
comprehensive solution whose first steps should be the lifting of all constraints on the 
free movement of people, goods and services between the North and the South; lifting 
of all restrictions applied to sea and air transportations; having special arrangement for 
the Turkish Cypriot community’s enjoyment of economic benefits of Customs Union 
and removal of all restrictions preventing Turkish Cypriots from participating in the 
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international activities (UN Security Council General Assembly, Agenda Item: 29, 
A/59/820–S/2005/355).    Ankara also underlined that the removal of all isolations was 
in line with the Secretary-General’s proposal to the UN Security Council and this crit-
ical step would enhance confidence between two parties. Turkey’s initiative did not 
actually offer a road map for comprehensive solution. Rather it was proposing simul-
taneous lifting of all restrictions imposed on Cyprus (on both Turkish and Greek Cyp-
riots) by all relevant parties in which Turkey and EU were the two of them. Ankara’s 
May 2005 and January 2006 action plans for Cyprus issue were the open indicators 
that Turkey would follow “one step ahead” approach and take active steps for the re-
sumption of peace talks. Moreover Turkey’s proposals also reflected Turkey’s and 
Turkish Cypriot people’s expectations from international community to end the isola-
tion of Northern Cyprus. At the same time Cyprus Action plans would break the dead-
lock in Turkey-EU relations with respect to the implementation of additional protocol. 
Indeed Ankara’s insistence on the simultaneous lifting of all restrictions was men-
tioned at both UN and EU platforms.   
Turkey’s initiative was well-timed in the sense that in April 2005, presidential 
elections took place in Northern Cyprus and Mehmet Ali Talat who was known as the 
champion of Annan Plan came to power (Hürriyet, April 16, 2005). This development 
encouraged Turkey and with full consent and dialogue with Turkish Cypriot govern-
ment, Turkey submitted its proposal to the UN. Moreover in the midst of 2005, UN 
Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs, Kieran Prendergast conducted prelimi-
nary talks and undertook consultations in Cyprus, Turkey and Greece. Under the pres-
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sure of EU time table set to the implementation of Additional Protocol before 5 Octo-
ber 2005 and in the light of election results and UN’s continuing interest in Cyprus 
conflict, in post-2004 era Ankara took action.  
The second pillar of Turkey’s policy to end the isolation of the Turkish Cypriots 
was based on the strategy to promote Islamic and Arab states to take necessary steps 
for removal of the isolation of Turkish Cypriot community. As a result of the diplo-
matic efforts of Turkey, in June 2004, foreign ministers of the Organization of Islamic 
Cooperation (OIC) agreed on to lift all restrictions on Turkish Cypriots. They declared    
Recalling that the UN Plan aimed to establish a new state of affairs in Cy-
prus in the form of a new bi-zonal partnership with two equal constituent 
states, it acknowledged that neither side may claim authority or jurisdiction 
over the other, and that the Greek Cypriots do not represent the Turkish 
Cypriots.  The Conference urged Member States to closely associate with 
the Turkish Cypriots with a view to helping them materially and politically 
and to increase and expand their relations in all fields and, in particular 
direct transport, trade, tourism, culture, information, investment and sports 
contacts (Final Communiqué Of the 31st Session of the Islamic Confer-
ence of Foreign Ministers, 16 June 2004).   
 
Although OIC’s decision did not mean the upgrading of the status and recogni-
tion of the TRNC by the Organization, based on the provisions of Annan Plan which 
defined the state of establishment as the partnership of two equal states, Turkish Cyp-
riot community was re-named as “Turkish Cypriot State”.  This was not actually a 
development that would open up TRNC to the international community as an interna-
tionally recognized state but it could start a process of acknowledgement of the exist-
ence of two authorities in the island (Dodd, 2004)87.   
In line with this strategy, On 25 January 2006, Ankara reiterated the vitality of 
the lifting of isolations on Northern Cyprus  to start a new initiative and proposed an 
                                                          
87 Please see: Dodd, Clement, Written evidence submitted to UK House of Commons Foreign Affairs 
Committee, 21 September 2004.  
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action plan on lifting of restrictions in Cyprus (UN Security Council General Assem-
bly, Agenda Item: 19, A/60/657-S/2006/48). The action plan reiterated Turkey’s de-
mands for simultaneous lifting of all restrictions and in line with this Ankara proposed 
to open its airports and ports to Greek Cypriot vessels and air carriers in return of the 
lifting of restrictions preventing trafficking of all goods, people and services  to 
TRNC’s Gazimağusa, Girne and Gemikonağı ports as well as Ercan airport. Different 
than the previous initiative, the new proposal included the organization of a high level 
conference with the participation of representatives from Turkey, Greece and Greek 
and Turkish Cypriot communities.  Ankara’s proposal for simultaneously opening of 
Turkish ports and airspace to the Greek Cypriot vessels and aircrafts and lifting of 
isolations on Turkish Cypriots was the other crucial issues included in the action plan. 
Supported by declarations of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the individual declara-
tions by Foreign Minister Gül, synchronized lifting of all restrictions on the Cypriot 
people by the relevant international actors did not mean the recognition of Republic of 
Cyprus. This foreign policy strategy was mainly motivated by three concerns: (i) the 
urgent need to open out isolated Turkish Cypriots and (ii) avoiding any setback in 
Turkey’s EU accession process in the short-run and (iii) urging EU, UN and interna-
tional community to increase their leverage on Greek Cypriots to resume peace process 
(an anonymous bureaucrat from the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, October 1, 
2014).  
 Yet, Turkey’s proposal was criticized by the Greek Cypriot government in the 
sense that Ankara was playing a blame-game by presenting Greek Cypriot people as 
the responsible for the ongoing status quo. For the Greek Cypriot side “these proposals 
were an obvious effort by Turkey to involve the United Nations Secretary-General and 
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the Security Council on its side in an issue which concerns the European Union” (UN 
Security Council General Assembly, Agenda Item: 19, A/60/671-S/2006/82). As 
Greek Cypriot government underlined, Turkey followed a strategy to de-Europeanize 
its responsibilities based on EU acquis. Ankara brought the EU Customs Union re-
gime’s shortcomings for Turkish Cypriots to the agenda of UN. Ankara’s strategy to 
de-Europeanize Cyprus peace attempts was mainly driven by the fact that by using its 
political power and authority in the EU decision making process, Greek Cypriot gov-
ernment would follow a strategy to use its EU membership as a political leverage on 
Turkey (interview with Osman Ertuğ, TRNC Presidency, 17 October 2014). To An-
kara, Greek Cypriot policy of Europeanizing Cyprus conflict was a continuation of the 
long-run strategy that has been effectively implemented since the early 1990s yet after 
Cyprus’s EU membership and its veto power the already demolished balance of pow-
ers between Cyprus and Turkey (and Turkish Cypriots as well) at the EU level exac-
erbated (interview with an anonymous bureaucrat, EU Ministry, 4 September 2014). 
The mentioned strategy was also evident in Papadopoulos’s speech in the UN General 
Assembly in September 2005 when he presented his government’s prospect for further 
peace initiative under the auspices of UN Secretary General. He declared   
We have always hoped that Turkey’s accession course to the European 
Union would radically shift its mentality – a prospect that would mark the 
single biggest development on the Cyprus problem in decades. The fulfill-
ment of Turkey’s obligations emanating from its accession course to the 
European Union will ipso jure rid the Cyprus problem of some of its most 
intractable components and facilitate a settlement. Simultaneously, the ex-
istence of the UN negotiating framework cannot serve as a pretext for post-
poning or refusing to fulfill these obligations (Republic of Cyprus Press 
and Information Service, 18 September 2005). 
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Moreover in a press release on the Annan’s comments on the new state of affairs after 
referenda, Papadopoulos explicitly declared that EU should be a part of future initia-
tive and government “want a more active involvement of the EU in every new effort, 
but the EU does not want nor would it accept to substitute the UN in their role” (Re-
public of Cyprus Press and Information Service, Recent Developments 2005).  
As a counter policy, responding the increasing demands and efforts of Greek 
Cypriot government to set a role for the EU in the bi-communal negotiation to find a 
comprehensive solution for the Cyprus conflict, in post-May 2004 era, Ankara’s in-
sistence on the principle that solution of the question and Turkey’s EU accession pro-
cess are two irrelevant political issues was declared from the strongest tone. In his 
address to the UN General Assembly Foreign Minister Abdullah Gül reiterated Tur-
key’s reciprocal and simultaneous lifting of all isolations proposal and criticized EU’s 
increasing involvement of the Cyprus matter which would jeopardize future UN led 
initiative. More critically he argued “the Greek Cypriot administration is now trying 
to side-line the United Nations and to carry the issue to other fora. I urge all interna-
tional actors to discourage these misguided efforts” (Statement by Abdullah Gül, UN 
General Assembly 60th meeting, 21 September 2005). 
Despite the fact that the strategy to “dissociate Turkey’s EU membership process 
from the solution of Cyprus conflict” has been one of the red lines of all Turkish gov-
ernments including JDP government (interview with Yaşar Yakış, Former Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, 12 September 2014), during the Annan Plan process which was 
evolved around strict EU enlargement time table, Ankara had to acknowledge the link 
(Hürriyet, 20 November 2002). The mentioned foreign policy strategy was not a new 
one but in post-2004 era, it was revitalized in its strongest form. Responding Turkey’s 
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initiative, EU Commissioner Rehn declared that what Ankara proposed deserved to be 
discussed and EU would always welcome efforts to achieve progress in the current 
stalemate. He reiterated “by signing the Additional Protocol in July 2005, Turkey has 
made commitments towards the EU and all its Member States, including the Republic 
of Cyprus, and is expected to meet them fully” (Statement by EU Commissioner Rehn 
on Turkey's Cyprus initiative, 24 January 2006, EC06-022EN). Rehn also gave the 
signals that European Commission was working on a new regulation to establish an 
instrument for financial aid to support Turkish Cypriot economy.  Rehn’s emphasis on 
Turkey’s commitments under Additional Protocol and EU’s commitments for the 
Turkish Cypriots separately reflected the Union’s common understanding that those 
two issues were detached. In a speech he gave in the first half of 2007, Rehn openly 
declared “these are two separate issues, and as I said we expect that Turkey meets its 
obligations under the Ankara Protocol, without linking it to other issues” (Oli Rehn, 
interview with İpek Cem, January 2007).88   
The opening of accession negotiations with Turkey did not finalize the debates 
on Additional Protocol. George Lillikas, Greek Cypriot government’s spokesman, said 
“(If) Turkey continues not to implement the European acquis communautaire… its 
path towards the European Union will end,” (Cyprus Mail, 18 February 2006). In the 
meanwhile, during his visit to Turkey, French Foreign Minister Philippe Douste-
Blazy, urged Turkey to recognize Republic of Cyprus and implement Additional Pro-
tocol if Turkey was determined to continue its European vocation (Cyprus Bulletin, 
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February 2006).  Furthermore, European Parliament Foreign Affairs Committee pub-
lished the first draft of its report on Turkey which declared Turkey’s the recognition 
of the Republic of Cyprus, implementation of Additional Protocol and acknowledge-
ment of the “Armenian Genocide” as the preconditions for the continuation of the ac-
cession process. Report of EU Parliament was harshly criticized by both Turkish gov-
ernment and opposition parties. German reactions against Turkey’s policy towards Cy-
prus were in line with the declarations made by French Foreign Minister and European 
Parliament.  In October 2006, the newly elected German chancellor, Angela Merkel 
warmed Turkey that complete implementation of Additional Protocol was standing as 
a pre-condition  and “this issue must be resolved for the continuation of (membership) 
talks” (Deutsche Welle, 5 October 2006). Upon Merkel’s call for opening sea ports 
and airports to the Republic of Cyprus, Erdoğan answered “we are absolutely not in 
favor of opening our air and sea ports (to Cypriot use) if the isolation (of the TRNC) 
is not lifted” (Deutsche Welle, 5 October 2006). On 8 November 2006, in its progress 
report underlining the slowdown in EU harmonization process, European Council 
urged Turkey to take necessary steps for the implementation of Additional Protocol. 
Regarding Turkey’s Action Plan, in 2006 European Commission report on Turkey’s 
progress, Commission reiterated that implementing Additional Protocol was a legal 
obligation and an acquis conditionality and there exited no linkage between EU’s ob-
servance of its commitments with respect to the Turkish  Cypriot community and Tur-
key’s fulfillment of its responsibilities based on EU acquis  (European Commission, 
2006). Commission report on Turkey’s progress was harshly criticized by Turkish 
government and Gül declared that Turkey’s position related with the implementation 
of Additional Protocol would not change and that the recognition of Cyprus could 
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never imposed as a precondition for Turkey’s EU integration (Radikal, November 6, 
2006). At this point it is essential to underline that in post-2005 era JDP government’s 
approach to the Cyprus issue in the context of Turkey’s EU membership is mainly 
driven by the assessment that the implementation of Additional Protocol is possible 
conditional to the simultaneous lifting of all restriction of both communities. On the 
other hand recognition of the Republic of Cyprus by the Turkish Republic is not pos-
sible before a bi-zonal, bi-communal, just and viable settlement under UN auspices.        
In November 2006, Commissioner Rehn made a speech on Turkey’s accession 
to EU and presented the Commission’s opinion.  He expressed his regret that despite 
Commission’s Finnish Presidency’s constructive efforts, Turkey did not change its po-
sition on Addition Protocol (Rehn, November 27, 2006). He gave the first clues that 
EU train was about to go off the rails for Turkey. Following his speech, on 29 Novem-
ber on behalf of European Commission he represented Commission recommendation 
to the Council on Turkey’s state of accession. Commission declared:  
The Intergovernmental Conference on Accession with Turkey should not 
open negotiations on chapters covering policy areas relevant to Turkey's 
restrictions as regards the Republic of Cyprus until the Commission con-
firms that Turkey has fulfilled its commitments. These chapters are: Chap-
ter 1 free movement of goods, Chapter 3 Right of establishment and free-
dom to provide services, Chapter 9 Financial services, Chapter 11 agricul-
ture and rural development, Chapter 13 fisheries, Chapter 14 transport pol-
icy, Chapter 29 customs union, and Chapter 30 external relations (EU 
Commission presents recommendation on continuation of Turkey’s acces-
sion negotiations, 29 November 2006, (EC06-368EN)). 
 
 
Commission’s recommendation did not propose freezing of Turkey’s accession pro-
cess rather it was obvious that EU was aware of the exclusion of Turkey would have 
political consequences for EU-Turkey strategic partnership. In the press release Rehn 
underlined this point as “in the light of the strategic importance of EU-Turkey relations 
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today we confirm that these negotiations continue, although with a slower pace” 
(Rehn, November 27, 2006). Based on Commission’s recommendation, on 11 Decem-
ber 2006, European General Affairs and External Relations Council decided to sus-
pend negotiations on eight chapters relevant to restrictions with regard to the Republic 
of Cyprus. The European General External Relations Council stated that until Turkey 
fulfills its commitments under the Additional Protocol to the EU-Turkey Association 
Agreement new chapters would not be opened. In addition, European General External 
Relations Council stated that Council’s conclusion on the suspension of eight chapters 
would be revised until the end of 2009 based on Commission’s recommendations and 
Turkey’s progress in fulfilling its responsibilities based on Additional Protocol (Euro-
pean General External Relations Council, December 11, 2006). 
In post-2006 era, Cyprus conflict had serious repercussions on Turkey’s EU 
accession negotiation process. Although the suspension of negotiation in eight chap-
ters avoided a train crash in Turkey-EU relations, it meant that the EU train for Turkey 
was about to be get out of road due to the legal impact of Cyprus conflict in Turkey’s 
accession process (Eralp and Eralp, 2012). While the deadline by which Turkey had 
to implement Additional Protocol was approaching, Turkey and Turkish Cypriot lead-
ership increased their pressure on UN to actively mediate within a strict timetable and 
urged UN Secretary-General to increase his leverage on Greek Cypriots to speed up 
the process. At this juncture, the Turkey’s holding a seat UN Security Council in 2008 
raised expectations that the Turkey through its UN Security Council membership 
would have an opportunity to impose more pressure on Greek Cypriots and the balance 
might have change in favor of Turkey and Turkish Cypriot community (Oğuz, October 
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20, 2008). However, Turkey’s UN Security Council membership could not be effec-
tive in mobilizing UN to end isolation of Turkish Cypriot people as it was suggested 
by former Secretary General Annan in his report and proposal dated May 28, 2004.  
Moreover party’s enthusiasm for the EU harmonization in its broadest sense 
and taking active steps in Cyprus peace process was overshadowed by the party’s con-
cerns for its political survival. On the eve of 2007 Presidential elections, in the big 
cities of Turkey massive demonstrations named as “Republic Marches” were orga-
nized by the Atatürkist civil society associations. The JDP government was at the tar-
get of the people who had serious concerns for the future of secularism and nation state 
(Hürriyet Daily News, April 16, 2007). The demonstrations was fired by the debates 
that wife of Abdullah Gül- JDP’s conservative candidate for presidency- was wearing 
a headscarf and Gül himself did not truly internalized the values of Republic and sec-
ularism. Another pressure on the government was made by Turkish Armed Forces. On 
April 27 2007, in the official website of the Turkish General Staff a memorandum 
reminding the government that military was the guardian of the Republic and it would 
not tolerate anti-secular initiatives on the part of the government (Milliyet, April 28, 
2007). Despite these pressures, JDP moved on with Gül and in the first round of elec-
tions in the Turkish General Assembly Gül was elected as the President. Yet the Con-
stitutional Court declared null the election results due to the required 367 votes could 
not be reached (Milliyet, May 3, 2007). As the way out strategy, government declared 
early parliamentary elections to be held in July 2007. JDP garnered 47 percent of the 
Turkish votes and the party declared its second electoral victory in July 2007 elections. 
Yet the electoral victory did not end party elites concerns about the party’s political 
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survival. In March 2008 party encountered with a new challenge when the top prose-
cutor filed a law-suit demanding the closure of JDP due to the party was the focal point 
of activities against the secular state. The Constitutional Court ruled against the closure 
of party but confirmed the prosecutor’s claim that the party was the focal point of anti-
secular activities. Therefore “the government’s main venture after the autumn of 2005 
was mere survival” (Kadıoğlu, 2012: 48). At this political juncture the agenda of the 
JDP was mainly driven by the domestic pressures party faced.  
In addition to these, empowered by the veto right in EU decision making pro-
cess Greek Cypriots had a remarkable political leverage on both Turkey and Turkish 
Cypriots. In December 2009, Republic of Cyprus declared its veto on opening of the 
six chapters with Turkey due to Turkey’s continuing non-implementation of Addi-
tional Protocol and non-recognition of the Republic of Cyprus.  
In March 2010 there emerged an exit strategy for Turkey to secure Turkey’s 
EU accession in a way that cost of further compliance might decrease for Turkish po-
litical elites who advocated simultaneous lifting of all restrictions imposed by the EU 
and Turkey. In March 2010 “the European Commission applied the recently acquired 
powers of the European Parliament to end the isolation of Turkish Cypriots through 
the approval of Direct Trade Regulation (DTR), which nevertheless could not be 
adopted because of a veto by the Cyprus Republic” (Eralp and Eralp, 2012: 170). 
Throughout 2010, debates on lifting Greek veto in the implementation of DTR. Since 
Greek Cypriots’ EU membership, EU Commission’s proposal to enable direct trade 
between EU and Turkish Cypriots at preferential custom rates has been systematically 
blocked by the Greek Cypriot governments who insisted that the issue “involved a 
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fundamental matter under Protocol 10 of the accession treaty and thus required una-
nimity in the Council of the EU”.89 Upon Greek Cypriot government’s legal argument, 
EU legal actions service acknowledged Greek Cypriot veto. European Commission 
continued its determination to lift all restrictions on direct trade and suggested “with 
the Lisbon Treaty the proposal for the direct trade regulation falls under the co-deci-
sion procedures which implies participation of the European Parliament in the process 
on equal terms with the Council and the ultimate approval of the proposal by the Coun-
cil will not any more require unanimity but rather qualified majority” (Eralp, 2010: 2). 
Yet, Greek Cypriot government rejected Commission’s position that proposing eco-
nomic and trade relations with Turkish Cypriots should be handled as the relations 
with third countries, and kept its insistence in the discussing DTR within the bounda-
ries of accession treaty with Cyprus which falls under the enlargement agenda. Ac-
cording to the calculations of Turkey, implementation of DTR would change all exist-
ing parameters through offering a significant opportunity structure to end the isolation 
northern Cyprus as well as diffuse the tension in Turkey-EU relations due to the im-
plementation of additional protocol. Therefore Turkey actively lobbied for the appli-
cation of the provisions of Lisbon Treaty with respect to voting procedures, to empow-
erment of Commission’s DTR strategy.90 To eliminate any deadlock in the EU legis-
lative politics, the issue was discussed by the legal affairs committee held in October 
2010 and decided that with reference to the Protocol 10 of Accession Treaty with Cy-
                                                          
89 Please see: International Crisis Group, “Cyprus: Six Steps toward a Settlement”, Crisis Group Europe 
Briefing No. 61, 22 February 2011: 7.  
90 Ankara’s activism is emphasized in the interviews with the high ranking bureaucrats from the Turkish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of EU Affairs.  
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prus, DTR was an enlargement issue which was a political matter that required unani-
mous voting procedures and thereby removed parliament from the decision making 
process on DTR. Accompanied by the disappointments due the non-productive bi-
communal negotiations in the island, the legal opinion of the EU on DTR seriously 
damaged both Turkish Cypriots’ expectations regarding the further EU involvement 
in ending isolation of the Turkish Cypriot people and Turkish political elites’ accounts 
with respect to the EU’s credibility.  After all Kaliber (2012) defines the dominant 
psychology of the Turkish government with respect to the Cyprus issue as “Turkey is 
still committed to re-unification in accordance with the basic parameters of the Annan 
plan, however it does not need to take further steps since Turkey had already done 
everything it could do for a solution” (235). Thus JDP activism in post-2005 era grad-
ually diminished and the government did not perceive status quo in the island as a case 
of emergency that ought to be handled even if the ongoing division would serious 
damage Turkey’s EU accession process.     
In 2011 general elections, JDP gained an electoral victory for the third time and 
consolidated its domestic power. During the election campaigns party elites adopted a 
more hardliner discourse with respect to core foreign and domestic policy matters 
(Kadıoğlu, 2012). Opposed to the previous JDP governments, the third JDP govern-
ment adopted a foreign policy discourse which was extensively colored by Turkey’s 
cultural and religious communalities with the East rather than the West (Yanık, 2012). 
Although Turkey’s EU accession was stated as the primary strategic goal, party elites 
emphasis on the vitality of accession process for Turkey’s democratic transformation 
and solution of the long-run problems in Turkish politics remained limited. Further-
more a Euro-sceptic discourse was sensible in party’s 2011 election manifesto. In the 
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election manifesto party’s commitment to Turkey’s EU membership was declared as 
the strategic target that would enable Turkey’s democratic transformation, integration 
with the global markets and consolidate Turkey’s actorness in world politics. On the 
other hand EU harshly was criticized as breaking its own rules and norms by setting 
special conditions before Turkey’s EU accession. It was also stated “delaying or block-
ing Turkey’s EU accession due to the political matters like Cyprus issue is sign of 
hypocrisy and double standard” (JDP election manifesto, 2011). Moreover according 
to party elites EU’s non-fulfillment of its commitments to the Turkish Cypriot com-
munity consolidated Euro-sceptical tendencies (Yakış, Yaşar, October 5, 2014, inter-
view with the author).  
Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus in post-2010 era has its share of deteriorated 
relations between Turkey and EU and the increasing Euroscepticism. In the official 
visit to TRNC in honor of the 36th anniversary of the Turkish intervention, the Presi-
dent of Turkish General Assembly Cemil Çiçek declared “if they are saying either 
Cyprus or EU we will choose Cyprus. Turkey’s preference is and will always be Cy-
prus” (Cumhuriyet, July 21, 2010). Ankara’s set back from its constructive and pro-
active Cyprus policy in early 2000s became evident during the era of Cyprus’s Presi-
dency of the Council of the European Union in the second half of 2012. During his 
visit to Northern Cyprus, Turkish EU Minister Egemen Bağış declared in an interview 
that all options including the annexation of the Northern Cyprus to Turkey and the 
creation of the two independent states after an agreed divorce between two leaders 
were on the table in the lack of a viable, just and lasting peace based on the political 
equality of the two states on the island (Kıbrıs, March 3, 2012). On the upcoming EU 
Council Presidency of the Cyprus in 2012 Turkish politicians occasionally declared 
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that Turkey would not recognize the EU presidency of Cyprus and that Ankara would 
not be represented in any meetings chaired by the Greek Cypriot EU Council presi-
dency.91 Turkey’s stance was evident in 2012 progress report on Turkey published by 
EU Commission which regretfully reported that “a government circular instructed all 
Turkish civil servants to abstain from meetings and contacts with the Cypriot Presi-
dency of the Council of the EU” (European Commission, 2012: 36). Additionally, 
Commission expressed its regret that “on several occasions, statements at senior polit-
ical level spoke of alternatives to a comprehensive settlement under UN auspices” 
(European Commission, 2012: 36). With this respect, debates on the EU presidency of 
Republic of Cyprus demonstrate EU’s limited and contextual effect on Turkey’s Cy-
prus policy.  
Furthermore, in 2011, Turkish ruling elites’ attitude towards Cyprus resembled 
with Denktaş’s “two state” solution approach coupled with a visible nationalist dis-
course. In his visit to TRNC, Erdoğan stated “1974 will never go out of our minds. We 
are in a different situation right now. No one can enslave the Turks of Cyprus. No one 
can dare to make plans in these lands. We will never allow anyone to perform an op-
eration on the lands kneaded by our martyrs’ blood.” (Cumhuriyet, July 21, 2012). He 
continued “we have been saying that until there will be a comprehensive solution based 
on the existence of two equal states in the island no more steps will be taken” (Cum-
huriyet, July 21, 2012). Erdoğan also criticized EU Another significant demonstrator 
of policy change is the deteriorated relations between Turkey and pro-solution Turkish 
                                                          
91 For example see: Cumhuriyet, July 20, 2011; Hürriyet Daily News, April 30, 2012;  
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Cypriot forces in 2011. In early 2011, upon Turkey’s declaration that there was a ne-
cessity to adopt a new economic program with TRNC that would lead a serious cut in 
Turkey’s transfer payments for certain sectors, Turkish Cypriot labor unions backed 
by a large scale civil society support conducted massive protests against Turkey known 
as “Communal Existence Meetings”. Throughout the meetings held in the first half of 
2011, Turkey and Turkish Cypriot leadership were protested due to their lack of will 
in the negotiation process. However Turkey’s authority and political oppression on the 
Turkish Cypriot government was the real target of the protest (Güven, February 27, 
2012). Turkish Cypriot concerns about the anomaly and anti-democratic structure of 
the relations were massively expressed. Turkish Prime Minister Erdoğan criticized slo-
gans during the protests and said “the ones we have been cultivated are demonstrating 
against us” (Hürriyet Daily News, March 2, 2011). In another an official visit to TRNC 
he defined protestors as the defectors and marginal who aimed to drive a wedge be-
tween Turkey and Turkish Cypriot people (Cumhuriyet, July 21, 2012). This situation 
illustrated that the close contact and affiliation between JDP government and pro-so-
lution and pro-solution Turkish Cypriot opposition in early 2004 terminated. In overall 
assessments, split or/and fluctuations in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus in post refer-
enda era illustrates that the long-run transformation of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus 
is non-traceable. 
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     5.3 Conclusions: Assessing the EU Impact    
Having accomplished its largest enlargement with the integration of 10 new 
member states, EU’s enlargement fatigue began to emerge at both political and societal 
level (Schimmelfennig, 2008). In its 2006 enlargement strategy, European Commis-
sion emphasized that the Union would “be cautious about assuming any new commit-
ments” (European Commission, 2006). Moreover, In December 2004 Brussels Euro-
pean Council, European Council reiterated its commitments and determination to con-
tinue accession process that it has been engaged with the candidate countries. Council 
in the meantime, it emphasized that to secure the momentum of European integration 
process “the Union's capacity to absorb new members” was an important consideration 
for the Union (European Brussels Council, December 16-17, 2004). To Schimmelfen-
nig (2008) 2004 Brussels European Council conclusion regarding the Union’s future 
enlargement was the first sign of the Union’s lingering membership credibility per-
spective and conditionality strategy in post-2004 era. The enlargement fatigue was also 
evident in Brussels’s its existing commitments to Turkey. In the Negotiating Frame-
work for Turkey, European Council emphasized that the negotiations were open-ended 
and the final outcome of the process could not be guaranteed beforehand (European 
Council, October 3, 2005, Annex II). It continued “including the absorption capacity 
of the Union, if Turkey is not in a position to assume in full all the obligations of 
membership it must be ensured that Turkey is fully anchored in the European struc-
tures through the strongest possible bond” (European Council, October 3, 2005, Annex 
II). Council’s assessment on Turkey’s EU accession raised questions with respect to 
the credibility of EU’s membership perspective for Turkey. Thus for Ankara, the situ-
ation was alarming even before the process of accession negotiations. The emphasis 
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on EU’s absorption capacity and open-ended negotiation process were treated as Brus-
sels was paving the way for “privileged partnership” for the future of Turkey’s EU 
integration.92 EU’s insistence on the implementation of Additional Protocol and recog-
nition of the Republic of Cyprus consolidated the concerns related with the credibility 
of the EU membership perspective. In a press release, Foreign Minister Gül openly 
declared “there is a point that we will say “no thanks” to EU”.93 Thus in post-2005 era 
the overarching psychology driving Turkey-EU relations has been the anchor/credibil-
ity dilemma. EU’s emphasis on the open-ended nature of the accession talks, deadlocks 
in Turkey’s EU accession negotiations due to the Cyprus conflict raised suspicions 
about the credibility of the EU’s commitments to Turkey and Turkish Cypriot com-
munity.  Yakış pointed out that “under current conditions it is possible claim that even 
if Turkey fulfill its responsibilities based on Additional Protocol, EU is not capable to 
provide a credible membership for Turkey. Domestic dynamics is not guiding EU’s 
commitment with respect to the future enlargement. Having considered the high cost 
of dropping behind our priorities and gains maintained in Annan plan Ankara cannot 
sacrifice anymore” (Yakış, Yaşar, October 5, 2014, interview with the author). To 
Yakış, EU’s attitude towards Turkey’s prospective EU membership has being politi-
cized even technic-rule adaptation aspects of the accession process.     
Furthermore the case of Turkey’s EU membership became a matter of domestic 
politics in many EU member states. The decision to open accession negotiations with 
Turkey also turned into a domestic political issue for many EU member states (Milli-
yet, 7 October 2004). Under the increasing domestic pressure, French President 
                                                          
92 “Ya Tam Üyelik ya hiçbir şey”, Yeni Şafak, 14 December 2004.  
93 “Teşekkürler Almayalım Diyeceğimiz Nokta Var!”, Yeni Şafak, 15 Aralık 2004.  
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Jacques Chirac, who was considered as a pro-Turkish political figure, on October 2004 
announced that he would ask French people regarding the final decision on Turkey’s 
EU membership and Turkey’s EU membership was not an automatic process, in case 
of any setback in Turkey’s reform process Paris could exercise its veto over Turkey’s 
accession. Parallel to this, Australia had also serious concerns on Turkey’s further in-
tegration with EU and it became the country which proposed “privileged partnership” 
with Turkey instead of a full membership perspective. On 11 October 2004, European 
foreign ministers meeting Australian foreign minister called for the EU to "honestly 
discuss the problems [with Turkey's application] that are still open"(Financial Times, 
12 October 2004). German chancellor Gerhard Schröder was at the same under the 
pressure of the groups who opposed Turkey’s EU accession. Chairwoman of the Chris-
tian Democrat Union Party, Angela Merkel, followed a conservative campaign against 
Turkey’s EU accession by proposing “privileged membership” status for Turkey 
(Milliyet, October 7, 2004). Papadopoulos at the same time gave the first signals that 
the government of Cyprus was reserving its veto option in case Turkey would not act 
in accordance with provisions of Additional Protocol of Ankara Treaty and accord-
ingly not recognize the only internationally recognized political entity representing 
Cyprus (Financial Times, 12 October 2004).  
With no surprise, the ultimate motivation behind the Turko-sceptical discourse 
for many EU member states was the anti-enlargement tendency in the EU electorate. 
In the aftermath of French and Dutch referenda on the ratification of the Constitution 
Treaty, the results were interpreted as the European electorates’ open rejection against 
the enlargement in general and integration with Turkey in particular (Eurobarometer, 
Spring 2005, Report 63).  The election victory of conservative politicians in Germany 
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and France in post 2004 enlargement era was also associated with the raising anti-
enlargement feelings in the European public opinion. According to the survey con-
ducted by Eurobarometer between April and May 2007, immediately after the French 
Presidential elections in which conservative candidate Nicolas Sarkozy who followed 
a campaign against Turkey’s EU membership and against further enlargement of the 
Union, a significant majority (68 %) of French people rejected further enlargement of 
Union (Eurobarometer, June 2007, Report 67).94 Above all, according to the Euroba-
rometer’s 40 years report, support for further enlargement of the Union has been sig-
nificantly decreasing since year 2000.95     
Turkey’s success in taking serious steps concerning the fundamental rights and 
freedoms, civil-military relations, judicial system, minority rights, Cyprus conflict and 
functioning free market economy were taken, did not convince those European leaders 
who opposed Turkey’s EU membership (Schimmelfennig, 2009). For the anti-Turkish 
camp, Turkey’s huge population, economic and political level of development, further 
questions on Turkey’s Europeannes, religious and cultural orientation of the majority 
and geographical distance to the Europe were the sources of anxiety (Yılmaz, 2005). 
On the other hand, for Turkey’s champions in the EU, Turkey was an indispensable 
strategic partner, crucial regional power and increasing economic actor whose mem-
bership would enrich cultural diversity of the EU and provide a great chance for EU 
to reach Islamic world. For the proponents of Turkey, opening accession negotiations 
                                                          
94 Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/eb/eb67/eb67_en.pdf  
95 In the report, the two peaks in the support for enlargement in 2004 and 2007 – immediatelly after 
2004 and 2007 enlargements- are interpreted as the impact of new-comers’ enthusiasm for further 
enlargement. For more information please see: European Commission, Eurobarometer, 40 Years 
Report. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/topics/eb40years_en.pdf (last access: 10 July 
2015)      
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was a matter of reputation that would consolidate the credibility of the Union as the 
reliable part for further enlargements (Schimmelfennig, 2011). Yet, in post-2005 era 
Turkey’s strategic position became a curse for its EU accession prospects due to the 
civil wars in Turkey’s close neighborhood. The instability in Turkey’s close and larger 
neighborhood, civil wars in Iraq and Syria and the destabilizing impacts of the Arab 
uprisings resurrected the long lasting debates on the stable borders of Europe. 
Another critical aspect that had crucial impacts on the government’s EU stance 
is the diminishing Euro-supportiveness. According to the Eurobarometer’s December 
2012 public opinion survey, Turkish people is the most Euro-sceptical population 
among the other candidate countries.96 In addition to this according to the 2011 World 
Value Survey report, 56,2 percent of the respondents declared that they do not have 
confidence with the EU.97 Yılmaz (2007) claims that the soft and hard Euro-scepticims 
prevalent among the public is a reflection of the discontent of the Turkish people with 
respect to the EU’s dubious commitments for Turkey’s EU membership, the Union’s 
attitude towards the terrorist and separatist groups (specifically PKK), EU’s claims on 
the Armenian genocide and especially in post-2004 era the Union’s non-fulfilment of 
the commitments to the Turkish Cypriot community. Under these circumstances “as 
skepticism became prevalent among the public, the governing JDP began to under-
stand the political costs of its commitment to enlargement” (Eralp and Eralp, 2012: 
175).  
                                                          
96 For full report, please see: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/index_en.htm 
97 Please see: World Value Survey, Turkey Technical Record (v.2015.04.18), December 2011.  
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Last but not least, having consolidated its power and authority with its three 
electoral victory, party elites did not necessitate an outside ally or legitimizer for their 
differentially empowerment and political survival. As Cengiz and Hoffman claim in 
the era of post-2011 parliamentary elections among the other domestic actors, JDP 
consolidated its power not only because of its electoral victory but also because of the 
traditional state elites’ decreasing leverage on Turkish politics and state institutions 
(2011). The power asymmetries between elected government and military bureaucracy 
significantly diminished and the civil-military relations normalized especially after 
2010 legal amendments. Although the 2010 constitutional amendments on judiciary 
and civil-military relations were declared as the necessary steps to comply with the EU 
norms, Börzel and Soyaltın (2012) point out that the government’s commitment to the 
EU norms was selective and addressing to the issues that would differentially empower 
government among other domestic players. Therefore the alleged EU anchor was only 
instrumental to legitimize JDP’s reform package that provisioned radical changes in 
Turkish domestic politics. Under Ergenekon and Balyoz investigations, many soldiers 
including high ranking officials and former generals faced a lawsuit for being involved 
in a terrorist organization which aimed to overthrowing JDP government through an 
alleged military coup (Hürriyet Daily News, October 20, 2008). The trials of the mili-
tary officials were considered as a turning point in Turkish history and the investiga-
tions were interpreted as the victory of political elites over the traditional state elites 
(Cengiz and Hoffman, 2011). 
In post-2010 era, as a combination of the increasing regional security threats 
surrounding Turkey, Turkey’s decreasing EU membership perspective due to the in-
creasing anchor-credibility dilemma, deteriorated relations between Turkey and pro-
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solution Turkish Cypriot social groups and the debates on the continental shelf limita-
tions in the Mediterranean Sea, Turkey adopted a discourse close to “two-state solu-
tion” of the late 1990s. With this respect, EU’s transformative impact on Turkey’s 
Cyprus policy seems to be limited and ineffective in the long-run and it results with 
divergence and retrenchment between Turkey and EU.             
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CHAPTER VI 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
This thesis has analyzed the impact of EU on Turkish foreign policy in the 
policy issue of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus with a specific focus on the ten years 
rule of JDP governments from the lenses of the Europeanization approach. Inspired by 
the last generation Europeanization studies on the candidate states which argue that 
the EU’s transformative impact on candidate states is determined and mediated by a 
set of variables including size and credibility of EU rewards, cost-benefit calculations 
of the domestic actors and the elite socialization, the study aimed to understand the 
transformative impact of EU in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus. In the empirical chap-
ters on Turkey’s Cyprus policy, analyzing the impact of Europeanization chronologi-
cally, the questions regarding how and under which circumstances Turkish foreign 
policy elites responded to the incentives and constraints created by the EU accession 
process were explained. For this purpose, the study has discussed the issue at the level 
of domestic systems of interactions and questioned the mechanisms through which EU 
influence the policy change. Although the study approached Cyprus issue as a foreign 
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policy matter, it acknowledged the importance and decisiveness of domestic political 
context upon the foreign policy choices of the successive JDP governments in the pe-
riod between 2002 and 2012. In other words, the study discussed the changes in Tur-
key’s Cyprus policy within the political context of internal and external developments. 
The longitudinal analysis illustrated that the governments embraced reforms when the 
material and political benefits of Europeanization exceeded the cost of convergence.  
In overall assessment, the study reached the conclusion that the studied “policy 
change” in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus in late 2003, refers to a set of strategic 
adjustments triggered by the combination of EU conditionality for policy change (ex-
ternal pressures) and the domestic ownership of the Turkey’s EU membership project 
(internal dynamics) rather than an elite socialization with respect to Turkey’s log-run 
foreign policy interests and identity. It also acknowledges the operativeness of a simple 
learning process, conceptualized in this context as “lesson drawing”, that emerged as 
a response to the political failures of the previous governments. With respect to this, 
inspired by Claudio Radaelli’s (2003) categorization the major finding of this study is 
that the consequential logic of the ruling elites did not produce a “policy transfor-
mation”, which is largely associated with the transformation in fundamental logic of 
policy behavior, rather it resulted with a “policy absorption” in which JDP government 
incorporated European policies or perspectives into its political agenda without sub-
stantially modifying Turkey’s security interests and concerns on Cyprus. The next 
parts review the main findings of the empirical chapters in the light of the research 
questions and hypothesis provided in the introduction chapter. 
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6.1. Turkey’s Cyprus Policy and EU: Europeanization or EU-ization? 
As it has been explained in the theory chapter, the degree and content of do-
mestic transformation is heavily structured by the domestic actors and their political 
calculations.  Although the final outcomes of policy change are largely dependent on 
the interactions between external pressures and domestic settings, the level of misfit 
between EU and candidate state’s domestic politics introduces a demand for domestic 
change, furthermore it determines the magnitude of external pressures for change 
(Börzel and Risse, 2002). With this respect, since the concept of “misfit” is the neces-
sary but the insufficient variable in explaining the essence of policy transformation, it 
is essential to analyze the scope and scale of divergence and convergence between the 
policies of EU and candidate states (Radaelli, 2003).  
Considering the premises on misfit, this study has primarily focused on the 
level of policy misfit between EU and Turkey regarding the Cyprus question. It has 
argued that the decisive difference between EU and Turkey on Cyprus dispute has 
been originated by the differences with regard to the security identity and culture that 
structure the policy paradigm, discourse, actors and interests. In this sense, while EU 
is associated with a “post-Westphalian” (Bilgin, 2004, 36) “security community” 
(Buzan and Wæver, 2003) which prioritizes the mutual cooperation, political and eco-
nomic integration and dialogue in dealing with specific security issues including Cy-
prus question, Turkey for decades has followed a (militarily) security oriented and 
nationalized policy agenda driven by the double concerns of the security and legal 
equality of Turkish Cypriot community and the preservation of the military balance in 
the Mediterranean overseeing Turkey’s security interests.  
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Apart from policy identity, there has been divergence between Union and Tur-
key with respect to the policy practices. In the context of EU enlargement, as of midst 
of 1990s; EU adopted its enlargement strategy with respect to Turkey in which Tur-
key’s EU accession course was politically connected with the just and lasting settle-
ment in Cyprus. However, while EU rhetoric on Cyprus issue emphasized the desira-
bility of a just and final solution with high expectations that EU involvement would 
catalyze a solution in Cyprus, there has always been a clear division of labor between 
UN and EU regarding the management and mediation of the process. Hence the EU’s 
catalytic effect has been dependent on the UN expertise in the field of peace negotia-
tions. Although EU had never prescribed a specific solution formula, it highlighted its 
full and unconditional support for the successive UN resolutions and peace proposals 
prepared by UN Secretary Generals who all proposed a federal, united and sovereign 
Cyprus and excluded any resolution attempts based on “two state solution”. On the 
other hand, since 1983 self-proclamation of TRNC; Turkey and Turkish Cypriot au-
thorities have gradually adopted a resolution formula based on confederative solution 
implying a “two state solution”. Cyprus’s EU candidacy declared in 1997 Luxembourg 
Summit was another shockwave for Ankara which embraced a more hawkish dis-
course on both EU and the Cyprus. In the aftermath of 1997, Turkish foreign policy 
elites adopted a coercive and defensive foreign policy strategy which advocated further 
political and economic integration with TRNC in response to the Cyprus’s EU mem-
bership. The analysis on this period concludes that EU impact on policy change might 
not produce progressive way but it may rather promote further divergence or retrench-
ment which causes the escalation of nationalist assertions and Euro-sceptical feelings. 
In this sense, the expected value of EU involvement in Cyprus conflict in 1990s, driven 
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by the notion that Turkey’s increasing interest and willingness to integrate with Europe 
would be a political instrument to de-securitize Turkish statist elites’ Cyprus policy, 
did not lead a policy change.      
1999 Helsinki European Council decisions constituted a turning point both for 
the EU’s involvement in Cyprus conflict and Turkish- EU relations. With the Helsinki 
summit, for the first time, Turkey was officially declared as the candidate state with 
the full-membership perspective. However the accession negotiation talks were de-
pendent on the Turkey’s fulfillment of EU conditionality -namely Copenhagen Crite-
ria- and Turkey’s support for the UN led Cyprus Peace process. External incentives 
supported by active EU conditionality mechanism turned out to be effective and the 
Turkish government adopted EU harmonization packages regarding highly sensitive 
political issues including abolition of death penalty in times of peace, non-Muslim 
minorities’ religious property rights, broadcasting languages other than Turkish and 
critical steps towards the normalization of civil-military relations. Despite these radical 
constitutional changes, Turkish government preserved its conservative position with 
respect to the Cyprus conflict. 2002 progress report prepared by the EU Commission 
once more highlighted the vitality of Turkey’s position in Cyprus conflict for the coun-
tries accession bid. Commission urged Turkey “to take further steps to encourage the 
Turkish Cypriot leadership to work towards reaching a settlement before the end of 
accession negotiations” (European Commission, 2002).  
Towards the end of 2002, it was obvious that Ankara’s strategy and threatening 
EU with unification with TRNC to hinder or delay Cypriot accession until a just and 
long-lasting solution in Cyprus and Turkish diplomats’ endeavors to persuade Euro-
pean governments that there was no linkage between Turkey’s EU membership and 
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the settlement of Cyprus dispute produced no fruits. At this critical juncture, the newly 
elected Turkish government was on the fence about the two equally significant “na-
tional causes” –Turkey’s EU membership and Cyprus issue-. When JDP declared its 
determination to persuade EU to start the accession negotiations with Turkey, Cyprus’s 
EU accession process emerged as the significant game changer at work that made a 
pressure on Turkish government to take courageous steps for the settlement of Cyprus 
conflict before the Cyprus’s EU accession. Having consolidated its power in domestic 
politics and encouraged by the electoral victory of the pro-Annan plan political parties 
in TRNC, JDP reformulated Turkey’s foreign policy strategy with respect to the Cy-
prus peace process. During this era, within the context of Cyprus conflict, Turkey 
adopted a new foreign policy strategy conceptualized as “one step ahead” policy in 
which Ankara abandoned previous governments’ discourse on Cyprus denying the 
linkage between Turkey’s EU accession and the solution of Cyrus conflict. In the light 
of this strategic outlook Ankara acknowledged the potential of EU’s catalytic impact 
in the solution of Cyprus conflict and the government appreciated the notion that Tur-
key’s contributions for the solution of Cyprus conflict would facilitate Turkey’s pro-
spective EU membership.  
The adoption of “one step ahead” policy refers to a   significant shift in terms of 
Turkey’s long-run discourse on Cyprus and bargaining strategy. Having in mind the 
1999 Helsinki Conclusions suggesting that “the Council will take account of all rele-
vant factors”, Greek Cypriot side preserved their moral and psychological superiority 
through their flexible diplomacy. Turkey’s and Turkish Cypriot leadership’s official 
positions were portrayed as “intransigent”. In post- 1974 era, coupled with Turkey’s 
reliance on its military existence on the island and the country’s increasing insistence 
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on the recognition of TRNC, in the eyes of international community, “Turkey and 
Turkish Cypriot leadership were framed as “the spoilers to a solution (in the wrong) 
through non-withdrawal of troops and a lack of political will to negotiate a settlement 
within agreed UN parameter” (Christou, 2013: 122) whereas the Cypriot government 
(Greek Cypriots) was depicted “as the actor in the conflict that was legally and norma-
tively wronged” (Christou, 2013: 122). Throughout 1990s these concerns were stated 
in successive UN Resolutions largely pointed out Turkey’s responsibilities and fulfill-
ments and Turkish Cypriot authorities’ legitimacy in the sight of international law. 
Especially in 1990s, this situation took a place in the Greek Cypriot elites’ strategy to 
persuade EU that unless an effective EU leverage particularly on Turkey and Turkish 
Cypriot leadership it was uneasy to reach a solution. Therefore, when the newly elected 
JDP government came to power the necessity to reformulate Turkey’s bargaining strat-
egy was an urgent foreign policy matter. At this critical juncture, Turkish government 
announced that Turkey would actively support Annan plan, put forward its intellectual 
contributions, accept referendum before 1 May 2004 and recognize UN Secretary-
General’s authority to have the final say. According to the “one step ahead” strategy, 
Turkey has to adopt a proactive diplomacy aiming a solution in Cyprus which guaran-
tees Turkey’s regional interests and survival of Turkish Cypriots as well as secures 
Turkey’s and Turkish Cypriot’s EU membership bids and moral superiority. Parallel 
to this, this study reached the conclusion that Turkey’s “one step ahead” policy referred 
to a change in Turkey’s bargaining strategy and reassessment of the policy options 
with regard to the situation in Cyprus.  
With this respect, JDP’s Cyprus policy is structured within the political context 
of Turkey’s EU membership. Although the government reiterated Turkey’s long-run 
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stance that Turkey’s EU membership could not be associated with a solution in Cy-
prus, it was at the same time underlined that Turkish government could not turn its 
back to the realities. Therefore through this policy change Turkey acknowledged the 
relationship between Turkey’s EU membership and solution of the Cyprus conflict. In 
the context of Turkey’s EU membership, the best policy option and bargaining strategy 
was to adopt a new diplomatic maneuver based on Annan plan and negotiating for the 
just and lasting solution of the Cyprus dispute which would secure Turkey’s interests 
with respect to its guarantorship rights and EU accession process and survival of the 
Turkish Cypriots within the parameters of UN mediation. In addition to this, according 
to strategic calculations of the Turkish foreign policy elites, neither Greek Cypriot 
people nor Greek Cypriot leadership were ready to approve a plan preserving Turkey’s 
guarantorship and suggesting an equal share of the state apparatuses under the legal 
equality of the constituent states. Thus Turkey and Turkish Cypriot community would 
acquire international sympathy and psychological superiority as the party who desired 
a solution under UN auspices.   
The second crucial premise of this strategy was based on the cost-benefit cal-
culations that just and final peace in Cyprus which could be reached through Turkey’s 
proactive and constructive efforts would best serve for Turkey’s security interests and 
communal equality and survival of Turkish Cypriot community. With this respect, 
Turkey advocated “win-win” perspective that stressed different aspects of Turkey’s 
security interests in its close region. As claimed by Davutoğlu (2011a, 2011b), a just 
and final solution in Cyprus, preserving Turkey’s guarantorship rights and interests as 
well as the communal existence of Turkish Cypriot community, would not only dimin-
ish Turkey’s long-run threat perceptions from its south and fear of encirclement, it 
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would also provide a security structure for Turkey’s larger security needs including 
military, economic and energy security.  
In this context, Turkey restructured its securitizing discourse in a way that se-
curity was defined with its hard power (military security and military balance of pow-
ers in the Mediterranean) and soft power (economic benefits of a solution in Cyprus, 
positive consequence of the solution for Turkey’s critical infrastructural security with 
respect to the security of energy pipelines and Turkey’s strengthened bid for EU mem-
bership and being a pivotal state in regional and global scale) aspects. Although this 
did not mean a true de-securitization, it should be conceptualized as the “securitizing 
speak” (Bilgin, 2007) in which a reform coalition composed by societal actors and JDP 
government “were not able or willing to challenge the securityness of existing issues 
they were, nevertheless, able to de-center them. This was done by identifying other 
issues as ‘threats to Turkey’s future’” (Bilgin, 2007: 557). In this sense, the European-
ization in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus, associated with the proactive foreign policy 
strategy conceptualized as “one step ahead” policy, could only lead to the exclusion of 
the “militarized securitization” perspective in the field of foreign policy options and 
strategies but it failed to lead a transformation in Turkey’s securitized foreign policy 
identity in the sense that the ruling elites were far from discursively “challenging the 
securityness” of the Cyprus issue for Turkey. This aspect of Turkey’s Cyprus policy 
was evident throughout the bargaining process during the bi-communal negotiations. 
Turkey has serious concerns with respect to the continuation of its guarantorship rights 
and military existence on the island. With respect, Turkey negotiation team endeav-
ored to secure Turkey’s guarantorship rights which referred to the continuation of the 
securitized real politic perspective and Turkey’s military and political existence on the 
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island. In overall assessment, this study reaches the conclusion that EU’s transforma-
tive impact regarding the identity transformation, which is conceptualized as the de-
securitization of foreign policy identity, is limited. On the other hand, when the policy 
options and strategies specified by the “one step ahead” policy are concerned, it is 
possible to assert that a significant degree of convergence is evident with respect to 
the foreign policy options and strategies. With reference to Radaelli’s (2003) catego-
rization on the degrees of Europeanization, this study argues that Turkey’s policy to-
wards Cyprus in the period between 2002 and 2005 is best defined as “adaptation” 
rather than a “transformation”.  
In post-April 2004 referenda era, it was obvious that Cyprus conflict became 
legally and politically an internal matter of EU. Opposed to the early 2000s when the 
EU political leverage provided a crucial “peace dividend”, successive bi-communal 
negotiations in post-2004 era did not contribute to achieving a peace plan. Cyprus’s 
EU membership has dramatically changed all parameters related to the problem solv-
ing attempts and Turkey’s EU accession process. Turkey encountered a new obstacle 
in its march to Europe when EU stressed that Turkey’s reluctance to recognize Repub-
lic of Cyprus and to fulfill its responsibilities to implement Additional Protocol to the 
new member states including Republic of Cyprus were interpreted as a breach of ac-
quis conditionality by the European community. The disputes between Turkey and EU 
on the interpretation of acquis strained already tense relations between two to the point 
of the suspension of the newly started accession negations. Furthermore in December 
2006, EU reached the conclusion that Turkey’s rejection to open its ports and airspace 
to the Cyprus was a violation of acquis conditionality and agreed on the suspension of 
eight chapters and the provisionally non-closure of one chapter. In December 2009, 
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Republic of Cyprus declared its veto on opening of the six chapters with Turkey due 
to Turkey’s continuing non-implementation of Additional Protocol and non-recogni-
tion of the Republic of Cyprus.  
In addition to these, empowered by the veto right in EU decision making pro-
cess, Greek Cypriots had a remarkable political leverage on both Turkey and Turkish 
Cypriots. EU member state Cyprus used its veto rights to influence the relations be-
tween Turkish Cypriot community. Coupled with Turkey’s impaired relations with 
EU, non-fulfillment of EU’s commitment with respect to the lifting of isolations on 
the Turkish Cypriots and the continuing isolation of Turkish Cypriots, whose will and 
constructive efforts to reunification and integration with the world could not be denied, 
Turkey had to restructure its policy towards Cyprus. The international sympathy to-
wards Turkey and Turkish Cypriot community which overwhelmingly supported An-
nan Plan and reunification of the island could neither make Turkey immune from the 
legal challenges caused by Cyprus dispute in its relations with the EU nor ended the 
isolation of the Turkish Cypriot community. Under these circumstances, Turkey faced 
the necessity to reconsider its foreign policy options and priorities under the new con-
ditions. Ankara’s swing from its constructive and pro-active Cyprus policy in early 
2004 became evident in post 2010 era. Turkey declared that she would not recognize 
the EU presidency of Cyprus during the era of Cyprus’s Presidency of the Council of 
the European Union in the second half of 2012 and that any official from Ankara would 
not attend any meetings chaired by Cypriot EU Council presidency. In 2012 progress 
report on Turkey published by EU Commission which regretfully reported that “a gov-
ernment circular instructed all Turkish civil servants to abstain from meetings and con-
tacts with the Cypriot Presidency of the Council of the EU”. Additionally, Commission 
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expressed its regret that “on several occasions, statements at senior political level 
spoke of alternatives to a comprehensive settlement under UN auspices”. In overall 
assessments, split or/and fluctuations in Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus in post refer-
enda era illustrates that the long-run transformation of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus 
is non-traceable. In post-2010 era, as a combination of the increasing regional security 
threats surrounding Turkey, Turkey’s decreasing EU membership perspective due to 
the increasing anchor-credibility dilemma, deteriorated relations between Turkey and 
pro-solution Turkish Cypriot social groups and the debates on the continental shelf 
limitations in the Mediterranean Sea, Turkey adopted a discourse close to “two-state 
solution” of the late 1990s. With this respect, EU’s transformative impact on Turkey’s 
Cyprus policy seems to be limited and ineffective in the long-run and it results with 
divergence and retrenchment between Turkey and EU.      
       
6.2. Explanatory Mechanisms and Intervening Factors 
Thus this study is based on a research design whose explanatory power is 
grounded on the emphasis on conditions or intervening variables in understanding the 
causality in policy change. In this context, as the studies on Accession Europeanization 
point out, EU membership conditionality by itself is not the sufficient condition for 
domestic change. The process is to a large extent controlled by intervening variables 
enabling EU conditionality to operate as the real game changer in the accession pro-
cess. Inspired by the explanatory mechanisms introduced by Schimmelfennig and 
Sedelmeier, this study reaches the conclusions that the external incentives model is the 
explanatory mechanism behind Turkey’s adoption of “one step ahead” policy in late 
2003. This policy change was triggered by the following mediating factors: 
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 EU’s active reinforcement by rewards strategy which was apparent in 
EU’s 1999 Helsinki decision to include Turkey in its enlargement pro-
cess (active reinforcement);  
 Turkish political elites’ strong willingness to get a date for the opening 
of accession negotiations and solving Cyprus dispute (existence of pro-
reform forces);  
 The high cost of non-solution for Turkey’s EU membership aspirations 
and future legal and political situation of Turkish Cypriot people after 
Cyprus’s EU accession (cost-benefit calculations);  
 Turkish government’s strong pro-EU stance and its  discovery of polit-
ical opportunity structures which would increase its relative power and 
legitimacy at the national domain through differential empowerment 
(strong domestic incentives driven by differential empowerment); 
 and lastly political and societal discontent in Turkish Cypriot commu-
nity with the failures of the Turkey’s and TRNC’s long-run policy to-
wards Cyprus. 
In addition to these variables, this study reaches the conclusion that due to the 
lack of transformation in Turkey’s larger foreign and security policy identity, i.e. Turk-
ish foreign policy elites are far from challenging the securityness of the Cyprus issues 
(Bilgin, 2007) and they have serious concerns in perceiving the EU as a security pro-
vider for Turkey’s security needs in its close neighborhood, regional political devel-
opments strengthening Turkey’s sense of insecurity keep alive the discourse on strate-
gic importance of Cyprus for Turkey’s defense and the necessity of Turkey’s presence 
in Cyprus.     
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In line with these, up until the late 1990s the lack of positive leverage in re-
sponse to the Turkey’s bid for EU membership discouraged pro-reform forces in both 
Cyprus and Turkey. Additionally, the emergence of new challenges in the post-Cold 
War security environment which led to the rise of concerns regarding the domestic and 
regional security of Turkey triggered the military’s increasing involvement in the do-
mestic and foreign policy making process. That is to say, EU’s reluctance and negative 
leverage regarding the Turkey’s bid for EU membership, coupled with the domestic 
and regional security concerns, discouraged pro-EU reform forces and strengthened 
the hand of pro-status quo forces. During this era, these dynamics facilitated the dom-
inance of security approach against liberal discourses.  
1999 Helsinki European Council marked a critical juncture for Turkey-EU re-
lations. National consensus among bureaucratic elites, political parties, civil society 
associations and Turkish governments, that Turkey should endeavor for its EU mem-
bership aspirations, strengthened following 1999 Helsinki European Council which 
acknowledged Turkey’s EU candidacy and agreed on to adopt enlargement strategy 
for Turkey’s EU accession following Turkey’s fulfillment of Copenhagen criteria. Na-
tional consensus on cementing ties between Turkey and EU through political and eco-
nomic reforms to comply with EU accession strengthened the notion that Turkey’s EU 
membership was a “national cause”. Yet, EU’s increasing emphasis on the linkage 
between Turkey’s EU accession processes and reaching a just and final solution in 
Cyprus displayed the necessity to reconsider Turkey’s Cyprus policy within the con-
text of Turkey’s EU membership. The increasing linkage between Turkey’s EU acces-
sion and solution in Cyprus, made clearer for ruling elites that Cyprus’s EU member-
ship without a just and final solution of the Cyprus conflict would complicate both 
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future resolution attempts and Turkey’s EU accession process which was strongly sup-
ported and embraced by a significant majority of Turkish society. According to these 
calculations, cost of incompliance was high and intolerable in the long-run. Despite 
sharp ideological divisions over the Cyprus issue, keeping the gate open for Turkey’s 
EU membership was the common objective for the political and bureaucratic elites 
including government, military, presidency and parliament represented the domestic 
ownership of the Turkey’s EU membership which would be for the best interest of the 
country. During this era backed by EU positive conditionality and Ankara’ mission to 
get a date for the opening of the EU accession negotiations emerged as the key game 
changers for either of national foreign and security policies.   
At the level of domestic politics, the dramatic policy shift resulted with the 
polarization between the veto powers –civil and military bureaucracy and opposition 
party supporting “two state solution” and Denktaş’s leadership throughout the bicom-
munal talks- who were critical about making concessions on such a critical “national 
cause” and the ones who aimed to secure the way to get a date for accession negotia-
tions. Moreover, EU’s positive conditionality, coupled with the Turkey’s Europeani-
zation’s potential economic and political transformative effects on Turkish politics and 
economics, encouraged civil society organizations in both Turkey and TRNC to force 
governments to reformulate Turkey’s Cyprus policy in light of the developments with 
respect to Turkey’s and Cyprus’s EU accession. For those domestic groups, who per-
ceived Turkey’s EU accession as an opportunity structure, Turkey’s EU accession 
would democratize Turkish decision making structure, provide a large space for soci-
etal actors to project their sectorial and political interests and increase their relative 
power and status. In the meanwhile, for the JDP government who had tense relations 
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with civil and military bureaucracy, EU leverage would normalize Turkish foreign do-
mestic policy making structures through differentially empowering civilians and po-
litical parties. With this respect there emerged an advocacy coalition defending open-
ing Turkey’s way to EU through annihilating all obstacles. Therefore in the analysis, 
the increasing EU political leverage on Turkey, combined by the high societal and 
political support for the project of Turkey’s EU membership, constituted an appropri-
ate political context for the pro-reform forces to restructure Turkish foreign and secu-
rity policy and to de-militarize foreign policy making process as well as legitimize and 
secure its position in the domestic politics. It is argued that Ankara approached Cyprus 
issue within the context of its EU membership perspective which indirectly provided 
a legitimate ground to re-organize and re-code foreign and security policy decision 
making as well as internal power asymmetries. 
However, in post-2005 period, deadlocks in Turkey’s accession process, open-
ended membership perspective of EU with regard to Turkey’s EU membership and 
suspension of accession talks due to Turkey’s incompliance with Additional Protocol 
coupled with the growing Turko-sceptical discourses by the European political leaders, 
resurrected concerns with respect to credibility of EU membership. Moreover EU’s 
fulfillment of its commitments for the termination of the isolation of Turkish Cypriot 
community due to Greek Cypriot veto damaged credibility of the EU’s existing com-
mitments to the Turkish Cypriot community. Thus in post-2005 era, European solution 
was not a charming option to reach a just and viable settlement in Cyprus and EU was 
not the right platform for the solution. At this juncture, increased political costs of 
further policy convergence led Turkish government to reformulate its Cyprus policy. 
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Additionally, having consolidated its power and civilianized the foreign policy deci-
sion making process the JDP government no more needed an EU anchor to expand its 
domestic power and status.  Solution of a Cyprus dispute was not an urgent necessity 
for the political elites to publicize and mobilize Europeanization in a political context 
when the popular support for EU membership has been decreasing. EU’s compulsory 
impact which works through EU (positive) political conditionality was limited and 
inadequate in leading a transformation of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus. As Diez et. 
al. point out since the ruling elites’ motivation is highly dependent on the EU mem-
bership carrot, the change is mostly rapid and it “may simply reflect strategic behav-
ior” (Diez et. al., 2006: 572). Furthermore in case of the absence of carrot – EU mem-
bership- or any diminution in candidate country’s EU membership aspirations com-
pulsory impact disappears.  
 
6.3 Academic Contributions and a few words for Future Studies 
Most of the studies on Turkish foreign policy Europeanization in general and 
Europeanization of Turkey’s policy towards Cyprus in particular analyses the policy 
change from a Foreign Policy Analysis perspective. Despite there is an increasing in-
terest in the mentioned literature to apply the theoretical tools and explanatory mech-
anisms of the Europeanization perspective (ex. Oğuzlu, 2004, 2010, 2012; Aydın and 
Açıkmeşe, 2007; Ulusoy, 2008; Müftüler- Baç and Gürsoy, 2010; Tocci and Diez, 
2009; Kaliber, 2012; Terzi, 2012; Eryılmaz, 2014) Turkish foreign policy and Tur-
key’s Cyprus policy continue to be discussed from the lenses of the studies approach-
ing foreign policy as a domain of “nation-states”. This study which aims to understand 
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the impact of Turkey’s Europeanization to the change in a key foreign policy issue 
(Cyprus conflict) deepens the inquiry on research subject by approaching the issue as 
a matter of linkage politics. This kind of a research design which acknowledges the 
linkage between internal and external aspects of policy area and emphasizes both di-
rect (EU rule transformation) and indirect (domestic power re-distribution) impact of 
Europeanization would provide an alternative reading for the studies on both Turkish 
foreign policy analysis and Europeanization in Turkey.  
In addition to the study’s academic contributions to the literature on Turkish 
foreign policy, the empirical chapters’ conclusions also contribute to the academic 
studies on foreign policy Europeanization in candidate countries. The concept of “Eu-
ropean foreign policy” is a relatively new one due to the fact that throughout the long 
history of European integration foreign policy was strongly approached as a matter of 
national sovereignty and security (Ruano, 2013: 15). Due to the strong intergovern-
mental character of the policy field, foreign policy Europeanization is often considered 
as a field of change in which the EU’s transformative impact is less visible and limited. 
Moreover foreign policy Europeanization is largely associated with the mechanisms 
of long-run socialization (Schmidt, 2002; Hill, 2003; Tonra and Christiansen, 2005) 
and normative transformations. Following this background in the literature specialized 
on the foreign policy Europeanization; scholars are mostly interested in the European-
ization of the foreign policies of the member states. Accordingly foreign policy change 
through external pressures exercised by the EU institutions is considered as a post-
accession and long-run norm diffusion process. Yet, as this study indicates foreign 
policy Europeanization may be observed in the pre-accession process. Furthermore, as 
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this study suggests the long-run impact of the EU external pressures in the policy is-
sues which strongly resonate with the concepts of sovereignty, ideology and the inter-
est of the state may generate reverse Europeanization rather than a normative and cul-
tural transformation. In this sense, this study contributes candidate state foreign policy 
Europeanization studies by exploring the limits and context of foreign policy change 
in an EU candidate state, Turkey.         
 Observing the limited number of studies on the Europeanization of the candi-
date countries’ foreign policies, it seems possible to claim that EU’s influence in the 
candidate states’ foreign policy issues requires academic interest. Case studies touch-
ing upon the internal and external factors which trigger policy change in the EU ac-
cession process of the candidate countries may offer an alternative inquiry for the 
scholars interested in Europeanization. Furthermore case specific and country specific 
variables may enrich our conceptual framework and analytical tools in understanding 
the external and internal aspects of the policy change.  
Furthermore the explanatory tools of the Europeanization studies may also be 
utilized to trace the impact of EU integration on the foreign policies of the new member 
countries. More specifically a case study on the Europeanization of the foreign policy 
of EU member Republic of Cyprus which is designed to understand the national and 
EU-level constraints, dynamics and incentives may provide alternative insight to un-
derstand the existing stalemate in Turkey-EU relations.   
In addition to this, research design of this study may be employed to understand 
the EU’s transformative impact on the other themes or issues of Turkish foreign policy. 
With respect to this, multiple case studies on Turkish foreign policy Europeanization 
will deepen our understanding to explore the contextual and case specific variables 
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that cause or hinder policy change. In divergent fields of policy change, where we 
establish causality between EU impact and domestic change, policy change may actu-
ally be driven by other factors like globalization, modernization, democratization or 
changes in the domestic political systems. Thus utilizing the conceptual tools of the 
Europeanization studies may lead us to question assumed causal links between Euro-
peanization of Turkey and the Europeanization of Turkish foreign policy.   
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APPENDICES 
 
 
APPENDIX I 
 
Interview Questions 
1. In early 2004, Turkish government announced that Turkey would follow 
“one-step- a head” policy regarding the UN led resolution attempts in Cyprus. 
This was associated as a critical juncture in Turkey’s traditional stand on Cy-
prus issue. It has been argued that the most significant motivation behind Tur-
key’s change in Cyprus policy was the idea that after Papadopoulos’s elec-
tion, the Greek Cypriot side would not be supportive for “yes” vote for the 
Annan Plan. In other words Turkey aimed to strategically restructure its polit-
ical position in a way that Turkey and Turkish Cypriot side would gain the 
sympathy of international community by supporting the process and at the 
same time marginalize Greek Cypriot side as the responsible of the ongoing 
status quo. Do you agree with this claim? 
 
2. In the post-2004 era, the most challenging issue in the Cyprus conundrum 
was Turkey’s determination not to implement the provisions of additional 
protocol to the Greek Cypriot side.  How do you approach Turkey’s Cyprus 
policy when you analyze the processes before and after 24 April Cyprus ref-
erendums? Do you agree with the assessments that in the post-Annan Plan 
Referendum era, Turkey turned back its position during the 1990s which pri-
oritizes a con-federal solution in the Cyprus (unlike Annan Plan)? 
 
3. One of the “red lines” for Turkey and Turkish Cypriot side was the perma-
nent derogations. In March 2004, Commissioner Verheugen ended this debate 
by declaring that permanent derogations could not be a part of EU law. On 
the other hand, Turkey and Turkish Cypriot side strongly emphasized the ne-
cessity of such kind of a special regulation to provide additional legal guaran-
ties for the future of “United Cyprus State” (as it was pronounced in the An-
nan Plan). How do you approach this debate on derogations?  
 
4. Under the current circumstances, how do you define the EU’s position to-
wards the resolution attempts? Do you agree with the criticisms that after 
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2004 Referendum, EU lost its enthusiasm and determination to place the res-
olution of the Cyprus conflict as one of the top priorities in its agenda? Ac-
cordingly, regarding the post 2004 bi-communal negotiations in Cyprus (Ta-
lat- Papadopoulos; Talat-Hristofyas and Eroğlu-Anastasiadis dialogues) was 
the EU willing to be at the negotiation table as an external actor?  
5. How do you approach Turkey’s policy to simultaneous lifting of all re-
strictions in return of Turkey’s full implementation of Additional Protocol to 
the Customs Union?  
 
6. Since 1995, Greece changed its policy towards Turkey’s EU membership. To 
what extent Greece’s socialization strategy has been effective in Turkey’s 
support for Annan Plan? 
 
7. Could you please explain the main contributions (and challenges - if there is 
any) that the EU involvement in the Cyprus conflict resolution process pro-
vided? 
 
8. Hypothetical question: Do you think that Turkey would be an EU member state 
when the Cyprus conflict was solved in April 2004? 
 
9. Apart from Cyprus issue, do you agree with the hot debates on Turkey’s EU 
aspiration suggesting that in the new era Turkey is distancing itself from the 
EU?  
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APPENDIX II 
 
CALL FOR PEACE FROM THE TURKISH SIDE AUGUST 31, 1998 
 
Mr. Denktaş, President of the TRNC, made a peace call to the Greek Cypriot side and 
proposed "to establish together a Confederation in Cyprus". 
Turkish Foreign Minister, Mr. İsmail Cem, who was present at the press conference 
held by President Denktaş this morning, said "My presence here is the expression of 
the Turkish Government's support and trust for President Denktaş." 
President Denktaş's five point proposal is as follows: 
"PROPOSAL FOR A LASTING SOLUTION IN CYPRUS” 
As a final effort to achieve a mutually acceptable lasting solution in Cyprus I propose 
the establishment of the Cyprus Confederation based on the following arrangements: 
1. A special relationship between Turkey and TRNC on the basis of agreements 
to be concluded. 
2. A similar special relationship between Greece and the Greek Cypriot Admin-
istration on the basis of symmetrical agreements to be concluded. 
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3. Establishment of a Cyprus Confederation between TRNC and GCA. 
4. The 1960 guarantee system shall continue. 
5. The Cyprus Confederation may, if both parties jointly agree, pursue a policy 
of accession to the EU. Until Turkey's full membership to the EU, a special 
arrangement will provide Turkey with the full rights and obligations of an EU 
member with regard to the Cyprus Confederation. 
The ultimate aim of the negotiations will thus be a partnership settlement which will 
be a confederated structure composed of two peoples and of two states of the island 
supported by symmetrical agreements with the two respective motherlands and guar-
antor states. All rights and powers which are not referred to the confederal entity will 
reside with the two confederated states. Any agreement to be reached as a result of the 
negotiations will be submitted for approval in separate referenda. 
By participating in these negotiations the parties will acknowledge that the Greek and 
Turkish Cypriot sides are two sovereign and equal states, each with its own functioning 
democratic institutions and jurisdiction, reflecting the political equality and will of 
their respective peoples. They will also acknowledge that the authorities of one party 
do not represent the other. 
We believe that only this structure 
a) Will provide for the security of both sides, 
b) Will safeguard their identity and well-being. 
If the Greek Cypriots agree to this final basis, we are ready to begin negotiations to 
establish the Cyprus Confederation." 
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APPENDIX III 
 
TURKEY - TRNC JOINT DECLARATION JULY 20, 1999 
  
At the invitation of H.E. Rauf R. Denktaş, President of the Turkish Republic of North-
ern Cyprus, H.E. Mr. Bülent Ecevit, Prime Minister of the Republic of Turkey, paid 
an official visit to the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus on 20 July 1999. 
Prime Minister Bülent Ecevit was accompanied by Deputy Prime Minister and Minis-
ter of Energy and Natural Resources Mr. Cumhur Ersümer, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Mr. İsmail Cem, Minister of State Mr. Şükrü S. Gürel, Minister of State Prof. Dr. 
Tunca Toskay Minister of State Mr. Hasan Gemici, Minister of National Defense Mr. 
Sabahattin Çakmakoğlu, Minister of Tourism Mr. Erkan Mumcu, Undersecretary of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ambassador Mr. Korkmaz Haktanır and Deputy Un-
dersecretary of Prime Ministry Mr. Selçuk Polat. 
Prime Minister Bülent Ecevit and the accompanying high-level delegation attended, 
on 20 July 1999, Celebrations of the 25th Anniversary of Peace and Freedom Day. 
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During this visit, Prime Minister Bülent Ecevit held consultations with President Rauf 
R. Denktaş, Prime Minister Dr. Derviş Eroğlu and members of the Government of the 
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. 
During these consultations, the parties; 
Reaffirming the contents of their Joint Declarations of 20 January 1997, 20 July 1997 
and 23 April 1998; 
Reiterating their mutual desire and determination to develop and deepen the relations 
between the two countries in every field; and 
Having reviewed the current situation in the light of the statement by the G-8 countries 
at their Summit in Cologne; the United Nations Secretary-General's report on his mis-
sion of good offices; and the UN Security Council resolution 1250, deemed it useful 
to make the following common views and decisions known to the public: 
- Today is the 25th Anniversary of a day which marks the end of a dark period of 
suffering for the Turkish Cypriot people. 
- The Turkish Cypriot people, who, through great sacrifice, have reached the present 
day, fully appreciate the value of living under the roof of their own independent and 
sovereign State, enjoying the right to determine their own future. We commemorate, 
with respect, our Martyrs, who have sacrificed their lives to this end, and extend our 
gratitude to our veterans. 
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- There will never be a return to those dark days and there is no question of tolerating 
any fait accompli which would leave the door open to such a development. All such 
aspirations should be abandoned. 
- Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus expect that their sensitivity and 
determination in this respect are recognized by all and, unlike in the past, their views 
are carefully taken into account. 
- It is of vital importance that both for the security and well-being of the two peoples 
of the island as well as for the stability of the Eastern Mediterranean, the prevailing 
peace in Cyprus is not disrupted. 
- The way to ensure this is to recognize the realities and to achieve a peace agreement 
between the Turkish Cypriot state in the North and the Greek Cypriot state in the 
South. 
- The 36 years old chain of injustice against the Turkish Cypriot people must be bro-
ken. 
- With their pre-planned armed attacks in 1963, the Greek Cypriots destroyed the 1960 
Republic, which had been established jointly by the two peoples of the island by exer-
cising their separate right to self-determination, and tried to annihilate the Turkish 
Cypriot people. 
- Since then there has not been a state, government, parliament, or administration with 
the authority or competence to represent the two equal peoples in Cyprus, and to take 
any decision for the island as a whole. 
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- The Turkish Cypriot people have never accepted the usurpation by the Greek Cypri-
ots of their rights and the titles emanating from the partnership Republic, by force of 
arms. They resisted the Greek Cypriot attacks and oppression for years and, continuing 
their struggle for survival, established their own administration and finally their own 
state. 
- The intervention by Turkey under the 1960 Treaty of Guarantee, upon the coup d'etat 
carried out by Greece in 1974 with the aim of annexing Cyprus to Greece, not only put 
an end to this illegal act but also saved the Turkish Cypriot people from mass extermi-
nation and 11-year- long acts of oppression. 
- After 1974, a new situation has come about in Cyprus, ending a period of continuous 
strife and bloodshed. The tranquility ensuing from this enabled the two sides to live 
within their respective territories and states, and to search for ways to settle their dis-
putes created after 1963. 
- The Turkish Cypriot side has, for years, made serious and constructive proposals for 
the creation of conditions with would preserve the environment of security in Cyprus 
and enable the two sides to resolve their disputes. It has spent efforts, in good faith, for 
the formation of a framework for a comprehensive settlement. The Greek Cypriot side, 
however, has not contributed to these efforts in a genuine manner; has not changed its 
attitude towards the Turkish Cypriot people; and has not abandoned its unfounded 
claims and prejudices. 
- At the root of the 36-year-old impasse in Cyprus lie the failure of the Greek Cypriot 
side to abandon its obsession with converting Cyprus into a Greek island and, in that 
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connection, its attempt to continue to hold onto its illegitimate title and claims. Greece 
primarily carries grave responsibility in the continuation of this negative and adven-
turous attitude of the Greek Cypriot side. 
- It is abundantly clear that none of these claims of the Greek Cypriot side have a legal 
or justified basis or a legitimate purposes that they are of an aggressive nature, and that 
they openly violate international agreements. 
- The imposition, as an extension of these aggressive policies, of embargoes on the 
Turkish Cypriot people in all fields, and the propaganda war waged in the international 
arena cannot, in any way be justified or accepted. 
- The EU, by opening accession negotiations with the Greek Cypriot side, has taken a 
totally wrong turn. It is not possible to consider the balance between the two peoples 
of Cyprus as well as between Turkey and Greece, established and guaranteed by the 
1960 Agreement, as non-existent. This has no validity in international law. Despite our 
objections and admonitions, the EU, by taking such an irresponsible step, has de-
stroyed the established framework and parameters for a settlement, and by deepening 
the crisis of confidence, led to the further estrangement of the two peoples from one 
another. 
- An approach which regards the Greek Cypriot side as the sole interlocutor authorized 
to negotiate on behalf of the island as whole, and which purports to ignore the equal 
political status and sovereign rights of the Turkish Cypriot people, is totally invalid 
and is bound to fail. The Greek Cypriots and the EU should realize that the future of 
the island cannot be built on such an approach. 
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- The emergence of a new awareness on the part of the EU in this direction is welcome 
but not sufficient. The Union must show the will to abandon the wrong path it has 
embarked upon, and the accession negotiations conducted with the Greek Cypriot side 
under the banner of Cyprus must be stopped. 
- Because the green light given to the Greek Cypriot side for EU membership has 
raised expectations on the Greek Cypriot side and encouraged them to pursue a dan-
gerous policy of tension. The Greek Cypriot Administration has been engaged in im-
porting high-technology weapons to South Cyprus; establishing air and navy based for 
Greece; and openly supporting PKK terrorism against Turkey, in collaboration with 
Greece. These are unacceptable actions, which escalate tension in the island as well as 
the region, and place obstacles in the way of any process of negotiations. 
- Turkey, as motherland and a guarantor country, has treaty rights and obligations to-
wards the Turkish Cypriot people, and has national security interests over the island 
of Cyprus. The erosion, directly or indirectly, of the 1960 Treaties of Guarantee and 
of Alliance will not be allowed under any circumstances. The balance established be-
tween Turkey and Greece over the island an in the Eastern Mediterranean, through the 
1960 Agreements, will be carefully maintained, in political, military, economic and all 
other fields, particularly in the light of developments in the EU's relations with the 
Greek Cypriot side. 
- We are aware of the existence, within the international community, of circles who 
acknowledge the mistakes of the past and properly evaluate the situation in Cyprus, 
sincerely desiring an agreed settlement. As many past experiences show, talks which 
are undertaken without creating the necessary prerequisites and basis for achieving a 
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reliable outcome end in failure, each failure deepening the mistrust and tensions in the 
island and pushing the parties further apart. 
- The point has been reached where it is not possible to start a new process of negoti-
ations, without accepting the equality of status between the two sides, and without 
manifesting, with the necessary legal and political clarity, the existence in Cyprus of 
two equal and sovereign states representing the two peoples, and the fact that neither 
of these two states can claim sovereignty or authority over the other. The acceptance 
of the separate sovereign existence of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus has 
become the key to reconciliation based on agreement between the two states of the 
island. 
- Avoiding the realities in the island is not in the interest of anyone, including the Greek 
Cypriot side. A new Cyprus can only be founded on these realities. Third parties can 
only contribute to the preservation and further consolidation of peace in Cyprus by 
encouraging the Greek Cypriots along this path and by adopting an attitude which 
would make them abandon their obsessions. A settlement can only be lasting if it is 
freely negotiated between the two equal states in the island; if the balance between the 
two motherlands, namely Turkey and Greece, is maintained; and if the differences be-
tween the two sides are reconciled on a comprehensive and mutually acceptable basis. 
- The confederation proposal put forward by President Rauf R. Denktaş on 31 August 
1998 draws up a framework for opening the door to a lasting peace based on agreement 
between the two peoples and the two states of the island on the basis of equality and 
sovereignly. If the aim is to secure lasting peace in the island of Cyprus and in the 
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region, the proposal for a Cyprus Confederation should be considered with utmost care 
and seriousness. 
- The relations between Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus will be 
developed and deepened in line with the target of integration set at the highest level. 
Projects which are important for speeding up the economic development of the Turkish 
Republic of Northern Cyprus will be put into effect and completed. With the aim of 
protecting their common interests in all their aspects, Turkey and the Turkish Republic 
of Northern Cyprus will sign a special relationship agreement, in the period ahead. 
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APPENDIX IV 
 
HELSINKI EUROPEAN COUNCIL 10 AND 11 DECEMBER 1999 
PRESIDENCY CONCLUSIONS 
(Paragraphs on Turkey’s Accession and Cyprus) 
 
9. (a) The European Council welcomes the launch of the talks aiming at a comprehen-
sive settlement of the Cyprus problem on 3 December in New York and expresses its 
strong support for the UN Secretary-General’s efforts to bring the process to a suc-
cessful conclusion.  
     (b) The European Council underlines that a political settlement will facilitate the 
accession of Cyprus to the European Union. If no settlement has been reached by the 
completion of accession negotiations, the Council’s decision on accession will be 
made without the above being a precondition. In this the Council will take account of 
all relevant factors. 
12. The European Council welcomes recent positive developments in Turkey as noted 
in the Commission's progress report, as well as its intention to continue its reforms 
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towards complying with the Copenhagen criteria. Turkey is a candidate State destined 
to join the Union on the basis of the same criteria as applied to the other candidate 
States. Building on the existing European strategy, Turkey, like other candidate States, 
will benefit from a pre-accession strategy to stimulate and support its reforms. This 
will include enhanced political dialogue, with emphasis on progressing towards ful-
filling the political criteria for accession with particular reference to the issue of human 
rights, as well as on the issues referred to in paragraphs 4 and 9(a). Turkey will also 
have the opportunity to participate in Community programs and agencies and in meet-
ings between candidate States and the Union in the context of the accession process. 
An accession partnership will be drawn up on the basis of previous European Council 
conclusions while containing priorities on which accession preparations must concen-
trate in the light of the political and economic criteria and the obligations of a Member 
State, combined with a national program for the adoption of the acquis. Appropriate 
monitoring mechanisms will be established. With a view to intensifying the harmoni-
zation of Turkey's legislation and practice with the acquis, the Commission is invited 
to prepare a process of analytical examination of the acquis. The European Council 
asks the Commission to present a single framework for coordinating all sources of 
European Union financial assistance for pre-accession. 
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APPENDIX V 
 
DECLARATION BY TURKEY ON CYPRUS, 29 JULY 2005 
 
1. Turkey remains committed to finding a political settlement of the Cyprus issue and 
has clearly demonstrated its resolve in this regard. Accordingly, Turkey will continue 
to support the efforts of the UN Secretary-General towards achieving a comprehensive 
settlement which will lead to the establishment of a new bi-zonal partnership State. A 
just and lasting settlement would greatly contribute to peace, stability and harmonious 
relations in the region. 
2. The Republic of Cyprus referred to in the Protocol is not the original Partnership 
State established in 1960. 
3. Turkey will thus continue to regard the Greek Cypriot authorities as exercising au-
thority, control and jurisdiction only in the territory south of the buffer zone, as is 
currently the case, and as not representing the Turkish Cypriot people and will treat 
the acts performed by them accordingly. 
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4. Turkey declares that signature, ratification and implementation of this Protocol nei-
ther amount to any form of recognition of the Republic of Cyprus referred to in the 
Protocol; nor prejudice Turkey’s rights and obligations emanating from the Treaty of 
Guarantee, the Treaty of Alliance, and the Treaty of Establishment of 1960. 
5. Turkey reaffirms that its existing relationship with the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus remains unchanged by becoming a party to the Protocol. 
6. Pending a comprehensive settlement, the position of Turkey on Cyprus will remain 
unchanged. Turkey expresses its readiness to establish relations with the new Partner-
ship State which will emerge following a comprehensive settlement in Cyprus. 
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APPENDIX VI 
 
NEW INITIATIVE BY TURKEY ON CYPRUS 
ACTION PLAN ON LIFTING OF RESTRICTIONS IN CYPRUS 
(26 January 2006) 
 
The UN Secretary General is kindly invited to consider holding consultations with the 
parties concerned with a view to implementing the Action Plan, the principal elements 
of which are outlined here below: 
1. Opening of the sea ports of Turkey to Greek Cypriot vessels serving the trade of 
goods in accordance with the EC-Turkey Customs Union. 
2. Allowing Greek Cypriot air carriers to use the Turkish air space for over-flights and 
to land at the Turkish airports in accordance with relevant international rules and pro-
cedures. 
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3. Opening of the ports in North Cyprus, including Gazimagosa, Girne, and 
Gemikonağı to international traffic of goods, persons and services under Turkish Cyp-
riot management. 
4. Opening of Ercan airport for direct flights under the Turkish Cypriot management. 
5. Special arrangements for the practical inclusion of North Cyprus, as an economic 
entity, into the European Union’s customs union. Unhindered direct trade between 
both sides of the Island as well as with the outside world. 
6. Participation of the Turkish Cypriot side in international sports, cultural and other 
social activities. 
We propose the following procedural steps for the implementation: 
7. A high level meeting is to be convened no later than May/June 2006 under the aus-
pices of the UN with the participation of Turkey, Greece, the Turkish Cypriot side and 
the Greek Cypriot side with a view to finalizing the draft action plan which will be 
implemented as an integrated whole within an agreed time frame. 
8. The action plan and outcome of the meeting are to be submitted by the UN Secretary 
General to the UN Security Council. The UN Secretary General may wish to establish 
a mechanism to keep the implementation of the plan under review, with a view to 
regularly reporting any development to the Security Council. 
9. The assistance, particularly to the Turkish Cypriot side, of the UN and the EU Com-
mission will help facilitate the implementation of the proposed measures. 
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10. The action plan will, in no way, prejudice legal and political positions of the parties 
concerned. It is aimed at bringing about an environment of cooperation and mutual 
trust with a comprehensive settlement perspective to the Cyprus issue. 
In this respect, Turkey remains committed to the efforts to achieve a comprehensive 
settlement of the Cyprus problem within the framework of UN Secretary-General’s 
mission of good offices and on the basis of the UN Secretary General’s settlement 
plan. Turkey earnestly hopes that an agreement on the comprehensive settlement will 
be reached in 2006. 
